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INTRODUCTION 

The content 'of this publication i.~ a verbatim trans
la#on of the proceedings of the Seminar on tr The Effect 
of Islamic' Legislation on Crime Prevention in Saudi 
Arabia ") held in Riyadh from 9 to 13 October 1976. 

The United Nations Social Defence Research In-. 
stitute) in pursuance of one of its objectives of inter~ 
national co-operation in the field of the prevention of 
crime and treatment of offenders) has undertaken the 
translation of the proceedings from Arabic into English, 
French and Spanish. 

It should be stressed that) within the general 
framework of UNSDRrs legislative mandate) another 
objective which is being served by this publication is 
the dissemination of information to the international 
community regarding the prevention of crime and the 
treatment of offenders. Indeed, without this volume) 
apart from those who participated in the Seminar) non
Arabic speaking persons would be unaware of the Se
minar and of the proceedings. 

While we are glad with this international 'co
operation and the dissemination of this important 
information) it must be stated that the proceedings re
flect the ideas of the Islamic world on the subject of 
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crime based on the Islamic Law and therefore the views 
expressed by the various participants in the meeting 
are not necessarily shared by this Institute. 

The publication is informative and provides food 
for thought. 

J 
TOLANI ASUNI 

Director 
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IN THE NAME OF GOD, MOST GRACIOUS, 
MOST MERCIFUL 
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PREFACE 

by 

HIS ROYAL HIGHNESS PRINCE AHMAD IBN ABDUL AZIZ 

Deputy Minister of Interior 

and 

CHAIRMAN OF THE SYMPOSIUM 



....... ' - ----

This book is the product ofa serious undertaking 
unique in its kind, for it contains a number of specialized 
scholarly papers that treat the relationship between the 
Islamic legislation as it was revealed to the Holy Prophet 
around fourteen centuries ago and the pragmatic implemen
tation of this legislation in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

This study presents researches made by it selected 
group of scholars of Saudi Arabia and the Arab world. At 
the same time it contains the comments and· ,discussions 
made by prominent scholars some of whom were Arabs, 
other non-Arab Muslims and some were non-Muslim 
western scholars concerned with legal matters, sociology 
and criminology in different parts of the world. 

We trust that the subject matter of this book meets 
the objective of Truth seekers. Every scholar has the 
right to extend the Islamic legislation to all people and 
thereby deliver mankind from delinquency and crime which 
afflict humanity to an unprecedented degree in human 
history. 

The papers and discussions contained in this book are 
concluded in a field research made on the effects of imple
mentation of Islamic legislation on crime prevention in 
the Kingdom of Saudi Ara~, which fact has led to secu~ 
rity, stability and low crii¥e rates throughout the Kingdofl1 
of Saudi Arabia. This is clearly illustrated by the compa
rative statistics which the reader will find later in this 
book. These statistics :~emonstrate that during 1386-1395 
A.H., corresponding td\ U)66-1975 Gregorian year, crime 
rates were far less in the Kingdom than in other countries. 
It is obvious that due to the developed modern age, deve-
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loped crime methods and the indifference of society in 
many countries towards the teachings of religions, crime 
rates amongst these societies have considerably soared. 

We trust the concerned scholars will find in this book 
the answers to their query in this field. In order to give 
universal interest to the contents of this book we recom
mended its translation into English, French and Spanish 
for the benefit of those who cannot read Arabic. 

Finally, we hope that this book will give the oppor
tunity of tackling the problem of delinquency in modern 
societies in a more pragmatical manner, and that the Islamic 
legislation will be regarded as a source of peace and welfare 
to humanity. 
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INTRODUCTION 

by 

DR. FAROUK ABDUL RAHMAN MOURAD 

Director-General~ Crime Prevention Research Centre~ 
Ministry of Interior, Saudi Arabia 
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Some nations glorify the relics of their ancestors, some 
boast of their material wealth or military prowess. Some 
admire the natural beauty of their country or. vaunt their 
industrial or artistic skill. But Saudi Arabia, of all the 
countries on the earth, is proud of its adherence to the 
teachings of Islam and the Holy Quran. 

The application of the Islamic legislation in Saudi 
Arabia is reflected through the realization of social justice, 
as preached by Islam, goading people to do good, spreading 
love a?d u~d~~ding, not doing ha~n: to one's neig~bours 
and dissemmatl0n of brothethood splrlt and the feeling of 
responsibility for the welfare of humanity everywhere. 
Furthermore, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is blessed with 
stability and order never, known before by any society, 
except during the early days of the Muslim rule when justice 
and peace reigned. 

Until recently this blooming security was taken for 
granted and did not need to be referred to. However~ after 
increasing contacts with other peoples and after the King
dom resum.ed playing a pioneering role in the welfare of 
the Islamic people and humanity everywhere, the attention 
of the world was drawn to this unique kind of security which 
'the country enjoys and which has enabled the country to 
implement with success development, construction and 
industrialization plans. People everywhere became intere
sted in the criminal policy adopted by the Saudi Govern
ment that has achieved such a blissful security. 

Conscious of a sense of duty to explain the merits of 
the Islamic legislation and its effect on crime prevention 
the Saudi authorities decided to convene a symposium at 

11 
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an international level to discuss the subjects rationally and 
scientifically with a view to introduce to the world the 
Islamic legislation as regards delinquency and crime and 
the practical application of the Islamic penal law which, 
as in Saudi Arabia, has led to low crime rates and a sense 
of security by the citizens. 

Experts of international organizations, judges, uni
versity professors, scholars and researchers from all over 
the world were invited and participated in this symposium. 

This book contains the papers presented at the sym
posium and the participants' comments discussed with so 
much interest. It also contains the opening statement 
delivered by His Royal Highness Prince Naif Ben Abdul 
Aziz, Minister of Interior, being the highest authority re
sponsible for security in the Kingdom. His reference to 
the fact that any shortfall the society may suffer is due to 
inadequate execution and not to any £law' in the legislation, 
which is divine, is a proof of the sagacity of His Royal 
Highness on the subject under discussion. 

This book ends with a plea to all the world to benefit 
from the teachings of Islam which, if rightly applied, 
would allow societies to enjoy the much needed security 
and stability. 

I t is our sincere hope that this book will be widely 
circulated in order to serve the objectives of the symposium. 

Contents 

1. Opening statement by H.R.H. Prince Naif Abdul 
Aziz, Minister of Interior. 

2. Statement by Dr. Abdul Wahab AI-Ashmawy, Se
cretary-General of the Arab Organization for Social Defence 
against Crime (Brief description at the end of the session). 

3. Session on Proceedings (Brief desc~ption of the 
minutes). \ 
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4. Fh-st symposium (Definition of Crime according 
to Islamic legislation and the sources of the Islamic Penal 
Law), by Sheikh Mohammad Ibn Ibrc71.nim Ibn Jubeir, Pre
sident of the Court of Appeal. 

Discussions of the first symposium. 

5. Second symposium (Defining Crime responsibility 
according to Islamic legislation) by Dr. Mohammad Salam 
Mfldkour, Head of Islamic Law Department, Faculty of 
Law, University of Cairo. 

Discussions of the second symposium. 

6. Third symposium (Means of evidence in Islamic 
law) by Sheikh Saleh Ibn Mohammad AI-Laheidan, Mem
ber of the Council of the Supreme Court. 

Discussions of the third symposium. 

7. Fourth symposium (Effect of religion on crime) 
by Sheikh Manna AI-Kattan, Director of the Higher Judical 
Institute, Imam Mohammad Ibn Saud Islamic University. 

Discussion of the fourth symposium. 

8. Fifth symposium (Effect of the Quranic teaching 
cc to enjoin the good and refrain from evil deeds " on crime 
prevention) by Sheikh Nasser Ibn Hamad-AI-Rasheed, Di
rector-General of Female Education. 

Discussions of the fifth symposium. 

9. Sixth symposium (Influence of Islamic education 
on crime prevention) by Sheikh Mohammad Qutb. 

Discussions of the sixth symposium. 
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IN THE NAME OF GOD, MOST GRACIOUS, 
MOST MERCIFUL 

Praise be to God and Peace be upon God's Holy Prophet 

On behalf of the Government of His Majesty and the 
people of Saudi Arabia I have the pleasure to welcome you 
to this meeting rich with its participants, topics, and scopes. 
Indeed we were looking forward to a meeting at this level 
where learned men could meet wi th those in charge of 
security to discuss objectively the principles of the, imple
mentation of Islamic legislation to penal cases and, their 
effect on the achievement of security and stability in our 
blissful society so that we may offer all the facilities to 
your unique meeting and acquaint you with our methods 
for the application of Islamic legislation in our public and 
private lives and the justice and security that have resulted 
therefrom. 

We do praise God for this achievement. 
Brethren! 
All of you are aware that Islamic legislation is the 

framework of our life in this country. It is the source of 
our material and moral strength. Not only does it represent 
the source of the various bodies which govern our policies 
and regulations on criminal matters and legislative pro
cedures but it is also the source of all our laws. Moreover, 
it is the source of human ideals which govern the behaviour 
of the people towards each other, towards their family, their 
society and the world around them. 

19 
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Until King Abdul Aziz came our country used to be 
plagued by anarchy and plunder. Following the path of his 
fathers and forefathers King Abdul Aziz restored the Isla
mic legislation to all parts of the country with a view to 
extending justice to all, protecting the people's rights and 
fighting chaotic conditions that the society suffered from 
before he united the country. As the people of this 
country believe in God and in the Holy Quran they com
plied with the Islamic legislation, and consequently they 
are reaping its fruit, i.e. security and safety. 

The late King Feisal, the great pioneer of our modern 
movement, started to consolidate the foundations of the 
society already enjoying justice and stability. 

His Majesty King Khaled is going ahead with the past 
achievements by opening new horizons for the. Saudi so
ciety. In this connection I would like to remind you that 
without a serious adherence to Islamic legislation in public 
and private affairs no stability could have been possible; 
and as you know stability is a fundamental prerequisite for 
the development of any society. Construction and progress 
cannot be achieved where anarchy and terror reign. In 
order to work, a citizen should feel that his life, property and 
honour are not threatened. This is exactly what the Islamic 
legislation endeavours to do. 

We believe that the people living in this vast country 
enjoy security more than many other people in the world 
through God's grace and the implementation of the Islamic 
legislation to everybody without any discrimination. In 
this symposium we shall give direct and indirect proofs on 
the positive effect of the implementation of Islamic 
legislation in the Kingdom. We leave to you the research 
work, deliberations and useful conclusions. 

I should like to reiterate that if there are any shortfalls 
in our life and regulations man is to be blamed but not the 
divine legislation. 

20 
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The Islamic legislation in itself is complete and whole 
with all the fundamentals of justice. It covers all aspects of 
life and behaviour. The blame for any flaw in its imple
mentation should be put on those who implement it. 

Brethren! 
This symposium is a contest in the field of scholarly 

research work. We put at your disposal all our facilities 
to discern the whole truth and to transmit your findings to 
the countries where you come from. I hope that this sympo
sium will be followed by other similar ones with a view 
to completing research work and opening the path to those 
who desire to know the truth and practise it. 

I wish you every success in your noble task. 

Peace be upon you 

21 
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STATEMENT DELIVERED 

by 

DR. ABnuL WAHAB AL-AsHMAWY 

Secretary-General of the Arab Organization 
for Social Defence against Crime 
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Your Royal Highness, Prince Naif Abdul Aziz, Mini
ster of Interior, distinguished guests and members of the 
sympoSIum. 

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has convened this sym
posium on the Islamic legislation as a challenge to the civi
lizations, systems, legacies and ideologies of the whole world. 
I t does so by leaving the discussion door wide open for 
every scholar trying to find out the danger threatening the 
world as a result of delinquency and crime and the endea
vours to get rid of this explosion which has become a menace 
to man)s safety in his own country and the safety of man
kind all over the globe. Your Royal Highness, while I am 
addressing myself to such a distinguished group of scholars, 
jurisprudents, sociologists, learned men, researchers and men 
of security I would like to recall the recent past when you 
with your farsightedness and deep faith sowed the seed for 
this gathering under the sponsorship of the late King Feisal 
and his great successor, His Majesty King Khaled Ibn Abdul 
Aziz and Crown Prince Fahd Ibn Abdul Aziz who from the 
outset supported the idea. Now the plant is ready to yield 
its fruit. These distinguished people have responded to your 
invitation and they are here to see for themselves the pioneer
ing experiment being made in this blessed land. I cannot 
·but express my gratitude to you and, on behalf of the Arab 
Organization for Social Defence against Crime, express my 
appreciation to you for convening this symposium and there
by we are once more indebted to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 
for its pioneering role for the welfare of humanity in general 
and the Muslim people in particular. 

25 
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Finally, allow me, Your Royal Highness, to state on 
behalf of the members of the symposium that we pledge to 
live up to the trust you have in us and we hope that it will 
attain many achievements as you have given your sponsor
ship to it and that this symposium will be able to show 
humanity the best ways to a safer and more care-free society 
where man's way of thinking, property, honour and work are 
left unmolested. We pray God to help us to see the right 
path and lead us to the Truth and enlighten the people 
through learning. 

After this statement Dr. Farouk Abdul Rahman Mourad 
announced the end of the opening session. H.R.H. Naif 
Ibn Abdul Aziz. Minister of Interior moved to the reception 
hall where the ~embers of the symposium and other guests 
had the honour to greet the Prince. 

The meeting was adjourned at 10040 a.m. 
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SESSION OF PROCEDURES 

On Saturday 16 Shawal 1396 H at 11.30 a.m. Dr. Fa
ronk Abdul Rahman Mourad announced the opening of the 
session with the discussion of the first item on the agenda 
which was the election of the chairman of the symposium. 
The floor was given to the head of the Egyptian delegation. 

HEAD OF THE EGYPTIAN DELEGATION 

Gentlemen, 
In appreciation of the role of the Ministry of Interior of 

Saudi Arabia in holding and organizing this symposium the 
delegation of Egypt has the pleasure to nominate H.R.H. 
Prince Ahmad Ibn Abdul Aziz, Deputy Minister of Interior 
and Head of the Saudi delegation, as chairman of the 
sympoSlUm. 

HEAD OF THE DELEGATION OF PALESTINE 

On behalf of the Palestine Liberation Organization I 
second the nomination of H.R.H. Prince Ahmad Ibn Abdul 
Aziz as chairman of the symposium. 

DR. FAROUK ABDUL RAHMAN MOURAD 

So I have pleasure in annou!cing the election of 
H.R.H. Prince Ahmad Ibn Abdul Aziz, Deputy Minister of 
Interior and Head of the Saudi delegatio:l, chairman of the 
symposillffi. I invite His Royal Highness to the rostrum to 
chair the session. 

27 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE SYMPOSIUM 

On behalf of the Saudi delegation and the Government 
of Saudi Arabia I thank you for your confidence in me and 
electing me chairman of this symposium which we hope 
will be successful with God's grace and that it will achieve 
the objectives we look forward to, i.e. revealing the truth 
regarding Islamic legislation and its importance and practical 
feasibility, particularly its effectiveness against crime and for 
fostering order and justice in the country. 

I have the pleasure to reiterate the Saudi Government's 
welcome to the participants and that it will put at the disposal 
of the symposium every possible facility for its success. The 
participants should not feel they are strangers in this country, 
and they should not hesitate to ask any assistance that the 
secretariat of this symposium or the Saudi delegation could 
afford. I hope that our gathering together will be positive 
and constructive to comprehend and attain the Truth. 

DR. FAROUK ABDUL RAHMAN MOURAD 

This week the symposium will meet in the morning and 
in the evening. This week's working programme is as follows: 

This evening - Definition of crime according to the 
Islamic legislation and Islamic penal law . 

Sunday 17 Shawal 

Morning session - Crime responsibility according to 
Islamic law. 

Evening session - Means of evidence in Islamic legi
slation. 

Monday 18 Shawal 

Morning first session - Effect of religion and faith on 
the prevention of crime. 

28 

Morning second session - Effect of the Quranic teach
mg (( to enjoin the good and refrain from evil deeds" on 
crime prevention. 

Evening session - Influence of Islamic education on 
crime prevention. 

Tuesday 19 Shawal 

Morning first session - Islamic punishments and the 
methods of their execution in Saudi Arabia: 

1. Punishment of Retaliation, blood money and 
act of atonement. 

Morning second session - Islamic punishments and 
the methods of their execution in Saudi Arabia: 

2. Fixed punishments (( Hudoud" and Discretio
nary punishments (( Ta'zir ". 

Evening session - Implementation of Islamic legisla
tion and its affect on crime prevention in Saudi Arabia (a 
field research work). 

Wednesday 20 Shawal 

Morning session - Set for the work of the sympo
sium's rapporteur and secretariat. 

Evening session - General meeting. Presentation of 
the rapporteur's report and the concluding session of the 
meeting. 

PROCEDURES IN THE SYMPOSIUM 

I would like to add here that as the symposium is of 
a scholarly nature that the subjects on the agenda are discus
sed by the participants. Each topic will have a deliberation 
committee conducted by a committee chairman. The speaker 
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presents his subject for half an hour to be followed by the 
first commentator for quarter of an hour and then by the 
second commentator for another quarter of an hour and 
then the floor is given to the participants either to add to 
the speaker's subject, make comments or make queries. The 
floor is asked in an orderly manner in accordance with 
appropriate formalities. 

Thus we end our discussion regarding the symposium 
and the way the procedures take place there. Due thanks 
to the chairman. 

CHAIRMAN 

As H.R.H. the Minister of Interior is on a mISSlOn 
abroad and I have personal engagements at the Ministry 
of Interior I may not be able to attend some of the sessions. 
Therefore I propose to nominate a Vice-Chairman. 

HEAD OF THE JORDANIAN DELEGATION 

As an appreciation to Dr. Ibrahim AI-Awaji, Under
Secretary of the Ministry of Interior and Deputy-Head of 
the Saudi delegation, for his tremendous efforts in organiz
ing this symposium on which we harbour great hopes, on 
behalf of the Jordanian delegation I propose to nominate 
Dr. Ibrahim Al-Awaji as Vice-Chairman. 

HEAD OF THE DELEGATION OF BAHREIN 

I second the nomination of Dr. Ibrahim Al-Awaji 
as Vice-Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN 

I announce the election of Dr. Ibrahim Al-Awaji as 
Vice-Chairman. Now we have to nominate a rapporteur 
of the sympoSIUm. 
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DR. IBRAHIM Ar.-AwAJI 

The Saudi delegation has the pleasure to nominate 
Dr. Abdul Wahab Al-Ashmawi as the rapporteur of the 
symposium due to his wide experience and role in orga
nizing this symposium. 

HEAD OF THE DELEGATION OF BAHREIN 

Praise be to God and peace be upon Prophet Mo
hammad, his family and Companions. God's peace, mercy 
and blessings be upon you all. 

On this blessed day, the day of our auspicious meeting 
in the interest of Islam and humanity, I express, on behalf 
of the Bahrein delegation, our deep gratitude to the Go
vernment of Saudi Arabia for organizing this symposium. 
Of course this is not -urprising for the Government of 
Saudi Arabia and its King, Khaled Ibn Abdul Aziz, have 
consistently given aid to different Muslim countries and 
organizations everywhere to raise the bal1ner of Islam. 
Indeed His Majesty has faithfully fulfilled his task. May 
God reward him. 

On this occasion I would like to convey to you the 
greetings of the Emir and people of Bahrein who look to 
"this gathering as a great Islamic event and they expect 
from you fruitful results to enhance the Muslim nations. 
Without assimilating the Islamic legislation we cannot 
expect the Muslim society to enjoy stability and order. 

Islamic jurisprudence has provided us with an unde
niable wealth in all aspects of life. It is a genuine jurispru
dence adaptable to life at all times and in every place, and 
as such can contribute a lot to the jurisprudence of every 
country. What we need now is that this great jurispru
dence should be the first and last source for Arab and 
Muslim legislations and laws, and that it should be a beacon 
for other nations in this respect. We trust that this sym
posium will raise the conception of Islam. The Islamic 
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nations cannot chart their course well without the imple
mentation of Islamic legislation and doing away with borro
wed legislations. Thank you again and my due respects to 
all of you and may God reward you. 

CHAIRMAN 

Thank you very much and pray God that our aspira
tions will come true. The Saudi Government feels that it 
is its duty to organize such symposiums on Islamic legislation 
since it is blessed with the most sacred places of Islam. 
This is the birthplace of Islam and therefore it is the duty 
of the Kingdom to carry the banner of this doctrine and 
preach it. I hope that our efforts will be fruitful in 
attaining the Truth and discuss the subjects with depth and 
acumen. Everybody will have a chance to make enquiries 
and ask questions. 

Our next meeting will be this evening at 4 p.m. to 
start the first symposium. 

The meeting was adjourned at 11.55 a.m. 
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Oth(?1' speakers were: 

Dr. Mohammad AI-Sa'ad AI-Rasheed, Dean of the Faculty 
of Islamic Law, King Abdul Aziz University, Mecca. 

Dr. Hussein Hamed Hussan, Head of the Higher Legal 
Studies, Faculty of Islamic Law, King Abdul Aziz University, 
Mecca. 

Conductor of Discussions 

Sheikh Abdulla Ibn Suleiman Ibn Mani, Member of 
Supreme Board of Jurists and Member of the Permanent 
Committee of Academic Research and Legal Verdicts. 
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Foreword 

Islamic legislation is characterized by the diversity of 
its sources and thereby it is easy to deduce solutions and 
legal judgements. In addition to the Holy Quran the follow
ing are the other sources: 

Prophetic teachings II Sunnah" supplementing the 
Quran 
Consensus of jurists' opinions II lima} " 
Analogy II Kias " 
Equity II lstihsan " 

Legally unsettled questions of common interest II Ma
slaha Mursala ~, 

Por fourteen centuries, generation after generation, the 
learned doctors of Islam and jurisprudents have devoted 
themselves to the studying of Islamic legislation and they 
have ended up with a huge wealth of Islamic legislation 
which has no precedence in the world. As long as people 
have complied with Islamic legislation it has not failed them 
in their daily affairs. 

When Islamic legislation was practised by the followers 
of Islam they had the upper hand over other nations and 
other peoples embraced this religion in masses. Now the 
time has come again that Islam should occupy its previous 
summit place overlooking a sea of conflicting doctrines and 
ideologies. It is proved now that the civilization built on 
these doctrines is shaky and cannot achieve happiness for 
mankind. Corruption, immorality, decay and crime are com
mon features in most of the so-called civilized societies. 
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How different this false civilization is from the civilization 
built by Islam which has strived to attain the noblest ideals, 
justice, security and real happiness for mankind. It is thanks 
to the divine Islamic legislation, made by God who is aware 
of man's needs and means of reforms that such a glorious 
civilization was possible. 

Should He not know 
He that created? 
And He is the One 
That understands the finest 
Mysteries (and) is 
\Vell-acquainted (with them). 

(Quranic verse) Chapter 67, verse 14. 

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has taken the initiative by 
undertaking a marvellous experience in the implementation 
of Islamic legislation in all aspects of everyday life, inter alia, 
crime prevention. The result of this experience is the 
prevailing security in the towns, villages, country and the 
deserts of the Kingdom. This security and social and 
economic stability in Saudi Arabia are commended bv friends 
and foes alike. J 

In this paper we shall deal with some aspects of 
Islamic criminal law: 

1. Definition of crime according to Islamic legisla
tion and types of crimes. 

2. Extent of crime in everyday life, personal mat
ters and civil life. 

3. Criminal aspects of each individual delinquency 
and its effect on social disorder and corruption. 

4. Sources of the Islamic criminal law. 
5. Common interest (( Maslaha Mursala" and crl

me treatment and crime control. 
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Crime according to Islamic law 
The Arabic word crime (( J arima " is derived from the 

root (( Jarm " which has two meanings: severance and profit. 
It seems that in the old days this word was used for a profit 
from a detested deed. Later it meant committing something 
wrong and sinful. Hence the following Quranic verse: 

cc And 0 my people 
Let not my dissent (from you) 
Cause to sin lest you suffer 
A fate similar to that 
Of the people of Noah)). 

In other words do not let yourselves be carried away 
with disputes lest you suffer punishment and face the fate of 
your predecessors who rejected their prophets. 

In another Quranic verse we read the following: 

cc And let not the hatred of others 
To you make you swerve to worry 
And depart from justice. Be just)· 
That is next to piety)). 

Therefore the word crime may be used for any deed 
contrary to right and justice. The words (( Ijram" and 
(( Ajrama " are derived from the same root. 

The first word means the very act of (( committing 
crime " and the second one is the past tense which means 
(( committed a crime ". In the following verses of the Holy 
Quran in Chapter 83, verse 54 we read: 

and 

cc Those in sin used 
To laugh at those 
Who believed )). 

CC Truly thpse in sin 
Are the (J,nes 
Straying in mind) and mad)). 
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So the semantic origin of the Arabic word (( crime" is 
any deed that is detested. Now as all the laws of Islam are 
approved by the legislator and any disobedience of God's 
commandments is considered a crime. In other words, 
(( crime" is a prohibited deed that could be punished if 
committed, or a person who refrains from acting in consi
stency with what God has decreed may be punished as com
mitting a criminal act. However, this definition of crime 
is rather general, for both this word and sin and wrongdoing 
imply the same mearung, i.e. disobedience of God's com
mandments irrespective of the fact whether the punishment 
is meted out soon in this world or later after death. Accord
ing to some jurists there is a further difference between 
crime, sin and wrongdoing. Crime is punishable in this 
world by the legislator. The well-known jurist, Abu Ya'ala, 
considers crimes as acts prohibited by God and punishable 
by Fixed ce Hudoud)} or Discretionary rr T a'zir}} punish
ment. Fixed punishments (( Hudoud" are divine punish
ments; a (( Hadd " is a fixed punishment without a minimum 
or maximum limit. Verily God cannot tolerate shortfalls on 
the part of single individuals or groups of people. 

According to Islamic legislation meting out punishments 
is one of God's prerogatives in order to protect humanity 
from evil and attain peace and security for them. 

The crimes punishable by fixed punishments (( Hu
doud " are seven, viz. 

1) Adultery, 2) Defamation, 3) Alcohol-drinking, 4) 
Theft, 5) Highway robbery, 6) Apostasy from Islam, 7) At
tempted coup d'etat. 

Ctimes related to those punishable by fixed punish
ments (( Hudoud " are the ctimes punishable by Retaliation 
and blood money: 

1) Premeditated murder, 2) Semi-premeditated murder, 
3) Murder by error, 4) Premeditated offence against human 
life short of murder, 5) Offence by error against human life 
short of murder. 
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Offence against human life short of murder is any 
offence that does not cause death, such as beating up a person 
and injuting him. Discretionary punishment (( Ta'zir" is 
the right punishment to be meted out for offences not puni
shable by fixed punishments (( Hudoud" or Retaliation 
«( Kisas ". We have already mentioned that fixed punish
ments (( Hudoud " are God's prerogative. Instead Discretio
nary punishments (( Ta'zir" are meted out by the State's 
competent authority. The word (( Ta'zir " originally meant 
the consolidation of social ties. 

I t is detived from the word (t Azzara " meaning (( to 
stengthen" or (( to support". (( Ta 'zir» in this sense IS 

mentioned in the Holy Quran, Chapter 5, verse 13: 

rr If ye (but) 

Establish regular Prayers, 

Practise regular Charity, 
Believe in My apostles} 

Honour and support them) 
And loan to God 
A beautiful loan, 

Verily I will wipe out 
From you your evils, 

And admit you to Gardens 
With rivers flowing beneath}}. 

It would be incorrect to think that (( Ta'zir " punish
ments were not expressly mentioned in the sources of Isla
mic legislation, for all such punishments are meted out to 
prevent evil deeds and foul practices as recommended in 
the Holy Quran and the prophetic teachings (( Sunnah ", To 
quote the Quran, Chapter 26, verse 183: 

ee Nor do evil in the land, 

Working mischief)}. 
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And Holy Prophet has said: (( Do not do others any 
harm, nor cause any harm to be done to others ". These 
punishments are left to the exclusive discretion of the ruler 
of the country. He enacts the laws for such punishments 
as he deems appropriate. This is not inconsistent with the 
famous norm that there are no crimes or punishments without 
a law defining them. The penal code was basically enacted 
for unspecified crimes. Muslim jurists agree that (( Ta'zir " 
punishments are not meted out to other defined punishments. 
For example, theft is punishable with the amputation of 
the culprit's hand; offences connected with money are not 
punishable in the same way. Defamation is punishable with 
eight lashes. Cursing is not punishable in the same manner. 
All this is in conformity with the principle mentioned in 
the prophetic report (( Hadith" to the effect that {( He 
who transgresses the limit of a punishment is himself an 
offender". Hence, giving the right to rulers to mete out 
(( Ta'zir" punishments does not conflict with the norm 
( no punishments without a law ". 

Crimes in Terms of Concerned I.nterests 

We have already explained that a crime originally meant 
violation against concerned interests as indicated in the Qu
ran, Tradition, Analogy or Equity. According to the Islamic 
legislation concerned interests include the protection of re
ligion, life, intellect, offspring and property. Therefore the 
offences are classified into: offences against religion, life, in
tellect, offspring and property. 

Crimes According to Punishments Meted Out 

These are divided into three classifications: 

1. Crimes punishable by fixed punishments (( Hu-
oud ". 
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2 . Crimes punishable by Retaliation or blood money. 

3 . Crimes punishable by (( T a ~zir" (Discretionary 
punishment). 

1. Crimes Punishable by Fixed Punishments cc Hudoud )} 

These crimes are punishable by (( Hudoud " as revealed 
in the Holy Quran. The punishments cannot be modified 
or altered. It is God's prerogative not to tolerate shortfalls 
from man. These crimes are: 

Apostasy; Attempted coup d'etat; Adultery; Defama
tion; Theft; Highway Robbery; Alcohol-Drinking. 

2. Crimes Punishable by Retaliation and/or Blood Money 
(CCKisas and Diya))) such as assault and causing physical 

injuries 

As. the punishments for these crimes are laid down in 
the Quran by the Almighty Legislator they cannot be modi
fied or altered. However, the victim or his caretaker may 
pardon the offender. In this case the culprit has to pay 
blood money and might be liable to (( Ta'zir " punishment. 

These crimes are: premeditated murder, semi-premedi
tated murder, murder by error, premeditated offence against 
human life short of murder and offence by error against 
human life short of murder. The last two offences are offen
ces that do not cause death such as beating up a person and 
causing him injury. 

3. Crimes Punishable by cc Ta)zir)) 

These crimes are not specifically quoted in the Holy 
Quran or in the Prophet's (( Sunnah ". However, they are 
punishable because they represent acts of disobedience to 
God's commandments and lead to wrongdoing. Though 
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they are not specified Islamic legislative sources have men
tioned some of them, such as usury, treason and cursing. In 
the interest of the community the competent authority may 
pardon the culprit from (( Ta'zir" punishments provided 
this act does not prejudice the individual victim's rights. The 
victim may forgive the culprit as far as his own rights are 
concerned without prejudicing the public rights exercised by 
the competent authority of the c:mntry. 

How Crime Appears in Daily Life, Personal Relations and 
Civil Life 

Ibn Taimiya, an authority on Muslim jurisprudence, 
has referred to a number of sins which cannot be atoned 
for, such as a man kissing a woman who is not his wife, 
having sexual intercourse with her, eats prohibited things, 
such as blood and dead corpses, accuses people of adultery 
just to defame them, steals even though paltry objects, be
trays people's faith in him, cheats when he sells foodstuffs 
or garments, gives short weight or meaGure, gives false 
witness, accepts bribery before reaching a verdict or other 
prohibited actions. People committing such offences will be 
subject to Discretionary punishment or chastisement and 
censure as the competent authorities deem fit depending on 
the gravity of the sin. 

Other sins pointed out by Ibn Taimiya are espionage 
by a Muslim in favour of a non-Muslim enemy and inducing 
people to contrivance and witchcraft. Other offences puni
shable by fixed punishments (( Hudoud ", according to Ibn 
Taimiya, are also woman's disobedience and sleeping with 
a woman of another man. He believed that bribery was a 
constraint to ordinary administration procedures. He con
demned those who try to conceal the defects of commodities 
they sell and depriving buyers from the legitimate right 
of options. The maxim that says ((Cheating spoils everything" 
is true because it invalidates any stipulated contract. 
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CRIMINAL FEATURE IN EACH CRIME 

1. Criminal Feature in Theft 

The act of theft is an aggression against the property 
and security of the people. When a burglar breaks into a 
house people get frightened and others get alarmed and 
therefore spend large amounts to fortify their houses to 
protect their properties. If the burglar is armed women 
and children get panicky. Therefore the proper punishment 
for theft is hand amputation to get rid of this noxious social 
disease. 

2. Highway Robbery 

This is a robbery committed on a public highway against 
travellers to either rob them or commit any other serious 
offences depending on the force of the attackers. The 
punishment against such robbers is mentioned in the Holy 
Quran, Chapter 5, verse 36 as follows: 

cc The punishment of those 

Who wage war against God 

And His Apostle, and strive 
With might and main 
For mischief through the land 

Is: execution, or crucifixion 
Or cutting off of hands, 
And feet from opposite sides, 

Or exile from the land ". 

This severe punishment is quite appropriate to this 
type of crime in order to safeguard security on roads, for 
they are important for the economic and social development 
of a country. 
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3. Adultery 

The evil consequences of adultery are many. I t is bad 
for the offspring and if widely practised it transmits diseases 
to the innocent and brings doubt to the Muslims. As a 
result of adultery deformed children are born and children 
do not know who their fathers are. Men start doubting if 
they are the natural father of their children and consequently 
both the family and society disintegrate. 

How many genealogical trees an adulterous woman has 
caused to be lost? How unfaithfully she has acted towards 
the living creature in her womb and towards God? There
fore flogging an adulterous woman and stoning her to death 
are appropriate punishments for such a horrible crime that 
make~ the earth and heavens tremble. 

4. Defamation 

Defamation is committed when a criminal accuses a 
pious man or a chaste woman of adultery and consequently 
the accused woman loses her respect and dignity in the 
society. Woman's reputation is the most precious virtue she 
possesses. It is the same for a man although an adulterous 
man is less disrespected (in most modern societies) than a 
woman. Defamation may lead a person to commit adultery. 
In the Holy Quran, Chapter 24, verse 19 we read the 
following: 

rc Those who love (to see) 

Scandal published broadcast 
Among the Believers, will have 
A grievous Penalty in this life 
and in the Hereafter: God 
Knows, and ye know not)}. 

Hence the punishment is appropriate to the crime 
according to the Islamic legislation in order to protect the 
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society from dangerous wide-spreading of scandal, defend 
man's reputation and encourage virtue amongst the members 
of the society. 

5. Apostasy from Islam 

Apostasy is renunciation of the religion of Islam either 
by words or deeds, such as the disbelief in the doctrine of 
monotheism and worshipping other gods, or rejection of the 
commandments of the Islamic religion such as saying the 
regular prayers, giving charity (Zakat), and abstaining from 
taking alcohol, adultery and usury. 

Disparaging remarks against the Prophet who is univer
sally acknowledged or anyone slighting one of the angels or 
the Holy Book can be very grave on the belief of others 
and therefore the just punishment is to kill such a man and 
get rid of him in order to protect the Islamic religion. The 
Holy Quran refers to this offence as follows: 

(( And if any of you 
Turn back from their faith 
and die in unbelief, their works 
Will bear no fruit in this life, 
And in the hereafter. Everlasting Hell 
will abide them JJ. 

6. Alcohol-Drinking 

The foIIowing Quranic verses demonstrate dearly the 
Islamic stance towards alcohol-drinking: 

(r 0 ye who believe! 
Approach not prayers 
With a mind befogged, 
Until ye can understand 
All that ye say)). 

Chapter 4, verse 4 3 . 
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and 

II 0 ye who believe 

Intoxicants and gambling, 

(Dedication of) stones, 

And (divination) by arrows, 

Are an abomination, -

Of Satan's handiwork: 

Eschew such (abomination) 

That ye prosper. 

Satan's plan is (but) 

To excite enmity and hatred 

Between you, with intoxicants 

And gambling, and hinder you 

From the remembrance 

Of God, and from prayer: 

Will ye not then abstain? JJ. 

Chapter 5, verses 93 and 94. 

Whoever pondets deeply over these Qutanic vetses 
\vill notice that they refer to the-major risks resulting from 
alcohol-drinking. The verse ordering believers not to ap
proach prayers with a mind befogged has already given the 
reason for it, and that is the praying petson will not under
stand what he says. In other words, wine makes one lose 
his reasoning to a degree that the drunkatd may have deli
rium tremens induced by excessive use of alcohol. This fact 
is indeed an insult to one's intellect which is the greatest 
thing God has bestowed on humanity. Hence alcohol de
sttoys the man's intellect and his manly qualities. 

The next verse that prohibits alcohol-drinking altogethet 
IS because intoxicants and gambling are an abomination of 
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Satan's handiwork. They excite enmity and hatred between 
Muslims and distract them from the remembrance of God. 
Intoxicants conupt a man morally, socially and from the 
religious point of view. 

Recent medical studies have proved the dangers of 
alcohol on the human body. Alcohol causes chronic infla
mation in the mucous membrane of the stomach and deprives 
it from the acid necessary for digestion. So an alcoholic 
constantly suffers from indigestion. Alcohol also tends to 
destroy the liver and. at the same time forms fatty substances 
on it, and so it cannot carry out its vital function, i.e. reliev
ing the body of toxins. 

Alcohol also causes the formation of fatty substances 
on the muscles of the heart on \vhich a person's health, 
energy and vitality· depend. 

Medical studies have further proved that excessive alco
hol-drinking might be lethal owing to alcohol poisoning and 
excessive use of it may cause mental disotder. 

Criminologists -have found that a high percentage of 
nervous and mental diseases, as well as perversion and 
immorality, are due to excessive use of alcohol by the addict 
or inherited from one of the parents who happened to be an 
alcoholic. Dtunkenness also may lead to unpremeditated 
ctlmes. 

The least effect of alcohol on the individual is to make 
him indifferent and irresponsible to moral and religious 
values. The Holy Prophet has said in this connection that 
(( in a state of exclusive submissiveness to God, a true believer 
is not to touch a single drop of alcohol". He further 
described wine-drinking as the deadliest sin because it 
induces man to evil deeds. Caliph Othman -1: is repotted 
to have said: (( Bewate of wine, for it is the root of all evils". 

* Caliph Othman was the third Caliph after Abu Bakr and Omar 
who succeeded Prophet Mohammad (Tra.nslator's note). 
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He gave the following example. A man was summoned to 
him and asked to choose either to burn a book, or kill a 
boy, or kneel to an idol, or drink a glass of wine or sleep 
with a woman. He made his easiest choice by drinking 
the glass of wine first, then slept with the woman, then 
killed the boy, then burned the book and at last he knelt 
to the idol. This story could be symbolic but it certainly 
shows how wine can intoxicate the brain and induce the 
person to commit all kinds of sins for having lost the 
distinction between good and evil. 

Sources of Islamic Criminal law 

The Articles and Deliberations of the Islamic law were 
not recorded in written form but they were revealed to 
Prophet Mohammad in the form of clear Commandments 
and Prohibitions associated with the causes and circumstances 
which occasioned them according to the situation. Islamic 
law doces not introduce or impose rules of law in isolation. 
In fact, when an Islamic order or prohibition is given it is 
always accompanied by the cause and wisdom which have 
occasioned it. 

Islamic law highlights the various dimensions of the 
legal rules. It explicitly introduces the Quranic text which 
is further understood when we get acquainted with the 
circumstances of its revelation. Reference is also made to 
the specific Quranic text, its interp.:etation and implementa
tion by the Prophet. In other words, Islamic Shari'a (law) 
did not cause any perplexity as far as legal.rdecs are concerned. 
Before his death Prophet Mohammad had made clear all the 
ambiguities that might arise of the implementation of Islamic 
law either through explicit statements or general rulings. 
Muslims deduced legal rules from Quranic texts and basic 
principles of the Sharia which were endorsed by the Prophet 
who pronounced: « I have delineated for you the basic prin
ciples of the true faith; its apparently ambiguous aspects 
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have been made as dear as daylight ". The sources of the 
Islamic law are the following: 

The Holy Book (Quran) 
The Sunnah (Prophetic reports) 
The Consensus of Opinion (Ijma}) 
The Analogy (Kias) 
Equity (Istihsan) 
Textually Unspecified Interests of the Public (Mu
slaha Mursala) 
Avoidance of Harm (Sad AI-DharaF) 
Compatibility of lvIeans and Ends (Istishab) 
Checking what is permissible and prohibited. 

The fundamental principle is that everything is permis
sible (Halal) unless it is specifically prohibited, condemned, 
disproved or even frowned upon. 

The Holy Quran 

The Quran is the divine word of God revealed to His 
Apostle Mohammad son of Abdulla by the Angel, Gabriel, 
in the Arabic language to verify that Mohammad is God's 
Messenger. It is the chief source from which Islamic law 
is derived and it is the root of all the other sources of Islamic 
legislation. Abdulla Ibn Omar ~'; says that he who teaches 
the Quran has caught a glimpse of prophethood in his heart. 
Also AI-Shatby -.':* in his book « AI-Muwafaqat " says: «( The 
Holy Quran is in spirit and character the epitome of Sharia 
(Islamic legislation); it is the chief pillar that sustains the 
Islamic faith, the divine spring of wisdom, the sign of apo
stlehood, the revealing light of eyesight and insight and 
there is no other path to approach God or salvation except 

* A well-known prophet's companion and jurist (Translator's note). 
,,: * A famous Maliki jurist-teacher of Muslim Andalusia (Spain) 

(Translator's note). 
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through the Holy Quran ". All this need not be expressly 
stated or evidenced since it is all embodkd in the religion 
of Islam. However, those who wish to cOf.aprehend all about 
the Shari a and probe into the details of Islamic law should 
take it as a life-long companion. 

Classification of the Quranic rules: 

1) Rules relevant to the Islamic faith: Belief in 
God, His angels, His revealed Books and Apostles, the 
Day of Judgement and Fate whether good or evil. 

2) Ethical rules: Virtues every Muslim should che
rish and vices he should abstain from. 

3) Practical rules: Concerning what a Muslim says 
or does and his behaviour. This third classification is known 
as the Quranic jurisprudence which the Basics of Jurispru
dence aims at attaining. 

Quranic rules are divided into two groups: 

1. Rituals of worshipping, such as daily prayers, 
fasting, almsgiving, pilgrimage, oath-taking and the dedication 
of all sacrificial offerings to God and all such forms of 
worshipping meant to discipline man's relationship with 
his Lord. 

2. Rules dealing with everyday life, such as business 
transactions, modes of behaviour, felonies, statements and 
everything other than rituals of worshipping disciplining 
the relationship between Muslims and Muslim communities. 
Everyday dealing rules vary according to relevant issues. 
Crime rules are those related to acts of crime committed by 
adult Muslims and the punishments they deserve in order to 
protect life, property, honour and rights of the individual 
and the relationship between the victim, the criminal and 
the community. 

The Holy Quran has stated the rules regarding fixed 
punishment (( Hudoud " and Retaliation meted out to those 
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charged with adultery, theft, defamation and highway 
robbery. Reference is made in the Quran to the punishment 
assigned to intoxication. Ali Ibn Abi Talib ~~ deduced the 
amount of flogging to be inflicted upon the drunkard on 
the Analogy of the punishment of defamation. For the 
punishment to be inflicted upon the husband who accuses 
his wife of adultery the Quran explains in detail the procedure 
of (( Al-Li' an " (Cursing) in which the husband and his wife 
are summoned before the magistrate and swear to the invo
cation of God's curse and wrath upon the liar. 

The Quran also explains what is meant by Retaliation 
in crimes punishable by death and amputation of limbs. Such 
punishments are either clearly specified or inferred from 
the general rule in the Quran: (( And wounds equal for 
equal" . 

The Quran clearly underlines the right a claimant has 
to any punishment and how much he is legally entitled to 
that right, and the cases where the claimant may pardon the 
accused or claim blood money. The Quran also explains the 
wisdom for conferring the right to retaliate all the claimant 
or his guardian. The Islamic penal law is based on the right 
to retaliate. This is stated in the Quran: 

ee In the Law of Retaliation 

There is (saving) of Life 
To you) 0 ye men of understanding)). 

Chapter 2, verse 179. 

The Quran deals with the crime of murder by error and 
its punishment whether the murderer is a believer or not, 
an enemy of believers or a person belonging to a people 
with whom there is a pact or a pledge. The Quran, fur
thermore, gives an account of judgements ordained for 

,,: Ali Ibn Abi Talib - Prophet Mohammand's cousin and fourth 
Caliph succeeding the Prophet (Translator's note). 
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murders by error and the maximum amount of punishment 
for unpremeditated crimes. The Sunnah (prophetic reports) 
specifies where retaliation could be claimed. 

The Quran refers to some acts of disobedience and the 
relevant punishments. These acts of disobedience are trans
gressions against the interests which the Islamic religion 
wanted to protect, such as religion, life, intellect, property 
and offsprings. Some of these acts of disobedience are 
explicitly stated in the Quran. Others are inferred from 
other Quranic verses. The words (( Fuhsh)) exaggeration 
and « Baghi)) transgression carryall criminal assoCiations, 
for the very act of committing a crime is in itself a perma
nent transgression. On this occasion the Holy Quran says 
the following: 

(( God commands justice) the doing 

Of good) and liberality to kith 

And kin) and He forbids 

A.ll shameful deeds) and injustice 

And transgression: He instructs you 

That ye may receive admonition )). 

Chapter 16, verse 90. 

Scholars -of Quranic studies maintain this verse is the 
most comprehensive of all verses. 

If all disobediences in the Quran have been mentioned 
explicitly or in general terms no one can allege that crimes 
are left unspecified ... Although some of the verses may not 
be very explicit and are capable of different interpretations 
yet the Commandments and Prohibitions in the Quran are 
crystal clear. The Sunnah, later on, expounded the-se Com
mandments and Prohibitions in even plainer form. Indeed 
Prophet Mohammad did not utter things of his own whim 
or fancy. « It is naught else but a divine inspiration sent 
d h·" own on 1m . 
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The Sunnah 

The Sunnah, meaning reported prophetic practice, is 
what the Prophet said, did or agreed to. There are three 
kinds of the Sunnah: 

1) Whatever Prophet Mohammad uttered on diffe
rent subjects and occasions. 

2) The actions performed by the Prophet, such as 
saying the prayers five times a day. 

3) The Prophet's implicit approval of the sayings 
and deeds of some of his companions. 

The Sunnah, of course, comes next to the Quran in 
Islamic legislative sources. A scholar resorts to the Sunnah 
only if he cannot find a relevant commandment in the Quran. 

As regards the criminal law the Sunnah has explained 
in general terms the judicial procedures practised in cases 
of crimes and delinquency. I t has explained about murder 
for a cause and fighting back the assailant in self-defence, 
and methods for evidencing crimes punishable by Retaliation 
« Kisas " which have to be given by two witnesses. The 
Prophet does not seem to have qualified the witness given 
by a man and two women. The Sunnah explains what is 
meant by « Qasama " ok and the procedures by which Judge
men ts are ascertained on evidence or refuted on suspicion. 
In conclusion, the Prophet rendered the religion crystal clear. 

If any judgement is not mentioned in the Quran or the 
Sunnah then inference is made to the general rulings of 
Islam and attained on the basis of (( Kias)) the Analogy. 

(( ljma) )) Consensus of Opinion 

Consensus of Opinion is the unanimous agreement 
reached by Muslim scholars, during any period after the 

>~ Qasama is the summoning of forty inhabitants of the place where 
a person is murdered and swear they do not know who the murderer is. 
Then the deceased is allowed to be huried and no retaliation is claimed 
by the heirs of the deceased (Translator's note). 
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Prophet's death, on any legal judgement bearing upon a 
particular situation or incident. 

The four principles of (( Ijma' " Consensus of Opinion 
are: 

1) That at the time of the incident there should be 
a number of scholars, for Consensus cannot be reached 
without varied opinions, each one approving the others. 

2) All I'vluslim scholars have to unanimously agree on 
the judicial judgement at the time of the occurrence of the 
incident irrespective of the country they come from, race 
and school of thought. In other words Consensus is not 
legally binding without a general consensus of ideas. 

3) The (( Muj tahideen" (Muslim scholars) should 
each express their viewpoint clearly and openly concerning 
the occurrence in question. Consensus is formulated on any 
judiciary issues after hearing the opinions individually or 
collectively with open-mindedness and that they are not 
inconsistent with each other. 

4) Consensus could be formulated only if the view
points are unanimously agreed upon. No Consensus is 
established if only the majority agree upon it. The Consensus 
thus reached shall be an indisputable authority which cannot 
be challenged even if disagreement arises over the identifi
cation of the scholars who formulated the Consensus, and 
the location where it took place. 

AI-Shafie and Ahmad are rather inclined to disprove 
the existence of the Consensus except at the time of the 
Prophet's companions and on matters of basic religious rites. 
Muslim jurists unanimously agree on the Consensus reached 
by the Prophet's companions particularly during the reign 
of Omar ~~ who used to refer controversial issues to them. 

~< Omar was the second Caliph succeeding Prophet Mohammad 
(Translator's note). 
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Analogy 

Analogy is the inference that if two or more things 
agree with one another in one or more respects they will 
agree with yet other respects. If, in a certain respect a 
particular judgement was passed and the reason for passing 
this judgement was indisputably acknowledged one way or 
the other, it follows that the same judgement should be 
applied to a similar incident provided that the cause of the 
incident is known. The judgement lies where the cause lies 
and identical incidents necessitate identical judgements. 
The Glorious Quran applies the principle of equality to 
identical cases and identical occurrences are equally judged. 
In the Quran the Almighty God says: 

!r Do they not travel 
Through the earth, and see 
What was the End 
Of those before tbem 
(TV ho did evil)? 
God brought utter destruction 
On them, and similar 
(Fates await) those who 
Reject God)). 

Chapter 47, verse 10. 

If occurrences are not identical, judgements cannot be 
identical either, as in the following Quranic text: 

II What! do those who 

Seek after evil ways 
Think tbat We shall 
Hold tbem equal with 
Those who believe and 
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Do righteous deeds, - that 

Equal will be their 

Life and their death? 

III is the judgement 
That they make J}. 

Chapter 45, verse 21. 

In another context God says: 

cc Shall We treat those 

Who believe and work deeds 

Of righteousness, the same 

As those who do mischief 

On earth? Shall We treat 

Those who guard against evil, 

The same as those who 

Turn aside from the right? J}. 

Chapter 38, verse 28. 

Al-Shafie's friend, Al-Muzni said: « Muslim jurists as 
far back as the Prophet's time have been making use of 
Analogy in all their judgements on religious matters, and 
they agreed that good is equal good and evil is equal evil ". 
This in fact is Analogy in the true sense. We do not want 
to consider differences among jurists nor do we like to 
disprove the jurists' assertion that Analogy is an infallible 
legal authority. We share the public's opinion that Ana
logy is undoubtedly employed for passing judgements on 
Ta 'zir crimes for which no defined punishments are described 
by God but are left to the discretion of the authority 
who administers the law. 
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Some Discretionary « Ta'zir" punishments have been 
derived from the general and specific judgements available 
in the Quran and the Sunnah. Some punishments are traced 
back to the Prophet and some to his companions blessed 
with the Prophetic guidanc/'~ when the Quran was revealed. 

The four Imams (founders of Islamic law schools) una
nimously agreed to consider these judgements authoritative 
if they cannot be traced in the Quran. AI-Shafie, one of 
the four leading doctors of Islam, says: « The opinion of 
the Prophet's companions is definitely better than ours and 
therefore to be taken as a basis for Analogy since the main 
objective is the preservation of public interests and the admi
nistration of everyday affairs in a better and just manner ". 
The validity of Discretionary punishments in accordance with 
Analogy is an indisputed matter, for these punishments are 
exclusively left to the individual discretion of the magistrate 
who administers the law. The maximum limits for crimes 
punishable by fixed punishments « Hudoud " and Retaliation 
« Kisas" are defined in the Quran. And Discretionary 
punishnlents can be administered on the basis of Analogy. 
But can crimes punishable by fixed punishments « Hudoud " 
and Retaliation be proved on the basis of Analogy? 

Some jurists maintain that they could be proved by 
Analogy because it is one of the methods of correct and 
sound deduction and just judgement. I t is confirmed that 
Prophet Mohammad allowed Muaaz Ibn Jabal * to exercise 
his own individual judgement which is but one aspect of 
intellectual thinking. In the well-known letter addressed 
to Abu Musa AI-Sharie, Omar Ibn Al-Khattab said: « Judge 
things in relation to their counterparts". Moreover, the 
Prophet's Companions ascertained the « Hudoud" punish
ment for alcohol-drinking on the basis of Analogy. The 
Prophet said of one charged with wine-drinking: « Beat him 

* Well-known Prophet's companion, judge and jurist (Translator'S 
note). 
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up or flog him", but he did not specify the amount of 
chastisement. The Prophet's Companions specified the extent 
of chastisement by each giving his own individual opinion. 
Ali Ibn Abi Talib voiced his opinion when he said of one 
accused of intoxication: cc If a. man drinks he will get 
intoxicated, and if he does he will lapse into hallucination 
and commit transgression. Therefore he will be chastised 
for transgression". Some jurists believe that crimes puni
shable by « I-Iudoud ", Retaliation and Atonement cannot 
be confirmed on the basis of Analogy since they are specified 
in particular crimes which cannot lend themselves to analo
gical considerations. 

As punishments of Hudoud and Kisas are associated 
with the subject matter and since they cannot be estimated 
they do not lend themselves to analogical considerations. 

Unless rid of the element of suspicion judgements 
cannot be legalized. 

Analogy, however authoritative, cannot constitute an 
indisputed and final authority; it cannot be applied to 
(C Hudoud" crimes. « Hudoud" in origin are primarily 
prescribed for specific crimes and as such cannot be divided 
or inferred on analogical basis because they fall within 
God's exclusive domain. 

ef Istihsan )) or Equity 

Literally « Istihsan " is to consider a thing to be equi
table. In the terminology of fundamentalist jurists it means 
the rejection by the Muslim scholar of a concealed Analogy 
or a general judgement in preference to an exceptional judge
ment occasioned by an evidence dawned upon his mind. 

Kinds of Istihsan 

1) Rejection of a concealed Analogy 111 favour of a 
clearly evidenced one. 
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2) The exception of a particular item from a general 
judgement on the basis of clear evide.nce. « • " 

The examples given by the punsts on Istlhsan are 
many. For instance, if a person is wounded by someone, the 
offender should be punished by Retaliation. This is absolutely 
necessary. But Retaliation would not be possible since a 
completely identical wound could not be inflicted on the 
body of the offender. Therefore, Istihsan would call for a 
compensatory blood money along with, wher: applicable, a 
Discretionary punishment. However, some J~n~ts ~o not 
advocate « Istihsan " on the assumption that It ImplIes de
duction of legal judgements by fancy or whim. It is beyond 
our scope to go into further details on this matter. 

ee Maslaha At l\tJ.ursata)) (Unspecified Interest of Common 
Good) 

In the terminology of basic jurisprudence « Maslaha AI 
Mursala " means any interest of common good which does 
not originally e~ist in the Quran or the Sunnah and for 
which no legal reference is available to consider or negle~t. 
I t is called « Maslaha " because it is not based on substantIal 
evidence to prove its acceptability or cancellation. Of these 
interests instituted by the Prophet's Companions were coin 
minting, prison installations and other interests deemed ne
cessary for which no legal reference is available to cancel or 
legitimize them. The difference between « Maslah~" and 
« Istihsan " is that the first one is instituted by vlttue of 
the public good which it aspires to fulfill. .« Istihsa~" .is 
not imposed by virtue of a certain element Inherent In It. 
It rests on an evidence alien from it which is Analogy. The 
exercise of Analogy through (C l\1:aslaha Mursala " is part a~d 
parcel of the doctrines of Imam Ahmad and Imam Malik. 
According to them the legal policy rests on the implementa
tion of interests of common good at large. 

In fact the « Maslaha " is considered by all jurists, but 
the difference between the jurists lies in considering it as 
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an independent entity. The doctrines of HanaH and ShaH 
introduced (( Maslahas" in Analogy whereas Malik and 
Hanbali considered (( Maslaha" an independent authority 
not necessarily attachable to other authorities, provided that: 

1) The (( Maslaha" should be compatible with the 
objectives of the law-maker as a whole in the sense that it 
should not run against any of the divine tenets or final 
deliberations. (( Maslaha" should be consistent with the 
common good meant to be achieved by the Divine Legislator. 
Therefore (( ~.1aslaha" should be akin and not alien to 
the common good conceived by the Divine Legislator. 

2) (( Maslaha " should be formulated and implemented 
within the normal limits of reason. It should emerge only 
when necessary so that it can be accepted by reasoning. 

3) When (( Maslaha " is implemented it should lead 
to the elimination of some difficulties of a religious charac
ter. If it is unreasonably carried out it may pose some 
kind of difficulty. God says in the Holy Quran: 

rr and HE (God) has 
Imposed no difficulties on you 
In religion. )) 

Chapter 22, verse 7 8. 

rr Maslaha)) and Crime Prevention 

Many legal deliberations, particularly those concerned 
with the prevention of crimes arose from thoughtful con
sideration of the common good. Omar Ibn Al-Khattab 
maintained that the punishment for adding water to milk 
(which is considered a fraud) should be by spilling the 
milk in order to deprive the cheater of any illegitimate 
profit. Doctors of the Hanbali doctrine resolved that the 
punishment for intoxication during the month of Ramadhan 
should be doubled in deference to this holy month. The 
Prophet's Companions, their followers and Muslim jurists 
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agreed that prostitutes and procurers had better be expelled 
to protect the society from their mischief. 

Undoubtedly this punishment sprang from the com
mon interest of the society. Books on Islamic jurisprudence 
are abound with similar examples. Heads of Muslim coun
tries may work on this pattern to safeguard the state and 
the community on condition that the positive laws should 
take into consideration the common interests as prescribed 
by the jurists. 
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This most enlightening research work has dealt with 
the subject under discussion from all its aspects. This is 
not surprising because his Eminence Sheikh Mohammad 
Ibn Jubeir, who presented the paper, is a judge and a 
scholar and has devoted a number of years stFdying, collect
ing and investigating Islamic jurisprudence. I could ima
gine the seemingly insurmountable difficulties he encounte
red when he set to write this paper. 

Instead of writing his paper in the style of dogmatic 
jurists crammed with the terminology of jurisprudence he 
preferred a more lucid and straightforward style free from 
incomprehensible or misleading terminology. The topic 
under discussion was handled in a style surprisingly 
appropriate to the nature and objectives of the symposium. 

As the subject under discussion consists of two parts 
I have agreed with my colleague, Dr. Hussein Hamed Has
san, that I comment on the first part of the study, viz. 
(( Concept of Criminality" and he will comment on the 
second part, (t Sources of Islamic Legislation" in order to 
avoid repetition. 

The Concept of Criminality 

I do not want to probe deeply into the nature of 
criminality. I just would like to give some glimpses on 
the conception of the Islamic legislation as already discus
sed by Sheikh Mohammad Ibn Jubeir. However, I would 
add a few hints which the nature of the seminar may 
require for the sake of some of the participants who are 
not familiar with the Islamic jurisprudence or the funda
mentals of the Islamic legislation. 

The lecturer mentioned that crime, according to Mu
slim jurists, is committing an act which is punishable or 
the abandonment of an act which should have been carried 
out. In this general definition of crime, according to Islamic 
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jurisprudence, disobedience, sin and other acts of wrong
doing, such as envy and hatred of somebody who does not 
deserve it, are considered crimes punishable in this world 
and in the hereafter. 

The more precise definition of crime is committing a 
legally prohibited act punishable by fixed punishments or 
(( Hudoud" Discretionary punishments (( Ta'zir ". In 
other words, crime is the commitment of a forbidden act 
or the abandonment of an act which should be carried out. 
Such a punishment is explicitly defined in the Quran or 
the Su...TJnah for crimes punishable by (( Hudoud" and Re
taliation, or implicity mentioned as the majority of (( Ta' 
zir" (Discretionary) crimes. In the precise definition of 
crime the \vestern laws coincide with Islamic jurisprudence 
that crime is the commitment of a punishable act or the 
abandonment of an act which should have been carried out. 

At this point I would like to go back to the problem 
whether Discretionary punishment (( Ta'zir" has been 
expressly specified. 

The lecturer has maintained that Discretionary punish
ment is expressly delineated in the Quran and the Sunnah 
by quoting the Quranic text: (( Commit no evil in the land 
with intent to do mischief," and the Prophet's Report 
(( Neither do you cause any harm nor eliminate it by causing 
more harm." He further added that punishments ex
pressly mentioned in the Quran, such as (( Hudoud" and 
Retaliation, have been considered the basis for Discretionary 
punishments which are not expressly mentioned in the 
Quran. The fact that no direct mention is made and no 
specific punishment is prescribed for (( Ta'zir" crimes has 
in most cases allowed the judge more freedom and elasticity 
to think out a penalty more appropriate to the circumstances 
of the criminal and of the crime itself. 

Western laws may not have this advantage. Hence a 
judge may be confronted with a case for which there is 
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not enough evidence that the accused has committed the 
?ffence. The judge may, under the pressure of rigid and 
1nadequate l~gal texts) acq:rit the accused who thus escapes 
the due pumshment. UnlIke these laws the Islamic penal 
syste~ does ,not allow a criminal escape punishment. 
Desp1te the w1de variety of criminal offences in the Islamic 
~aw: crimes and punishments are explicitly mentioned. The 
1ntr1cate formalities of the western laws do not exist in 
Islamic jurisprudence. In Islamic jurisprudence crimes are 
classified into « Hudoud ", « Kisas" (Retaliation) and 
« Ta'zir ". 

« Hudoud " crimes are: 

1. Adultery, 2. Theft, 3. 
Wine-drinking, 5. Defamation, 6. 
7. Attempted coup d'etat. 

Highway robbery, 4. 
Apostasy from Islam, 

Although some jurists classify those crimes differently 
yet I would rather prefer the first classification. 

Retaliation is inflicted against the human self. Ho
w~ver, I do not want to waste much time on this particular 
P~lnt, but I would like to add some hints on the « Ta'zir " 
cnmes. 

«1-"'" b a Z1r em races almost all crimes mentioned in 
:sla~i~ "S~aria (l~gisl~tion). The judge's authority in 

Ta Z1r 1S so w1de 1n order to investigate the circum
stances which motivated the crime and deliberate on the 
nature and extent of the punishment accordingly. Punish
ments for « Ta'zir " crimes may be light, but in some rare 
cases the punishments could even be heavy. 

. The pun~shments are: exhortation, censure, intimida-
tlOn,. de~ortatlOn, public denunciation, payment of fine or 
conf1scatlOn of property (financial penalties). The convicted 
person may be confined or flogged or even on rare occasions 
(such as espionage) be condemmed to death. 
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Islamic jurisprudence evidently classifies crimes in a 
different manner from western laws which usually classify 
crimes into: penal, misdemeanour and contravention. Some 
other laws, such as the English law, classify crimes on the 
basis of relevant legal institutions and prosecution proce
dures. In other words they are classified into two groups 
and are primarily based on the extent of punishment as if 
the specification of the crime is a part of the punishment. 
Islamic law bases punishment on the gravity of the crime 
and its threat to the five necessities mentioned by the 
lecturer, i.e. religion, life, offspring, intellect and property. 
This gives the Islamic law its permanent and consistent 
character. IsI:!mic law differs considerably from other laws 
as regards civil offences. 

In other laws a civil offence does not reach the status 
of a crime, whereas in Islamic law it is often considered 
a Discretionary crime even if it ::esults in civil prosecution. 
The judge may inflict a Discretionary punishment on the 
convicted. The compensatory aspect in these civil contra
ventions is completely excluded in Islamic law, for intended 
transgression and gross negligence endanger the interests 
of individuals and communities. Islamic law is meticulously 
keen on the preservation of the five indispensable necessities 
and it does not hesitate to inflict severe punishment on 
anyone who dares to violate them. In this connection I 
would like to refer to disciplinary offences which some 
laws do not consider as crimes. According to the 1,-lamic 
jurisprudence they are of criminal nature and thus punisnable. 

Let us have a quick glance at the objectives of punish
ment in the Islamic law. 

1) To serve as a deterring and discouraging factor 
against crime to the criminal and others. Hence the public 
execution of chastisement. In Islamic law all punishments 
for crimes committed should be executed in public and 
before a large crowd. In reference to this point the Quran 
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says: « The execution of punishment inflicted upon the 
convicted should be witnessed by a host of believers". 

2) The criminal should receive due punishment for 
the crime he has committed. This is clearly prescribed in 
« Hudoud" and Retaliation punishments. 

3) Rehabilitation of the criminal; this is self-evident, 
particularly in the cases of highway robbery. I t may also 
be evident in refusing to accept the defamer's witness 
unless he has turned over a new leaf. Punishment in 
Islamic legislation is based on mercy. God says in the 
Quran: « We sent thee not, but As a Mercy for all crea
tures ". (Chapter 21, verse 107). 

Although chastisement may be painful it serves as a 
cure. When a person realizes that he will be chastised 
before a large crowd he will be deterred from committing 
even the slightest offence. 

As it is important to focus attention on the preliminary 
steps due attention should also be given to the consequen
ces of any crime. The main characteristics of Islamic cri
minal legislation are: 

1) Islamic legislation is revealed by God and there
fore people comply with it not only out of fear of the 
authorities but also of the punishment in the hereafter. 
This explains why there are not many crimes in the Kingdom 
of Saudi Arabia. 

2) The existence of equality between crime and 
punishment as the Quran says: 

!C The recompense for an injury 
Is an injury equal thereto (in degree) }} 

Chapter 42, verse 40. 

In another verse it says: « There is life for you in reta
liation 0 ye men of lmderstanding ". 
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3) Punishment is inflicted only upon the person 
who perpetrated it, and no one is held responsible for 
another's guilt. The Quran says: 

rr Nor can a bearer of burdens 
Bear another} s burden }}. 

Chapter 35, verse 18. 

4) All people are equal before the law of Islam. 
There is no distinction between a man of good descent and 
another of low birth, between employee and employer or 
between a master and a servant. The Prophet said « The 
people before you were destroyed because they used to 
pardon nobles caught stealing, and punish others coming 
from lower strata of the society. I swear by God that jf 
my daughter, Fatima, committed theft I would have her 
hand amputated ". 

5) Consolidation of ethical values and the up-bring
ing of the society in accordance with Islamic teachings. 

6) The preservation of general rules and the princi
ples of Islamic legislation. 

Dr. Hussein Hamid Hassan 

Praise be to God, the Lord of the Worlds and His 
blessings and peace be on His Apostle, Mohammad, his fa
mily and Companions. I have the pleasure to participate 
in the discussions of this valuable research prepared and 
lectured by His Eminence Sheikh Mohammad Ibn Ibrahim 
Ibn Jubeir, President of the Court of Appeal, a man noted 
for his studies in Islamic jurisprudence and long experience 
in this field and whose style combines excellent represen
tation with easy and precise expressions. If I have any 
comment to make on this studY{ it will be no more than an 
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elaboration of a principle or a representation of a text men-
tioned in this valuable research. The sources of Islamic 
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legislation in general and penal laws in particular are di
stinctively advantageous over other western laws, a fact 
agreed even by objective critics of Islam. Though of varied 
sources and methods of deduction Islamic legislation is 
sublime, perfect and universal. 

Not a single case, event or incident occurs in our 
present time wherever it may be in the criminal field is left 
unconsidered by the Muslim jurists in the books of Islamic 
jurisprudence. If the deductions are not explicitly stated in 
these books they can be traced in the general principles and 
rules of Islamic law. In this connection we may cite Imam 
Al-Shafie in his introduction on the Basics of Jurisprudence 
in the following words: (( Whatever incident happens to a 
Muslim there is a binding judgement, i.e. in the Quran, and 
a fair solution for it ". 

The Imam further adds that any problem, controversy 
or happening which occurs to a Muslim must be clarified in 
the light of the Quranic guidance. In the Quran there is a 
solution for every problem no matter how insoluble it 
may seem to be. This was not just a theory on the part of 
the Imam. The extensive and intensive knowledge on 
jurisprudence Imam Al-Shafie collected and dictated to his 
disciplines coupled with his ingenious legal deliberations 
are an exceedingly substantial evidence that no problem 
which cropped up in his lifetime was not settled or solved 
by him or any of his contemporary jurists through the aid 
of the Quran or the Sunnah. 

But if theories and principles regarding criminal law 
proved unchangeable it is because all such theories and 
principles originate from the early Muslim jurisprudence. 

The following are some detailed examples of the ad
vantages of Islamic criminal law over other positive laws: 

First: 

The Islamic penal system is more privileged than 
other systems in references and sources. The sources 
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of Islamic criminal law are not confined to prohibitions but 
also there are commandments. Therefore, Islam ever since 
it was revealed equalized between prohibitions and com
mandments concerning punishment. Abstention from carry
ing out a command is considered as sinful as committing a 
forbidden act. The contemporary laws today are inclined 
to approach this line, and the modern criminal codes now 
recognize the crime of ( omission ". Islamic law considers 
the rejection of a divine commandment and the commitment 
of a prohibited act equally punishable. Muslim jurists main
tain that any person who withholds food or drink from a 
hungry or thirsty person until the suffering man dies, is 
considered a criminal and should suffer Retaliation. The 
Maliki school and Ibn AI-Qayyim (a Hanbali jurist) assert that 
if a person saw a wounded man bleeding and could have taken 
him to the nearest hospital for treatment but declined to do 
so and the suffering man died of his wounds, such a person 
shall be condemned to death, if his crime is proved, or he 
has to pay blood money. And a person who refuses to 
accommodate another man chased by a lion and running to 
find a refuge, is punishable by retaliation. 

So the Islamic criminal jurisprudence has rich sources 
of both prohibitions (such as against murder, theft, adultery 
and alcohol-drinking) and commandments if not executed 
are considered disobedience and the culprit shall be punished. 
This is the main advantage of the Islamic penal system over 
other systems of law therefore the Islamic law is qualified 
to handle any penal case of the present day. Surely it is fair 
enough to equalize the crime of abstfljning from saving a 
person from death with the actual slaying of a person or 
dismembering him. 

Second: 

Unlike other laws Islamic Shari a has the advantage 
that its criminal laws are not inferred from the Quran 
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or Sunnah only but also deducted from other sources 
which are logical. For example, the Quran enjoins that the 
orphan's money is to be safeguarded and prohibits its 
misuse and waste. The crime of doing so is punishable by a 
Discretionary punishment (( Ta'zir ". The Divine Legislator 
by his commandments and prohibitons wants to take care of 
the interests of his subjects. When He prohibits that the 
orphan's property be dissipated the object is the preservation 
of the orphan's property. Consequently any squandering of 
the orphan's property is considered a crime. Analogy is used 
as a source of criminal injunctions by the scholars who stick 
to their opinions. Single evidences are not taken for a cer
tain criminal injunction but a group of evidences do help in 
reaching the deliberation of such injunctions. 

Accordingly, the Prophet's Companions formulated a 
legal opinion whereby a band of people taking part in the 
murder of an individual should be condemned to death. This 
legal opinion is based on the assertion that the Divine Law
maker forbids murder in order to preserve human life. There
fore as self-preservation is a legal objective it is lawful to 
condemn to death any person or persons who cause the 
murder of a single man. Hence the methods of individual 
reasoning, deduction and legal rules based on the texts of the 
Quran and Sunnah have enabled the Islamic penal jurispru
dence to cope with the people's requirements, take care of 
their interests and protect them from mischief. 

An outsider may think that a number of penal injunctions 
and modern theories and principles may not exist in the 
books of Islamic jurisprudence and might have been unknown 
to Muslim jurists. This idea may be due to the lack of ade
quate legal terminologies in Islamic jurisprudence. For 
exa,nple, the crime of (( omission" is not found in the Quran, 
Sunnah or in any other jurisprudence books. On the other 
hand one comes across in such books the injunction that 
anyone capable of saving a person from death but who fails 
to do so is guilty of manslaughter. This crime of t( omission" 
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is implied in elementary books on jurisprudence and the 
manuals prescribed for the beginners in Islamic law. 

If a law student endeavours to find, for instance, what 
modern jurists call the theory of (( moral doer " he will most 
likely fail to trace it in the books on Islamic jurisprudence. 
This problem cropped up in some European countries when 
the culprit was criminally irresponsible or unpunishable 
either because he was under age or insane or the crime lacked 
the element of (( intention", and that the crime was commit
ted at the instigation and provocation of another person 
who masterminded it. Naturally such a problem called 
for a solution that lawyers wanted. The jurists contended 
that anyone who instigates another person to commit a crime 
and that person is either insane and unable to discriminate 
between right and wrong or who does not harbour any 
criminal intention, the instigator would be held responsible 
for the crime. The right and exact legal term may not exist 
in Islamic jurisprudence. But if we consider the opinions 
expressed by Islamic scholars on theft, for example, we 
could detect an implicit reference to this crime. The Muslim 
scholars state that he who instigates a young boy or an in
sane person to commit a crime, is responsible for the offence 
of theft and the actual executor of the crime is but an instru
ment viciously utilized by the instigator. This is the signifi
cance of the theory of the (( moral doer " as it exists in the 
west and practised in some Arab countries following western 
legal patterns. 

The second reason which leads some western lawyers 
to believe that the Islamic jurisprudence falls short of com
plying with the needs of the Muslim world is due to the fact 
that Islamic jurisprudence follows a different methodology 
from that used in the west. For example, a student of other 
laws may find a certain case under a specific context, but if 
he tries to look it up in the Islamic jurisprudence he may 
not find it under the same context. Naturally every jurist has 
a different methodology. Therefore those who would like 
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to be acquainted with Islamic jurisprudence should be fami
liar with the methodology of Islamic jurisprudence. 

Let us cite an example to illustrate this point. One is 
inclined to look for the crimes of leaving a bleeding person 
to die, letting another man's property be destroyed (such as 
leaving a house to burn down or a sheep to die) under the 
headings of Retaliation (Manslaughter) and Liability respecti
vely. This is what a researcher is inclined to do, but the said 
crimes could be looked up under the headings of Hunting 
and Animal Slaughters. In Maliki jurisprudence there is a 
text ascribed to Sheikh Khalil ~': which stipulates that if an 
animal is shot at and is wounded but is still alive then anyone 
who sees it must slaughter it even if the owner is unknown 
in order to protect the property of the group. Slaughtering a 
wounded animal is the responsibility of any passerby, for 
the meat of the wounded animal cannot be eatable until it 
is slaughtered. Anyone found guilty of failing to slaughter a 
wounded animal will be fined with a sum of money equal to 
the value of the animal. Sheikh Khalid further adds that 
anyone who comes across a wounded animal (a sheep, a deer, 
a camel or any other eatable animal) and fails to slaughter it 
shall pay the owner of the animal what the animal is worth. 

This illustrates that Islamic jurisprudence with its varied 
sources and methodologies, is quite adequate to meet the 
needs of Muslim. However, Muslim jurists have the task of 
presenting the jurisprudence in an attractive, easy and intelli
gible style with a view to helping researchers to pursue their 
studies of Muslim jurisprudence. 

Sheikh Mohammad Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Jubeir 

I am grateful to both Dr. Mohammed Sa' ad Rasheed and 
Dr. Hussein Hamid Hassan for their kind comments on my 

," A famous Egyptian Malaki scholar (Translator's note), 
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paper. As a matter of fact, due to the limited time for my 
lecture I had to be very brief with my subject. 

However, thanks to the enlightening explanations given 
by both Dr. Mohammad Rasheed and Dr. Hussein Hassan 
my subject has become full and useful. It was my intention 
to make a comparative study between Islamic legislation 
(Sharia) and other laws but I kept to the title as originally set 
by the symposium, i.e. II Implementation of Islamic Shari a 
in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia ", for I believe that the com
parative study between Islamic Shari a and western laws needs 
a special symposium. As we in Saudi Arabia implement 
Islamic Sharia I did not see any reason to tackle other laws. 

Conductor of the Discussion 

Due thanks to Sheikh Jubeir for his lecture and with 
this we conclude the first part of our symposium. \VJ e shall 
meet after II Maghrib " (sunset) prayer. 

The meeting was adjourned at 5.45 p.m. and recon
vened at 6.25 p.m. 

Chairman 

We resume the discussion of the first topic. We shall 
give the floor to some of the participants to make their com
ments on the subject. 

Dr. Hamad Al-Kobaisi 

Upon giving a brief glance at the paper presented by 
Sheikh Mohammad Ibrahim J ubeir I believe paragraph 5 on 
page 7 of the paper needs more elaboration and clarification. 
According to comparative academic studies the offence of 
apostasy and defection from Islam is inconsistent with the 
freedom of belief as stipulated in the Quran: I( Let there be 
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no compulsion in religion ". On this point I would like to 
add the following explanatory observations: 

1) Apostasy from Islam is considered a criminal act 
in order to safeguard the interests of the society, for the 
integrity of belief is man's prerogative. Therefore any offence 
against man's integrity of belief is an offence against his ho
nour. Rebellion against one's belief (Islam) represents a grave 
threat to the whole social structure by the fact that the 
individual loses his faith in the basic heritage and his allegian
ce to the ideals that the religion preaches. The individual's 
allegiance to his nation's faith is his commitment to the 
interests and principles of the nation to which he pertains, 
and it is a token of hi& compliance with the views of the 
majority and his willingness to defend these. Should a 
person defect from his belief it means his desertion of his 
people and all the grave consequences that result from such 
a defection. There is no difference between a person who 
defects from Islam and the person who joins the enemy 
whether on ideological or practical planes. In order to safe
guard the entity of the nation, its interests and sacred beliefs 
the Prophet has ordained that an apostate be condemned to 
death unless he denounces his apostasy and declares his atone
ment and behaves accordingly in words and deeds. 

2) Apostasy from Islam is inconsistent with the na
tural rights of citizenship and the legal status of the apostate, 
since the apostate is neither a non-Musljm to be treated 
accordingly, nor a Muslim because he has defected from 
Islam. Therefore an apostate is an outlaw and his crime is not 
different from high treason punishable by death. 

3) Islamic Sharia has explicitly stipulated that an 
apostate has no legal entity within his nation, and therefore 
he has to be condemned to death. The Prophet narrated (in 
the Hadith): (( No Muslim who testifies that there is 110 God 
but Allah and Mohammad is His Apostle can be condemned 
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to death except in three cases - and one of them is an 
apostate who defects from his religion and c~r:nmun~ty". 
So the Prophet equalized an apostate from rehglOn wIth a 
defector from one's own people. 

I trust that such hints on some of the aspects of the 
topic under discussion would meet your consideration in 
ol'der to highlight the wisdom inherent in Islamic legislation 
which considers apostasy from Islam a crime, for apostasy 
appeal'S to be inexplicable to non-Muslim scholars. May I 
suggest that the Arab Social Defence Organization convene 
a special symposium to discuss the (( Hudou~ " . punishme1~t 
and clarify the ambiguities concerning Retahat10n and D1-
scretionary punishments. 

Conductor 

I thank Dr. Hamad Al-Kobaisi for his suggestions and 
I invite Sheildl Mohammad Ibrahim Jubeir to comment. 

Sheikh Mohammad Ibrahim Jubeir 

I thank Dr. Kobaisi for his valuable remal'ks which i 
suggest to be considered as complementary to my study in 
thi,s field. 

Sheikh Attia Mohammad Salim 

Praise be to God, the Cherisher and Sustainer of the 
\X'orlds, and peace and blessings be upon His Apostle, his 
family and Companions. 

I would like to reiterate my heartfelt thanks to the 
organizers of this symposium and I would like to ~pre~s 
my apreciation to those who spared no .effol't to reahze th~s 
gathering. Also due thanks to the emment scholar. for. h1s 
lecture and for leaving the door open for further contnbutlOns 
and comments. I also thank the participants, including Dr. 
Al-Kobaisi for clarifying some of the vague points. 
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With regard to apostasy from Islam, Dr. Kobaisi has 
saved me from indulging in it any further. However, I would 
like to add just one more point. Apostasy, in the eyes of 
custom and society, is a crime even on the political level. 
Apostasy in its political connotations means a person who 
changes political parties. Such a man loses his identity and 
is known as a turncoat. 

Apostasy from Islam creates the same serious situa
tions like a man giving up his nationality in favour of 
another country. If a group of people decided to do such 
an act in a given country, it would surely create a problem 
for the authorities. 

Islam has granted lawful rights to the Jews and Chri
stians. If a Muslim, who by virtue of his religion, is entitled 
to lawful inheritance married a Muslim women and then 
turned a Christian the Muslim property will end up in the 
Christian lap. Of course this will lead to unfavourable 
repercussions amongst the Muslim community. Therefore 
apostasy is a crime from social, legal and religious points 
of view. 

The other point which the distinguished scholar has left 
open for discussion is the Sunnah of the first four Caliphs 
who succeeded the Prophet. This Sunnah is one of the reliable 
sources of Islamic Sharia besides the Quran, Prophet's Tra
dition, Analogy, Consensus and (( Maslaha Mursla" (Un
specified Interest of Common Good). Doctors of Islam have 
unanimously agreed to consider the Sunnah of the (( Khulafa 
Rashidein" (the four Caliphs succeeding the Prophet) as a 
reliable source of Islamic Shari a-a method approved by 
the Prophet himself. What concerns us most is the effect 
of the Caliphs' Sunnah on Islamic legislation and jurispru
dence. As regards the criminal legislation in particular, His 
Eminence Sheikh Jubeit said that Ali Ibn Abi Talib fixed 
the punishment for intoxication on analogical consideration 
and thus that punishment became legal. Also Omar Ibn AI-
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Khattab said that the amputation of limbs could be suspended 
whenever necessity justifies it. This is now put in practice 
in modern laws. I am not trying to make a comparison bet
ween the Islamic legislation and non-Islamic laws. 

The British judiciary law stipulates that if a court 
reasons out a verdict concerning a case not specified in the 
law, and if such a verdict is reached after a long series of 
reasoning processes it becomes part and parcel of the judi
ciary tradition. The individual and collective reasoning ca
pad ty of the (( Khulafa Rashidein " as a source of our legi
slation gives Islamic jurisprudence the power to handle any 
problem. Once AI-Shafie told the citizens of Mecca that he 
was prepared to answer any of their questions by quoting 
from the Quran. One of the Meccans asked: (( What about 
the II Muhrim )) ~': who kills a wasp? " AI-Shafie replied by 
reciting this verse from the Quran: (( So take what the 
Apostle assigns to you, and deny yourselves that which he 
withholds from you ". He also quoted the Prophet's com
mandment: (( Cling fast to my Sunnah and the Sunnah of the 
Khulafa Rashidein (Meek Caliphs) who will succeed me " 
AI-Shafie relates that Omar (the second Caliph) was once 
ask_d: (( What punishment is inflicted upon a II Muhrim )) 
who kills a wasp? " Omar replied (( Nothing ". 

AI-Shafie considered the tradition of the Caliphs as part 
of the Prophet's Sunnah which in turn is based upon the Holy 
Quran. The tradition of the Caliphs has enriched Islamic 
legislation, and this is traceable in (( anticipatory jurispru
dence ", one of the most distinctive features of Islamic juri
sprudence in which jurists anticipated the results of a certain 
incident long before it took place. This distinctive feature 
of Islamic jurisprudence, namely (( anticipatory jurispruden
ce " has been harshly attacked by critics of Islam and the 

,~ Muhrim is one who wears «Ihram", i.e. two pieces of white 
un tailored cloth with which a Muhrim wraps up his naked body while 
performing pilgrimage or "Umra" (Translator's note). 
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reason for the criticism is attributed to the ignorance of the 
critics of the true nature of (( anticipatory jurisprudence ". 
Malik narrated that the Prophet once sent a man with a 
slaughterable animal to l\d:ecca. The man asked the Prophet 
what he should do if the animal got hurt, wounded or disa
bled. The man was still in IV1edina and had not set out for 
Mecca. The Prophet replied if that happened he should 
slaughter the animal and leave it to be eaten by the people. 
This is the Maliki school's approach to inconceivable issues 
that did not take place. 

In his footnotes Sheikh Bardiri ~': wonders what the 
case would be if a man said his prayers in an airlifted swing 
which is suspended in the air and not hung from a ceiling or 
a tree. \V'ould his prayers be proper? And how could he 
work out the direction of the (( Qibla?" The answer to this 
question was reached in the form of a practical performance 
inside the aeroplane which is like a swing suspended in 
the air. 

Another question was posed regarding a man who flew 
from the east to the west during the month of Ramadhan. 
Would his fast be proper if the sun went down in the country 
of his destination before it went down in the country where 
he came from? The correct answer to this question is that 
he should break his fast when the sun sets in the country 
of his destination. « Anticipatory jurisprudence " is a di
stinctive feature of the Islamic law. 

This is my humble contribution to the discussion of 
Sheikh Jubeir's paper. 

Professor Ahmad Mohammad Jamal 

Praise be to God and His blessings and peace be on the 
Apostle, his family and followers. 

1< A Maliki scholar who wrote a commentary on the text known as 
Mukhatasar by Khalil (Translator's note). 
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Both His Eminence Sheikh J ubeir and Dr. Mohammad 
Sa'ad AI-Rasheed, the first commentator, have explained the 
wisdon1 behind inflicting punishment in public. The reason 
is that such a punishment should serve as a deterrent to 
the public. The other reason is that psycho.thera~ists ha:e 
recently discovered that criminals, unless pUl11shed In pubhc, 
will (10 back to their old crimes. This subject has been dealt 
with bin detail by Dr. Ibrahim AI-Rawi in the magazine 
called (( Islamic Civilization". Thus, as I have already stated 
the objective in punishing the criminal in public is not 
defamatory, as some critics of Islam have alleged, ~ut. to 
serve as a deterrent to both the public and the crlmmal 
himself. 

So much for the execution of penalty in public. Now 
I would like to comment on another point raised during the 
discussions namely the quest.<.Jn of apostasy from Islam 
provoked by Kobaisi who said that some critics all~ge. that 
there is an evident contradiction between the penalty Inflicted 
upon the apostate and the following Quranic verses: 

cr Let there be no compulsion 

In religion: Truth stands out 
Clear from Error)}. 

Chapter 2, verse 256. 

CC Say: 'The Truth is 

From your Lord J 

Believe, and let him 
Who will, reject (it) )) 

Chapter 18, verse 29. 

I would like to add to Dr. Kobaisi's statement that 
apostasy is punishable by death, for the apo~tat~ ~liena~es 
himself from the community and gives up hIS cItIzenship. 
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I want to say something more in this respect. The religion 
of Islam has given man complete freedom to choose between 
belief and disbelief before embracing Islam; but once con
verted or born as a Muslim he cannot have this choice 
because his rejection of the Muslim faith would be humiliat
ing and derogatory to Islam. An apostate is not only like 
one who has alienated himself from his community or forsaken 
his right to citizenship or abandoned a political party in 
preference to another, but he who has decried Islam as 
being inconsistent, incomprehensive and full of flaws. Hence 
such a person must be punished in order to rid Islam of such 
false allegations. 

Dr. T awfuq Al-Shawi 

I seize this occasion to express my sincere thanks to 
all those who have participated in convening this symposium 
and also to all the distinguished speakers and commentators 
for their invaluable contributions on the subject of Islamic 
criminal. law. Sheikh Jubeir's study dealt essentially with 
two pomts, namely the concept of criminality in Islamic 
le~islation and the sources of Islamic Sharia. The speaker 
pomted out that Islamic Sharia is characterized by its varied 
sources and he also spoke about diverse crimes in Islamic 
law. What concerns me is the inter-relationship between 
these two aspects of Islamic Sharia. Speakers who will, in 
the course of this symposium, present their papers had 
be:ter concentrate on this indissoluble relationship that 
eXIsts between the variety of sources of Islamic Sharia and the 
diver~ity of crimes. Some distinguished speakers may have 
questIOned the stance of Islamic Sharia with regard to the 
concept of criminality or the norm that (( there is no crime 
or punishment without a text". Such a norm exists in 
western laws. 

It is permanent and applied to both grave and minor 
crimes. The matter is quite different in Islamic legislation 
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where an obvious graduality exists between its significance 
and the strict adherence to textual evidence in (( Hudoud " 
and Discretionary crimes. The Quranic and Sunnah texts 
give more importance to (( Hudoud" crimes than other 
sources of Islamic legislation which give greater consideration 
to Discretionary crimes. 

The diversity of sources of Islamic Sharia is not without 
a purpose or devoid of wisdom. The widened scope of 
(( Ta'zir " sources is primarily meant to connect Discretionary 
crimes with the ever increasing growth of the society. The 
judge or the head of the state who decrees a certain act as 
a crime must, as Muslim jurists assert, consider the living 
conditions and social circumstances of the community before 
exercising his discretionary powers. When a certain crime 
is wide-spread the magistrate must choose the severest punish
ment; but when this particular crime decreases in the course 
of time punishment should become lighter. The sources of 
Islamic Sharia keep on developing and growing to the extent 
that they encompass all Discretionary crimes and the concept 
of crime responsibility. Tomorrow we shall be listening to 
another paper on crime responsibility. In (( Hudoud " crimes 
the specifications of responsibility are far sterner than in the 
Discretionary ones. The diverse sources of Islamic law have 
enriched Islamic Sharia and rendered it less dependent on 
textual references. 

The subject which concerned us most this evening was 
the value and significance of texts as regards Islamic penal 
legislation. The value differs depending on the kind of 

. h h h ((Hd d" ((T"" crImes, w et er t ey are u ou or a ZIr . 

Sheikh Rasheed Saleh Khnein 

Praise be to God and peace and blessings be on His 
Apostle. My due thanks to the author of today's paper and 
the distinguished commentators. I would like to comment on 
a few matters which need further elaboration: 
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First: 

In 1110st cases an apostate is hostile to Islam. He exercises 
his evil powers to undermine Islam and perpetuate false 
conceptions about it and then spreads these misconceptions 
among his people to discourage them from adopting the true 
religion. Therefore the Islamic Sharia has ordained that an 
apostate be condemned to death. In this connection I 
would like to add that he who really comprehends the true 
teachings of Islam and is convinced that it is the divine 
religion no other religion will interest him. 

Second: 

The Quran and the Prophet's Sunnah are considered the 
most authoritative sources of Islamic Sharia, particularly 
with regard to crime and punishment. The Prophet's Tradi
tion is infallible because it comes through the Prophet who 
speaks not out of whim or caprice. Islamic law originates 
from the Book of Allah. 

I wanted to elucidate these two points. May God bless 
you and guide us all on the right path. 

His Eminence Sheikh Manna Al-Kattan 

Praise be to God and peace be upon the Prophet. I 
thank the author of the paper and the participants for their 
discussions, comments and valuable contributions. I would 
also like to add three points. 

First: 

The mab subject of this symposium is the Islamic 
criminal law and its effect on crime prevention. As you 
know a thing has to be conceived before a reasonable jud
gement of it is passed. Every research has its preliminary 
considerations to demonstrate its components before they are 
pieced together in the final conclusions. Therefore this 
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evening's. subject is considered the 'essence of the papers of 
the symposium, for it deals with crime and sources of Islamic 
legislation. 

Second: 

The. punishments for 'serious crimes are fixed and ~pe
cified by the Qur~n and Hadith, and therefore they are not 
subject to any alterations or modificatio.t?-s. This fact gives 
Islamic 'legislation continuity and validity. The punishments 
are inflicted on those who violate public tights which every 
man in' any society sho~ld enjoy. These rights are, as, the 
distinguished speaker referred. to, the protection of life, 
property, religion, offspring and intellect. The fixed punish
ments are inflicted on transgtessors of these rights which 
are the same in any place or society. This proves the flexi
bility of the Sharia and a factor of its suitability to all times. 
In some countries, for instance, alcohol-drinking was banned 
for a period of time and then the ban was lifted. In the same 
manner assault against one's honour may be considered a 
crime at one time and may not be so at another time. 

Tbird: 

Discretionary punishments C Ta'zir ") are meted out to 
include all crimes except those crimes for which punishments 
are specified by the Sharia. This factor makes Islamic Sharia 
integrated and comprehensive and applicable to all the 
requirements of the society. The Muslim judges (( Qadhi " 
are in a position to judge the criminal act and fix the 
punishment for it. 

Conductor of the Seminar 

We thank again the lecturer, Sheikh J ubeir, the com
mentators, Dr. AI-Rasheed and Hussein Hassen and all the 
participants who readily responded to our invitation. 
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My I call upon the Vice-Chairman to conclude this 
session and fix the date for the second session. 

Vice-Chairman 

Thanks to you for having taken part in these illuminating 
discussions which undoubtedly have shed light on some points 
which appeared partially obscure. We trust that in the 
forthcoming sessions more attention will be focussed on the 
points raised in this paper. Our next meeting will take place 
tomorrow at 8 a.m. and I hope that all the participants will be 
present before that time, say a quarter of an hour earlier, in 
order to save time and cover the subject we shall be discussing. 

The meeting was adjourned at 7.35 p.m. 
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Commentators 

Sheikh Manna Al-Kattan, Director of the Higher Ju
dicial Institute, Imam Mohammad Ibn Saud Islamic 
University. 

Dr. Abdul Karim Zeidan, Professor of Islamic Law, 
Department of Islamic Theology, Faculty of Arts, University 
of Baghdad. 

Conductor of Discussions 

Dr. Rashid Ibn Rajih, Dean, Faculty of Sharia and 
Islamic Studies, King Abdul Aziz University, Mecca. 

Owing to the delay of Dr. Mohammad Salam Madkour's 
arrival from Cairo at the scheduled time, the lecture was 
delivered on his behalf by Sheikh Ibrahim AI-Nasser. 
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. Praise be to God who revealed Islam unto His Prophet 
as the seal of all other preceding religions. May God's bles
sings and peace be upon God's Messenger. God has chosen 
:NIohammad, the Seal of all prophets to convey the heavenly 
message to all niankind in order to cultivate love and under
standing amongst them. May God's blessings be upon the 
Prophet's Companions who, with their exemplary Islamic 
conduct, disseminated the divine word of God. May Allah's 
peace be upon the soul of Imam Ja'far AI-Sadeq who said 
in his last will to his' friends: (( You should be silent prea
chers ". They asked him how this could be possible and 
he answered: (( You have to comply with the Commandments 
and Prohibitiops of Allah, and lead a piousHfe so that others 
will recognize the superiority of our religion ". 

. . All heavenly religions were revealed for the good of 
society and to' lead mankind towards righteousness and 
protect them from evil and sins. Islamic legislation was 
revealed in the interE:;t of humanity and is consistent with 
the natural evolution of living standards, for Islamic legi
slation . is universal in its nature and it is the seal of all 
legislations. 

As/ Islamic legislation is infinitely comprehensive its 
injunctions are often broad and flexible, and are usually 
confined to the laying down of foundational rules. And since 
Islam comprehends the two facets ofIife~ the religious and 
secular, its instructions encompass all modes of behaviour, 
worldly and ~unworldly, individual and collective. These 
teachings are basically derived from' flexible' sources; God 
has urged everyone, particularly learned. scholars, to ex~rcise 
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the function of (( Ijtihad " (individual reasoning) and to in
vestigate every human issue within the framework of Islamic 
legislation, such as the principle of (( ease " and (( removal of 
embarrassment" in matters related to belief. It is evident that 
individual opinion is a serious moral responsibility. One should 
have the courage to express his opinion with clarity, since
rity, honesty and objectivity. Individual opinion, when 
needed to settle issues of daily occurrence, is far too serious, 
particularly when it is conducive to the rendering of a divine 
injunction intelligibly clear. 

Life, according to Islam, is a moral structure based on 
the dissemination of virtue and eradication of vice. Life in 
Islam assumes moral, political, economic and social aspects. 
In its moral sense, life upholds virtue a.l}d denounces vice. 
In its political sense, it is a justice inspired existence. In its 
social sense, life springs from the family which is the social 
nucleus and is promoted by co-operation among the indivi
duals and communities. In its economic sense, life is sustai
ned by labour and productivity. If Muslims sincerely adhere 
to their religion and comply with its injunctions, the elabo
ration on God's divine orders, according to the scholars, 
becomes a pressing must so that deeds reflect words and 
beliefs. 

Muslims in many Muslim countries have long been 
looking forward to the implementation of the Sharia. The 
Egyptian people, represented by the Egyptian People's As
sembly demanded the implementation of the Sharia in all 
aspects of life commencing with (( Hudoud" punishments. 
In fact, the Egyptian Ministry of Justice formed a committee 
composed of senior counsellors, university professors and 
legal men to review the existing laws and reform them in 
the light of Islamic law. 

The aforementioned committee has actually started 
considering (( Hudoud " and Retaliation penalties. A popular 
outcry .(01' the rejuvenation of Islamic law and the urgent 
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need for its application is the major' aspiration of Muslims 
throughout the Muslim world. This move has bec~me more 
pressing by the apparent indiffel'ence t~wards pe~alt.les me~ed 
out by existing positive laws. OW111g to this 111creas~g 
recklessness crime flourished to such an extent that securIty 

is seriously threatened. 
If one ponders over the injunctions adopted by all 

religions for the prevention of crime, one cannot fail to fir:d 
such an infinite and unfathomable wealth of resources 111 
the religions, particularly in Islam, to deter the criminal from 
committing crime. The deterrence of a person who is inwar
dly susceptible to commit a crime even before executing it 
and suffering its due punishment, is realizable through the 
potential, reformative and healing power of the invaluable 
treasures of Islam which, if steadfastly kept in the human 
soul, will ultimately divert man from evil and transgression. 
Crime as a sinful and forbidden deed is innate with man and 
was known since time immemorial when Adam and his wife 
ate from the forbidden tree and disobeyed God. In this 
connection the Quran says: 

cc We said: '0 Adam! dwell thou 

And thy wife in the Gardenj 
And eat of the bountiful things therein 

As (where and when) ye willj but 
approach not this tree, ' 
Or ye run into harm and transgression '. 

Then did Satan make them slip 
From the (Garden), and get them out 

Of the state (of felicity) in which 

They had beef!. We said: 
Get ye down, all (ye people) 
With enmity between yourselves)}. 

Chapter 3, verses 35 and 36. 
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Thus pnnishment W:;lS known with the first crime ever 
committed by man. Not only that, but the Quran relates 
that crime existed long before it was committed as In the 
following verses: 

ee It is We Who created you 

And gave you shapeJ' 

Then We bade the angels 
Bow down to Adam, and they 
Bowed down/ not so Iblis"~; 
He refused to be of those 
Who bow down. 
(God) said: '. What .prevented 

.. Thee from bowing down . 
When I commanded thee? J 

He said: ' I am better 
Than he: Thou didst create . ' - . 

Me from fire,' and him from clay'. 
(God) said' Get thee down 
from this/ it is not 
For thee to be .arrogant . 
Here: get out, for thou 
Art OJ the' meanest (of creatures)'. 

' ... Chapter 7, verses 11, .12 and 13. 

In the: early days punishment:'.was held to be. the exclu
sive prerogative. of the of£enped party. It was a personal 
revenge, and it was not confined to. th~offender. but some
times included the tribe' to w~ch he heloD:ged 1£ they tried 
to defend him ... Punjshment was therefore nQt personal. If 

~'. ~o 
, .... .. - ~ 

* Iblis mean~' S~tan (Translator's note):. 
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the family of the deceased could not take vengeance the 
families of the victim and offender compromise a sort of 
peaceful settlement by selling the right of revenge to the 
family of the deceased. This was known as (( reconciliation 
price for murder " or what the Arabs term ((. blood-money ". 

Later, crimes took another turn and punishment became 
the exclusive right of the state. In modern legal systems 
penalty is inflicted in the name of society by implementing 
a court judgement upon the culprit. Punitive measures must 
be in line with the spirit of Islam and must be against the 
wrong-doer and not anyone else; and people have the right 
to be treated equally without any discrimination. The judge, 
within his cli~cretionary power, may prescribe the appropriate 
penalty and order it to be executed. Crime has become a 
widespread social problem which society endeavours to face 
and combat. Evil is inborn in the individual and therefore 
it is incumbent upon society to fight crime in order to pro-
tect itself from its consequences. . 

The rules of Islam which regulate i~dividu~l and com
munity relationships are quite adequate and comprehensive. 
The main objectives of the Sharia are the protection and 
preservation of religion, life, intellect, offspring and property. 
Both the Quranand Sunnahhavespecified the crimes related 
to these issues. With regard to crimes against human life, 
murder and dismemberment, the Quran says: (( There is life 
for you in Retaliation " Chapter 5, verse 179 and (( Wounds 
equal for equal " Chapter 5, verse 48. The punishmeni:for 
theft, which is a transgression against one's property, is 
specified in the Quran by saying: 

ee As to the thief 

Male or female, 

Cut off his or her hands J). 

Chapter 5, verse 41. 
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The punishment for defamation is stated in the follow
ing Quranic verse: 

cc And those who launch 

A charge against chaste women 

And produce not four witnesses 
(To support their allegations), 

Flog them with eighty stripes}}. 

Chapter 24, verse 4. 

The punishment for adultery, which disrupts family 
relations, is specified in the following Quranic verse: 

cc The woman and the man 

Guilty of adultery or fornication, 
Flog each of them 

With a hundred stripes: 

Let not compassion move you 
In their case, in a matter 
Prescribed by God}}. 

Chapter 24, verse 2. 

The $unnah explicitly specified the punishme~t for 
fornication and alcohol-drinking. As regards highway rob
bery and mischief on earth the Quran says: 
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cc The punishment of those 

Who wage war against God 

And His Apostle, and strive 
With might and main 

For mischief through the land 

Is: execution, 01' crucifixion, 

Or the cutting off of hands 

And feet from opposite sides, 
Or exile from the land: 

That is their disgrace 

In this world, and 
A heavy punishment is theirs 

In the Hereafter,' 

Except for those who repent 
Before they fall 
Into your power J}. 

Chapter 5, verses 36 and 37. 

If these crimes are proven and legally substantiated by 
evidence the punishments are fixed and cannot be changed 
or modified. Other crimes come under (t Ta 'zir " (Discretio
nary) classification. The punishment for these crimes is left 
to the discretion of the concerned authority in the Muslim 
State. 

In ·order to protect the five important indispensables 
in Islam (religion, life, intellect, offspring and property) 
Islamic law has provided a worldly punishment in addition 
to that in the hei~eafter. Islam has in fact adopted two 
courses for the preservation of these five indispensables: the 
first is through cultivating religious consciousness in. the 
human soul and the awakening of human awareness through 
moral education, and the second is by inflicting deterrent 
punishment which is the basis of the Islamic criminal system. 
Therefore (t Hudoud ", Retaliation (Kisas) and Discretionary 
(Ta'zir) punishments have been prescribed according to the 
type of the crime committed. 

If, some of the (e Hudoud" punishments seem to be 
severe it is only for the good and interest of society as a 
whole. If some are inclined to look upon the offenders of 
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« Hudoud " crimes rather with pity and compassion we have 
also the interest of the society to consider. Nevertheless, 
Islamic law is very strict and metkulous in ·the identification 
of « Hudoud "crimes. Furthermore; Islam forbids the exe
cution of « Hudoud" penalties pn grounds of s'uspicion for 
it is a basic rule of the Islamic law of evidence that « Hudoud 
punishments are not to be executed on suspicious grounds". 
I t is less harmful to pardon by error than inflict a punishment 
by mistake. 

Past and present experiences have proved that when 
Sharia is implemented and « Hudoud ".punishments are 
inflicted, people have enjoyed peace and order.' Conversely, 
when these punishments were relaxed niischief and delin
quency have thrived. Modern legal systems and divine legi
slations agree that the ultimate objectives of the institution 
of crime and punishment are solely the protection of society 
and the preservation of social ordel'. 

As already stated sound ethical values constitute the 
fundamental basis of the society. As western laws have no 
explicit religious basis, they are not primarily concerned :with 
ethical or moral values. On the :other hand, divinely in
spired legal systems (such as the Islamic legal· system) are 
attributed to One "Source, i.e. Almighty God Who.sttays 
not, forgets not. But modern laws are merely man-made, 
and man is prone to err. 

If we compare « Hudoud '1 punishments of theSharia 
and the >contemporary theories of punishment we find that 
the conventional theory is based on the principle of collective 
utility, i.e. punishment is instituted to secure community 
interests which cannot 'be otherwise secured except through 
public and private prohibitions. According to modern'trends 
punishment is based upon the concept of absolute justice on 
the assumption that the objective of punishment lies in the 
attainment of full justice. There are other theories which 
attempt to compromise the two schools of thought by 
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maintammg that punishment is based on the concepts of 
absolute justice and utility. 

The entire Islamic legal system is based on the concept 
of justice in its Islamic sense. Since « Hudoud" (Fixed) 
punishments are God's' exclusive and unimpeachable right 
they canriot be questioned, altered or suspe?ded, as long ~s 
the judge's verdict is based on accepted eVIdence .. 

Crime in Islamic law is the commission of a prohibited 
act or the omission of a duty that is commanded. It is 
punishable by death, retaliation, chastisement or any discre
tionary punitive measure. In defining crime. both western 
laws and Islamic Shada do not differ. _ 

-Punishment is ordained to deter the individual from 
the commission of an act that is forbidden or the omission 
of a duty that is commanded. Before the commission' ofa 
crime punishment serves as a warning and afterwards as -a 
deterrent. Punishment in itself is not intrinsically harmless; 
and as it is harmful it may lead to ward. off mischief and 
protect the interests of society. For immaterial offences, 
such as envy and malice, the Sharia has decreed a purely 
unworldly punishment in the hereafter since these offences 
cannot be evidenced and judged by a court nor can the 
punishment be administered by the state. . 

In the Islamic penal system worldly punishment falls 
into two categories: a) fixed punishment for the more se
rious' b) discretionary punishment which is left to the judge's 
(or the concerned authority, i.e. legislative authority) own 
discretion provided that he (the judge) weighs up the circum
stances in which the crime was committed. « Ta'zir" or 
Discretionary crimes are the most common as they include all 
Islamically forbidden acts which are not punishable by Fixed 

hm Ib Al Q . «( « T ,. "p or Kisas punis ents. n - ayyIm says: a Zir u-
nishment is inflicted for criines that do not come under (( Hu
doud ", depending on the gravity of the crime and the delin
quency of the criminal ". 
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He further said that (( Ta'zir " punishments vary accord
ing to the circumstances; they change from time to time and 
from place to place. They vary according to the gravity of 
the crime and the extent of the criminal disposition of the 
criminal himself. The Maliki jurists maintain that (e Ta'zir " 
punishment can exceed « Hudoud " for a shni1~r crime. Ibn 
Abdin quoted the Hanifi jurists as approving that if a person 
committed a crime not punishable by death, the Imam is 
empowered to condemn that person to death should he 
perpetuate the same crime again. The Imam is also empowe
red to increase the specified «( Hudoud " penalty if he feels 
it appropriate. This approach is consolidated by what had 
been reported of Omar Ibn Abdul Aziz who said: « People 
get prosecuted in the proportion they indulge in transgres
sion" ( Ta'zir" punishment, says the author of « Mu'in 
Al-Hukkam ", is not inflicted for just committing certain 
acts or saying certain words. God's Messenger exercised 
« Ta'zir " by desertion with regard to the three men men
tioned in the Quran, Chapter 9, verse 118: 

cc He (God) turned in mercy also 

To the three who were left Behind )); 

The Prophet :exercised «( Ta'zir " by deportation from 
the land and also imprisonment. Later the Prop~et's Com
panions inflicted ( Ta'zir " by burning and destroying the 
tools of mischief and imposing a fine. The last one was 
exercised by the Caliph Omar. 

« Ta'zir " punishments can be exercised by exhortation, 
censure and confinement. The Prophet is reported to have 
had a person imprisoned for committing a crime. Muslim 
jurists maintain that a man may be confined for unpaid debts 
or for defaming his wife until he partakes of« Li'an " 
before the judge or testifies to the false allegations he had 
fabricated against his chaste wife. 
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The Hanifi jurists interpreted deportation as to be 
similar to imprisonment. 

As already stated the punishments of flogging and de
capitation come under «( Ta'zir "penalties. Muslim jurists 
have decreed that the head of the state can condemn a 
criminal to death as a « Ta'zir " punishment if the crime was 
repeated. According to Abu Yousuf, the great Hanifi 
jurist, as well as the 1vlaliki jurists maintain that the head 
of the state may impose financial fines as « Ta'zir " punitive 
measures. The victim or his guardian cannot stop the execu
tion of a « Ta'zir " verdict because it is not his exclusive 
right but rather of the entire community. The judge exercises 
« Ta'zir " on behalf of the Muslim community. The com
petent authorities have the right to specify the crime and 
punishment they deem fit, and they can set the minimum 
and maximum punishment. The judge may impose the 
appropriate punishment within the set limit. 

The Prophet, on whom God's peace and blessings be, 
is reported to have said: « Three classes of offenders are not 
to be punished: the child before coming of age, the sleeper 
until he wakes up and the insane until he becomes sensible ". 
Al-Amidi says: « Men of wisdom maintain that an offender 
is held responsible if he is a mature adult and able to 
distinguish. Although a child, who has not come of age, may 
understand more than another one who lacks the ability of 
distinction between the evil and good, yet this normal child 
cannot be expected to discern things in their true sense. The 
Divine Legislator considered the age of puberty as a pre
condition for full understanding ". By inference Al-Amidi 
asserted that the inadvertent and drunkard are both mentally 
worse than a normal child but under age, as regards their 
defective response to the injunctions of the Sharia. Compul
sion to act against one's own free will liberates man from 
criminal responsibility. 
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Criminal responsibility in Islamic law is based upon 
two principles: 

a) Punishment is a social necessity imposed to protect 
the society and safeguard man's interests. Punishment is 
estimated and decreed for the protection of society. 

b) Punishment is inflicted on a person who is sensible 
and able to exercise his own free will. This does not mean 
that appropriate measures should not be adopted to protect 
the society against the dangers of crimes committed by 
criminally irresponsible offenders. As, according to Islamic 
law, criminal responsibility has been confined to the real 
living, sensible and free-willed man, any institutionally legal 
personality shall not be held to bear criminal responsibility. 
If the offence is committed by a person in charge of the 
interests of this legal personality, such a person shall be 
held criminally responsible for·the offence. Such an act would 
inevitably lead to the protection of the community interests" 

Likewise, among the conditions in Islamic law is that 
the injured· must be protected, and the victim cannot be 
involved in another's crime. One of the basic rules of Islamic 
la.w, is that no one bears the burden of another's offence. 
Criminal responsibility is established once an offence is 
committed, and the offender is sensible and able to exercise 
hj.s own free will. As we stated above, criminal responsibility 
is purely a personal one. The Quran says: 
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II Whoever works righteousness 
Benefits his own soul; 
Whoever works evil) it is 
Against his own soul)). 

Chapter 41, verse 46. 

To quote the Quran again: 

II Noone bears the burden of another )) 

Chapter 35, verse 18. 
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The Prophet says: IC No man bears the guilt of his 
father's or brother.'s crime". Justice upon which the ce per
sonalization of responsibility») was based requires that the 
criminal's family or tribe should share blood-money with 
the offender's semi-intentional crimes or crimes by error. 
I t would be a gross injustice to the offender if he were to 
pay up all the blood-money by himself. In. order to gua
rantee the rights of the injured and alleviate the burden of 
the crime which was not intended by the offender, the cri
minal's family or tribe should shoulder the blood-money. 

Although the contemporary.laws recognize the principle 
of IC personalization of criminal responsibility", in many cases 
a person is held responsible for the actions of .others. For 
example, the Egyptian law considers the chief editor of a 
newspaper criminally responsible for what is published in 
his paper even during his absence. Anyone joining a gather
ing and aware of the real reason behind the gathering, is 
held responsible for any crime committed by a member with 
a view to achieving the objective of the rally. As already 
mentioned before, cc Rudoud" crimes and the relevant pu
nishments, apart from exceptional cases, are tried ahd inflicted 
when they have an intentional and premeditated nature, and 
the punishments are not retroactive. 

But ce Ta'zir" (Discretionary) punishments, which in
clude every forbidden act for which no specific Quranic text 
is available, or they are available but the conditions of the 
punishments are not mentioned or'due to dubious circum
stances, these punishments vary according to the common 
interests of the society and the psychic factors which motivate 
the criminal to commit his offence. 

Islamic law considers the circumstances that motivate 
the criminal into the actual commission, of his, crime, and 
urges that the attitude towards the criminal, should vary in 
the light of,these circumstances.. Therefore in' Islam the 
punishment for adultery varies depending whether the' culprit 
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is married or single. The punishment for the crime of adultery 
is severer for the married man or woman. A married adul
terous man or woman is stoned to death whereas an unmar
ried man or woman is flogged. 

At the dawn of Islam a divorced woman guilty of 
adultery was punished by house confinement whereas an 
adulterous virgin was defamed and severely reproached. The 
Quran says: 

II If any of your UJomen 

Are guilty of lewdness, 

Take the evidence of four 

(Reliable) witnesses from amongst you 

Against them; and if they testify, 

Confine them to houses until 

Death do claim them, 

Or God ordain for them 

Some other way. 

If two men among you 

Are guilty of lewdness, 

Punish them both. 

If they repent and amend, 

Leave them alone; for God 

Is Oft-returning, Most Merciful)). 

Chapter 4, verses 15 and 16. 

Ibn Qudamah relates, on the authority of some learned 
scholars, that the Quranic term (( any of your women)} meant 
divorced women, for two punishments have been prescribed 
one severer than the other; the severer punishment is for 
divorced women and the lighter one for virgins. This was 
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superseded when Ubada Ibn AI-Samet reported that the 
Prophet had said: (( Learn from me the teachings of Islam, 
God has ordained for them some other ways: an unmarried 
adulterous woman is to be flogged one hundred stripes and 
banished for one year; a divorced woman guilty of adultery is 
to be flogged one hundred stripes and stoned to death ". 
An adulterous married man or woman shall be stoned to 
death. The learned Companions of the Prophet and all lear
ned scholars in the Muslim world and in all the ages since 
the Prophet, with the exception of the (( Khawarig ", * agree 
on the necessity of stoning the adulterer and adult:eress to 
death. Stoning means the adulterous woman or man must 
bleed to death by throwing stones, pebbles or other t}.Jngs 
at the culprit. During the Prophet's lifetime a man named 
(( Maiz " and a woman called (( AI-Ghamidiya " were stoned 
to death for having committed adultery. 

Ali Ibn T alib during his lifetime punished an adulterous 
married man by both flogging and stoning to death. Ibn 
Abbas, Ubay Ibn Ka'ab, Abu Zarr, AI-Hassan, Ishaq, Da
wood and Ibn AI-Munzir all agreed to this kind of punish
ment,. i.e. flogging plus stoning to death. There is another 
school th~t contends that an adulterous married man should 
be only stoned to death and not flogged. Omar and Othman 
are reported to have only stoned to death married adulterous 
men. AI-Nakhie', AI-Zuhari, AI-Awza'ie, AI-Shafie, Abu 
Ishaq AI-Jawraqani, Abu Bakr AI-Athram and many other 
scholars held the same view of punishing the adulterous man 
only by stoning him to death. J abir relates that Prophet 
Mohammad ordered stoning to death only as a punishment 
for the man and the woman who confessed to have committed 
the crime of adultery. 

,', Khawarig: a Muslim extremist religious-political sect; some of 
its scholars disagreed with Muslim consensus and argued that married 
and umarried adultresses should be flogged according to the Quranic 
text on this matter (Translator's note), 

) < 
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. All agree that an unmarried adulterer must be flogged, 
for the Quran says: 

cc The won:an and the man 

Guilty ,of a~~ltery 'or fornication) 
Flog each of them 
With a ,hundred stripes)). 

Chapter 24, verse 2.' . 

Most scholars are of the opinion that the culprit should 
also be expelled from his land for' one' Year'in addition to 
flogging.' Those who held this view were the Four Caliphs 
(Khulafa Rashidein) who succeded the Prophet, Ubay, Abu 
Dawod, Ibn Masoud, Ibn Omar, Ata'a,Tawou~, 'AI-Tnawri, 
Ibn Abu Leila and AI-Shafie' .. Malik and AI-Awza'ie w-ere 
of the opinion that only the adulterous· man should be ba
nished and not the woman because she needs to be looked 
after and:rleeds more care. The Prophet said in this connec
tion: A woman who believes in God and' in the hereafter 
canhot· travel for one day and one night . except in the 
company' of « ZiRahim'" ~'~ If the adulteress is batiished in 
the companyofa « Mahram ,,** this is bound; :to inflict 
und1uepunishtnent on· the « Mahram ~, who is not :guilty of 
adultery.. .' '.' '.. '. 

Abu· Hanifa and Mohammad Ibn Al~Hassan· asserted 
that no, adulterous man or woman should be banIshed for 
Ali said that banishment itself would allure them· to fu;ther 
lewdness. ; It is reported that Omar' banished, a: man, fot 
having committed a « Hadd " crime to the town 'Of Khaibar. 
There the guilty man joined Hercules and embraced"Christia-

,'< Zi Rahim is the nearest kinsman whom a woman cannot legally 
marry (Translator's note). , . , 

·,h'< Another term for the nearest kinsman that a. woman cannot 
marry. 
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nity. Therefore, Omar said that he would never again banish 
a Muslim. 

Having delineated the punishment prescribed for the 
married adulterous man and woman and having reviewed. 
the opinions of the leaders of Islamic jurisprudence, however 
different their opinions are, we are concerned with the 
wisdom underlying the different punishments specified for 
the married and unmarried men and women. The difference 
is based on the circumstances, psychological factors and the 
causes which motivate a person to commit adultery. An un
married man who, cannot legally satisfy his irresistible sexual 
instinct has a kind of excuse for committing adultery. Hence 
his punishment is lighter than that inflicted upon the married 
man who, through -lawful marriage, has a legitimate outlet 
for his sexual drive. Such a person has no excuse to commit 
adultery and hence deserves severer punishment: Illegal 
sexual indulgence reflects a deeply corrupted soul and an 
unmanageable sexual aberration. It is worth noting here that 
Islamic law is sublime and merciful, and there is ~ legal 
rule for the suspension of the· execution of « Hudoud " 
punishments in dubious cases. It calls for the consideration 
of. .the circumstances relevant to the crim~ at the time of 
the execution of punishment. 

. Abu' Hanifa, AI-Shafia" Ahmad and the maJonty of 
Muslim scholars maintained that a pregnant ul?married 
woman; whether she is a resident· or a stranger; forced into 
fornication or yielded 'of' her own will, is not stoned to death 
unless she confesses her crime, or. until it is proved beyond 
the slightest doubt to avoid the execution of penalty in 
dubious cases. The human nature of Islamic law. is exempli
fied in the story of the adulteress named Al-Ghamidiya who 
went to the Prophet' to i, confes~ . that she had committed 
adultery and asked to beii, [}toned in order to be purged of 
her sin. As she was pregnant the Prophet refused to have 
her stoned to death in respect for, her ·unborn child. The 
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cc Hadd " punishment was postponed till after the birth of 
the child. After the birth of the child the punishment was 
once more deferred until the child was weaned. After the 
child was weaned the Prophet agreed to have the adulteress 
stoned only after one of his Companions agreed to take care 
of the child and bring him up. 

Furthermore, in consideration of the circumstances of 
the criminal, punishment may be deferred. A sick man is 
not flogged until he has fully recovered. Ahmad, Muslim, 
Abu Dawood and AI-Tirmidhi narrated that the Prophet's 
female servant committed adultery and the Prophet com
manded a companion of his to flog her. When he went to 
flog her he discovered that she had recently given birth to 
a child. He feared that she might die if he flogged her. 
So he reported to the Prophet about his fear. The Prophet 
said: cc Well done! Leave her until she recovers". 

Islamic law also considers the circumstances of the 
criminal whether he is male or female. 

As regards the punishment for defamation the Islamic 
penal system distinguishes between the punishment inflicted 
on the husband for defaming his wife and falsely accusing 
her of adultery, and the punishment for a stranger who 
accuses a chaste woman of the same offence. The punishment 
for the stranger who defames a chaste woman is flogging 
with eighty stripes. The measure to be taken against the 
husband who defames his wife is that he has to undertake 
the rr Lia' an ". The Quran says in this connection: 
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rr And those who launch 

A charge against chaste women, 

And produce not four witnesses 

(To support their allegations), 

Flog them with eighty stripes,' 

And reject their evidence 

Ever after: for such men 

Are wicked transgressors: 

Unless they repent thereafter 

.And mend (their conduct); 

For God is Oft-Forgiving, 

Most Merciful}}. 

Chapter 24, verses 4 and 5. 

Once this injunction was decreed it was hard for hus
bands to produce four witnesses to confirm the def~matory 
charges they launched against their wives.. When Hilal Ibn 
Umayyah charged his wife with adultery 111 the presence. of 
the Prophet he was asked to produce evidence t? confIrm 
his accusations, or else he would be flogged. Htlal as~ed 
the Prophet: cc Need a man, who ~as se~n a. ~an rr:ount~n~ 
his wife search for witnesses to confIrm his WIfe s adultery. 
The Pr~phet kept on saying: cc Either pro.du~e witnesses or 
you have to be flogged ". Hilal then said :. I pr~y God 
that He reveal unto thee a Quranic verse whIch wIll save 
my back from flogging, for I am saying but the truth. 
Immediately afterwards the cc Lia'an " verses were revealed 

to the Prophet: 

rr And for those who launch 

A charge against their spouses, 

And have (in support) 

No evidence but their own, 

T heir solitary evidence 

(Can be received) if they 

Bear witness four times 

(With an oath) by God 

T hat they are solemnly 

Telling the truth; 
And the fifth (oath) 
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(Should be) that they solemnly 
Invoke the curse· of God 
On themselves if they 
Tell a lie. 

But it would avert 
The punishment from. the wife 
If she. bears 'witness 

Four times (with an oath) 
By God, that (her husband) 

Is telling a.lie/ 
And the fifth (oath) 

. Should be that she solemnly 
Invokes the 'wrath of God 
On herself if (her accuser) 
Is telling the truth }). 

Chapter 24, verses 6 to. 9. 

Islamic law differentiated between. husbands and ·others 
on the m~tter of defaming chaste spouses. Thechatge against 
the chastIty of a woman, who is not the accuser's wife is 
c?nsidered a grave sin. The husband's charge is trea~ed 
differently, for the husband may .under conjugal distress 
accuse his wife withitlfedility and reject to father an illegiti
mate child unbegotten by him. 
. . On th.e whol~, cc Hudoud " punishments were basically 
mstItuted In conSIstency with the human soul and with 
careful consideration of man's instincts and prop~nsities. 
cc Hudoud" punishments we:t;e decreed to prevent crimes 
and protect society against impending dangers. Punishments 
which favour individual inte!ests at the expense of those of 
the community become ineffective in both cases. Although 
Islamic legislation gives priority to the interests of the com
munity, yet at the time of the implementation of punishment, 
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!the ctiminal's circumstances and psychological factors are 
! taken into consideration. In his book (( AI-Zawajir Min 
1'. Iqtiraf AI-Kabair" (Deterrent Factors Against Committing 
L' Serious Crimes) Ibn Hagar AI-Haytami said that Muslim 
f'· scholars maintained: (( Many felonies and crimes differ in I' nature according to a number of factors, such as whether 
I" the offender premeditated his crime or not, whether it was 
I' by error or with intent, forced or voluntary. Not all criminals 
\' could be judged at the same level and with the same 
r criterion". 
I, 
(f Some light may be shed on the humanitarian aspect of 
(. Islamic law by the fact that Omar Ibn Al-Khattab once 
[i stopped the execution of (C Hadd " penalty for the cri~e of I: theft when a Muslim in the famine year was forced to steal. 

I·: Considering the thief's circumstances no cc Hadd" punish-
ment was inflicted. Furthermore, Ibn Abbas passed a legal li opinion (Fatwa) whereby hand amputation was forbidden for 

I: anyone who stole or slaughtered a beast of burden in order 
I to 'satisfy his hunger. . 
I! Ahmed Ibn Hanbal said that the hand of a thief 
~' should not be cut off if it is proved that he stole i~ order to 
t. satisfy the pangs of hunger. Omar is reported to have r said: cc A thief's hand should not be cut off when there is 
1': famine ". When Ahmed was interrogated abo~t this he 
I. replied that neither would he cut off a thief's hand if he was 
Ii compelled to resort to stealing. It was reported that if a 
! woman, whose husband does not provide her and her 
! children with sufficient sustenance, was forced to commit 
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r }. theft, she would not be liable to C( Hadd "punishment. In 
Ii confirmation of this, Hind (a certain woman) narrated that 
Ij she went to the Prophet and said to him: cc My husband is 
I!: stingy and does not provide me and my child with suste-
r1 nance, I:>earing in mind that all his money is at my disposal. 
H What am I to do?" Replieci the Prophet: C( Take enough 
J'J money to provide yourself and your child with sufficient 
[! sustenance ". 
1'1 
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Similarly Huzaifa Ibn AI-Y aman passed a legal opinion 
exonerating Walid Ibn Oqba from being flogged for drun
kenness when he commanded the Islamic army to Byzantine. 
Oroar is reported to have written to the governors of Muslim 
provinces asking them that no army commander should flog 
any soldier last the flogged soldier desert the army and join 
the enemy. 

All these examples demonstrate that Islamic law laid 
emphasis on the fact that not all offences should be consi
dered with the same criterion. Furthermore, Islamic Penal 
Law urged on crime prevention before its commission, and 
this could be achieved only through moral education and 
upbringing. Only through betterment of ethical values of 
an individual can he comprehend the conception of good 
and refrain from evil and thus comply with the teachings 
of Islam. . 

Needless to say, tender and gentle words are quite 
effective in guiding stray souls. The Prophet said that while 
tenderness invests anything with beauty, unkindness makes 
it defective and ugly. The Sharia therefore stressed the 
combatting of crime and digression with tenderness in order 
to divert the offender from his evil course. Th~ Prophet 
urged his Companions not to reproach the criminal lest he 
withdrew from the believers and lapsed into more sins. 

In Islam there is no one who is incurably ill. Even the 
worst criminal can be rehabilitated. He can repent and 
achieve absolution. Islamic law did not only leave the 
door open for repentance, it strove to cure the criminal's 
morale. To consolidate moral values the Sharia advocates 
the following: 

1. Formulation of a cultivated public opmlOn. 
Hence the Shari a called upon Muslims to do a good turn 
and abstain from evil, and the Sharia holds the morally sound 
responsible for the immoral person if the latter does not try 
to turn over a new leaf. If the Muslims exchanged amongst 
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themselves good counsel, mischief will be eliminated and 
they will behave humanely towards each other. 

2. Pudency and modesty should be cultivated. 
Stirrina up and activating modesty in the heart of a criminal 
is con~dered an optimum cure, for it will discourage him to 
commit further offences. The Prophet said: (( If you lack 
pudency, you will be brazen enough to commit any offence ". 

3 . Discourage people to spread scandal. The Pro
phet is reported to have said: (( 0 ye people if anyone com
mitted a dirty immoral act and kept it hidden within him
self, God will not disclose him. But if he publicized it, a 
punishment shall be inflicted upon him ". Ancient men of 
wisdom said: (( If you fall into a moral scandal, hide it from 
the people". This is a clear hint that hiding an immoral a~t 
will divest it of its weight and will help people to abstam 
from it. Revealing a crime in Islam implies two offences: 
committitng the crime and announcing it. The Prophet said: 
(( If a sin is not disclosed it will harm but the offender; but 
if disclosed it would invoke God's wrath". The Quran in 

this connection says: 

ee Those who love (to see) 

Scandal published broadcast 

Among the believers, will have 
A grievous Penalty in this life 

And in the Hereafter)). 

Chapter 24, verse 19. 

This is a clear indication against crime before it spreads. 
These are the three basic moral tenets which, if adhe

red to will create a cultivated public opinion co:p.demning 
vice. Herein lies the Islamic approach towards tJ:v~ spiritual 
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education of the individual by unifying the people with a 
spirit of universal love. 

Imam AI-Ghazali quotes ethicians that if some ethical 
methodology were strictly applied, the human soul will be 
liberated from all the sediments of evil. 

If anti-crime social defence conception is the modern 
criminal policy which is based on the necessity of practical 
understanding of crime and the criminal, Islamic law had 
long ago advocated this policy and considered the motives of 
crime and whether the offender could be criminally held 
responsible. In deciding on tt Ta'zir " penalties, the Sharia 
has invested the state with a discretionary authority as it was 
mentioned above. 

. Social defence in the sense of rehabilitating and curing 
the offender by eradicating crime has origins in Islamic Sha
ria. In summary they are: 

First: Crime pr~vention· before "its commission throu~h the 
following measures: 

4) Guide people to have faith in religion to' protect 
them from deviance. . 

b) Cultivate the love of doing good in the people. 

c) Do a good turn and abstain from evil. 

d) Social and cultural guidance. 

e) Encourage the love of collaboration and exchange of 
counsel. " .. 

Second: Crimes must not be disclosed so that moral scandals 
are not broadcast and the offender does not continue 
with his crimes. 

Third: II Hudoud }) punishments to be inflicted on offenders 
but dubious cases should be averted. Likewise, II Ta'zir }) 
punishments to be decreed on the offender provided 
that his circumstances are taken into consideration. 
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Fourth: Repentance to be allowed to the offenders without 
any l'estrictions. 

Fifth: The offender must not be barred from the society 
and he should not be reproached for his crime. 

Sixth: Offenders should be encouraged to have their offences 
pardoned. 

Seventh: Care should be given to the Sharia injunctions pro
moting social reciprocal responsibility as regards finan
cial and moral aspects with a view to guaranteeing a 
prosperous life to everyone. 

As crime is a plague that threatens societies and every 
country endeavours to get rid of it, it is jncumbent upon 
Muslinl countries to delve into Islamic Shada for wisdom 
and legislation before thinking of borrowing laws and dogmas 
from the East or the West. 

Through the Quran the early Muslim generations were 
considered the best on the earth. There is no reason why 
the existing generations do not become like the ear~y ones 
if they resort to their pure nature and to the teachings of 
the Quran and have complete faith in God's message to 
his Prophet as in the following Quranic verse: 

9 

II We have sent down 

To thee the Book in truth, 

That thou mightest judge 

Between men, as guided 

By God: so be not (used) 

As an advocate by those 

Who betray their trust}). 

Chapter 4, verse 105. 
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Referring to the hypocrites who fail to carry out the 
Sharia injunctions the Quran says: .' 

rr Hast thou (Mohammad) not turned 

Thy vision to those 

Who declare that they believe 

In the revelations 

That have come to thee 

And to those before thee? 

Their real wish is.· 

To resort together for judgement 

(In their disputes) 

To the Evil One) 

Though they were ordered 
To reject him. 

But Satan) swish 

Is to lead them astray 

Far away (from the right). 

When it is said to them: 

rr Come to what God hath revealed 
) 

And to the Apostle )): 

Thou seest the Hypocrites avert 

Their faces from thee in disgust J). 

Chapter 4,verses 60 and 61. 

To put it in a nutshell the Sharia urges: 

1) Complete faith in Divine injunctions. 

2) Implementation of these injunctions by individuals 
and governments. 
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True faith embraces both the ideological and behaviou
ral aspects of a person. \YJe would like to draw your atten
tion to two considerations: 

1. Ever since the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia imple
mented theSharia, security has been strongly established, 
and everyone lives peacefully under the protection of the 
Sharia without the slightest danger against his life or 
property. 

2. Other Muslim peoples, having lost hope in other 
laws, feel to resort to the implementation of the Sharia. By 
doing so, in fact, they respond to God's commandment. 

It is our sincere hope that Muslim governments respond 
to the wish of their people by implementing the Sharia. We 
beseech Almighty God to guide the Muslim l?eoples along 
the right path. God, the Exalted One, said of those who fail 
to implement the divine laws as lewd, infidel and tran
sgressors. To conclude my paper I would like to quote this 
verse from the Quran: 

rr Verily this is My Way) 

Leading straight: follow it: 
Follow not (other) paths: 
They will scatter you about 
From His (great) Path: 
Thus doth He command you) 
That ye may be righteous )). 

Chapter 6, verse 153. 

Conductor of Discussions 

Due thanks to both Professor Dr. Moh~mmad Salam 
Madkour, author of the paper, and Sheikh Ibrahim Nasser 
who read the paper before the seminar. 
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This paper showed us how the Sharia insists on the 
maintenance of the five indispensables (religion, life, intellect, 
offspring and property). Before giving the floor to the com
mentators may I draw your attention to the following: 

The session will be adjourned for a quarter of an 
hour, after which the discussion will be resumed in the same 
manner as yesterday. 

Those who wish to take part in the discussions are 
kindly requested to write to us in advance so that the conduct 
of the discussions will be more regular. Also the commenta
tors and other speakers are requested to speak calmly and 
slowly so that simultaneous interpreters can follow them for 
the benefit of these who do not understand Arabic. 

Professor Manna Al-Kattan 

In the name of God and praise be to Him and peace 
be upon His Apostle. I thank Dr. Madkour for preparing 
this paper and Professor Ibrahim Nasser for reading it. 

One feels rather embarrassed to comment on a paper 
whose author is absent. This could be excusable if we know 
that people debate in order to find out the truth. Constructive 
criticism aims at finding the truth per se. Our predecessors 
followed a sound academic methodology: they explained, 
scrutinized and commented on works of scientific, theological 
and literary value. The author dealt in length with the 
general aspects of the Sharia. We mentioned the ultimate 
aim to which it aspires. He touched upon crime and punish
ment, whether it is a persQ1Jal right or the right exercised by 
the state. He also dealt with the objective of the Shari a as 
regards the five indis1,'ensables (to which reference has often 
been made before). I-Ie made a comparison between (( Hu
doud ". punishments itt both Islamic Criminal Law and con
temporary legal systems. He made a specific definition on 
crime and punishment and classified punishment in relation 
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to crimes. He touched upon (( Ta'zir" (Discretionary) pu
nishments. Before ending the introduction to the paper he 
came to the core of his treatise, i.e. Defining Crime Re
sponsibility according to Islamic Legislation, at the end of 
page five of the paper. On page four the author referred to 
the stiffness of some (( Hudoud " punishments, though exer
cised within a very limited scope which allow a wide margin 
for tolerance. 

I wish the author had treated the question of (( dubious 
cases " with more detail. In our daily life we witness fre
quent occurrences of these cases. We know that if a person's 
limb contracts a disease and specialists decide that in order 
to save the life of the diseased that particular limb is to be 
cut off, any wise man will not hesitate to have :he limb 
amputated without delay. If this is true for t~e hfe ?f a? 
individual the same applies to the life of a nation wh1ch 1S 
even more important than that of an individuaL 

Undoubtedly crime, as an abnormal pattern of human 
behaviour, is a chronic disease; and unless measures are 
taken fast to overcome the disease, it will contaminate the 
entire society. Hence the reason for the severe punishm~nts 
decreed by Islamic Penal Law in order to save the soc1ety 
and the Muslim nation. 

The author divided crimes, according to Islamic law, 
into two kinds: 

1) Major or real crimes,' 

2) rUT a'zir JJ crimes,' the author treated these as if 
they were not crimes in their true sense. It would have ~een 
better if the crimes were classified into crimes with specified 
texts and (( Ta'zir" crimes without definite texts. Neither 
did the author explain the reason why (( Ta'zir " crimes have 
no specific punishments in texts. . .. 

This is of paramount importance, for there 1S a limlt 
to legal texts whereas incidents and offences are endless. 
An aberrant human brain may invent new kinds of offences 
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every day. Islamic law has attached considerable importance 
to (( Ta'zir" crimes, known as everyday offences. Sheikh 
AI-Islam Ibn Taymiya mentioned a number of (( Ta'zir " 
offences, such as violation of faith and confidence, fraud, 
giving short measure and weight, bribery and other similar 
offences. Punishments prescribed for the vast majority of 
(( Ta'zir " crimes were left unspecified by the Sharia which 
empowered the competent authority of the state to decree 
discretionary penalties in accordance with the people's general 
interests, bearing in mind that his powers are not absolute. 
They are governed by reference rules, the proportion between 
crime and punishment plus the fact that any decision must not 
be inconsistent with the texts of the Sharia and its general 
rules. The author dealt with the three elements of crime. 

These are: 

1) Legal element which has the element of prohibition. 

2) Moral element in the sense that the offender is 
criminally responsible for his offences. 

3) Material element in the sense that the offender 
commits an act of criminal nature. 

Some contemporary scholars, including Sheikh 110ham
mad Abu-Zahra, maintain that crime has one element and 
two conditions. The element is the commission of crime 
and the two conditions are: 

a) the criminal act is prohibited and punished by 
a text; 

b) the offender is criminally responsible for his 
offence. 

Sheikh Abu-Zahra's opinion that the moral and legal 
elements are preconditions of crime is worth considering. 

I wish the author had given more details on the elements 
of crime, for this is the focal point of his study, and I wish 
he had explained fully the principle in Islamic Criminal Law 
(( There can be no crime or punishment without a text ". 
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It is a well-known fact that this principle was not 
stipulated in modern laws until the Declaration of Human 
Rights during the French Revolution in 1789. Before this 
date magistrates used to exercise absolute authority in spe
cifying crimes and meting out punishments without letting the 
people know their rights and obligations. This means that 
western legal systems started implementing the principle, i.e. 
crimes and punishments cannot be defined without a text, 
over ten centuries after the Muslim lawyers had been 
practising it. 

Even now the implementation of this principle in Islamic 
law is more precise, accurate, elastic, closer to the basic 
needs of the people and more effective in protecting order 
and security than other legal systems. 

Up to the French Revolution the moral element in 
crime, i.e. the criminal responsibility of being mentally sane 
and free-willed, did not exist in the western laws. Anyone 
or anything that led to the commission of a crime was held 
responsible whether it was a person or an animal. Even the 
dead, children and mentally disabled were subject to punish
ment. 

If the modern legal systems have recently implemented 
the principle of (( relative choice ", Islamic law was, and 
still is, much more logical and more precise. It considers 
punishment as a social necessity and a means to protect the 
society. 

Islamic law distinguishes between the free-willed and 
the person under coercion, and the sensible and insane person. 
Islamic law does not inflict punishment on the person for 
his evil thoughts and intents unless they are materialized 
into criminal acts. Islam giv.:es the person the benefit to ri~ 
himself of evil thoughts. Anyhow there is no punishment 
just for the evil thoughts one harbours. 

This same principle was applied even with regard to 
the Hypocrites who feigned to be Muslims when in fact they 
were infidel. Islamic Sharia punishes offenders for material-
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ized crimes and God Almighty reserves punishment for hidden 
offences. 

Planning and the preparation for the commission of a 
crime does not constitute a material act. However, if the 
preparation for an offence is prohibited does the person 
concerned deserve punishment? For example, if a man flirts 
with a woman who is not his wife in an attempt to seduce 
her, he shall be punished even if no adultery is committed. 
The punishment will be a « Discretionary" or « Ta'zir " 
one. In accordance with the principle of « relative choice " 
to which the majority of jurists agree, punishment is inflicted 
for every preliminary step taken towards the commission 
of the crime. So, as the author of this paper pointed out, 
the Islamic Sharia does not decree penalties for the preli
minary steps taken before the actual commission of the 
crime, unless those very steps constitute discretionary crimes 
punishable by the state. 

These are the main points that came to my mind 
while studying this paper. I beseech God Almighty to 
crown our efforts with success and guide us to the right 
path. God's peace, blessings and mercy be upon you. 

Dr. Abdul Karim Zeidan 

Praise be to God, the Cherisher and Sustainer of the 
Worlds, and blessings and peace be upon Mohammad, his 
family and Companions. 

My remarks on this paper, whose author is a well
known person in the field of Islamic jurisprudence, are both 
,general and particular (or partial). 

The general remarks concern the ordering and co
ordination of the subject matter, As a research work has 
to stick to its title there should not be much digression 
from it except when necessary or when a particular point 
calls for further exploration. 
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Contemporary writers crItICIze our forefathers for ?ot 
cO-Grdinating their subject matter. A scholar may fInd 
himself at a loss trying to find a particular point. He m~y 
have to read a lot before reaching his objective. Well, In 
this paper something of this sort has indeed occurred. . .. 

The title of the paper is Defining Crime ResponsIbIhty 
according to Islamic Legislation. Only very little h.as been 
nlentioned about criminal responsibility. He dealt In great 
length with social defence against cri~e: He did the s~me 
thing with the material element, prehmmary steps, pumsh
ments, etc. 

Consequently the reader does not end up quite satisfi~d. 
This may be due to too many irrelevant redundanCIes 
interwoven into the tapestry of this study at the expense of 
the basic subject matter. 

I shall mention my other observations just to verify 
an opinion or correct a distortion. As we are dealing with 
Islamic law which is religion in itself, one has to be careful 
to be very precise and specific. A researcher ~n the. field 
of Islamic law is only a reporter and not a creative thinker, 
He cannot add more or abridge the sense and distort the 
meaning with phrases and expressions which would suggest 
inaccuracy, , 

The author of the paper mentioned that the Shana 
had been primarily revealed to sustain the five indispensables, 
namely religion, life, intellect, offspring and property" ,He 
did not cite a single example on the preservatIOn of relIgIOn, 
The Prophet says: « He who rejects his religion s,hall be 
punished with death". Muslim jurists agree unarumously 
with regard to the punishment inflicted on anyone :vho 
rejects his faith and joins the infidels. However, th.ey differ 
on one point whether the apostate from Islam IS to be 
condemned to death. The majority of the jurists contended 
that the apostate be allowed to repent and. be, given a grace 
of three days' time to make hIS decision; ,If the aposta~e 
goes back to the fold of Islam he will be pardoned but if 
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he insists on his apostasy the death penalty shall be inflicted 
on him. According to the Hanafi school repentance is a 
desirable matter though not compulsory. "Jihad (( (holy 
war) is also another manifestation for the preservation of 
Islam. 

It may be said that the punishment for an apostate is 
inconsistent with the Islamic maxim (( No one is coerced 
to believe in Islam ". Does not the punishment for the 
apostate imply that religious freedom is restricted? The 
answer to this is very simple. The Sharia does not compel 
a non-Muslim to embrace Islam, neither is he killed if he 
refuses to believe in Islam. There are many non-Muslims 
who live amongst Muslim communities without being forced 
to become Muslims. Had non-Muslims been coerced into 
becoming Muslims, the practice of (( AI-Zimmah " "/: would 
not have existed in Islam. 

How are we then to rationalize the apostate's punish
ment? In fact the apostate's crime does not differ from 
adultery. The crime of apostasy involves two offences; the 
first is that the apostate renounces the teachings of Islam, 
which means he violates the obligations by which he was 
committed. Since this violation is considered a crime 
according to legal terms and its offender is liable to punish
ment, so is an apostate from Islam; his punishment is death. 
Let us illustrate this better in the following example. If a 
contractor, who has an obligation to supply an army with 
foodstuffs, fails on purpose to fulfill his obligations, he 
shall be condemned to death. So when a Muslim renounces 
his faith and turns an apostate he violates his commitment~; 
to Islam. However, despite this gross violation the apostate 
is given three days' grace to repent. The setond offence 
which apostasy involves is its announcement. An apostate 

* Al-Zimmah was a special treatment for non-Muslims. In fact 
non-Muslims were known as "Ahl-AI-Zimmah" (people of Al-Zimmah) 
(Translator's note). 
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who does not disclose his apostasy is a hypocrite and passes 
unnoticed. But when he declares his apostasy then it means 
he is impudent enough to regard the Islamic faith with 
disdain and indifference. Therefore, if he is left unpunished 
he will be dangerous tq society since others, who are not 
devout believers, may follow suit. 

Therefore the punishment of an apostate is the preserv
ation of one of the five indispensables. 

The other crime is (( transgression " which some jurists 
consider amongst the (( Hudoud " crimes and its punishm:nt 
is death. Other jurists believe differently. The other pomt 
which I would like to stress is (( Ta'zir" crimes. These 
are innumerous and their punishment is left to the state. 
The Sharia has followed two methods on crimes and punish
ments: (a) definition of crime and its due punishment; this 
method is known as (( Hudoud " crimes which are punishable 
by death, retaliation, blood-money and at times expiati?n; 
for example if a Muslim breaks his fast on purpose dur111g 
the month of Ramadan he shall be punished by (( expiation "; 
(b) offences according to Islamic law are acts of disobedience 
to God the Almighty; in other words disobedience is the 
commission of a prohibited deed or the omission of a duty 
that is commanded; this principle is known in Islamic law 
as (( No harm should be done, and no harm should be 
eliminated by causing further ha:rm ". 

Crimes punishable by (( Hudoud ", retaliation and blood
money are specified in the Quran. Confinemen~ is mentione.d 
as one of the prescribed punishments. In eVIdence of this 
the Prophet passed a confinement sentence on those charged 
with arson or causing damage to property; for example the 
person who set fire to the (( Zalam " mosque was punished 
by confinement. There are also (( Ta'zir " punishments, for 
example women who are disobedient to their husbands may 
be censured or conjugally forsaken. Such punishments are 
mentioned in the Quran. The judge cannot inflict a 
punishment not mentioned in the Sharia texts. He may 
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choose the punishment appropriate to the crime. Therein 
lies the wisdom behind the Sharia rule (( No crime or 
punishment without a text". 

It may be said that some (( Ta'zir " punishments are 
exceptionally prescribed for offences which do not fall 
within the category of (( Ta'zir" crimes. For example, if 
some permissible but harmful act is committed the offender 
shall receive a (( Ta'zir" punishment. The Prophet once 
sentenced a person to confinement in the interest of the 
public. Confinement is a punishment and a punishment is 
not inflicted until a person is found guilty. How did then 
the Prophet order this particular person to be confined? 
This is a proof that a person may be punished if the public 
interest so requires. The story of Nasr Ibn Hajaj is 
evidence in this respect. He is said to have been except
ionally handsome with a lot of sex-appeal. fIe committed 
no crime but as women adored him Omar Ibn AI-Khattab 
had his hair shaved off and banished him to Basra. 

The other point which needs further elaboration is 
blood-money and its being shared with the criminal's family 
or tribe. The author of the paper did not put this issue 
very precisely. He said that the justice upon which the 
principle of the personalization of responsibility is based 
requires that the criminal's family or tribe should share the 
blood-money with the criminal. The fact that the criminal's 
kinship! should share the blood-money with him does not 
need justification because the way it has been expressed 
makes it apparently inconsistent with the personalization of 
punishment. That is to say, punishment should be inflicted 
on the criminal himself and not be extended to his 
family or kinsmen. If the criminal is punished for a crime 
he has committed how is it that his kinsfolk should share 
the punishment with him? 

Some jurists attempted to answer this query in two 
ways. First, they suggested there should be no retaliation 
but consolation. In other words, the offender's family or 
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tribe should console the injured party. But how could 
consolation be a tribal necessity when the crime is purely 
an individual wrong? The jurists answered that no objection 
is raised against consolation being personal. 

They added that giving charity (( Zakat" implies a 
practical sort of consolation to the -needy ordered by the 
Sharia. Other jurists asserted that the criminal's kinsmen 
commit a serious error by letting the criminal with whom 
they are bound fall into the pitfall of crime. 

The second thing is that the author of the paper 
mentioned that the injured should be protected by law, 
without identifying the motive or criminal responsibility. 
This point lacks a number of elements, such as offence with 
intent error direct or probable intention, effect of ignorance, , , 
coercion and the; '<nred party's consent to the offence, i.e. 
if somebody asked to be killed or wounded, would there 
be a crimi~al responsibility? Th::.:n how could the criminal 
responsibility be defined if more than one person were 
involved in a crime? Suppose a person committed a crime in 
collaboration with an indirect partner, who will bear the 
criminal responsibility? 

These are the focal points of the subject which should 
have been dealt with in some length. 

Then the author of the paper mentioned the material 
element of crime. Since he did so he should have dealt 
with it rather comprehensively. What punishment could 
be inflicted on five persons who take part in the murder 
of one man? Would all of them be subject to retaliation? 
I wish the author of the paper had dealt with these issues 
and sufficiently elaborated on them. 

I also noticed that the author of the paper mentioned 
some apparently insignificant but rather perplexing irrelev
ancies. For example, he mentioned that the commander of 
the army should not be penalized during the battle and that 
Om a! stopped the punishment for theft. Frankly such 
matters leave the reader at a loss about concrete facts. 
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I believe that the writer may have based the incident 
of the army commander not being exposed to the (( Hudoud " 
punishment on the Prophet's Hadith: (( Hands are not to 
be cut off on military expeditions". The intended purpose 
is that (( Hudoud" punishments should be deferred until 
the expedition is over. So, in the interest of the army, 
Islam and Muslims, punishment should be postponed until 
after the end of the war. Omar did not stop a (( Hadd " 
punishment. He simply realized that the conditions for 
implementing the text did not exist. I suggest that writers 
had better avoid cramming their studies with irrelevant, 
insignificant and controversial issues so that truth could be 
rendered as clear as possible. 

God's peace be 'upon Mohammad, his family and 
Companions. 

Dr. Abdul Qader Shaybat-al-Hamd 

I wish Dr. Salam Madkour, the author of the paper, 
was here to hear our high opinion of his appreciable efforts 
for preparing his research work. However, I would like to 
make some comments on this invaluable study. He said 
that crime is a sinful act and that criminal acts have been 
committed since man was created. He quoted the incident 
when Adam and Eve disobeyed God by eating from the 
forbidden tree. This statement, in fact, is inconsistent with 
the opinion of criminologists who maintain that the first 
crime ever committed was when Cain (Adam's son) killed 
his brother Abel. Furthermore, according to criminologists 
every crime is an act of disobedience while the contrary is 
not true. The author himself defined crime as the commis~ion 
of a forbidden act or the omission of a duty commanded, 
and the guilty shall have a ((. Hadd " or (( Ta'zir " punishment. 

In this case Adam's disobedience does not come within 
the definition of crime. 
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Conductor of Discussions 

Thanks to His Eminence, Dr. Abdul Karim Zeidan, for 
his enlightening remarks. As already said we wish Dr. 
Madkour was here to reply to some of the queries raised. 
In half an hour's time we shall resume our discussions. 

I call upon the Vice-Chairman to announce the adjourn
ment of the session for a break. (The meeting was adjourned 
at 10 a.m. and resumed at 10.30 a.m.). 

Chairman 

W! e resume our discussions by inviting Dr. Rashid 
AI-Sharif to conduct the session. 

Conductor 
We resume the second session of the symposium. 

I confirm the Chairman's suggestion that we should try 
to be objective in our comments, and observe the time 
allocated for the speakers. In an hour's time, at 11.30 a.m., 
we shall adjourn the session. Now I call on the commenta-
tors to express their views. 

Dr. Kobaisi 
Dr. Madkour stated that the Shari a preceded other 

penal systems in taking into consideration the criminal's 
circumstances which motivate crime. He also quoted many 
examples to support his views. 

The close consideration of the criminal's circumstances, 
known in contemporary criminological terminology as the 
(( individualization of punishment", falls within the scope 
of the criminal policy of Islamic law. It calls upon the 
judge to consider the circumstances of the criminal to find 
out the real motiv-es that drove him to commit the crime. 
Thereupon the decisive measures are taken by the judge. 
Punishment is decreed and inflicted in proportion to the 
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amount of harm done and in relation to the criminal's 
conditions. The criminal's harsh punishment may be substit
uted by a lighter one. He may receive medical treatment or 
moral edification. Islamic Sharia does not object to any proce
dure leading to the disclosure of the criminal's motives either 
through medical examination or investigations. 

These are fixed facts deducted from the incidents which 
occurred during the ages. However, I would like to raise 
the question of two significant texts known as (( Judge's 
collective function " and (( individualization of punishment ". 
The author of the paper did not quote these texts or allude 
to them. 

The first text: Alqama Ibn WaHl narrated that a woman 
was raped by a stranger on her way to the mosque just 
before dawn. When she shouted for help another man came 
to her rescue while the first one took to his heels. Then 
many people came to rescue her and seized the man who 
came to her help. In the meantime the first man had 
outrun the rescuers. All of the people involved went to 
the Prophet to settle the matter. The woman told the 
Prophet that the .l).1an who came to her rescue raped her. 
The man replied that he was only trying to rescue her 
from her raper when the people came to drag him off. 
The woman said that he was telling a lie because he was the 
real raper. Thereupon the Prophet ordered the man to be 
stoned to death. At that instant a man rose from the midst 
of the crowd and shouted: (( Do not stone him. It is I who 
should be stoned, for I committed the crime ". Then the 
Prophet told the woman that God forgave her for the 
adultery, and spoke well of the perSCll who tried to rescue 
her. Then Omar asked the Prophet to have the man who 
confessed stoned but the Prophet answered that since 
he confessed his sin God will forgive him. Ibn Omar in 
his version of the incident went on: to say: (( If such an 
expiation had been made by the people of Y athrib (Medina) 
God would have accepted it ". 
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The second text: Abu-Dawood and others narrated on 
the authority of WaHl Ibn AI-Athqa' that once Walil was in 
the presence of the Prophet when a man approached him 
saying that he had committed a ((. Hadd" offence. The 
Apostle of God 'averted him. That man repeated this three 
times. and each time the Prophet averted him. Then prayer 
time came and after . the prayers were performed the man 
approached the Prophet for the fourth time confessing his 
crime.: Thereupon the Prophet said: (( Did yo~ not perform 
ablution and pray with us just now? ". The man answered 
in the affirmative. The Prophet said: (( You are pardoned, 
for performing your prayers in the best mantier is in itself 
your atonement for your sin". In another version the 
Prophet is said to have said: (( God has forgiven you for 
your sin". 

Now, to what extent· do the judges and jurists in Saudi 
Arabia -- the pioneer country in implementing Islamic 
law - apply the philosophy underlying these two texts? 
The author pointed out the sublimity of Islamic law, partic
ularly the legal rule which stipulates that ((. Hudoud " punish
ments should not be inflicted in cases of doubt. Now the 
dubious cases where punishments could not be inflicted 
are numerous. Our jurists have not considered the lapse 
of time except in (( Hudoud " crime witnesses. Any testi
mony not given within a prescribed time is considered null 
and void. If a witness gave his testimony long after a case 
was tried in the law court, his testimony would not be valid. 
Since in this case the witness's testimony would favour the 
defendant's case, therefore the testimony (given long after 
the trial in the court) would he disregarded. 

Rashid J bn Saleh Khunein 

I thank Dr. Kobaisi for his remarks on the two texts. 
With regard to the second text narrated by Abu Dawood 
on the authority of WaHl Ibn Al-Athqa' about the man 
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who approached the Prophet four times to confess his sin, 
according to the Hadith the crime he had committed was 
no more than kissing a woman and trying to seduce her but 
excluding the act of fornication which constitutes a (( Hadd " 
punishment. 

It is a known fact that minor offences may be atoned 
for by performing the five daily prayers, Friday congregat
ional prayers and other prayers during the month of Ra
madan. This is consistent with what has been explicitly 
stated by the Prophet. The Quran says: 

cc If ye (but) eschew 

The most heinous 

Of the things 

Which ye are forbidden to do) 

We shall expel 

Out of you 

All the evil in you }J. 

Chapter 4, verse 31. 

As regards the first text about the woman who was 
raped on her way to the mosque and the confession of the 
real raper, this man wanted to protect the life of a man who 
was about to be put to death for a crime not committed 
by the condemned but by the raper. Islamic law is dear on 
the fact that a genuine repentance is sufficient to avoid a 
(( Hadd" punishment. In the case of (( Maiz ", ordered 
to be stoned by the Prophet for having committed fornication 
with a Jewess, who cried when he was under heavy attack 
of stones to be taken back to the Prophet. No one took 
any notice of his pleas. When the ~.rophet was informed 
of this fact he answered that he should have been given 
the benefit of repentance. This principle of not inflicting 
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punishment in dubious cases IS actually In force In the 
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

Sheikh Saleh AI-Laheidan 

Praise be to God, and blessings and peace be upon the 
Prophet, his family and Companions. 

With regard to the incident narrated by Walil (related 
by his father) about the man who tried to confess four times, 
it is much disputed. The scholars versed in the Hadith have 
questioned the authenticity of the narrator because Alqama's 
father, WaIi!, could not have related this incident to his 
son as he was dead at the time of the incident. Not only 
is the authenticity of Alqama's version disputed but also the 
text itself. According to the Hadith, the Prophet is said to 
have ordered that the man concerned should be stoned to 
death. A criminal cannot be stoned unless he confesses his 
crime of adultery, or there is substantial evidence testifying 
his adulterous crime. Without either of these conditions 
stoning to death cannot be inflicted. As regards the case 
of the man who pleaded guilty for committing adultery in 
defence of an innocent suspect, and repented of his crime, 
will his repentance be taken into consideration or will he be 
subject to a (( Hadd "punishment? Jurists said that whoever 
confesses a punishable crime and does not ask for a (( Hadd " 
punishment shall not be punished. 

So much for the incident narrated by Alaqama Ibn Wa
liI. As regards the incident related by Ibn Al-Athaq, about 
the man who confessed four times and then prayed in the 
company of the Prophet, Muslim scholars maintain that who
ever commits a crime and does not disclose it does not suffer 
any punishment. But in cases like (( Maiz " and the (( Gha
midiya " who confessed their crime of adultery they should 
be subject to punishment prescribed for adultery. The cri
minal will not be asked to furnish the details of his crime. 
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May God crown out efforts with success and guide us to 
the right path. 

Sheikh Rashid Saleh Ibn Khunein 

In addition to the explanation made by His Eminence 
Sheikh Saleh AI-Laheidan that a criminal who confesses his 
crime may not be subject to punishment, I would like to 
say that when « lVlaiz " thrice confessed his crime of adultery 
the Prophet each time did not want to punish him. The 
Prophet at last asked him: « What do you want from me? " 
Maiz replied: « I want you to purge me ". 

Professor Gerhard Mueller 

Mr. Chairman 
Members of the Symposium 

First of all I would like to express my thanks to the 
Government of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia for, having 
invited us to this symposium. . . 

I have been deeply impressed by every single word I 
have heard since this symposium started. In fact mank1uJ 
today is in dire need of protection from the economic and 
social upheavals that are the causes of the ever increaf.ing 
number of crimes which threaten man's life and security. 

. We m~st admit that if Islamic Sharia is applied on' a 
WIder scale It would help a great deal to protect man against 
all evils and provide peace and sec,\rity. I am delighteG to 
see, at a close distance, the social and technological progress 
made in this country. Actually we were not aware of the 
tremendous efforts made in this country in the field of crime 
prevention. All non-Saudis attending this symposium wonder 
how it is that they had not been acquainted with slch a 
sccial progress achieved in this part of the Muslim w'.)rld. 
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I have read as much as I could of the contents of these 
papers. Of course there are many things that other countries 
have to be acquainted with. History has taught us that in 
order tJ prevent crime all human efforts should be combined. 
Once Islamic law is known to other jurists and criminologists, 
they may take the provisions to fill in the gaps in some 
western laws. Certainly new articles and conditions will be 
added to the English 'law as regards crime prevention. 
These conditions could be compared with the provisions in 
Islamic law, particularly those concerning procedural matters 
so that the British people may absorb them with regard to 
permitted and prohibited deeds. In England judicial autho
rities are still influenced by antiquated laws. 

The other point I would like to clarify is that many of 
our colleagues all over the world interpret Islamic law, 
particularly the Islamic penal system, in a manner entirely 
inconsistent with the spirit of Islam. They should com
prehend the psychological and sociological aspects in order to 
realize that you are absolutely right that « Ta'zir" and 
« Hudoud " punishments as prescribed in the Quran and the 
Sunnah are sound and logical. 

,With great flexibility you have referred to the proce
dures to be adopted in the implementation of Islamic Sharia 
and the definition of criminal responsibility, particularly with 
regard to· the moral and material elements of crime, in a 
manner that can guarantee the detection of crime and exaction 
of due punishment. Here I would like to lay stress on the 
necessity of consolidating economic and social aspects through 
the implementation of Islamic law and the Islamic' penal 
~'l.Tstem to attain human rights for everybody. Once the 
.. ~..;xible Islamic penal system is implemented the whole world 
may be led on the right path. Through a close study of the 
criminological data I have become aware of the active role 
of Islamic law in overcoming crime in Saudi Arabia. 

Indeed I will transmit all these facts about Islamic law 
to the concerned bodies of the United Nations. 
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Sheikh Manna At-Kattan 

We feel :the urgent need to advertise Islamic law 
throughout the world to make humankind in this age of 
civilization and scientific progress familiar with it. If the 
world, despite its scientific advancement, suffers from the 
tragic consequences of crime the reason lies in erroneous 
search for means of crimes and the exaction of the right and 
deterrent punishments. 

Many people ignore all about the Islamic penal system 
and have no idea of the effect of its implementation in our 
Muslim country. Therefore, this symposium has been con
vened so that scholars and lawyers should get acquainted, at 
a close distance, with the implementation of Islamic Sharia 
in Saudi Arabia and its effect on crime prevention. 

God's peace, His Mercy and Blesssings be upon you all. 

Sir Arthur Peterson 

Mr. Chairman 
Members of the Symposium 

Thank you for all these most valuable research works 
which I have had the pleasure to listen to. Also due thanks 
to the Government of Saudi Arabia who gave us the chance 
to get acquainted with the implementation of Islamic law 
in this country and other matters related to the conduct and 
rights of individuals. 

As a matter of fact I am not a lawyer nor have I any
thing to do with legal matters. I-Iowever, I do believe there 
are many similarities between the English law and Islamic 
law, particularly as regards criminal responsibility. 

As I said, legal matters are not my field of specialization 
and I am not in a position to criticize, comment or praise 
Islamic Sharia. But I do say that we have many things in 
common, and that a fruitful dialogue can be established 
between us. 
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Sheikh Ahmad Mohammad Jamal 

Praise be to God, the Cherisher and Sustainer of the 
'Worlds and peace and blessings be upon Prophet Moham
mad, his family and Companions. 

I would like to add some more remarks to those of 
Dr. Abdul Karim Zeidan on the paper of Dr. Madkou~. 

Though Dr. Madkour's paper is most enlightening and 
valuable, yet it contains many generalizations which though 
quite apprehensible to students of Islamic law and 
Islamic criminal provisions, the ordinary listener or reader 
may take these generalizations at their face value and a mi
sinterpretation of the meaning may result. For example, the 
author of the paper said that all religious procedural measures 
on crime prevention have been represented in Islam since 
Islam itself has attested all preceding religions. This is quite 
a sweeping statement. The teachings of other religions, 
particularly of Judaism and Christianity on crime prevention, 
are not represented in Islam in the sense that Dr. Madkour 
has mentioned to attest other preceding religions. The codes 
of the three religions (Judaism, Christianity and Islam) are 
not identical. Attestation is relevant to matters of belief. 
Christ said: 

cc (I have come to you) 

To attest the law (Scriptures) 

Which was before me 

And to make lawful 

Part of what was 
(Before) forbidden to you)). 

Chapter 3, verse 50. 

Successive religions include lawful and forbidden 
enjoinments. Forbidden behavioural patterns are not the 
same in all the three religions. The fact that the Quran 
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attests the Scriptures (Torah) and the Bible or that the Bible 
attests the Scriptures does not mean that prohibitions are the 
same in these three religions. In my view this too: liberal 
generalization should have been restricted. . 

Also Dr. Madkour mentions in his paper that western 
laws do not differ from Islamic law as regards « Discretio
nary" punishments since both have the same objective of 
protecting the social order. This is, likewise, a general 
statement, for if western and Islamic law acrree on the 
protection of the social order then it means °there is no 
distinction between the Divine Law and man-made laws. 

Dr. Madkour also pointed out that the only distinction 
between western laws and Islamic la\v lies in the sOU:rce of 
each, i.e. the source of Islamic law is the Quran while 
western laws are enacted by man. He did not mention that 
there are other differences: qualitative, quantitative estima
tion of psychological motives and differences due t~ circum
stances and social customs. Finally, Dr. Ivladkour mentions 
that penalty is not inherently good but it is bad. I believe 
that it is ~bsolutely wrong to consider a penalty decreed by 
C?od as bemg bad. Punishment is described to be just and 
nght. Whether punishment is decreed in the Quran or 
m~ted out. by man, it <:annot be considered, from a logical 
pomt of VIew, as bad and corruptive. 

Dr. Mustafa Al-Awaji 

Criminal responsibility in Islamic law is based on the 
principle of « free choice " and « free will ". In the midst 
of conflicting theories on theological· « determinism" and 
« fatalism ", Muslim jurists hold man responsible for his 
actions for choosing the bad thing and rejecting the good 
one. Furthermore, the Islamic legal system does not entertain 
retroactivity of laws. Hence no act is punishable· .without 
a law prohibiting the act when it was committed. To esta
blish the criminal responsibility of a criminal, Islamic law 
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prescribed that the offender should be a mature adult, men
tally sane, that the offence was not committed under coercion 
and there was criminal intention. Offenders who are under 
age, mentally insane, not free-willed or those who cannot 
distinguish between good and bad, cannot be held criminally 
responsible. Criminal responsibility in Islamic law is an 
individual matter. Innocent people shall not bear the guilt 
of others. Islamic law holds a very important principle 
which other Arab countries are trying to implement. This 
principle stipulates that whoever refrains from helping one 
in serious trouble shall be subject to punishment. This 
punishment shall be commensurate with the amount of da
mage caused to the person from whom assistance was 
withheld. 

I wonder whether the Islamic law implemented in 
Saudi Arabia is of a personal or regicmal nature; Is it 
implemented on Muslims alone or also on non-Muslim resi
dents and to what extent is it implemented? 

It has been pointed out, too, that Islam urges non
disclosure of criminal acts. This emphasizes man's responsi
bility not only towards society but also towards his Lord, for 
if man is not punished in. this world he shall be definitely 
punished in the hereafter. 

Disclosing crimes has a negative effect on the society, 
and this negative effect may outweigh the positive effect 
of not disclosing them. 

Sheikh Manna Al-Kattan 

'Comparing between western laws and Islamic law is 
only a tentative attempt on our part. As a matter of fact, 
western laws in their most recent forms have. just lately 
reached .Islamic legal standards which precedes these laws 
by' several centuries. . 

I t is a known fact that these western laws have been 
influeI).ced by Islamic legal thinking which was transmitted 
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to the West through Constantinople in the East and Spain 
in the West. In this connection, I would urge upon all the 
countries and peoples who believe in One God to adopt 
Islamic law and judge man's behaviour accordingly. There 
is a difference between the Universal Will and the Legal 
Will. Dr. Mustafa AI-Awaji raised this question in his 
comment. 

God the Exalted One, controls everything. His Divine 
Will embraces every action whether favoured or unfavoured 
by God. Legal Will is what God expects of mankind such as 
obedience and worshipping. I t is through the Legal Will 
favoured by God that man has the right to choose between 
good and evil. Man is accordingly judged for his choice and 
will. There is a difference between a trembling hand of a 
sick man and the controlled movement of a hand stretched 
out in an act of aggression. 

The answer to Dr. Mustafa AI-Awaji's query regarding 
the implementation of Islamic Sharia in Saudi Arabia is that 
Islamic Sharia is implemented on all resid~nts. Saudis and 
non-Saudi Muslims have their rights as well as obligations. 
Non-Muslims have their rights, too. Islamic Sharia is equally 
applied to everyone without any discrimination between 
one Muslim or another or between Muslims and non
Muslims. 

Sheikh Rashid Ibn Khunein 

First of all I would like to thank Professor Mueller for 
his understanding of many Islamic laws, particularly those 
concerning crimes and punishments. Likewise, I thank Sir 
Arthur Peterson for his remarks. Let me reiterate Sheikh 
Manna's statement concerning Islam's seniority over other 
western laws. It is a Divine Legislation which is valid from 
the time of its revelation to the Day of Judgement. Confirm
ing this, both Professor· Mueller and Sir Arthur Peterson 
mentioned that there are many things in common between 
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Islamic law and the existing English law. We trust that 
this will encourage learned scholars not to spare any effort 
in the dissemination of Islamic teachings throughout the 

ld I also beseech researchers, scholars and lawyers, 
:~:n 'they want to find out facts about Islam, to resort. to 
authentic sources. I also would like to. b?c~stop She1kh 
Manna that Islamic Sharia in Saudi ArabIa 1S 1m?le~~n~ed 
on all without any distinction. As fo: non-Mushms hVln? 
in Saudi Arabia they have to comply wIth the laws and reh-
gious rites of the country. . . 

In this connection is worth mentlOmng the st?rY,of the 
Jew and J ewess who committed adultery in the life tune of 
the Prophet. When they confessed their crime, t?e Prophet 
asked them how adultery was punished acco~dlng to the 
(Torah) Scriptures. The answer was blackemng. the fa~e 
of the guilty person and disclosing the offence 1n pubhc. 
The Prophet ordered a copy of the Torah to ?e brought and 

d t to h1'm The Jewish reader set h1s hand on the rea ou . . . 
text prescribing stoning to death for anyone comm1ttlng 
adultery. Then the Prophet ordered the guilty Jewish couple 
to be stoned to death, and the punishment was ~uly executed. 
When the Jewish reader was asked why ~e tr1ed to conceal 
the text concerning the punishment of stomng to dea~h, ~ome 
of the Jews present said that stoning to death was lnfhcted 
on people of low descent while nobles were .exempted from 
it. This is an intentional distortion of the Scnptures revealed 
by God. 

May God crown our efforts with success. 
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Praise be to God whom we beseech for help and forgi
veness. We seek His protection from evil temptations. 
Without God's guidance we are doomed to go astray. We 
testify that there is only One God, the Peerless. He is the 
Lord of the Worlds. We testify also that Mohammad is 
God's Servant and Apostle, the best chosen amongst His 
creatures; who was sent after a long chain of His Messengers 
to deliver mankind from darkness. Through the divine 
message the Prophet made his people see the Truth. The 
Prophet, peace be upon him, did his best against injustice, 
transgression and disbelief, and he strove hard to restore to 
his people their glory in order to lead the perplexed world 
to the sublime objective, i.e. faith in God and compliance 
with His Orders. 

Before going into the details of the subject of my paper: 
(( Means of Evidence in Islamic Law ", I would like -to cast 
a brief glance at the fact that humanity is in need of a trust
worthy leadership that can combat social problems with com
prehension, strength and courage. This leadership should 
carry in one hand the prescribed medicine and in the other 
the surgical instruments to eradicate the roots of crimes. 
This could be achieved if Muslims complied with the Quran 
and the Sunnah by combatting crimes, atheism, heresy, immo
rality and aggression against life, honour and property. 

In order to prevent crimes, which are innumerable, 
difficult to surmount and dangerous, we cannot restrict our 
belief only to some parts of the Quran and disregard others. 
This partial belief in the Quran cannot eradicate or decrease 
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crimes but on the contrary the results could be risky. The 
Quran says in this connection: 

rr Then is it only a part of the Book 

That ye believe in~ 

And do ye reject the rest? 

But what is the reward for those 

Among you who behave like this 
But disgrace in this life? )) 

Chapter 2, verse 85. 

Although atheism and non-compliance with the Sharia 
are considered far more serious than individual offences 
against life, property and honour, yet because they are per
sonal offences they are not protected by the state. How 
can a Muslim expect to have part of his difficult problems 
solved when he does not abide fully by the teachings of the 
Quran? I am quite aware that all the participants in this 
sy.mposium look forward to attaining a cure whereby crime 
can be eliminated and thus save their people from the dangers 
that threaten their countries. 

Likewise, I am fully aware that you are not happy to 
see your nation following its enemies like a beggar imploring 
them for a cure to solve its problems although it possesses 
all the answers by complying with the injunctions of its 
sublime religion. Also I am sure that every Muslim is di
stressed to see the indifference in his country towards Islamic 
teachings as regards jurisprudence, ethical values, customs, 
educational matters and other aspects of life. We know that 
any violation against God's commandments is considered a 
mortal sin which should be made good before the wrath 
of God is incurred upon us, for verily God the Almighty 
expects to see His injunctions unviolated and His Sharia 
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implemented. However, he is not impatient to inflict 
immediate punishment on those who go astray, for He is 
Most Merciful and Oft-forgiving and therefore He gives 
the sinners time to ponder over and repent of their sins. 
Should the sinners insist on their mischief then they will be 
accursed with famine and fear. 

There is no doubt that this great and all-embracing 
Sharia was decreed by God, the All-Wise, to bring happiness 
to all mankind in this world and the hereafter, reform their 
societies and organize their affairs and relationships. Islamic 
Sharia aspires to make the divine word of God far superior 
to the word of unbelievers and idol worshippers. People 
cannot expect to be happy or prosperous unless they worship 
the One Almighty God, for He created them in order to 
worship Him. 

To quote the Quran in this connection: 

cc I created the linn and men only to worship Me ". 

In other verse we read the following: 

cc For We assuredly sent 

Amongst every People an apostle~ 

(With the Command)~ Serve 

God~ and eschew Evil)). 

Chapter 16, verse 3 6. 

True worship, which consists of an act of veneration 
tendered to a Divine Being, cannot be genuine if people do 
not have firm faith in God and do not live and collaborate 
in peace. Therefore punishments are decreed to warn them 
before committing an offence and to serve as an element 
of deterrence for the offenders, provided they are inflicted 
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with justice and sagacity in conformity with God's ordain
ment as in the following Quranic verse: 

rr God doth command you 

To render back your Trusts 
To those whom they are due; 

And when ye judge 

Between man and man, 
That ye judge with justice J}. 

Chapter 4, verse 58. 

And in conformity with the following verse: 

rr If any do fail to judge 

By (the light of) what God 

Hath revealed, they are 

(No better) than Unbelievers ". 

Chapter 5, verse 47. 

So a judgement not based on the injunctions of the 
Quran is an act of irreverence to God, and to inflict a 
punishment before it is substantially evidenced is nothing 
but injustice and transgression. No stable rule can be based 
on injustice. 

The glorious and eternal religion of Islam, if well admi
nistered, has provided a cure for every crime without leaving 
any negative aftermath. Islamic criminal law has defined 
every crime that may be committed, and when and how 
punishments should be inflicted; also the means of legal 
evidence are clearly spelled out in the Sharia. Nothing has 
been left to the whims and caprices of the people. They 
are not empowered to incriminate and inflict punishment for 
any acts of disobedience they choose according to their 
discretion. No offender is punished unless evidence is 
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produced to prove that he has committed the crime. All 
this is clearly mentioned in the Quran and detailed in the 
Sunnah. 

The Prophet is reported to have said: « If people are 
allowed their own way of having their claims, they will 
claim the lives and properties of others; and it is up to the 
defendant to take the oath that he has not committed the 
crime for which he has been incriminated". AI-Bukhari and 
Muslim * reported that Ibn Ibbas said that the Prophet had 
ordered that if no substantial evidence was produced by the 
plaintiff, the defendant should take a solemn oath that he had 
not committed the act for which he is tried and then shall 
be released. 

. Evidence, whether rational or palpable, is de"fined as an 
evident indication of the commission of an offence by a 
certain person. It is called rr evidence " because it tends to 
reveal the hidden criminal intention of the offender. This 
evidence could be either a testimony, or a confession by the 
offender, or a solemn oath taken by the plaintiff, or a testi
mony given by the plaintiff himself, such as the « Lia'an " 
when the husband launches a charge against his chaste wife. 
At times the evidence is established by close scrutiny of 
conjectures and circumstances connected with the ~rime i? 
order to lay the guilt on the defendent. A testimony is 
defined as being a report of what the witness has seen or 
heard the word « witness" can be used both as a verb and , 
a noun. 

The word for « oath" in Arabic is rr Yamin)J which 
literally means « right", opposite of left, because one offender 
used to strike his right side with that of the other offender. 
Circumstantial evidence is connected with, and indicative 
of, the crime for which punishment is claimed. Where 
circumstantial evidence exists:. it is a proof of the commission 
of a crime. A spouse is indicative of, and associated with, 

* The two most famous Hadith collectors (Translator's note). 
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the person to whom she is wedded S h" , 
'd h' h ' ' UC IS CIrcumstantIal 

eV1 ,enhce w l,C IS ,closely associated with the crime for which 
PUlllS ment IS claImed, 

Gentlemen! On f h d" , 1 " b T ' e 0 t e Istmct1ve features of Islamic 
aw lSI Its a 11ty to solve all the problems of mankind I 

appea s to both the h 'II ' t 
h ' uman 1nte ect and sentiment' . it stirs 

uman conSCIence and admoni 1 If' 
this world and 'b' ,s les peop e 0 punishment in 
b b retr1 utlOn In the hereafter when the will 
o;fen~~U:~~ to book, o~ the Day of Judgement, f:r the 

, y hav~ commItted, Therefore a witness should 
~othg1Ve false tes:1mony, nor should a person confess a cr;me 
me as not commItted lest he expose his own life· to pu~ish
h ent or danger, for he has no right to forfeit his life God' 
~s warned that those who conceal evidence . 

wItness shall be punished TI Q or give false 
. le uran says: 

II And those whom they invoke 

Besides God have ?'to power 
01 intercessionj only he 

Who bears witness to the Truth 
And they know (it) ", 

Chapter 43, verse 86. 

In another quotation from the Q uran: 
rrw b e ear witness only to 
What, we know ... )). 

Chapter 12, verse 81. 

The Sharia decrees that an on h . . 
has to repent of his sin Th' . y ~ w 0 c,ommlts a cnme 
Quranic verse: . IS IS eV1 enced In the following 

IC II anyone does evil 

Or wrongs his own soul 
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But afterwards seeles 
God) s forgiveness) he will find 

God Oft-forgiving) 
Most Merciful )). 

Chapter 4, verse 10. 

Also the Prophet praised the woman who cOl.l;essed 
her crime of adultery. People are encouraged to disclose facts 
in the law-courts and are warned against concealing them. 
The conditions imposed on a witness are that he should be 
a mature adult sane Muslim and be objective in his testi~ 
mony. The testimony of an unbeliever against a Muslim 
or that of an insane, or a lewd person ignorant of the facts 
of the case cannot be taken into consideration. Neither can 
testimony be accepted from a defendant or the person who 
witnesses, in cases where his father or his children are in
volved. The testimony by a non-Muslim against other unbe
lievers could be accepted provided it conforms to their tra
ditions and customs and their own conception of justice. 
The testimony of children under age could be accepted 
provided they had not been contacted and influenced by 
their parents or kinsfolk. 

The evidence of crimes differs from one case to another. 
Some crimes need only two witnesses while others require 
four witnesses, such as adultery. Some crimes are legally 
proved by only oath-taking such as in (( Qasamat " where 
fifty solemn oaths are taken by claimants to prove a pu
nishable crime. (t Qasamat" is not undertaken unless a 
charge is established. 

Other crimes are proved by the testimony of the clai
mant, such as in tt Lia'an" when a husband accuses his 
chaste wife of adultery but he has no witnesses to testify. 
The husband testifies four times that his spouse has com
mitted adultery and on the fifth time he invokes the curse of 
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~odQif he ~s a liar. The cc Lia'an " is described in the follow-
lUg uraUlc verse: 

CC And for those who launch 

A charge against their spouses, 
And have (in support) 
No evidence but their own 
Their solitary evidence 
(Can be received) if they 
Bear witness four times 
(With an oath) by God 
That they are solemnly 
Telling the truth J). 

} 

, 

Chapter 24, verse 6. 

. Some ~rimes ar~ proved by the offender's own con
fessIOn provld~d he IS held criminally responsible. In this 
case a confessIOn has a stronger validity than'd f - eVI ence, or 
no sane ~erson. confesses what could be harmful to him 
unless he IS tellIng sheer truth A f' . . con eSSIOn must not be 
gIVen ~nder com~ulsio~ which may invalidate or disqualify it. 

CIrcumstantIal eVIdence is illustrated I'n tIle Q . 
th t f J h . uran In e s Dry 0 osep. Zulaikha tried to seduce him J h 
scorned her love and made for the door In h '. oseP

h ran af h' d . er paSSIOn s e 
h ter 1m an tugged at his' garment to detain him I 

t e struggle she tore a piece of his garment. ZUlaikha ~ 
husband h~ppened to be nearby so she accused Jose h. it 
was a plausIble accusation for Joseph's dress was ill p, d 
~owever, ~s Joseph's shirt was torn at the back a:~r~~~ea~ 
~o:t~~~t~~t w~ deduced that he was retreating and no one 

. e gu. ty p~rty. The way ] oseph' s shirt was torn 
was CIrcumstantIal eVIdence against Zulaikha Thi 1 
h h' . s examp e 

s .o,,:"s ~ e Importance of circumstantial $!vidence, since most 
crlilllna s usually do not commit their crimes in public. 
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The Sunnah emphasizes the significance of circumstan
tial evidence which, if neglected would result in serious 
consequences. The Sharia was revealed originally to prevent 
crime, ward off evil and uproot corruption. Crimes are 
repelled before their commission and deterred after being 
committed. The early jurists, eager to realize the objective 
of the Sharia, attached great importance to circumstantial 
evidence. No one can deny its significant role in the service 
of Islam, it is like a beacon which sheds light for people 
who need it. 

The Shari a stipulated that a criminal has to be punished 
for his crime once he is convicted. There are many ways 
to make the criminal confess his crimes. He may be confined 
or cross-examined before he is persuaded to confess. Punish
ment in a sense is a gesture of mercy towards criminals to 
discourage them from committing further crimes and invoke 
God's wrath in the hereafter. Furthermore, society can live 
in more peace and security once it gets rid of crimes and 
criminals. It is an established fact that Islamic Sharia did 
not leave a crime unpunished or a controversial issue unset
tled. The Prophet is reported to have said: cc I have left 
you a teaching as clear as daylight". For a period of time, 
due to the strict adherence to Islamic law and infliction of 
just punishments, Muslims were not plagued by crimes and 
criminals. Atheists and heretics did not dare to scorn the 
tenets of Islam. Whoever sought divine guidance found it 
in the Quran and those who went astray were put to capital 
punishment. 

I t was only when Muslims started to treat Islamic law 
with indifference and did not heed the teachings of the Quran 
and the Sunnah that they began suffering hom the terrible 
consequences arising from not abiding by the Sharia. 

When Muslims wake up from their slumber and take 
religion seriously only then will they be able to restore their 
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past glory and pride and gain victory over their enemies. 
!~e a~vantag~s the Muslims will reap by implementing the 
In!uncttons wIll .certainly be enormous and the consequences 
w~ll be far-reac~mg. The best example we may cite to prove 
thIs statement IS the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia where the 
Sharia is strictly observed. This puritan Islamic state has 
ably resisted the various irreligious currents and has become 
like a fortress of Islam implementing its t~achings in every 
walk of life.- It will, God willing, keep on being the bulwark 
for Islam and its teachings. 

I pray that God unite the Muslims against their enemies. 
God is the Mighty one and praise be to Him the Lord of 
the Worlds, and peace be upon the Prophet, his family and 
the Companions. 

Sl'leikh Abdula Qadir Shaybat Al-Hamd 

Praise be to God, the Cherisher and Sustainer of the 
Worlds. Blessings be upon Mohammad, the Seal of God's 
Messengers, his family and Companions. We are grateful 
to the Government of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia for 
organizing this symposium in order to enable the participants 
to have a close view of the order and stability prevailing here 
thanks to the implementation of Islamic law which indeed 
aims at establishing a happy, peaceful and stable society; 
a law that safeguards one's Hfe, property, honour and work 
by trying to wipe out crime. 

We also thank Sheikh AI-Laheidan for his most valuable 
paper. The fact that he is a very busy person makes the 
task of producing such a research even more appreciated. 

The subject matter of the paper is (~ Means of Evidence 
in. Islamic .La~ ", but the distinguished lecturer spent two
t~rds of his tI.me treating the importance of the implement
atIOn of IslamIC law which, though a noble digression, was 
at the expense of the title of the subject matter. 
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I have some observations to make: 
The author of the paper maintains that evidence is 

necessary to prove a crime. This is quite true. Evidence is 
fundamental before the offender is convicted. However, the 
author confined the detection of crime to evidence alone 
which, according to him, embraces all methods Qf proof, such 
as confession, giving a statement, testimony, oath-taking and 
circumstantial evidence. Such an interpretation of the word 
(~ evidence" is in fact too sweeping. As a matter of fact 
some scholars favour such an interpretation. 

But in an authentic narration by Al-Bukhari, Gmar 
Al-Khattab is reported to have said in the mosque of the 
Prophet (in Medina) in his last Friday sermon on the occasion 
of the nomination of his successor: (( Stoning to death is 
decreed by God in the Quran ". He emphasized this fact 
so that- future generations will not have any doubts about 
the validity of this punishment for people who commit 
adultery. He identified confession with evidence and regarded 
pregnancy almost as indicative of adultery as substantial 
evidence. Most Muslim jurists classify methods of legal 
evidence into four categories. 

The Evidence 

It- is considered quite synonymous with testimony which 
is the claimant's right. His Eminence the author pointed 
to the Tradition of Al-Bukhari and Muslim according to 
whom the Prophet is reported to have said: (( If people 
were free to make their own claims, they would claim the 
lives and property of others. The defendant is obliged to 
take a solemn oath rejecting the responsibility for a punisha
ble act". It is up to the claimant to produce evidence or 
a witness testifying that the crime was committed by the 
defendant. It is easy for the judge to act upon an oath 
if he is sure that the witness is telling the truth, that he is 
disinterested in the case and not related to the claimant. 
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Although oath-taking is essentially required of the defendant, 
the claimant is sometimes required to take an oath too. 

Making a statement is confined to the person who 
testifies, provided it is free of false information and does 
not contain a charge against the defendant. 

Circumstantial evidence is the most serious procedure 
the judge may have to follow. This procedure requires a 
particular aptitude, disposition to investigate and scrutinize, 
and a knowledge of human psychology and the motions of 
human bodies. Furthermore, the judge has to have an acute 
sense of observation; for example, just by looking at a 
suspect he should be able to tell what the man had concealed 
in his testimony. On the whole, circumstantial evidence is 
not an appropdate method of proof, but judges may resort 
to it in the absence of a testimony. 

Circumstantial evidence serves as a subsidiary means 
for proving a crime. I wish the author of the paper had 
cited more examples to highlight the legal significance of 
circumstantial evidence, for this is the most delicate issue 
of evidence in cases when a witness is not available. 

The author gave the parable of Joseph as an example 
of circumstantial evidence. Muslim theologians maintain 
that the legislation of our predecessors apply to us as well 
unless it is explicitly stated that it was meant for past 
generations. Without such a clarification the legislation of 
the foregone generations apply also to the succeeding ones. 
Thus the parable of Joseph is binding upon us, too. In this 
connection the Quran says: 
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cr ••• And one 

Of her household saw (this) 

And bore witness) (thus) 

)If it be that his shirt 

Is rent from the front) then 

Is her tale true) 

And he is a liar. 
But if it be that his shirt 
Is torn from the back) 
Then is she the liar) 
And he is telling the truth )). 

Chapter 12, verses 26 and 27. 

Thus if she caught hold of Joseph's shirt fro~ the 
back it proves that he was running from her; but If he 
was <::oming towards her against her will she would have 
seized the shirt at the front. The author ~f the ?aper 
also pointed out that circumstantial evidence IS mentlOned 
in the Sunnah for cdminal cases. . 

In this connection I would like to cite some examples. 
The Prophet is reported to have narrated th.e story of 
Solomon and David. One day two women claImed to be 
the legitimate mother of a cert~in child. Apparently they 
had left their children in a solItary place, but when they 
returned they found only one child and the other had ?~en 
devoured by a wolf. Each woman clai~ed the su.rvlVlflg 
child as her own. David ordered the chIld to be gIven to 
the elder of the two women. When Solomon c~me, he 
asked David to leave the matter to him to settle It. He 
asked for a big knife and said to the two women that he 
would rip the child into two and give each a half. The 
elder woman hurried to fetch the knife. This gesture was 
sufficient to prove that she was not the child's mother, .an.d 
therefore he gave the child to the younger woman. This IS 
a good example of circumstantial evidence. . . 

The second story took place during the reIgn of ~lI 
(the fourth Caliph) when a dark-skinned man came. to ~1~ 

d ·d· (( This woman is my mother but she demes It . 
an Sal. k' d'f h 
When Ali asked the woman, who was w~te-s 1(?ne '.1 t e 
young man's allegation was true she replIed: He IS not 
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my son, and I do not know him at all ". Then Ali asked 
the woman's guardians if they accepted a judgement on 
this matter. When Ali got an affirmative answer he asked 
his servant to get him some money which was given to the 
young man to be used as his dowry to marry the woman 
in question. Ali said to the man: « Do not come tomorrow 
without getting properly wedded ". Thereupon the woman 
protested saying that she would rather be tortured in Hell 
than be married to this young man, for he was her son. 
When asked why she had denied him before, she had to 
tell the whole story. The young man's father had emigrated 
to Medina from Abyssinia. Her parents thought so highly 
of him that they agreed to espouse her to him. 

Soon after he had to leave on a military expedition 
in the cause of Islam and met a martyr's death. Before long 
she became pregnant but she concealed her pregnancy until 
the baby was delivered. Then she carried the baby to some 
Bedouins and entrusted them with the baby, but she 
recommended them to conceal all this from the child when 
he grew up. However, when the child became a young 
man he realized that she was his real mother so he came 
to her claiming that she was his mother. 

This kind of circumstantial evidence is not very com
mon, and only a person with an exceptionally intellectual 
alertness is able to trace it. Through psychology a person 
may unmask, at a mere glance, what a claimant may have 
concealed and judge him accordingly. Although circumstantial 
evidence could be very helpful, it is such a delicate matter 
that not every judge is able to detect and m~ke the best 
use of it. 

The author of the study referred to the incident when 
the Prophet lauded a woman who had committed and con
fessed adultery. I wish the lecturer had given the reason 
why the Prophet did this. As a matter of fact the Prophet 
lauded the woman not only because she confessed her crime 
but also because she had wholly surrendered her life and 
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soul to God. « Offering one's own life to God is the most 
sublime of all offerings ". 

In another narration Khalid Ibn AI-Walid is reported 
to have picked up a stone and threw it at the head of an 
adulteress who was being stoned to death. Blood gushed 
out from her wounds and some blood stained Khalid's dress, 
which fact made him furious with the adulteress. When the 
Prophet saw this he tried to calm Khalid and said to him: 
« Take it easy, Khalid, she has sincerely repented of her 
sin and her repentance would be enough to purge the souls 
of all the sinners of Medina ". 

Therefore the confession of the adulteress 'vas not the 
real cause of the Prophet's praise, but the fact that she 
wanted to die with a shrived soul that led the Prophet to 
praise her. . 

The last point I would like to comment on IS what the 
author mentioned on page four of his paper that the evidence 
given by a non.-believer against a Muslim is not accepted, 
and that the non-believer's evidence may be accepted only 
if it is oiven against fellow non-believers. However, the 
Holy Q;ran states that the non-believer's evidence against 
a Muslim may be accepted in some circumstances: 

ff 0 ye who believe 

urhen death approaches 
Any of you, (take) witnesses 
Among yourselves when making 

Bequests, - two just men 
Of your own (brotherhood) 
Or others from outside JJ. 

Chapter 5, verse 109. 

Muslim jurists unanimously agree that the testimo~y 
given by a non-Muslim is accepted should the Mushm 
defendant be in a non-Muslim country. 
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Sheikh Ali Al-Mihanna 

Praise be to God who has revealed the Book to His 
Prophet and made it plain and straightforward. I testify 
that there is but One God, the Peerless, and that Mohammad 
is His servant and Apostle who was sent with divine 
guidance. God's blessings be upon the Prophet, his family 
and Companions. Thanks be to God Who has crowned 
with success all the efforts made by the leaders of this 
country ever since the late King Abdul Aziz Ibn Abdul 
Rahman AI-Saud, the founder, and his loyal sons. They 
have spared no effort for the dissemination of the word of 
God and the implementation of Islamic law which has 
resulted in the prevalence of peace and security in this vast 
country, the cradle of Islam. Before the advent of Islam , 
injustice, transgression and idolatry were rife in the country. 
The Quran says in this connection: 

cc (They are) those who} 

If We establish them 
In the land} establish 
Regular prayer and give 
Regular charity} enjoin 

The right and forbid wrong: 
With God rests the end 
(And decision) of (all) affairs }}. 

Chapter 24, verse 41. 

Due thanks to those who organized this symposium, 
particularly H.R.H. Prince Naif, son of Abdul Aziz, Minister 
of Interior, and the Deputy Minister Prince Ahmed, son 
of Abdul Aziz, who have given us this opportunity to 
participate in this symposium. 

I also thank the author of this paper for his invaluable 
study by tackling an important aspect of the Islamic criminal 
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law and its effect on crime prevention. No wonder the 
research has been enlightening because of the author's past 
experience and scientific activity. 

The research is divided into two parts. The first part 
focusses on the importance of adherence to Islamic law 
to be implemented in all walks of life; and Muslims are 
warned against any disobedience of the dictates of the 
Sharia. The other part is the means of legal evidence in 
the Sharia. The speaker dealt with both aspects within the 
scheduled time. He pointed out the state of order and 
security in the country which every Muslim, nay every 
human being, wishes for his own country. However, due 
to the limited time he had, the speaker could not deal at 
great length with this particular issue. Each single method 
of proof is detailed in the books on Islamic jurisprudence. 
Of course the details of these methods of proof cannot be 
included i~ this short essay. The only point I would like 
to stress is the criminal's own confession (one of the many 
methods touched on by the speaker). A Muslim who adheres 
to the tenets of the Sharia will confess if he commits a 
crime. This confession is originally motivated by his genuine 
belief in God and his desire to purge himself of his sins. 
This fact is demonstrated in the example of the woman 
who repeatedly came to the Prophet to confess her adultery 
and each time the Prophet averted her. The Prophet gave 
her time to consider her confession and at the same time to 
protect the Islamic society from a hidden mischief. However, 
she willingly went back to the Prophet to plead her crime 
and be stoned to death. Referring to this incident the 
Prophet said that such a repentance would have sufficed 
seventy persons of Medina, Such a strong desire to confess 
exists only in Muslim society. 

Gentlemen! In this brief survey on the methods of 
proof, justice appears prominent. No innocent person ca.n 
be charged with a crime he did not commit unless he IS 

proved guilty, unlike other non-Muslim countries where 
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judgements are based on conjecture and rather doubtful 
grounds. I wish I had more time to comment on some 
points at a greater length. In conclusion I reiterate my 
sincere thanks to the lecturer and all the organizers of this 
symposium. I wish you the best of luck. 

Conductor of discussions 

Before giving the floor to the next commentator may 
I point out two aspects of legal evidence: written 
statements and the information collected by the judge before 
assuming his office, while in office or afterwards. These 
points were not tackled by the lecturer whom I now caII 
on to comment. 

Sheikh Saleh Ibn Mohammad Al-Laheidan 

Praise be to God and peace be upon the Prophet, 
his descendants and Companions. I wish to extend my 
heartfelt thanks to His Eminence Sheikh Abdul Qadir 
Al-Hamd for his additions and comments. May God bount
ifully reward him. I also thank Sheikh Ali Al-Mihanna for 
his valuable comments. I have some reservations to make 
on the points he raised. With regard to the statement 
attributed to Omar that (( adultery is proved if genuine 
evidence is produced or pregnancy is ascertained" , it is 
well-known to Arabic scholars of eloquence that the (( ge
neral " joins the (t particular". It follows that pregnancy 
does not mean it is different from evidence, but it is part 
of it. In Islamic law evidence is defined as anything that 
makes truth evident whether through changes of one's 
physical constitution, evidences, witnesses, testimony or faith. 
To confine evidence narrowly to testimonies is not semant
ically correct. However, this is a controversial issue amongst 
Arabic philologists. Imam Hafiz Ibn Al-Qayyim and before 
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him Ibn Taymiya maintained that evidence is anything that 
makes truth evident. Many of their predecessors held the 
same view. As for circumstantial evidence, I shall cite only 
one· example to illustrate it. It is best illustrated in the 
story of t( Muiaz" and tt Mu'awwaz Ibn Afra" concerning 
the murder of Abu J ahl. Both men approached the Prophet, 
each one claiming that he had murdered Abu Jahl. The 
Prophet said: (t Show me your swords ". When he saw 
their swords he saw that blood on one of the swords was 
more evident than on the other. This fact provided 
circumstantial evidence that he was the actual murderer. 
What the learned Sheikh said in this connection is irrelevant 
to circumstantial evidence, but it is closely associated with 
one's exceptional ability to make accurate guesses. The 
judge, being endowed with this exceptional ability, can 
follow the procedural steps which force a person to make 
his own confession. There is a difference between coercive 
confession and circumstantial evidence. The above story 
is one example of circumstantial evidence. Another example 
is that of the inhabitants of Badr. The idol worshippers 
had approached Badr to wage war against the Prophet and 
his followers. A servant (or a slave) whom the Muslim 
vanguard had taken prisoner, was taken to the Prophet and 
asked about the number of the unbelievers' army. He 
replied that he had no idea. The Prophet then asked how 
many sheep they slaughtered each day. He replied between 
nine and ten. The Prophet considered this as an evidence 
that the enemy's number was approximately between nine 
hundred and one thousand fighters. 

I t is out of my scope to enumerate examples of 
circumstantial evidence. As regards the testimony given by 
Christians and Jews against Muslims, it is a well-known 
fact that 1:ules are established according to majority, and 
not minority, opinion. What the commentator said is 
applied for cases where property and money are involved 
but not criminal cases. 
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The commentator pointed out that I made some irrele
vant digressions during my lecture on legal means of evidence, 
but he too made digressions in his comments. I believe 
this is inevitable when one addresses a crowd of people. 

His Eminence Sheikh AI-Mihanna dealt with the pro
cedural steps leading to confession. He referred to the case 
when Prophet Mohammad praised the adultress who con
fessed her adultery. The Prophet is reported to have said 
to Khalid, upon seeing blobs of the woman's blood on 
Khalid's garments, that the woman's genuine repentance was 
such as would suffice seventy sinners of the town of Medina 
for the woman had wholly given up her life to God. I~ 
another narration the Prophet is reported to have said that 
the reward for one who publicly confesses his sin is greater 
than that for he who fails to confess his offence. If anyone 
indulges in a filthy worldly sin and confesses it, his confession 
will atone for his sin only after the (( Hudoud " penalty is 
inflicted upon him. But if the sinner conceals his sin and 
does not confess it, God may punish him or pardon him. 

He who confesses his sin and is punished is better than 
the person who conceals his sin and does not get the penalty 
he duly deserves. So confession and punishment atone for 
the committed sin. We are familiar with the story of 
(( Maiz " who confessed to the Prophet that he had com
mitted adultery. 

The Prophet turned to his Companions and said: 
(( Perhaps his mind is deranged". They replied that he was 
very sane. Then the Prophet ordered to see if his mouth 
smelt of wine to find out if (( Maiz" had been driking. 

Apparently the smell of wine or vomiting due to 
excessive drinking is indisputable evidence of alcohol intake. 

I apologize to Sheikh Abdul Qadir for any mistakes 
I may have made in my study. May God the Almighty 
show us the right path. 
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Sheikh Mansur Ibn Hamad Al-Matik 

Praise be to God and peace and blessings be upon 
God's Apostle. Due thanks to the lecturer for his valuable 
study. I was deeply impressed with his introduction. 

The author referred in his introduction to the impor
tance of an enlightened and farsighted leadership that since
rely believes in God and is merciful, strong and valorous. 
Tl;is is a good point on the part of the author, for the 
ruler should set a good example for his subjects who would 
follow the ruler if he adhered to the teachings of the Quran, 
the Sunnah and abide by the tenets of Islam in words and 
deeds. Hence the interests of the Muslim community could 
be safeguarded and crimes be prevented or decreased. Then 
the people may collaborate to rehabilitate the society and 
eliminate all that leads to mischief and damage, and thus the 
objective of this symposium could be attained, i.e. crime 
prevention and elimination. 

Then the lecturer pointed out that the best cure for 
crime prevention is to have sincere faith in God, worship 
the One Almighty God and adhere to the tenets of the 
Quran and the Sunnah. This is indeed a good peint on the 
part of the author, for faith in God protects a person from 
falling into pitfalls and crimes. 

The stronger the faith the less disobedience against 
God and less crimes. On the other hand, the weaker the 
faith the more a person is exposed to committing crimes. 
I believe that such an introduction to the research was 
necessary. The fact that the author devoted so much time 
and space to stressing this point does not undervalue the 
sio-nificance of research work. Faith in God and strict b 

adherence to the Quran and the Sunnah have to be stressed 
first before proceeding to the methods of legal evidence, 
for it is the faith in God, His Book and the Sunnah that 
can protect our society from the danger of crimes. 
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Conductor 0/ Discussions 

Thanks to the distinguished commentator. We shall 
have a break to perform prayers and then resume our 
discussions. 

Chairman 

The meeting is adjourned for prayers. 

(The meeting was adjourned at 5.30 p.m. and re
convened at 6.20 p.m.). 

Sheikh Attiah Mohammad Salem 

Praise be to God, the Cherisher and Sustainer of the 
Worlds and peace and blessings be upon the noblest of all 
prophets and God's messengers, Prophet Mohammad, his 
descendants, Companions and followers. 

My sincere thanks to the author of this valuable paper 
in which he briefly and efficiently dealt with the various 
methods of evidence. There are other methods of evidence 
which the conductor of discussions referred to. Such methods 
embrace written statements and other controversial methods 
such as \C tracking" and drawing lots. Other recent methods 
have been introduced such as finger-prints, photographs and 
sound recordings. Other methods are still being experimented 
such as blood group and hair analysis. What concerns us is 
what Muslim jurists in the past thought about drawing lots 
as a method of legal evidence though overlooked in criminal 
legislation. 

'With regard to finger-prints as evidence, human 
morphology has proved that no two finger-prints are, iden
tical even on one hand. Such is Ct tracking " which helps 
in detecting the criminal by following and analysing his foot
prints. As for sound recordings or photographs they are 
subject to changes or make-up to change facial features. A 
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photograph, for example, can be taken 'side by side with a 
non-existent person. 

If the lecturer could include these points in his study, 
his research would be rendered more comprehensive. 

Regarding cc Qasama " as a legal evidence, the Imams 
in the past held controversial issues. What concerns me is 
whether cc Qasama" changed the normal procedure which 
requires that the claimant should produce evidence and the 
defendant has to take a solemn oath that he committed no 
crime. Three Imams agree upon the judicial procedure 
whereas those who advocate C( Qasama " maintain that it has 
run counter to the original procedure in that it required 
that the claimant should take a solemn oath and the defen
dant should be asked to disprove the claimant's charge. 

In public cases the position of the defendant is more 
powerful than that of the claimant, for the defendant is 
originally innocent until he is proved guilty. (( Qasama " 
involves the material symptomatic evidence of murder which 
makes the position of the claimant stronger. 

Dr. Jamal At-Din Mohammad Mahmoud 

Apart from the Maliki jurists none of the other jurists 
agree that Islamic Sharia decreed that the offender be in
flicted (( Ta'zir " (discretionary punishment) in order to force 
him to confess his crime. However, (C Hudoud " and reta
liation crimes may be evidenced either by a legal testimony 
or a voluntary confession. I recall a case of a jurist who 
was counselled whether a thief should be beaten up in order 
to confess. He gave a negative legal verdict in this connection. 
When the jurist heard later that the thief was coerced to 
confess and the stolen property was recovered, he said that 
never in his life had he seen such a wrong-doing have a 
semblarice of right. 

As regards (( Qasama " I wish the author had pointed 
out that some scholars' disregarded it as a means of ,legal 
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evidence. Abu Kalaba Al-Tabi rejected it in the presence of 
the Caliph Omar Abdul Aziz because he believed that it 
was inconsistent with the principle of legal evidence which 
stipulates that it is up to the defendant to take solemn oath; 
the HanaH jurists are of the same view, too. Furthermore, 
« Qasama " does not call for retaliation punishment but only 
for blood-money. 

Dr. Hamad Al-Kobaisi 

In fact, I have two points to deal with. The first one 
has already been tackled by Dr. Jamal AI-Din Mohammad 
Mahmoud regarding the consensus of opinion held by Muslim 
jurists against coercive confession. I wrote an article on the 
« Invalidity of Confessions exacted by Coercive Methods ':. 

Then I wish the study had treated another important 
matter. What would happen if a witness, after having given 
his testimony prior to the criminal's conviction or afterwards, 
came back with a different version of testimony? Sometimes 
the judge's stance does influence the testimony itself. What 
are then the circumstances that impel the judge to intervene 
to influence the testimony to prevent it from using it as a 
means for proving the crime committed? What would be 
the consequences if a suspect went back on his previous 
confession? Should the judge take his confession for granted 
or are there othe,r implications? 

I wish the study had dealt further with this point. 

Dr. Mustafa Al-Augi 

I would like to make a few additions on the advantages 
of the original evidence in Islamic legislation. The graver 
the crime the stronger are the measures to establish evidence. 
This is of considerable importance in « Hudoud" crimes 
where indisputable evidence should be established. The 
punishment for adultery is inflicted only when four witnesses 
are produced. The penalty for defamation, on the other 
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hand can be executed even if there are less witnesses. Wit
ness:s are required to be fully aware of their role in proving 
a crime by giving testimonies which they have seen with 
their own eyes. 

I recommend that testimonies should be strictly scru-
tinized, for they are not only means of proving cri:nes but 
also help the identiHcati<;m of the elements of CrIme and 
punishment as well. 

Islamic law has laid particular stress on the moral 
aspect in exacting an evidence. In other wo~ds, a w.itne~s 
should not spy or resort to non-ethical contrIvances In hIS 
attempt to produce evidence. In this respect the Quran says: 

II 0 ye who believe 

Avoid suspicion as much 

(As possible): for suspicion 

In some cases is a sin: 
And spy not on each other, 

Nor speak ill of each other 

Behind their backs. Would any 

Of you like to eat 
The flesh of his dead 

Brother? Nay, ye would 

Abhor it ... But fear God: 

For God is Oft-Returning, 

Most Merciful JJ 

Chapter 49, verse 12. 

So in order to exact legal evidence the witness must 
have moral integrity. I would like to add another advantage 
of Islamic Shad a relating to the witness, based on the texts 
and the opinions of Muslim jurists; this lies in the fact that 
a witness should refrain from reporting if his testimony 
may cause more damage than good to the society. The 
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Prophet expressed the same opinion when he said: (( \Vhoe
ver conceals another IvrusIim's sin will be rewarded by God 
in this world and hereafter ". 

There is yet another point to be discussed. How are 
witnesses exculpated before giving their testimony? And 
what is the value of a testimony to be heard in the presence 
of a judge? The testimony given by an adversary in a case 
is not accepted in Islamic Sharia. 

I would like to support Dr. AI-Kobaisi on the matter 
of confession which should not be forced out of a suspect. 
However, further elucidation on the matter would be recom
mended. Then there is another point, i.e. what would 
happen if a suspect -afterwards denied his confession? 

Professor Salem Al-Koswani 

Thanks a lot to the lecturer for the appreciable efforts 
he has made in his research. I would like to point out that 
the academic approach of this symposium from the very 
outset proves beyond doubt that Islam is exceedingly rich in 
legal matters. 

All sorts of evidences have their texts in the Quran 
and the Sunnah. Besides, Muslim jurists have mentioned 
them in their works. However, the constant evolution of 
legal judgements in the light of novel events calls for arduous 
work on the part of Muslim jurists to deduce new judge
ments. While all aspects of Islamic jurisprudence need 
continuous individual studying, the criminal law calls for 
even further studying due to varying methods of crimes and 
t~eir implication~ which require a special penal system to 
be d.evised. 

The basic principles of penalty procedures, which 
concentrated on the exposition and analysis of evidence, have 
touched upon an important issue, i.e. conviction of the judge 
when an evidence is not very clear; for example, he has 
the right to base his judgement on testimony. Undoubtedly 
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this legal principle has its origin in the Qur~n. ~ wish the 
lecturer had referred in his research to the Judge s personal 
conviction when he does not have ample proof to condemn 
a criminal. The same thing applies to finger-prints, criminal 
laboratory analysis and blood groups. We should like to 
hear an Islamic view on such matters. I have no doubt 
that by adopting the modern methods .to a~tain. truth it 
does not contradict the principles. of IslamIC legIslatIOn. 

Dr. T awfiq Al-Shawi 

I thank the lecturer for his paper, and at the same 
time I would like to join the other commentators in disagree
ing with him on the matter of inflicting ( Discretionary 
punishment" on the offender even b~for~ he i~ proved 
guilty. I am afraid this may lead to. mIschIef WhIC~ many 
people are aware of its danger to SOCIety. I am afraId that 
the researcher is not quite familiar with the extent of 
mischief which takes place in the countries where torture 
and persecution are widely practised. He is lucky for ignor
ing these facts. It would not be a bad idea if t.he researc~er 
consulted his teferences and compared them WIth the ethICS 
and moral principles of the Sharia, such as those which forbid 
the witness to spy or commit illegitimate acts in the course 
of attempting to find evidence. If this applies to ordinary 
individuals, the more so does it apply to judges and rulers. 
Omar Ibn Al-Khattab's example may be cited in this con
nection. Standing on a roof he apologized to the defendants 
that all the proceedings taken against them were un£?ir, and 
declared that any confession exacted through compulsIOn was 
wrong, and that neither the judge nor the ruler had any 
right to be unfair. 

General Mohammad AI-Hadiqa 

I appreciate the lecturer and the commentators f~r their 
valuable discussions. I asked for the floor because S111ce my 
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knowledg~ on th~ modern methods of criminal investigation, 
such as fl~ger-pt1n:s, fo?t-prints and hair analysis, is very 
scanty I WIsh the dIscusslOns dealt fully with these scientific 
methods and references made to Quranic verses. 

Sheikh Rashid Ibn Khunain 

My heartfelt thanks to Sheikh Saleh Al-Laheidan for 
his efforts, and I realize his special circumstances which did 
not help him to give a more detailed study. 

I would like to comment on some points that other 
commentators have raised. 

First: The fact that the convicted shou,l,rl'be punished 
for the crime he committed has to be considered with some 
limitations. Perhaps the lecturer wanted to say that the 
condemned should not be punished until he confessed or 
offered all the evidence in his possession. In my view this 
is applied only in some cases where there is circumstantial 
evidence indicating the crime of which the condemned is 
cha~ged. Then the condemned may be given some light 
pumshment to produce the evidence he may have. This 
reminds us of the story of a thief who did not deny the 
money he had stolen but lied that he had spent it. The 
Prophet said: « The money is plenty but the time for 
spending it is limited". The thief was handed to some of 
the Prophet's Companions to give the thief a light punish
ment. Thereupon the thief showed where the stolen 
money was. 

There is another story about a woman who carried a 
message to the Quraish regarding some secret information 
on the Muslims. The Prophet sent two persons to get the 
message from the women. When she refused to hand the 
Prophet's men the message, one of the Companions ordered 
either she had to deliver the. message or be stripped of her 
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clothes. Thus she had to gh'-e in and handed the message 
to the Prophet's men. 

What I would like to point out is that light punishment 
is not explicitly mentioned in the Sharia. 

The second point is that if a crime (according to the 
speaker), cannot be proved by a testimony, circumstantial 
evidence would be sufficient to prove it. The lecturer appa
rently did not mean all types of crimes. As regards « Hu
doud " crimes, the offender who had confessed is asked to 
go back on his confession. Circumstantial evidences in 
« Hudoud" crimes are not accepted. If any of God's rights 
are violated the accused must not be coerced to confess; 
but if man's rights are concerned the accused may be confined 
or given some light punishment until he confesses of his 
own accord. 

There is another point which I would like to elucidate 
lest it may be misinterpreted. The speaker said that some 
crimes may be proved by the criminal's own confession. This 
statement may imply classification of crimes although the 
speaker certainly did not mean this. He meant to say that 
when a crime is committed it may be proved by the criminal's 
confession or by other methods. . 

If confession is made without any coercion it can suf
ficiently prove the crime provided the suspect does not 
withdraw it before a judgement is passed. 

Mr. Al-Maamoun Mubarak Aman 

Praise be to God, the Cherisher and Sustainer of the 
W orIds and blessings on the noblest of God's Messengers. 
I am pleased to note that my views on the matter of con
fession are identical with those of Dr. Jamal and Dr. Hamad. 
Modern laws regard the confession made by the accused 
under no coercion and persuasion as an evidence in the law 
courts, still the accused cannot be condemned guilty of the 
crime on the basis of confession only. Consequently, the 
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accused should not be punished in the light of his confession 
alone. 

According to the Sudanese penal code if a criminal 
confesses a crime punishable by death, the judge should note 
in the register that the accused is not guilty and should resume 
other penal procedures to produce witnesses to confirm the 
innocence of the suspect. Although it is true that there 
is hardly any person who would, willingly endanger his life, 
still a person may give a false confession in order to save the 
life of his father, brother or someone dear to him. This is 
not very strange because it actually took place in the Sudan. 
Therefore could such a confession be considered a positive 
evidence and sufficient to condemn an accused person? I 
would like to stress the fact that Islamic jurisprudence has 
been our source regarding this matter in the well-known 

. case of (( Maiz" who had to confess four times and the 
Prophet had to make sure that (( Maiz " was sane and sober 
before inflicting the due punishment on him. 

As far as circumstantial evidence is concerned, it could 
well be used to prove a crime, but I believe that to take 
it absolutely for granted might be risky. What one judge 
considers to be a circumstantial evidence and bases his judge
ment on it, another judge may consider as an ordinary matter. 
But if we consider circumstantial evidence as an inseparable 
chain of evidences then the judgement based on this concept 
could be fair enough. 

Dr. Mohammad Ibn Sa' ad Al-Rasheed 

Praise be to God the Cherisher and Sustainer of the 
Worlds and blessings and peace be upon Prophet Moham
mad, his family and Companions. 

Other commentators have already commented on the 
subject of administering some light punishment to the accused 
to exact a confession£l:om him. I have but very little to add. 
I would like to confirm what the commentators have said 
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that the accused is innocent until his guilt is proved beyond 
doubt. This is a legal and unalterable rule. The parable of 
Huyay Ibn Akhtab and the woman with. ~ message for ~he 
Quraish do not sufficiently prove the legItimacy of exposlllg 
the accused to some kind of light punishment, for the two 
incidents took place during the time of war. Originally the 
claimant js required to produce evidence and the de£~ndan~ 
to take a solem oath as is the case in the Kingdom or Saud! 
Arabia at present. The author of the paper, who is one of 
the most renowned judges in Saudi Arabia and w~o has ~ 
vast experience in this field, knows quite well that In Saudi 
Arabia where Islamic law is strictly implemented, a con
fessi01; cannot be considered valid if some dubious circum
stances are involved, such as coercion and pers~asi~n and 
other means. The Prophet is reported to have saId: If all 
people's claims are heeded, they would claim t~e lives ~n? 
properties of others ". If this could be applied to CIvIl 
claims it should apply to penal cases as ~ell. One .of the 
prerequisites of a confession in Islamic jurlsprudenc~ IS that 
it should be made voluntarily and without any coerCIOn. In 
this connection I wish the speaker had dealt with the con
ditions involving confesion and testimony as well as the 
conditions involving the confessor himself. 

In some exceptional cases a judge may have to subject 
the accused to some administrative procedure if he believes 
that there are strong dubious circumstances involved or that 
strong circumstantial evidence is produced against the accused 
which does not amount to a substantial legal proof. In suc~ 
cases, especially if the accused has a criminal record, he. IS 
subjected to some kind of punishment but short of belllg 
tortured because the amount of torture may exceed the 
amount of punishment presecribed for the crime the offender 

is charged with. . . 
I would like to make some passing remarks In thIS 

connection. I wish the author, who is a well-known judge, 
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had pointed out the prerequisites of confession, testimony, 
confessor and witness. It would have been a good idea if 
the authol.· or the first commentator had explained the 
wisdom underlying the invalidity of the testimony given by 
a non-Muslim, and the testimony given by a Muslim against 
a non-Muslim. Since the first commentator made some allu
sion to justice I wish he had shed more light on the concep
tion and prerequisites of justice. I wish also the author had 
explained the method of giving testimony, for this is very 
important in other legal systems. Likewise, he should have 
made some reference to the selection of witnesses in each 
crime. I expected the author to give an account of each 
crime and the methods of legal evidence of each. Had he 
done this it would have saved us many queries. Also I wish 
he had dealt in greater detail with the question of taking 
an oath. 

Some participants queried as regards documents and 
written statements. Although I would not like to overstep 
the author, yet as reference was made to them in the first 
meeting it would not be a bad idea to refer to them again in 
this connection. It is a known fact that originally documents 
cannot substitute a confession or testimony to prove a crime. 
However, such documents as those kept in law-courts may 
be referred to by the judge when trying a case. I believe 
Islamic law differs from other modern laws on the authority 
of written statements which can be considered only as cir
cumstantial evidences and not as evidences in themselves. 
As regards other material evidences, such as finger-prints and 
foot-prir.cs, reference is made to them in Islamic jurisprudence 
though with some rormal differences. 

Now the question is: what are the crimes that could 
be proved by circumstantial evidence? I wish the author and 
the commentators who followed him had referred to this 
matter. I know that (( Hudoud " crimes need very strict 
and clear evidence to prove the offences committed. Other 
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crimes may be proved by circumstantial evidence, such as 
pregnancy in adultery, and the smell of alcohol and vomiting 
for excess drinking to prove the offence of drunkenness. As 
regards drawing lots referred to by the author, it cannot be 
taken as a proof in criminal cases and what the first com
mentator said does not apply to criminal cases. 

Sheikh Nasser Hamad At-Rasheed 

The commentators expressed their disagreement on the 
matter of inflicting (( Ta'zir " punishment on the accused to 
lead him to c?nfess his guilt. According to my understanding 
the author dId not intend it either. Furthermore, there is 
no text supporting this in the Quran, the Sunnah or in the 
saying of any authoritative Muslim jurist. What we often 
come across. ~s that (( Ta'zir " punishment is prescribed for 
the accused If there is some evidence proving his guilt. The 
pa,:ables of Huyay Ibn Akhtab and the woman on the pal an
qum are clear proofs of this rule, Huyay Ibn Akhtab is said 
to have carried money from Medina in a bag made of oxhide. 
Wh~n the Pr?phet asked him where the money was, Huyay 
replred that It had been spent during the Kheibar battle. 
The Prophet is reported to have said the money was much 
and the time between collecting it and the Kheibar battle 
was too short. This was sufficient evidence to prove that 
Huya? had told a lie and therefore the Prophet ordered 
Zubelr Ibn AI-Awam to subject the liar to a light punishment. 
Thereupon Huyay confessed and led Zubeir to the place where 
the money was hidden. Here light punishment was admini
stered to force the offender to show the place where the 
money was hidden and not just to exact a confession. 

In the case of the woman who was ordered on the 
palanquin by Zubeir Ibn AI-Awam - on the' instructions 
of the Prophet - either to deliver the message she carried 
or be stripped of her clothes, the purpose was to discover 
the truth and not mere confession. 
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So, if someone states that property is stolen or looted, 
or a camel has gone astray and says where it could be found, 
this means a confession on his part. The (( Ta'zir " punish
ment is administered not just to know about the stolen 
property, but rather how it could be recovered. Authorita
tive jurists still resort to this kind of judgement whch is 
accepted and considered valid. 

Sheikh Attiya Mohammad Salem 

I apologize for taking the floor for the second time. I 
would like to elaborate on what the Sudanese judge, AI
Mamun Mubarek Arnan, said that in the Sudanese penal code, 
confession alone is not sufficient evidence to condemn the 
confessor for the crime he alleges to have committed. This 
is exactly what Muslim jurists had said, for the confessor 
might be acting in collusion with the real criminal to 
defend him. For example, a group of persons may be charged 
with murdering a man and one of the group (who is not the 
real murderer) may volunteer and confess that he was the 
murderer. Therefore the confession for murder must be 
disregarded by the judge. It is reported that a man was 
accused of having stolen one thousand Dinars, which he 
promptly confessed. The investigating judge entertained 
doubts about the validity of the prompt confession. The 
judge asked both the claimant and the defendant to leave and 
come back the next day. When some of the jurists present 
asked the judge why he let the accused go after he had con
fessed, he replied that they would knO\V the result the next 
day. The next day a man came and informed the judge that 
his son confessed he had stolen one thousand Dinars but the 
judge still had doubts. Later the boy's mother came and 
told the judge that she would pay the stolen money to save 
her son from confinement. Surely the boy's quick confes
sion had given doubts to the judge that he was not the real 
thief but that he had acted to save someone dear to him. 
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These cases existed in Islamic jurisprudence even long before 
they were known in certain modern laws 0 

Sheikh Saleh Al-Laheidan 

Praise be to God and peace be upon Mohammad, the 
noblest man created by God, and on his family and Compa
nions and all those who followed his teachings. I would like 
to thank those who commented on my paper as regards the 
administration of light punishment to exact a confession lead
ing to recover something, (( Qasama ", testimony of witnesses 
and the judge's attitude towards a confession about which he 
is not satisfied and the witness who goes back on his 
testimony. I shall explain the points raised by the commenta
tors without mentioning their names. 

As regards (( Qasama ", I stated that the practice exi
sted, but I did not recommend it. I said that the matter was 
controversial although according to the Islamic law the 
murderer should be condemned to death. The Caliphs adop
ted it as in the case of Abu Qalaba. Abu Qalaba's opposition 
to Qasama cannot be taken as authoritative. However, as 
the matter is controversial I refrained from recommending it. 

Some Muslim scholars maintained that a man cannot 
be condemned to death by It Qasama "; uthers held a con
trary view. However, the practice is that if(( Qasama " has 
all the prerequisites a murderer can be condemned to death 
according to Imam Ahmed. The;! Prophet said that the de
fendant was to take a solemn oath to defend his innocence. 
Muslim scholars, however, maintained that an oath should 
be taken by the contestant, whose legal position is stronger. 
With reference to Sheikh Attiya's statement I would like 
to point out that an oath is taken by the party whose legal 
evidence is not complete and an element of doubt exists on 
his side. He has to take the oath stating he is innocent or 
that his opponent is guilty. 
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If a written statement is made by the offender it is 
considered as a confession. If a man is persuaded to state 
the truth, his confession is considered valid and accepted. 
On the other hand if he is asked to state only part of a 
deed or a thing, his confession is turned down. 

What difference does it make when a witness goes 
back on his testimony? Does it matter if a witness changes 
his testimony before or after an offender is convicted in 
crimes punishable by retaliation or offences involving pro
perty and other felonies? 

Jurists maintain that if a person is beheaded as a result 
of a false testimony, the witness shall meet death in the 
same manner. 

If a witness gives a testimony which causes an accused 
to be condemned to death and later confesses that he had 
made an error, he shall pay blood-money, for his deed is 
considered as manslaughter by error. In cases involving 
money and property, an erroneous testimony before a sen
tence is passed shall be exonorated. But after the court's 
sentence the witness shall pay a fine. Since the early days 
of Islam Muslim judges resorted to the tactics of impugning 
a testimony and cross-questioning witnesses if they had any 
doubts about the veracity of their testimonies, for witnesses 
may be giving testimonies to get personal gains, or trying 
to ward off some harm, or trying to defend people who 
are guilty of an offence. 

The matter of exacting evidence comes within the 
scope of testimonies. .A judge who may have doubts regard
ing the testimony of a witness has the right to ask him to 
give further details of his testimony. The amount of testi
mony and number of witnesses differ from one offence to 
another. I have already given a brief reference to this 
matter. Some crimes, such as sodomy and adultery, need 
at least four witnesses. Abu Hanifa asserted that for 
sodomy, unlike adultery, a (( Ta'zir " (discretionary) punish-
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ment is prescribed. The Imams of the other three schools 
(Hanbali, Shafi'i and Maliki) maintained that sodomy should 
be treated like adultery and its punishment be the same. 
Other scholars asserted that sodomy is worse than adultery 
and thus its punishment should be severer. The Compa
nions of the Prophet disagreed on this matter. Some of 
them said that a sodomite should be hurled down from the 
highest site in the country as God did with the people of 
Lot when their country was completely devastated. 

Other crimes, such as murder, need two (t just" 
witnesses. I have no time to go into the details of the 
true conception of a (( just" man. I would like to point 
out that its conception differs from one age to another. A 
(t just" man at the time of the Prophet's Companions is 
not the same as today, for each age has its own particular 
conditions and circumstances. Many deeds which were 
considered offences in ancient times, are regarded today as 
accepted norms of life. Using the ancient criterion of a 
just man, his behaviour today would be unjust. Also the 
conception of a just person differs from one nation to 
another. 

Regarding the torturing of an accused person I would 
like to clarify that also the conception of (t torture" is not 
the'same as today. Crimes today are dealt with by investi
gators and many are connected with the security of the 
state. In the past it conveyed the real Arabic definition 
which meant (t any harm to man was a kind of torture ". 
The Prophet referred even to journey as a sort of torture. 

As Sheikh Rasheed has pointed out, I did not mean 
torture as known in this age. I intended the torture practi~ 
sed during the early days of Islam and stipulated by Islamic 
Sharia which came as a deliverance for humanity. If any
body was subjected to torture it was a mercy for him to 
protect him from harm and save him from the punishment 
in the hereafter. Furthermore, nobody could be tortured 
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except those against whom there existed a strong undenia
ble charge. If a person known to be a pious and peaceful 
man and not bent on harming anyone, was accused of 
murder or theft, the charge was disregarded. In this case, 
according to the view of the MaIiki jurists, the claimant and 
not the defendant got tortured, for the claimant made a 
false accusation and defamed the defendant. Torture in the 
Islamic practice was not harsh. I t was administered in a 
manner to achieve justice for those who deserve it. As I 
said only those against whom a strong charge is proved 
are tortured and in a way that they can stand it and that 
does not cause any physical damage to them. Also those 
who commit sins vis-a-vis God (not connected with human 
beings) are not subject to torture. As I have said befor,"! 
those who conceal such sins will be rewarded in the here
after. 

As. regards the story of the offender inside the mosque 
who saId to Omar that he had made a mistake, this has 
no reliable source, and is not used in any judicial cases, It 
was related only by some writers of novels. 

It was important that witnesses be recommended for , 
only just and honest witnesses were accepted. Unlmown 
witnesses had to have someone who could vouch that they 
were honest, trustworthy and performed their prayers re
gularly. If such qualities of the witness were unknown, 
the claimant was asked to furnish further evidence for his 
charges whether they be regarding offences against life, 
honour, property or other matters. 

Muslim scholars differ in their view regarding hearsay 
eViden,ce which is not based on the personal knowledge of 
the w~tness, for the true meaning of a testimony is what 
the WItness personally saw with his own eyes. If a person 
says he saw a man murdering another, there is no book 
consensus of opinion or analogy that can disprove his sta~ 
tement. 
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With reO'ard to circumstantial evidence, it is reported 
that two menD quarrelled at the time of the judges Elias Ibn 
Ma'wiya and Shuraih during the early period of Islam. O~e 
of the two contesters claimed that the other had taken hIS 
green and red velvet. One of the two judges (I do not 
recall which) ordered the hair of each man :0 be com?ed. 
He gave the red velvet to the one in whose haIr red part1cl~s 
were found and gave the green to the person whos~ halr 
contained green particles. This is an example of CIrcum
stantial evidence. As I mentioned in my study there are 
innumerous examples of circumstantial evidences. T~ere 
are other modern ways of evidences, such as finger-prmts>, 
foot-prints blood groups and sperm analysis. These. are 
stronO' evidences to prove II Ta'zir" crimes and cnm~s 
punishable by retaliation and crimes punishable by confI
nement. 

As regards written statements and their validity as 
evidence I wonder what kind of a written statement the 
commentator had in mind. Did he mean written statements 
regarding payment of debts or a confession of an offence? 
The Quran and the Sunnah validate written statements ~or 
matters involving money. While modern laws recog11l~e 
verbal confessions only for sums not exceeding a certam 
amount and any amount above that must be done in writing, 
for it is believed that a witness may forget the exact amount 
by the passing of tim~, Islamic .law on the other hand, 
validates testimonies gIven by wItnesses for any amount. 
Likewise written statements are recognized in penal cases. 

In 'Islamic law there is no time-limit for giving a 
testimony provided it is given without any distortions. It 
is reported that a man led another p.erson to the Prophet 
saying that the other had murdered hIS bro.ther. The mur
derer confessed that while they were gatherl11g wood he g~t 
so furious with the man that he picked up his axe and hit 
him on the head. Thereupon the Prophet ordered that the 
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confessor be condemned to death. The Prophet accepted 
the accused's confession and delivered him to the claimant 
to take charge of the execution of his death. 

In another story a Jew is reported to have murdered 
a slave-girl and when he confessed it he was ordered by the 
Prophet to be beheaded. Of course, a judge has to be 
careful to distinguish false statements from genuine confes
sions. For example if a man alleges that he murdered a 
person on a given date while that particular man had died 
in his bed of a disease before then, or if he alleges that he 
murdered a man who had been killed even before he was 
born, such cases are obviously to be rejected. I had already 
given a brief account of such confessions which are not true. 

In the end I beseech God to lead all of us and the 
Muslim nation on the right path and help us to implement 
the Sharia in all walks of life. May God the Almighty make 
this symposium fruitful to all who seek the Truth! Peace 
be upon our Prophet Mohammad, his family and Com
pamons. 

Chairman 

Due thanks to the Eminent Sheikh, the author of the 
paper. As the subject matter was very interesting we went 
beyond the scheduled time. I would like to remind you that 
our next meeting is tomorrow, God willing, at 8 a.m., and 
the title of the paper is: Influence of Faith on Crime Pre
vention which will last till 10 a.m. and then at 11 a.m. we 
shall be having another paper on the Effect of the Norm 
of doing a Good Turn and Prevention of Evil on Crime 
Prevention. 

In the evening we shall listen to another study on the 
influence of Islamic Education on Crime Prevention. May 
God's peace and mercy be upon you all. 

(The meeting was adjourned at 7.45 p.m.). 
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Effect of Religion against Crime 

In the name of God, praise be to God the Almighty 
and Peace be upon God's Messenger, Prophet Mohaminad. 

The discussion on the influence of' worship on crime 
prevention requires. an accurate definition of worship ({ Iba
da ", and its general concept in Islam' and'its infhience on 
the behaviour of man. ' , 

Definition of worship 

In Arabic ({ Ibada" (worship) denotes submissiveness 
and veneration tendered to the Divine Being. Worship 
comprises resignation, submissiveness and humbleness, all of 
which are closely related. The maximum degree of submissi., 
veness is worship. Likewise, whole-hearted obedience to God 
mixed with resignation and humbleness is worship .. ' , 

Worship is a lofty form of submissiveness worthy of a 
person with a gift of spiritual- reasoning and insight. Al
Ragheb ~'( in his book Dhatia 'says that ({ Ubudiya'"'' (slavery) 
is a manifestation of humbleness. and ({ Ibada " (worship ris 
the ultimate and lofty degree of humbleness and God the 
Almighty is the, only One worthy of being adored and wor
shipped. 

There is a difference between {{ Ubudiya" (slavery) 
and « Ibada" (wors~ip)., While slavery means absolute 
resignation, wors~'p. implies a lofty kind of submissiven~s 
that glorifies the Supreme Being through humble obedi~~ice 

* Al-Ragheb Al-Isfahani W/lS (me of the .Imams of the Sunnite sect. 
He died around 1108 A.D. (T.t:anslat9r~s note). 
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and adoration. According to the book of Lisan AI-Arab * 
the original meaning of (( Ubudiya " (slavery) was submissi
veness and humbleness. According to Abu Hurira ~h': the 
Prophet said: (( No one should call his servant a slave; only 
God hath the right to do so ". 

Sheikh AI-Islam Ibn Taymiya *~'d: in his treatise added 
another element to the definition of worship: love coupled 
with humbleness, obedience and submissiveness. The vary
ing phases, of love are: sympathy' (which is an affinity bet
ween two persons), infatuation, falling in love and lastly 
enthrallment, which means to be held spellbound. So 
enthrallment actually means being enslaved, to the adored 
person. Ibn Taymiya adds that worship requires two ele
ments: submissiveness and true love. VerIly only God is 
worthy of such submissiveness and love. So it follows that 
submissiveness without love is not worship; nor is love 
without submissiveness considered as worship. Love without 
submissiveness is like a person who loves his son or friend. 
God should be our ultimate object of love and submissiveness. 
Any love which is not divine is not true love and any 
veneration not directed to God is false. In this connection 
the Quran says: 

(( Say: If it be your fathers, 
Your sons, your brothers, 
Your mates, or your ki!?dred, 
The wealth that ye have gained,' 
The commerce in which ye fear 
A decline: or the dwellings 

----
>'r Lisan AI-Arab (Tongue of the Arabs) is a book of 20 volumes 

oU' Arabic philology compiled by Ibn Al-Mandhur who died in 1311 
A.D. (Translator's note). 

** Abu Harira was one of the Prophet's Companions. He died 
around 676 A.D. (Translator's note). 
. • **>'; Ibn Taymiya (1263-1328) was a Hanbalite jurist. His full name 
is Takyaddin Ahmed Ibn Taymiya (Translator's note). 
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In which ye delight -
Are dearer to you than God, 
Or His Apostle, or the striving 
In His cause/ - then wait 
Until God brings about 
His Decision J). 

Chapter 9, verse 24; 

In other words, if a man's heart clings to his kith 
and kin, wealth and prosperity, commerce, noble buildings 
and comfort and these are a hindrance in God's cause we 
must choose to love God even if' it involves the sacrifice -, 

of all else. 
Ibn Taymiya continues his discourse on the very nature 

of submissiveness and the commitments to the Sharia arid 
obedience to God as a result of love and persuasion. Man 
must love what pleases God and detest what displeases 
Him. The Prophet's Tradition says: (( He who loves and 
hates for the sake of God his faith is complete ". In the 
(( Sahih" Tradition there are three elements to complete 
a man's faith: God and His Apostle are to be loved more 
than anyone else, man's love for another person should stem 
from his great love of God and that he should refrain from 
regressing to ignorance after having been delivered by God. * 

The concept of worship in Islam 

Worship in Islam embraces all aspects of the Muslim 
religion. As stated by Ibn Taymiya it means blindfold 
obedience, humbleness and pure love of God both explicitly 
and implicitly., This involves all walks of life in compliance 
with the Shari. and in pursuit of God's fav~ur. On this 

* Related by AI-Tabarani, one of the authors of F-Iadith Collections 
(Translator's note). 
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basis Ibn Taymiya defines worship as an act that compre
hends all that pleases God in words or deeds whether 
expressed or concealed such as saying prayers regularly; 
giving charity (( Zakat "; fasting; pilgrimage; telling the 
truth; fulfilment of trust; kindriess to parents 'and relatives; 
keeping promises; doing a good turn and avoiding evil; 
conducting holy war against infidels and hypocrites; good, 
treatment of one's neighbours, orpans, the poor, wayfarers 
and the possessions of others; praying, reciting the Quran and 
such like ... 

Worship jncludes also the love of God and His Apo
stle, fear of God, faithfulness to Islam, being patient with 
God's judgements, praising God for His. blessings, having 
trust in God, having faith in His mercy and fear of His 
punishment. Thus worship, according to this concept, in
cludes obedience. to God and resignation to His Will. in all 
matters of religion whether they are obligations or optional 
matters (Nawafel), and Mu~lim relationship with others 
during peace or war time. True worship consists ih obeying 
God's commandments and prohibitions whether in belief, 
deeds or speech, and refraining from pursping one's own 
instincts and caprices. 

Worship is not just limited to the aforementioned 
commandments, such as saying prayers, giving charity, fast
ing, pilgrimage, recital of the Quran, etc., but has. a much 
wider concept. A man may worship while carrying on his 
daily routine affairs if his intention is clean and lam-ful. 
A man who works for himself and his family in pursuit of 
a legitimate livelihood is considered a worshipper of God. 
It is narrated that a man passed briskly by the Prophet and 
his Companions. Some of them commented (( 0 God's 
Apostle! Would it not have been better if this man's energy 
and zeal were for the cause of God "? The Prophet replied: 
(( If he is using), his energy in pursuit of a livelihood for his 
little childten, his old parents or for himself then he is indeed 
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using his' energy for the cause of God; but if he is just 
showing off and swaggering he will be satisfying the cause 
of Satan ". It is also narrated that the Prophet said: (( God 
will reward those who cultivate ,and thereby satisfy the hunger 

. of birds men and animals ". .Ac~ording to God those who , . . . 

work in pursuit of a livelihood are J:?ot less than those who 
take up arms for the sake of' God. The Quran says '~: 

, 

ee Others travelling through the land, 

Seeking of God's bounty; 

Yet others fighting 

In God's cause". 

,Chapter 73, ver,se 20 .. 

Therefore worship in Islam involves : all aspects of 
human activities and thus a Muslim's goal in ,life is obe~ 
dience to God. 

God says in the Quran: 

, ee I have only created 

Jinns ~': and men, that 
'they may worship Me)J. 

Those who want human 'sdf to be freed froD;l fette~s 
and shackles' and exclusively consecrate ~hemse~ves to the 
adoration of God are, actually following the example of 
Qtherprophets. The Quran says: 

ee 0 my people.' 

Worship God.' ye have. . 
No other God but Him)) .. 

Chapter 7, verse 59.: 

,~ Jinns are invisible spirits (Ttanslator's note). 
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All prophets sent by God before Prophet Mohammad 
called their people to devote themselves to the worshipping of 
One God. In the Quran we read the following: 

. cc F or We assuredly sent 
Amongst every People an apostleJ 
(With the Command)J Serve 
GodJ and eschew Evil)}. 

Chapter 16, verse 36. 

II Not an apostle did We 
Send before thee without 
Thisbzspiration sent by Us 
To him: -that there is 
No god but I/ therefore 
Worship and serve Me }}. 

Chapter 21, verse 35. 

Muslim jurists classified the Sharia injunctiqns into 
religious obligations and relations with other men. -TIlTs -is 
merely a methodological division in order to distinguish 
between the two types of injunctions: one concerning reli
gious obligations ordered and specified by God where no 
modifications can be introduced. The other type regulates 
the 'relationship between the people in their daily lives. 
Regulations of this type have been clearly spelled out by 
the Divine Lawmaker. These are adaptable to the changes 
of time. Both of these types are forms of worship. Howe
ver, this classification, which is purely technical, has prompted 
many people to assume that worship is only the observation 
and practising of religious obligations to the exclusion of 
daily dealings with people. The truth is that both are but 
an integral part of worship which is not complete without 
total adherence to the Sharia. 

------
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Significance of the foregoing general concept of worship as 
regards crime prevention. . 

If worship in its general concept means all the com
mandments and prohibitions ordered by God, it follows 
that compliance with His commandments and prohibitions 
is imperative in order to fulfill the requirements of the 
Sharia. Islam prohibited all kinds of offences whether 
minor or serIOUS. These prohibitions were expressed' in 
various 'ways in the Quran and the Sunnah, sometimes 
implicitly and other times in detail. 

Islam prohibited all kinds of mischief and shameful 
deeds whethet concealed or opep-o The Quran says: 

rr _ come not 

Nigh to shameful deedsJ 
Whether open or secret J). 

Chapter 6, verse 151. 

In another verse it says: 

cc Say: The things that my Lord 

Hath indeed forbidden are: 

Shameful deedsJ whether open 
Or secret J). 

Chapter 7, verse 33. 

In order to protect society from mischief the following 
Quranic text was revealed giving stern warning against 
those who try to spread scandal and offence. 

cc Those who love (to see) 

Scandal .published broadcast 

Among the BelieversJ will have 
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A grievous Penalty in this life 
And in the Hereafter: God 
[(nows, and ye know not}}. 

, Chapter 24, verse 19. 

, The Quran prohibited the commission of sins, trespass, 
aggression and unlawful d~eds. A sin is a d€~ed which is 
p'rohibited by God; tresp~ss is' a violation of truth; aggres
sion is 'a violation of justice in, dealing with others;, and an 
unlawful deed is" an act. disproved by law and reasoning. 
The Quran In this connection says: ' , " 

and 

and 

and 
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rr Say: The things that my Lord 
Hath indeed forbidden are: 
Shameful deeds,- ~heth~r open 
Or secret, sins, trespasses' " 
Against truth 01' reason }}.' 

Chapter 7, verse 33. 

rr Those who earn sin 
, .. 

Will get due recompense 
For their ea;nings}}. ' 

, . 
Chapter 6, verse 120. 

rr And He (God) forbids 
All shameful deeds and injustice 
And trespass }}. 

Chapter 16, verSe 90. 

rr And do not transgress limits 
For God loveth ,not transgressors}}. 

Chapter 2, verse 190. 

j 
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and 
(( Help ye one another 
In righteousness and piety 
But help J'e not one another 
I . d }} n sm an rancour . 

Chapter 5, verse 3. 

Islam opposed wrong-doing in all its forms .an~ war~ed 
that it could lead to the decline and fall of ~OcIet.i.eS whIch 
practise wrong-doing., Wrong-doing is violatI?n of a law, 
command or duty. The jurist AI-Ragheb Said that there 
are three kinds of wrong-doing: 

first - wrong-doing against God, parti~ularly deny
ing His existence, belief in another partner WIth God and 
hypocrisy; , 

second - wrong-doing towards other people; 
third - wrong-doing against oneself, and this com

prises all 9ther wrong-doings as well. 

and 

The Quran says: 

rr Think not that God 
Doth not heed the deeds 
Of those who do wrong. 
He but giveth them respite 
Against a Day when 
The eyes will fixedly' stare 
In horror )'. 

Chapter 14, verse 42. 

(( Generations before you 
We destroyed when they 
Did wrong ". 

Chapter 1 0, verse 13. 
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and 

and 

II Such were the. populations 
We destroyed when they 
Committed iniquities; but 

We fixed an appointed time 
For their destruction)). 

Chapter 18, verse 59. 

tt And incline not to those 

Who do wrong, or the Fire 
Will seize you )). 

Chapter 11, verse 113. 

Islam has sustained human rights and decreed punish
ments for those committing offences. These rights are 
known as the five indispensables, the preservation of which 
had been ordered by other divine religions. These are the 
preservation of religion~ honour, life, property and intellect 
(reasoning) . 

and 
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The Quran says: 

tt Nor take life _._- which God 

Has made sacred - except 
For just cause )). 

Chapter 17, verse 3 3 . 

tt If a man kills a Believer 

Intentionally, his recompense 
Is Hell, to abide therein 
(For ever))). 

Chapter 4, verse 93. 
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and 

and 

tt Nor. come nigh to adultery: 
For it is a shameful (deed) 
And an evil, opening the road 
(To other evils). 

Chapter 17, verse 32. 

tt But God hath permitted trade 
And forbidden usury)). 

Chapter 2, verse 275. 

tt Those who devour usury 
Will not stand except 
As stands one whom 
The Evil One by his touch 
Hath driven to madness)). 

Chapter 2, verse 275. 

tt And do not eat up 

Your property among yourselves 
For vanities)). 

Chapter 2, verse 188. 

tt The woman and the man 

Guilty of adultery or fornication~ 
Flog each of them 
With a hundred stripes)). 

c 

Chapter 24, verse 2. 
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and 

and 

and 

and 
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CC And those who launch 

A charge against a chaste woman 
And produce not four witnesses 
(To support their allegatz~ns)) 
Flog them with eighty stripes )). 

Chapter 24, verse 4. 

CC 0 ye who believe 

The law of equality 
Is prescribed to you 
lIZ cases of murder)). 

Chapter 2, verse 1 7 8. 

CC In the Law of Equality 

There is saving of Life 

, 

To you, 0 ye men of understanding )). 

Chapter 2, verse 179. 

CC The punishment of those 

Who wage war against God
And His Apostle, and 'itrive 
With might and main 

For mischief through the land 
Is: execution,or crucifixion) 
Or the cutting off of hands 

And feet from opposite sides, 
Or exile from the land)). 

Chapter 5, - verse 36. 

- ----- -~-~-------------------------------------------
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and 

and 

CC 0 ye who believe. 

Intoxicants and gambling, 

(Dedication of) stones I 

And (divination by) arrows 
Are an abominatiott -I( 

Of Satan's handiwork. 

Eschew such (abomination))). 

Chapter 5, vetse 93. 

CC As to the thief, 

Male lor female) 

Cut off his or her hands: 

A punishment by way 

Of example, from God) 

For their crime)). 

Chapter 5, verse 41. 

The Sunnah explains the aforementioned Quranic 
verses in more detail and elucidates the five wajor human 
rights which are protected by the Sharia; offences are 
prohibited to be committed either by speech or by deeds. 

The following are some excerpts from the Sunnah 
reported to have been said by the Prophet: 

« He who uses arms against us or cheats us is not 
f " one 0 us . 

* The stones referred to were altars on which oil was poured for 
consecration. Such idolatrous practices are condemned by Islam (Trans
lator's note). 
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« Muslim" ,,: narrated: 

« Every wrong-doer shall be marked on the Day of 
Judgement and shall be announced: He committed an offen-
ce against so-and-so". -

(( Eschew the seven deadly sins ". When the Prophet 
was asked what these seven sins were, he replied: ( Belief 
in another partner with God, use of magic, taking life 
which God has made sacred except for just cause, taking 
usury, taking possession wrongfully of orphans ' properties, 
deserting one's army on the day of advancing, and laun
ching charges against chaste women ". 

«( The Prophet curses the usurer and his agent". 
« A true believer does not backbite, curse, practise 

lewdness or utter obscene words". Tarmadhi narrated: 
(( An apostate deserves to be condemned to death ". 
«( Take it from me: an unmarried adulteress shall be 

flogged with one hundred stripes and banished for one 
year and a married adulteress shall be flogged with one 
hundred stripes and stoned to death ". 

Said Jhrr Yazid narrated that during the time of the 
Prophet, the reign of the Caliph Abu Bakr and the early 
period of Omar, a drunkard was beaten with bare hands , 
footwear and hard cloth. Later, in Oroar's Caliphate, the 
drunkard was flogged with forty stripes, and if he continued 
dr~g the punishment increased to flogging with eighty 
stnpes. 

I t is also narrated that the Prophet said: (( Anyone 
who unjustly takes possession of a piece of land shall bear 
the weight of seven earths ". And the Prophet said that 
a man who commits suicide shall be cast into Hell and stay 
there for ever. He who takes his own . life with a rod of 
iron shall be tortured in Hell for ever with the same weapon. 

I t is incumbent upon Muslims to abide by the teach-

,~ Imam Muslim b. al-Hajjaj, the second most famous Hadith 
Collector. His Book Sahih is only second to Bukhan's Book. 
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ings and commandments prescribed in the Quran, the Sun
nah and the Sharia in order to eradicate the roots of crime. 

Significance of the Rites of Worship according to Muslim 
Jurists 

The varying forms of worship whether saying prayers, 
giving alms, fasting or pilgrimage aim at giving man moral 
education in all walks of life in order to avoid falling into 
pitfalls and discouraging him from· committing offences. 

1) Prayer 

It is a solemn and humble approach to Divinity in 
word or thought. Muslims say prayers five times a day so 
that they keep in constant touch with their· Lord. They 
start their day with the dawn prayer by invoking God in 
varying positions of standing, kneeling, prostrating and sit
ting upright and thereby they purge themselves of any sins 
and offences they may have committed, and thereafter they 
start their daily worldly Hfe after being armed with this 
spiritual sustenance. Then they say their noon prayer, 
followed by afternoon prayer, sunset prayer and finish the 
day with the nightfall prayer. 

In the Quran we read about the effect of prayer on 
purifying the soul and keeping away shameful deeds in the 
following verse: 

cc ... for Prayer 
Restrains from shameful 
And unjust deeds )). 

Chapter 29, verse 45. 

The Prophet illusttated the effect of prayer in the fol
lowing comparison: {( Saying prayers five times a day is like 
having a stream bear one's house where he can wash himself 
five times a day. As in the latter case no dirt stays on his 
body, so his soul would be purified of all unjust deeds ". 
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I t is ~ecommended that prayers be said at the mosque 
tog~ther wIth othel' Muslim brethren standing in one row 
be~d an ~m~m (~eligious leader). In the congregation 
MuslIms SOCIalize wIth each other and this adds a spirit of 
brotherhood to the religious value of the prayer, and hence 
creates an atmosphere of security and ol'del'. The fact that 
all ~uslims a:e. close to each other, pray together behind 
?ne Imam (religIOUS leader), reciting the same prayer invok
mg On~ God and in the direction of one Qibla, ~': cons~lidates 
the untty of the Muslim nation. The Quran says in this 
connection: 

II The Believers are but 
A single Brotherhood)). 

Chapter 49, verse 10. 

A M Ii h' l'i us . m w 0. says hIS prayers five times '.' a day is 
bound to be a good-hearted man of clean conscience who 
cares. for others as he does for himself, who fears God openly 
and III secret, and therefore is not tempted to commit an 
o~fence whi~h is detrimental to others and at the same time 
WIll send hIm to Hell. .. 

2) II Zakat II (Alms) 

. Giv~g. alms is a financial and social manner of worship, 
whIch p~rlfIes the soul from avidity and greed and the love 
of hoarding money for itself. The Quran says: 

II And those saved from 

T he covetousn~ss of their own 
Souls II. 

Chapter 59, verse 9 and 
Chapter 64, verse 16. 

* ~ibla is t?e ~ection of the Ka'aba shrine in Mecca toward which 
all Muslims turn .,In' ntual prayer (Translator's note). " 
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Many people commit Qffencesagainstothers out:of greed 
and covetousness to.. take ' possession' of. their "money or 
property. Giving alms to the needy and the poor', tencls to 
overcome these offences. A Muslim who gives charity to the 
needy would not be tempted to covet the property, of. others 
and envy ~ill not devour qis soul, . . , . .,' 
" On the, Qt}te~, hand, 'When th~'n~~dy getshi~ ppttiqn o~ 
the wealth ' of the rich' man he will' not become envIous or 

,'.' .,,' .' " .. ",. • ,. '.. J 

beargr~ldge, against the rich, fo~' ~harity quen~hes' the venQm 
of hatred, and ' r~ncotir hy' decreasihg ,the gap behveen th~ 
(( haves" and the (C' ha~e-nots "." 'In t.l11~ ,conne~tion" tbe 
Quran,say~:, " ,. . . ,;:' )." .. , :' -
" If Of their, goods, take frllmsj ... , ,~ 

That so thou mightest 
Purify and sanctify them "., " 

Chaptet'9~' verse' 103. 
.. ~ . _~. :_ .. is",.~ • '1" • 

As previously stated,: ':by':' i:t~rrowing ''the 'gap between 
the poor and the wealthy~there Will be ,no grcundfor hatred 
and rancour on the part of _the;'poor; neither',<wiU there be 
any reason for class struggle. i~, tl,le Qu~a~ ,~e read the 
following: " ,.,;. . ;, ' . ' .',\ 

15 

It Alms are for the ;p~pt;, "" ' . ,", 
And the needy, dnd those" . 
Employed to administer. 'ihe (fun"s); 
For those who;'e"hearts'" ,,',,' " " 

, " 

HotJe been (recentfy) recoriaiied" 
(To Truth); for tfjose'~in bondage 
And in debt;· in the ,cause' ~; ',,: ';" 
Of God/ and for the wayfarer}.' 
(Thus is;it) ordaitted by Go,,} 
And God is full qf knowledge' 
And tpisdom '). 

;'~' " '. .. " . ' ch~Pter' ,9, '"vers,e ',,6.6: ' 
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This financial right of .the poor imposed on the rich 
generates a feeling of social equilibrium' which is. antithetic 
to aggr.ession and committing crimes. 

3) Fasting 

Fasting for one month during Ramadan' oJ: 'has its' edu
cative: effect on harnessing 'the whims of the flesh and k~eping 
a' check on offences." Crimes may be attributed 'th three 
factors: 'gastrbnomic impulses, libidinal urges' ana"nervous 
drive and reaction. Fastirighas 'arestraining effect on these 
impulses' and drives. '. , 

God allowed man to eat and drink and enja-y·the' good 
things of life but without excess.or extravagance. The Quran 
says: 

rr _ Eat and drink. ,.' , " 

But waste not by excess, 
. . ~ . . .. 

For God loveth not the wasters. 
Say:, w,ho. htfth lprbi4den , 
The beautiful. (gifts) Q/.,G.od""., . 
~hich lie hath-produced 
For His servants I, , 
And the things, clean and pure,. 
(Which He hath provided)' 
For sustenance?' ," 

Say: Theyafe, in ',th:/lzfe 
," 

Of this world, fot:' t40se 
" " . .... .. 

Who bel~~pe., (and) purely, 
For them on .the ,Day 
Of Judgement JJ. " 

Chapter 7, verses 3'1 and 32. 

, ' 
.-". . 

.' 

.;. 

-:.; .. . '. 

* Ramadan is the ninth month of the Islainic year observed as 
sacred with daily fasting from dawn to sunset (Translator's note). 
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As a matter of habit one eats three times a day: at 
breakfast, lunch and dinner, and eat and drin~ whenever 
one feels hungry or thirsty. " 

During Ramadan a devout MUslim abstain.s from eating 
and drinking from dawn to sunset even if he feels the 
pangs of hunger and thirst and with delicious food and drink 
in front of him. If a man who is fasting can ,abstain from 
food and drink that are not in themselves unlawful, the 
more a person will know that he should not touch or take 
possession of other people's foodstuffs and goods. 

Although sexual intercourse ,wIth ,one's wife is allowed 
in the Quran a fasting Muslim, ca~ot touch.,his wife in 
Ramadan during the daytime. , He may do ,s<:' only from 
sunset till before dawn. The Qur~lll on this matter says: 

and 
, , 

.t 
rr Marry women of your chf!ic~, 
Two, or three, ,Ot four/ 
But if ye fear that ye shatz ,no~ 
Be able to deal justly (with them)~ 

'. .,', ~ 

Then "only one JJ., 

Chapter 4, verse 3. 

Ir'You; wives are' 

As a tilth unto you,· 
So approacp, your tilth 
When or how ye will JJ. 

Chapter 2, verse 223., 

But during Ramadan a Muslim's sexual activity is limi
ted to night-time as the following Quranic verse' ordains: 

: It Permitted to you, 

On, the night of the fasts, 
Is the approach to your· wives, 
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. ... T hey'~.are your garments 

And ye are their garments, 

C;;od knoweth what ye 

Used to..' d~se(;retly. amon/{ you.rselves/' 
, BZltH e turned· to you 

And forgave you/ 

.So -now associate with them 
, ,': ."', . " , 

And. seek what. Gal ' 
, H(Jth ordained for you, 

And edt and 'drink, 

Until the while thread 
• .._,- J . 

Of dawn appear to you 

Distinct fro'1n its' black thread' - , 
Then cOf!1plete your' fast 
Till the .night 'appears' )J. 

, " 

Chapter 2, verse 187. 

So the lesson that a Muslim should learn ..froi~ thi~ is 
that if he is ordained not to touch for one month of Ramad~n 
what is lawful otherwise, he shouid' he traiiled not to b~ 
carried away by sexual and other unlawful 'hnpulses throu-
ghout the year. " ' '" " 

The same principle' applies to what a Muslim utters. 
A fasting Muslim restrains himself when he is tempted to 
~urse ,a?~ l;l~ o?scene wprd~.J While the, practic.~ of cursing 
IS Pl:'O~hlte~ thIS wle should b~ even more strict~y adhered 
to d~rIng the month of Ramadan when the fastmg Muslim 
abstaInS even from food and drink. In this connection the 
Prophet is reported to have said; (t He who, does not refrain 
from telling lies and falsities there is no reason· for him to 
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abstain from eating and drinking ". The Prophet has also 
said: (( There are many fasting Muslims who, apart from 
hunger and thirst, do not understand 'the, real significance of 
fasting". In the following verse the Quran has permitted 
a Muslim to repay an injury in the same 'manner: 

« The recompelzse for an injury 

Is an injury equal thereto)}. 

Chapter 42, verse 40. 

However, the fasting Muslim need not exchange injury 
with injury' or retaliate, accusations. Inst~ad he, should 
respond in a well-behaved and decent manner., The ,Prophet 
said: (( The fasting man's recompense is paradise when he 
retrains from approaching his wife, using bad words or 
quarrelling with others ". ,When a persoh resists the,tempta
tionfar one month, to respond to an injury, such as anger, 
which is perthitted by God, he will be traihed to abstain 
from other· kinds of aggression during the test of the year. 
Thus fasting is considered an optimum way for the cultiva
tion of man's will, restraining his whims and checking his 

"instincts: Therefore it eliminates the causes of evil and 
crlme. 

4) Pilgrimage 

This is both a physical and spiritual journey of a Muslim 
to the House of God' (Ka'aba) where· the devbtee visits 
other sacred places such as Safa, Marwa and Arafa *. ·From 

* Safa and Marwa are two rocky sites at Mecca' which were 
sacred even before the advent of Islam, because Hagar, Ismael's mother, 
found water l>etWeeh these two sites" Arata (or Arafat) is a, hill near 
Mecca where pilgrims perlorm Son1e rites on the penUltimate day of' their 
pilgrimage (Tratislator'snote). '. ,:. ,\'1' 
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the outset of the pilgrimage Muslims become anxious to 
purify themselves from thejr -sins and other offences. They 
shed their' habitual clothes 'and instead wear a seamless 
garment reminding them of the day they were born naked, 
pure and innocent. At the same time they ponder over 
the inevitable end, sooner or later to come,: and they 
wrap themselves in sea~iess winding sheets as used for 
the dead. 

Then the pilgrims reaffirm their obedience to God and 
His Sharia and confirm their belief in One God who has no 
other partners and recite: (( Here I am at Your service 0 
Almighty God Who' Hath no other partners,here I am at 
Your service. Praise and Glory be to Y 0!l Who Hath no 
other partners ". 

Pilgrimag~ is considered the most comprehensive form 
o£ ~o~ship, 'the signjficance of ·which is not grasped in detail 
alttiough its rituals are very symbolic. The pilgrim moves 
rround the. Ka'aba which is the direction of all his prayers, 
,and he sees other people of different races, colour, languages 
and nations doing likewise. They all form one circle whose 
end nobody knows. All this represents a union of hearts 
believing in One God and -one Sharia. The circle moves 
between Safa and Marwa reviving the history of the Prophet 
Abraham and his son Ismael. Then the pilgrim stands on 
Mount Arafat in awe and submission with his hands raised 
towards heaven beseeching God's forgiveness and mercy. He 
then s-tarts throwing stones as an expression of his abhorrence 
of Satan, the root of all offences. His presence on Mount 
Arafat and passage to Mozdalifa oJ. and Mina * * is an image 

* Mozdalifa is a location near Mecca between Mina and Arafat 
where pilgrims spend one night (Translator's note). 

** Mina lies east of Mecca on the way to Arafat (Translator's note). 
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of the Day of Judgement when people are brought to book 
in the presenCe of God. In the ,Quran we read: 

ee On the Day when every soul 

Will be confronted. 

With all the good it has done, 

.. And all the evil it has done, 

" . It will wish there were -

A great distance 

Between it and its evil". 

Chap~er' 3, verse 3"0. 

After this spiritual replenishment the pilgrim returns 
home with a clean soul and with a. serious intention to 
turn over a new leaf, for .the Prophet said: ( He who per
forms pilgrimage and does not 'approach women (in an 
unlawful manner) and does not commit mischief shall be 
as pure as the day his mother delivered him " oJ'. 

Faith and its Influence on Crime Prevention 

The foregoing fo~ms·. of worship which help crime pre
vention are rooted in firm faith in God Who has ordained 
these religious rituals coiIsidered to be a base for human di
scipline and good behaviour,' These rituals 'are intended to 
cultivate human conscier~ce.. One may ask why crin~es are 
rampant even among the societies which believe in qod and 
perform religious obligations. The reason is that sud~ socie
ties perform religious rituals just as a custom handed down 

oJ, Narrated by Buldlari, Ahmed and Nasai. 
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from their 'forefathers and those rituals are devoid of the real 
and true spirituality, whereas Islam instils in Muslims a deep 
sense of understanding and earnestness about God. It is this 
sense, and not mechanical religious rituals, that has an edu
cative influence on man against crke. 

Likewise, faith does not yield fruit unless it is imbibed 
with genuine belief in speech and deeds. The Quran refers to 
those who claim they are religious with their tongue but 
without any real zeal and rldigious feeling on their part, for 
we read the following in the Quran.: 

and 
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rr Of thepeop~e there are some who say: 

We believe in God and the Last Day)· 

But they do not (really) believe. 

Fain would they dec~ive 

God and those who believe) 

But they only deceive themselves) 

And realize it not ,'J. 

Chapter 2, verses 8 and 9. 

(( The Hypocrites - tbey tbink 

They are over-reaching God 

. But He will over-reach them: 

When they stand up to prayer) 

They stand without earnest1'tess; 

To 'be seen of men) 

Bu~ little do they hold 
God in remembrance )). 

Chapter 4, verse 142. 
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In the following verse the' Quran refers -to' those who 
know the truth but their gross arrogance prevents them from 
submitting to it. 

rr but some 

Of them conceal the trutb 
Which they themselves /cnoU) )). 

': 
~: 

Chapter 2, verse 146. 

Genuine faith is reflected il1 man's speech and deeds; 
it is a profound belief, without any doubts, in God the Al
mighty, His Apostle and in the Hereafter. The Quran says: 

rr Only those are Believers 

Who have believed in God 
And His Apostle) and have 
Never since doubted) but 
Have striven with their 
Belongings and their persons 
In the Cause of God)· 
Such are the sincere ones )) . 

Chapter 49, verse 15. 

Il1deed this kind of faith turns a man into a new person 
and moulds him into a person with unshakable conviction 
and who is submissive; of his own free will, to his Lord. 
The Quran says: 

cr But no) by thy Lord) 
1 

~I hey can have 
No (real) Faith 
Until they make thee judge 
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In all disputes between them, 
And find in their souls 
No resistance against 
Thy decisions, but accept 

Them with the fullest conviction JJ. 

Chapter 4,- verse 65. 

Man has no option in his decision as regards the com
mands of God and His Apostle. The Qur~n says: 

(( It is no.t fitting 

For a Believer;; man or woman, 
When a matter has been decided 
By God and His Apostle 
To have any option 
About their decision ". 

Chapter 3), verse 36. 

This kind of faith tends to cultivate manners and conso
lidate the principles of justice and equity" safeguard rights, 
eradicate causes of anarchy, mischief and evil, and unite the 
true believers with the-bond of love and understanding. This 
great bond is greater than the bond of race, language, neigh
bo?rhood or common interests. People whose faith is strong 
enJoy greater order and stability than those whose faith is 
shaky. 

It is true that man has achieved great material progress 
in all aspects of life, but at the same time the rate of crime 
and terrorism has increased to an unprecedented degree in the 
history of mankind. Although practical and theoretical scien
ces have made strides towards progress, yet this advancement 
has thus far failed to find a satisfactory solution to the pro
blem of men's behaviour towards each other. 
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Extensive psychological studies that cover all stages of 
human evolution and man's psychological impulses (such'. as 
child psychology, adolescence psychology, educational psycho
logy~ and criminal psychology), and sociological studies that 
deal wtih the effects of environment, heritage, customs, fa
mily, village and town on man, and the legal studies in admi
nistration, organization, penalty, politics, government, dome
stic relations, civil affairs and international relations, yet all 
these studies have not achieved a successful solution as re
gards crim~ prevention and -eradication of the roots o~ crime. 
On the contrary, the world statistics show the ever Increas
ing number-of offences. In some cases governments resorted 
to the use of harsh measures and severe punishments to control 
crimes. Although some governments, in their campaign against 
drugs, imposed heavy fines and life imprisonment, these 
punishments unfortunately did not adequately act as 
deterrents. 

The fact that humanity, at the peak of its civilization, 
should be plagued with crimes and perversions should not be 
a matter of great surprise, for man, despite his great advance
ment, has not been able to penetrate the core of human con
science -which is of paramount_ importance for the equilibrium 
of human nature, and -to cultivate his love and appreciation 
for what is good, true and spiritually beautiful. Any reform 
which does not take this important issue into consideration 
will fail to achieve its target. Human science and philosophy 
cannot penetrate the conscience and make it respond to ethical 
values, in fact the most they can do is to put a check on the 
external side of human life by inflicting harsh punishments 
for those who divert from the right path. Man has another 
life that is concealed and which controls his behaviour. Within 
this second part, which no other man can penetrate, the 
powers of good and evil struggle~and the winner subdues man 
to its power. Which human power can control this concealed 
and secret <;5:>llscience? 
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Since by nature man dislikes submission to another man 
for he believes all men are alike, how can he then abide by 
the laws made by a man like himself? 

He may abide by positive laws in order to avoid worldly 
punishment. In the absence of strict implementation of the 
laws man may ignore them and try to, violate them. The 
judicial authority has no way of knowing about hidden crime, 
and as the worldly authority does not extend to the life after 
death the potential offender does not care much for these 
authorities; This is where the positive laws .and human sy
stems fail in controlling man's behaviour. 

On the other hand the Islamic Sharia receives its autho
rity from God Who created human beings and who is the 
possessor of greater knowledge. Divine laws depend' on 
human conscience, and Islam preaches the cultivation of 
human conscience. In the Hadith the Prophet said: ( You 
must believe in God, His Angels, His Books, His Messengers, 
the Last Day and the Destiny whether goqd or evil ";. 

Obedience to the Divine ,Legislation is not confined 
to appearances and fear of worldly punishments. The poten~ 
tial offender is afraid of punishment in the Her~a£ter. 

God created man from clay and his offspring from his 
semen. God knows the origin of man's creation and those 
who are possessed with piety or ingratitude. The Quran 
says: 
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(( - God knows 

You well when He brings 
You out of the earth) 
And when you are hidden 
In your mothers} wombs 
Therefore justify not yourselves: 
He knows best who it is 
That guards against evil}}. 

Chapter 53, verse 3 2~' 
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It is unthinkable that God does not know the invisible 
minute details of His creations. The Quran says: 

II Should He not know 

He tbat created? 
And He is the One 
That understands' the finest 
Mysteries (and) is 
Well-acquainted (with them) }). 

Chapter 67, verse 14. 

God is equally aware of· what we conceal and what we 
reveal, for the Quran says: . : ; . 1:. 

II l-Ie knows what is 
. . 

In the'heavens 

And on e.arth/ 
'And He' knows what 
Ye .conceal and what 
Ye reveal: yea} God· . 

Knows well the '(secrets) 
Of (all) hearts)J.· 

Chap~er 64, verse 4. . 

, : .. 

Those who commit offences in secret without being 
caught shall not escape God's punishment. The Quran says: 

. II Seest thou not that 

God doth know (all) that is 
111 the heavens and 
On earth? There is not . 
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A secret consultation 
Between three)' but He 

Makes the fourth among them) _ 
Nor between five but 
He makes the sixth) _ 

Nor between fe.wer. or '?tore 
But He is in their midst) 
Wheresoever ~ they be: 
In the end will He 
Tell them the truth 

Of their conduct) on the Day 

91 Judge?JZent. for God 
Has full knowledge 
Of all things )). 

Chapter 58, verse 7. 

Also God is aware of the dark suggestions that assail 
. man in secret, for the Quran says: . 

rr It was We Who 

Created man) and We know, 
What dark suggestions his soul 
Makes to him: for We 
Are' nearer to him·" 
Than (his) jugular vein. )) 

Chapter 50, verse 16. 

Man's deeds, whether· small or gr.eat, are recorded in 
God's Book:, The Quran says in this co.pne~tion: 

rt All that they do 

Is noted in (their) 
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.Books (of· Deeds): 

. .'E~erY matter) small· and ,great) 
/)" Is on record)). 

Chapte~' 54, ~erse~ 52 and 53. 

Pious men are noted .fc;>r their .devotio~ t9 God. The 
Quran says in this connectiqn: 

tt Who feared (God)· 

Most Gracious unseen; 
And brought a heart 
Turned in devotion '0'0 Him) )). 

Chapter 50, verse 3 3 ~.' 

Divine control is most pronounced when a Muslim sees 
what is locked up in his own breast scattered and manife
sted on the Day of Judgement as a testimony for or against 
him. The Quran says: 

tt Does he 'not kn·owj .. 

When that which is 
In the graves is 
Scattered abroad 
And that which is 

(Locked up) in (hu1!!~n) breasts 
Is made manifest -. 
That their Lord had been 
Well-acquaitzted with them) 
(Even to) that Day? )) 

' .. 

Chapter 1 00, verses 9, 10 and 11. 
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Thus in Islani the retribution in the Hereafter is asso
ciated with the worlcliy punishme~t. ~o" even if one escapes 
punishment in this life, he will receive it .in. the Hereafter. ,. ; 

As regards taking another man's life the Quran says: 
,'~ . ~ 

rr If a man kills a Believer 

Intentionally, his recompense 
Is Hell, to abide therein;' . , 
(For ever): and the UJrath 

And the curse of Gl?d > ' 

Are upon him, a~d 
A dreadful penalty 

Is prepqred,lor him ':. : 

Chapte~ 4, verse 9? 

As, regards those )vho wag~ war agains~ God.the Quran 
say~: . ' ,< 

rr The' punis.h,nent of th(!-~e 
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Who wage war against God 
And His Apostle, aml strive 
With might and main " 
For mischief through th~ iand 
Is: execution, or crucifixion~' , 

Or cutting off of hands 
And feet from opposite 'sides, ; 
Or exile from'the land: 
That is their disgrace 
In this world, and 
A heavy punishment' is theirs 
In the Hereafterj " 

Except tor those who repent 
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Before they fall 
'Into your power: 
In that case, know 
That God haft-forgiving, 
Most Merciful". 

Chapter 5, verses 36 and, 37. ' 

," 

As regards the crime ~f t~e~t the, Qur~n says: 

rr As to the thief,., ": 
Male or female, " ! 

Cut off his, or ,her handsj 
A punishment by, way. 
Of example, fro1?Z God, 
For their crime: 
And God is exalted in'Po.wer. 
But if the thief repents 

After his crime, . 
And amends his conduct, 
God turneth to him 
In forgivenes.s/ for God 
Is Oft-forgiving, Most Merciful)).", 

Chapter 5, verses 41 and 42. 

, , 

On the use of usury the Quran says: 

«( Those who devour usury '1 ' 
Will not stand e~'cept 
As stands one whom 
The Evil One by' histouch 
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Hath driven to madness. 

That is because they say:' 

Trade is like usury} 

But God hath permitted trade 

And forbidden usury. 

Those who after receiving 

Direction from their Lord 

Desist shall be pardoned 

For the past; their case~. 

Is for God (to judge)j 

But those who repeat 

(The offence) are Companions 

Of the Fire: they will 

Abide therein (for ever) }}. 

Chapter 1., verse 275. 

On desertion of the Holy War the Q~ran says: 

ee If any do turn his back 

To them on such a day -

Unless it be in a stratagem 

Of war} or to retreat 

To a troop (of his own) -

He draws on. himself 

The wrath of God
J 

And his abode is Hell} 

And evil refuge (indeed))}. 

Chapter 8, verse 16. 

I 

I 
1 

Although positive laws have classified crimes and pre
scribed punishments for each of them, these laws (which are 
not divine) lack the force of restraining potential offenders 
from attempting to commit an offence in the absence of 
watchmen or those pertaining to judicial authorities. 

On the other hand the Islamic Sharia, through its 
influence on the human conscience, has the power to eradicate 
the evil before it prompts man to commit crime. The power 
of conscience is much stronger than any other external force. 
On the definition of crime the Prophet is reported to have 
said: (( Crime is hatched in one's breast and the potential 
offender loathes to reveal it ". 

The Sharia, through its penetration in the conscience 
of the believer, purifies him from the roots of evil. The 
offender, even if not seen by anyone, insists on confessing 
to g~t God's judgement":1 order to be absolved from the 
offence he committed .. The woman who repeatedly came 
to the Prophet to. confess her adultery (the Ghamidiya) is a 
case in point. Her punishment was delayed until she gave 
birth to a child and then she went to the Prophet with her 
baby who had a piece of bread in his hand. Then the Prophet 
ordered Khalid Ibn Walid to stone the adulteress. When her 
bJood touched Khalid's face he cursed the woman. On hear-, " 

ing this the Prophet said: (( Hold your tongue, a Khalid, I 
swear by the Lord that she has repented so truly that had 
the worst offender repented like her God would have' par
doned him ". Then the Prophet said a prayer on her before 
burying her. Omran Ibn Husein narrates that Omar is 
reported to have questioned the Prophet as to why he prayed 
on an adulteress. The Prophet replied: ((Her repentance is 
so true that if it were divided over seventy sinners of the 
town of Medina God would forgive them. Is there a more 
virtuous person who confesses of her own will and offers 
her life toGod? ". Also (( 11a'iz " had to confess four times 
before the Prophet consented to have him stoned. The 
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Prophet for -the first three times avoided him in order to 
save him the « Hadd" punishment, but « Ma)iz's" con
science insisted that he should be purified 0f' the crime of 
adultery. 

Islam insists on the importance of human conscience 
for the prevention of crimes. The judge :does' not know 
the internal conscience of the contestors; he usually judges 
according to external evidence only. In passing' judgement 
the judge does not give a -legal yerdict on the legality or 
illegality of a case. Surely yffenders endowed with elo
quence and' forceful logic may be able to conceal the truth 
and get away with' their' offences~ rhose who adopt this 
manner shall be, punished on the Day of Judgement by the 
Lord of the' Wodds. I t is reported that the Prophet once 
heard some arguers out'side his door so he went out to tell 
them that he ira's only a human mortal and therefore could 
be persuaded by' the' eloquence 'of someone concealing the 
truth. If he judges' in favour of an, offei.tder then' ,he shill 
receive a piece qf hell. Therefore he' can take his' judgement or 
reject h. This is Islam's way of controlling crime. 'Is there 
any other: manner that could reach sublimity as in Islam? 

- - -, ,Gentle~~n! -- Without faith no society can achieve hap
piness, and faith exists only in the conscience of man, and 
only IsI~m. can, revive human conscience.' , 

1 believe it is time that those societies which deviated 
from the rig~t path and alienated themselves fr<;>m the Quran 
and the Sunnah should turn to their Lord and come back 
to the fold of the' Sharia. To conclude I will recite the 
following Quranic verse: 
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rr And this (He ,commands): 

Judge thou between them 

By what God hath revealed, 
And follow not their'vain 
Desires, but beware of them 
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Lest they beguile thee 
From any of that (teaching) 

Which God hath sent down 
To thee. And if they turn 
Away, be assured that 
For some of -their crimes 
It is God's purpose to punish 
Them. And truly most men 

Are rebellious. 
Do they then seek afie1' 
A judgement of (the Days 

Of) Ignorance? But who, 
For a people whose faith 
Is assured, can give 
Better judgement than God? 

Chapter 5, verses 52 and 53. 

His Eminence Sheikh Mohammad Al-Sabbagh 

Praise to be God. ,We thank God and beseech His 
help and support. We seek refuge' with God to protect us 
from our evil thoughts ahd deeds. He whom God guides 
cannot go astray. 

I thank the author for his valuable paper which he 
presented in a marvellous manner. May God reward him. 

I start my comment with a word on faith- and its 
significance, for wors,hip is part and parcel of it. ,Worship 
and faith are closely linked with each other. ' 

Faith in God; in His existence and His Omnipresence 
and Ubiquity and His severe and prompt punishment cer
tainly discourages a potential offendet from '~omini1:~ing an 
·offence,. TheP~ophet explained ~his in a better _ yvay by 
saying that no man who has firm faith in God's absolute 
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po~,wer. to know and see even the lnost hidden matters, can 
COlnmlt adultery, steal, take intoxicants or commit other 
sins. Who dares to disobey the Omnipotent God when one 
is convinced t?at He controls and sees everything? We do 
not dare to vlOlate a simple traffic regulation when we are 
face to face with a policeman let alone disobeying the Lord 
of the Worlds Who is constantly watching us? 

~t is said that a pious man succeeded in awakening the 
conSCIence of a man who was indifferent with the result 
that. the indi~ferent man was reformed. The pious man said 
to hIm that If he wanted to disobey God he should not eat 
God's provisions, should not abide on God's land, should 
not be seen by God when he commits an offence and when 
death approaches he should ask it to come later until he has 
had time to repent, and after death when he is ordered to 
go to Hell he sho.uld decline to do so. This was enough to 
awaken the conSCIence of the indifferent man, for he knew 
that he could not eat or live without God's help. Neither 
could he be unseen, or delay death or decline to go to Hell 
afte~wards. This made him overcome any thought of diso
bedience and he became a good man. Indeed faith in the 
Last Day, God's Scripts, His Apostles, Angels and Fate are 
the greatest deterrents against crime. The commandments 
and pr,ohib~tions of the Sharia were revealed only when the 
people s faIth was well prepared. Bukhari narrates that 
Aisha * is .reported to have said that the first Quranic 
verses revealed to the Prophet were concerned with Paradise 
and Hell. When people embraced Islam lawful and unlawful 
i~sues were delineated. If the verses dealing with prohibi
tIons ha~ come first people would have said that they would 
never gIve up consumption of alcohol. According to the 
Sunnah, later on Muslims spilled wine when the verse pro-

. ~ Aisha (603-698) was the daughter of Abu Bah, the first Caliph, 
and WIfe of Prophet Mohammad. She and other wives of the Prophet were 
known as "Urn Al-Muamanin" (Mother of the Believers) (Translator's 
note). 
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hibiting it was revealed and they said that they would never 
touch a drop of wine again. 

On the other hand an advanced country, such as the 
United States of America, also attempted the prohibition of 
intoxicants with all the means at the disposition of the 
Government (magazines, newspapers, lectures, illustrations 
and the cinema) demonstrating the harm and evil caused hy 
the use of alcohol. 'Although the American Government 
spent $60 million on the anti-alcohol campaign for the 
publication of propaganda material amounting to about 10 
billion pages, and spent $250 million for the implementation 
of the Alcohol Prohibition Law for 14 years, and 300 
people were sentenced to death and 532, 335 were sentenced 
to imprisonment, and the fines levied amounted to $16 mil
lion, and the amount of intoxicants confiscated amounted 
to $404 million, yet the prohibition made the people more 
obstinate and keener on the use of intoxicants. Finally the 
Government had no alternative but to abolish the Prohibition 
Law in 1933 and, to make alcohol consumption legal. 

Taking intoxicants is a symptom of psychological fru
stration and lack of faith; it is a form of recklessness and 
apathy. There are hardly" any vices where genuine faith in 
religion prevails. Therefore judges in the early period of 
Islam rarely encountered offences. , 

,Gentlemen! I believe it is pertinent to relate to you 
the Hadith already mentioned by the author. 

According to the narrators Imam Ahmed and Abu 
Dawood two contestants went to the Prophet to settle 9. 

matter of inheritance between them although neither of them 
possessed any evidence. The Prophet said to them: (( Do 
not forget that I am a mortal like you, and therefore I am 
bound to be influenced by the more persuasive eloquence 
and I shall judge accordingly. If I act on this basis I shall be 
offering a piece of hell to the person who succeeds in talking 
me into giving him the right to ,possess the inheritance );. 
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Upon hearing this, each one claimed that the inheritance 
belonged to the other. 
. The Prophet then said: cc You may go and divide the 
mheritance equally between yourselves and rnake the choice 
by draw.ing lots to take the portion that goes to tl~e other ". 

This story has demonstrated that belief in the Last 
D~y and fear of Hell led the two contestants to be tolerant 
wIth each other. . 
.. ~ .would like .t~ d,;,ell a little on Ibn Taymiya's superb 

c;l~flm~lOn of worsiHp, 1.e. ab~olute submissiveness ,plus un
~hnchlng lov~. This in fact is ·the true meaning of worship 
In the ArabIc language. So it follows that love without 
~~bm~ssiveness, or the reverse,js not worship. Tbis defini
.110n . I~cludes ; t~e commandments and prohibitia'ri~ which 
'consistitute an lmportant aspect of the Sharia which is cc to 
do a gopd. turn and. eschew mischief ". 
. Man's subm~ssiyenes~ to Gc;>d together with love are 
Important. factors in. crime preveJ?tion... The Prophet com
pared s~c1ety to a ship and the offenders are those who 
damage It and therefore it is incumbent on every passenger 
to prevent su<;h damage. . 
.. ' . -!':-~ ~lready mentioned prayer is a bond between the 
Lo~d. and man. Prayer restrains mari from shainefui and 
unjust ~eeds. A man who often hears Quranic verses cannot 
stay umnfluenced. It is said that orice a man had premedi
tated· the murder of a relative but when he went'to the 
mo~~ue to say his ·dawn-time prayers' he heard the Imam 
reCItIng the Quranic verse: 

(( If a. man kills a Believer . . 
. l1:ztentionally) his recompe~se 
. Is Hell ~o abide tbereil1 
Fat; ever.)). 

, 

. This. vers.e . made the man .change his mind and he 
did not commit., the planned murder. 
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Likewise, fasting trains a man to be patient and strong
willed and this restrains his anger. Forgiving the offences 
of others is one of the greatest elements against committing 
crime. Worship teaches man to acquire a clean and sublime 
behaviour. Habits have a lot to do with a man's behaviour. 
If he is brought up in an honest and clean atmosphere it 
would not be easy for him to abandon it and commit offen
ces and mischief. It is said that C( there is no knowledge 
without learning nor clemency without magnanimity". The 
probabilities of mischief and crimes decrease in a society 
which is greatly· influenced by faith in God and religion and 
by the Sharia doctrine ( to enjoin what is good and refrain 

from evil deeds " . 
If after all this a man still commits an offence the 

Shada gives the offender a further chance and hope through 
repentance. Repentance, indeed, is a sublime way to reha
bilitate an offender to a· decent and respectable life. Crime, 
in Islam, is not a thing that sticks to a person for ever. 
With the exception of the belief of joining other gods with 
Allah, there is no offence that cannot he pardoned. The 

Quran says: 

and 

rr God forgiveth not 
The sin of join#ng other gods 
With Him)' but He forgiveth 
Whom He pleqsetb other sins 
Than this )). 

Chapter 4, verse 116. 

(( Say: 0 my servants who 
Have transgressed against their souls . 
Desp~ir not of the Merc)' 
Of God for God forgives 

. All sins)). 
Chapter 39, verse 53. 
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The Prophet is reported to have sal·d· II A p h h d kll d . . erson w 0 
ale 111nety-nine people consulted a p. h f 1 10US man w 0 

un ortunate y, told the murder~,t<that he was beyond th' 
~~age ~f relj',entance and so the murderer in despair kill~ 

1m, t us t e number of the victims reached one hundred. 
~ut the thought of repentance kept recurring. At last when 
. e met anot.her man with more knowledge of the Sharia and 
~ ~~ conflrm~d that his repentance could be accepted by 

o e was relieved and ceased to be a murderer. Criminals 
and other offenders do not form in the f I 1 parate t h d f ' eye 0 s am, a se-
and h cas e, t e oor? repentance is. always open for them, 
f t ey ca~ al:vays Jam the society' of good people who 
c~::~ ~n ~s~hIeff anhd transgression. Repentants are wel-

yo, or t e Quran says: 

(( For God loves those 

Who turn to Him consta"ntly 
And He loves those 
Who keep themselves pure and clean )J. 

Chapter 2, verse 222. 

Gent~emen! The foregoing deterrent measures of faith 
;nd lwo~hl~ ~an be efficient for people of higher intellectual 
eve . UlllS lments are inflicted on the offenders wh d 

not ~eem to heed the injunctions of the Sharia If. ff °d 0 
contlU t .. . .0 en ers 
inste Xe f Of con:mlt ctlmes then punishment is recommended 

. a ~ orgiveness. An offender does not deserve com 
paSSIon If he is indifferent to exhortation and d· A-
a man ·11· l· a VIce. s 

aCdce~ts WI mg y to have· a ~seased part of his body 
amputate In order to· save his life\so it is the . h 
an offender h h ld b \" case WIt f h . was au e punished to protect society from 
urt er crImes. In retaliation punishment there is 11·£ £ h 

whole f . F . h . e or t e Of s.oclety. alt and worship tend to eradicate the 
roots a crIme. 
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Gentlemen! Through educational curricula and mass 
media, such as the press, radio, television and the cinema, 
we have to intensify and deepen in our society the significance 
of faith in God. By furthering the meaning of faith in God 
and belief in the Last Day it is hoped that we may revive 
the early days of Islam when offences were very rare . 
Through educational curricula and mass media the significance 
of worship in one's behaviour can be deepened and thus 
society can be shielded from the causes of crime. 

Sheikh lt1.ohammad Al-Ghazali 

From what we have been listening to about faith it is 
not just an abstract intellectual or sentimental concept. It 
is a deterrent element against offences and a force that keeps 
man away from crime. Faith is not merely a passive silent 
concept in the conscience but is a dynamic power in society 
against evil. When the interpreters of the Quran tried 
to explain the Quranic verse II 0 ye who have faith " they 
had th(; above meaning in their mind. This Quranic verse 
was followed by commandments and prohibitions. This 
means that faith has an active force and it has its prerequi-

sites of perfection. 
In the Prophet's Hadith we come across the following 

statements: 
(I He who believes in God and the Last Day shall 

honour his guest. He who· believes in God and the Last 
Day shall honour his neighbour and he who believes in God 
and the Last Day shall speak well of others or keep quiet". 

This illustrates that faith is not a treasure hidden some-
~~ere without benefitting anybody but that on the contrary 

It is full of force, wealth and fertility for the good of every
body. Prophet Mohammad said that faith is a restraint against 
aggressiveness. A man may be provoked by his own force 
or by an opponent and tempted to beat him with all his 
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strength, . but ~hen he feels and invisible force restrammg 
a1:~d curbtn~ hIm. ~s faith restrains aggressiveness so a 
faIthful ~behever reframs from attacking like a ild b 
'X7h h /L Weast. 

at ~ e. aut.nor and the commentator tried to elucidate is 
~h~t faith IS not transmitted to us without consciousness, but 
It .IS rather an ability perfected by continuous trainina , con-
SCIOusness and insight. b 

I reaffirm the point made by some speakers that- r I . . b" WO SlIp 
IS su ~Isslveness combined with love and reverence. I 
would ~ke to s:ress ~his definition because some orientalists 
have hInted with some malice that in Islam the 1 t" 
between the believers and their Lord I'S that"of ' b

re
.
a ~on d . su mISSIve 

egradatIOn towards a mysterious tyrant where Ch" • 11" , as rlstla-
nlty, . t ey say, IS based on love, sactifice and generosity, etc. 
~ut m Islam, as Ibn Taymiya has described, worship con
SIsts of love and submissiveness. A man may show'submissi
veness to somebody :whom he detests. The people of a 
country ~ay hate theIr ruler but they sho\v submissiveness 
to:v~rds hIm for the authority he wields. This kind of sub
~lss~veness h~s ~o relationship with worship because worship 
Implies SUbIrusslveness to the person one adores' and 10 e i 
turn ~eads to submissiveness. This is expressed by an ~ra~ 
poet In the following lines: ' 

cc Thou inspire me with awe 
With thy majestic influel1ce 
Though thou hast no power over 
Me still I am spellbound by thee J}. 

, ~t ,is this wonderful combination of sublime love and 
submIssIveness that worship in Islam is based up Th 
Q . (( 0 on. e 

uramcverse' ye who have faith in me " do . I :l d' . , ' es not Imp y 
I egra ~ng' and ~lind submissiveness but a feeling of trust. 
By lOVIng God In the true sense one tries to do what pI 
H' d 'd h . . , eases 

1m an avO! w_ at dIspleases Him. Thus wherever a .faith-
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ful worshipper may go, eastwards or westwards, he will find 
a place to worship God and show his obedience to Him 
and thus eschew mischief and evil. 

One of the mistakes of the Muslims is that they attach 
special,importance to the religious rituals (prayers, fasting, 
pilgrimage) and place less emphasis on the, relationship 
between men and their' relationship with the universe. This 
relationship should be made more evident so ~ that worship 
becomes perfect in eve'ry sense of the' word-. 

All religious rituals support ethical valiles of nobility 
and equality that tend to thwart crime in society ~ 

The advantages of the five religious rituals are: 

Faith: is a force against atheism and moral decadence. 

Prayer: is a force against shameful and unjust <;leeds. 

Fasting: has the purpose of training people not to tell false-
hoods. 

Charity (Z~kat):' trains believers to avoid being greedy and 
lovers of hoarding money, 

Pilgrimage: keeps people away from gossiping and promi
scuity and trains people to lead a life of rectitude. 

Faith, unlike legal verdicts, either approves all or rejects 
a behaviour altogether. This means that Islam, unlike posi
tive laws, 'has given clear and unambiguous judgements on 
offences'. For example, intoxicants in the eye of Islam are 
prohibited whether a man gets drunk or stays sober. Islam 
prohibits the cause of drun~enness whereas positive laws 
regard drunkenness as a crime but not the intoxicants. In 
many societies drinks consumed at home and not disturbing 
others are l1otprohibited, The same applies to sexual mat
ters. In some IVIuslim countries (excluding' Saudia Arabia) 
alien laws are implemented as regards adultery which is 
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considered an offence if committed against one's will but 
adultery or fornication between willing couples is not an 
offence. 

The difference lies in the concept of faith and -worship 
between Islam and other positive laws which try to improve 
the bad concept of an oHence or vice versa. There is a 
further difference betw-een the Sharia and positive laws in 
the following example: if a burglar stops breaking into a 

. house beacuse of the presence of a policeman there that man, 
according to the law is not considered a criminal, and most 
likely he will not be convicted. On the other hand, Islam 
not only prohibits the crime itself but also the secret intention 
to commIt It. According to the Hadith both the person 
who takes a life and his victim shall go to hell, if both had 
their swords with them, because even the victim would have 
been a murderer if he had had the chance. 

So according to the Islamic concept of worship a secret 
intention to commit an offence is a crime. 

I t is narrated that ~ certain person was well spoken of 
although he had committed adultery. The reason is that after 
having committed the offence he felt he could not live 
amongst people and he preferred death to a life with shame. 
Now this man is well spoken of because the crime committed 
was n:1t part of him. 

We Muslims decline to admit that the crime rate has 
decreased due to our prescribed legislation « Hudoud " ~md re
taliation punishments. The number of laws enacted against 
crime does not imply that a society is prosperous. On the 
contrary, perhaps a limited number of legislations in a society 
is a proof of its greatness. 

The first and last proofs of the greatness of a society 
is the prayer niche « Mihrab ", conscience and faith in God. 
It is a man's conscience that prompt's him ~ to commit an 
offence or prevents him from doing so. Verily it is this faith 
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which builds societies and protects them from crimes, anarchy 
and perversion. Now we most plan our educational curricula, 
broadcasting and other progmmmes in such a way as to instill 
the concept and importance of faith in the minds of the 
people. 

His Eminence Sheikh Shazly BUl'quiba 

Although I had a lengthy speech in mind but due to 
the little time left I want to confine it to two proposals 
only. 

The first proposal emerges from today's subject. My 
due appreciation and admiration to the author for his valuable 
paper and to the commentators. As for the first proposal, 
althpugh the two commentators have already preceded me I 
see no reason why I should not reiterate it as it deals with 
the effect of faith and worship on crime prevention. I 
believe that in order to render the work of the symposium 
more practical it should end with recommendations that the 
Muslim governments represented in this symposium (apart 
from Saudi Arabia which has already done so) should commit 
themselves to undertake the enactment of such laws that 
would reinforce the Islamic faith amongst their people and 
make the teaching of the Islamic religion compulsory in all 
stages of education, i.e. elementary, secondary and higher 
schools, as well as being publicized in all popular gatherings, 
for God uses His authority as a means of restraint for what 
He does not restrain through the Quran. It is not enough 
to take the significance and effect of the religion for granted 
but efforts should also be made to deepen its teachings to 
secure the desired effects, which are the scope of this 
symposium and Islam in general. 

The other proposal is the formation of committees at 
the level of the Arab League and that of the Muslim World 
League to undertake the collection of our judicial heritage 
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in abridged forms, and retain valuable encyclopedias for re
searchers and scholars. 

Our glorious heritage, which is our source of pride, 
is threatened to be forgotten arid lost because it is scattered 
in volumes without order and thus the younger generation 
is unable to benefit from it, especially as the educational 
curricula are so crammed with the tead;ting of languages and 
other difficult subjects. The younger generation are so dazz
led 'by the western culture that they have no time' for the 
original Islamic and Arabic cultures; they foolishly are 
under the impression that all sound theories are derived from 
the West and this has created a sort of inferiority complex 
towards the westerners. I would like to narrate' two ex
amples which are both shameful and ridiculous. 

I read a book by a Muslim Arab autl~or on civil law. 
In his reference to the principle of acquisitive and extinctive 
prescription he alleged that the Islamic Sharia did notreco
guize the prescriptive right. Apparently this Arab author had 
never read the Muslim jurists' researches on .acquisition. 
This reminds me of another author who claimed that the 
rule of exempting merchants from putting their transactions 
in writing (which exists in the commercial law) was first 
prescribed by a German man of law in the 18th century, 
whereas Islam preceded the German professor by twelve 
centuries on this matter. Apparently the author was not 
familiar with the following Qural1ic verse: 
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(( ,0 ye who believe 

When ye deal with' each other, 

In transactions involving 

Future obligations 

In a fixed period of time 

Reduce them to writing)}. 
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Until it says: 

(( But if it be a transaction 

Which ye carry out 
On the spot among yourselves, 
There is no blame on y014 

. If ye reduce it not 

To writing ". 

Chapter 2, verse 282. 

There are many such cases which show a lack of link 
between us and our glorious Islamic legal heritage. 

Sheikh Attiya Mohammad Salem 

Praise be to God and peace be. upon the Prophet,his 
family and Companions. Like others, I also express my 
thanks to the author and the two commentators.- There is 
a point made by the speaker concerning the religious duties 
of worship with special emphasis on faith. It- seems to me 

. that in dealing with pilgrimage he was rather brief either 
because of time limitation or because pilgrimage in general 
does not need further elaboration. However, I would like 
to point out that there are certain aspects of pilgrimage 
directly 1;elated to crime prevention. Money used for the 
performance of pilgrimage must come from a lawful source 
and earned by honest means. The Prophet said that only the 
pilgrim whose money.comes from honest sources, can receive 
God's blessing. The purpose behind this is to put a .restraint 
on acquiring money by foul and dishonest means. 

The. second aspect of pilgrimage is the prohibitioil of 
sexual intercourse during a fixed period. The duration of 
this prohibition is equivalent to that of the fasting period 
of Ramadan. This fixed period is fifteen -days because the 
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Prophet left Medina for seven days, spent four days in Mecca, 
one day on Mount Arafat . and with the three days of the feast 
the number of the days tor~\ fifteen, equivalent to the days of 
Ramadan in a month of ti.rlrty days and nights. The idea 
behind imposing restraint on sexual urges during the pilgri
mage is to train pilgrims against sexual offences. 

The third aspect concerns the prohibition of hunting 
du~ing the ~eriod of pilgrimage. The idea is that if killing 
a~lmals (~hlch are usually permitted for hunting) is prohi
blt~d durIng a short period, the pilgrim should be mentally 
traIned not to contemplate taking the life of his fellow-men 
during the rest of the year. 

In his' farewell speech the Prophet made the following 
statement which must be a reminder to every pilgrim: (( You 
should realize that your lives, properties and honour are as 
sacred as this day, this month and this abode". 

No other prohibition was stressed three times as this 
one. The pilgrim initiates his pilgrimage by abstaining from 
the crime of illegally· acquired money, and then completes 
his pilgrimage by abstaining from sexual intercourse and blood 
shedding. The other point concerns crime prevention, prior 
~o its. commissi~n, with the aid of faith. Sheikh AI-Sabbagh, 
In thIS connectIOn, referred to this matter by quoting the 
Hadith: (( No believer with faith can commit adultery 
,,' etc,. ... . ': 
It is narrated that three people were trapped in a cave. 

A young man among them started speaking of his love for 
his cousin. Later when he approached her she told him 
that he should fear God and not touch her before they were 
legally united. The young man left her quietly. 

I imagine it is difficult to feature in adequate words 
the psychological condition relevant to this incident. It is 
the power of faith that compelled the young man to leave 
the girl intact although he passionately loved her; it was not 
the fear of law, society or any other considerations. It was 
just mere faith that restrained him from commiting adultery. 
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Professor Lode Van Outrive 

I would like to express my thanks to the Saudi authori
ties for having organized this symposium and for inviting me 
from Belgium to discuss matters regarding crime prevention 
and criminal laws. It is important. for us to attend this 
great symposium in a country where spiritual values playa 
fundamental role in society and in the implementatiori of 
penalties and the ethics of justice. Now I would like to 
ask the author of the paper a question. He said that, apart 
from Saudi Arabia, the crime rate in the world is continuously 
increasing despite the modern measures that are employed to 
control it. The author added that crimes have increased 
because both faith and love are on the wane. Now the 
question is: what causes faith to fade and wither? Are 
the causes economic and social or are there other causes? 
Do people find it difficult to adjust themselves to the rapid 
changes occurring in the world? The speaker referred to 
the problem of importing alien habits and values. My 
question is: what are the causes of the weakness of faith 
and love which is the main reason for increasing crime? 

Dr. Jamal AI-Din Mahmoud 

In the name of God and peace be upon God's Messenger. 
Due thanks to the author for his valuable paper and 

the conclusions he reached in a brief statement, i.e. the close 
bond between Islamic penal legislations and faith in God 
and that worship is the greatest motive for abiding by this 
legislation. This clear case, which Islam presents in a plain 
manner, is not only a theoretical matter or a case that con
cerns Islam alone, but it has been one of the thorniest 
problems baffling positive laws. For a long time jurists of 
positive laws have been trying to find a justification requir
ing people to submit themselves to human laws and subjecting 
them to obey laws enacted by their rulers. Some scholars, 
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including the French jurist, Maurice Horio, asserted that 
consent is the basis of submissiveness, but other jurists 
disagreed with him contending that while consent may gua
rantee the continuity of submissiveness, it does not essen
tially create it. 

Others, such as Harold Laski, argue that the basis of 
submissiveness is the conviction of the people that the 
authorities try to take care of their interests. However, 
others contend (as Sheikh Mohammad AI-Ghazali has pointed 
out) that the people's conviction may change into a belief 
that their authorities are corrupt while the condition of 
submissiveness continues. 

The third part reflecting the logic of Islam maintains 
that man does not submit voluntarily to somebody's will 
unless it represents a divine source. Islam decrees that 
abiding by the Sharia means faith in God which is the 
source of all worship. - A Muslim accepts this submissiveness 
willingly and regards it as a source of pride and superiority 
in front of other non-Muslims, for he is subject to no-one 
except God. This voluntary submissiveness arises from con
sent, happiness and a sense of pride. It is this feeling that 
transformed the converted Muslims during the time of the 
Prophet into people ready to stop drinking wine and other 
vices merely by being ordered to do so, bearing in mind that 
these same people previously -committed offences at the 
least provocation or sexual impulses. The stories of Maiz 
and Ghamidiya are good examples of sinful people ready to 
confess and meet punishment of their own accord. Equally 
illustrative is the story of a certain Abu Dharr who lost 
his temper with one of the Prophet's Companions. When 
the Prophet reprimanded him, he put his cheek on 
the ground asking the Companion to absolve him from his 
sin. . There are many other examples which are indicative 
of the aloftnessof the Islamic logic that submissiveness must 
be shown only to God. ·The fact that the Islamic penal code 
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is based on this submissiveness represents a source of pride 
for the Muslim and constitutes the first cornerstone against 
crime. 

Sayyed Salem Al-Hasewani 

Due thanks to the author of the paper for his contri
bution and his emphasis on faith and worship as a spiritual 
bond between God and· man. This bond prepares man 
spiritually, makes him more refined and protects' him from 
crime. As Islam is a complete religion and· characterized 
by social justice, indiscrimination and providing equal op
portlmities for everyone, a Muslim does not think of com
mitting an offence since everyone enjoys justice and· equality, 

The author referred to giving charity (( Zakat" as a 
religious duty . .In my view it is more than that. It has its 
social importance in Islam. 

As the theme of the subject is the effect of faith and 
worship on crime prevention, some forms of worships, such 
as charity, have significant consequences and impacts on 
Muslim society, for it is considered a sort of financial reli
gious duty. As today we shall be discussing the effect of 
the doctrine of enjoining what is right and forbidding what 
is wrong and the influence of Islamic education on crime 
prevention, I believe that Islam as a social and economic 
order illustrates to us the significance of this order on crime 
prevelition. I daresay most of the offences in the world 
today may be attributed to the feeling of deprivation, poverty 
and oppression which in turn lead to psychological disorders. 
I am sure the implementation of the social arid economic 
system of Islam could eliminate the causes of crime. 

General Adnan Raozd Hassan 

Would Sheikh Iv1anna AI-Kattan be kind enough to 
explain the effect of the fundamental principle of the Sharia, 
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i.e. belief in One Almighty God and in Mohammad as His 
Messenger, on the conduct of the Muslim as regards crime 
prevention. 

Sheikh Saleh Al-Laheidan 

Praise be to God and peace be upon the Prophet and 
his followers. I thank the author of the paper and the 
commentators for their contributions concerning the effect 
of faith and worship on crime prevention. 

I have nothing to add here except a simple issue con
cerning . the Hadith quoted by Sheikh Mohammad Al-Ghazali 
that (( faith serves as a restraint against aggression ". Al
though thi~ saying is correct, I do not believe it t6 be a quo
tation from the Hadith. 

The other point is the definition of (( torture ". As the 
author has pointed out torture in Arabic, (( A'dhab ", has 
several meanings and Ibn Taymiya, the Muslim jurist, added 
another definition to it. Likewise, the original meaning of 
prayer in Arabic, (C Salat ", was a cc request" or " demand" 
but in Islam it has come to mean both request and perfor~ 
mance of good acts. 

Sheikh '] brahim Abdulla 

Due thanks to Sheikh AI-Kattan for his valuable paper 
and to Sheikh Sabbagh, Sheikh Ghazali and others for their 
contributions. 

I was going to enquire about the source of the saying 
cc Faith serves as a restraint against aggression" but it seems 
Sheikh Saleh AI-Laheidanhas already clarified this point. 

The other point is that I wish the discussion on faith 
as a restraint against crime could have been further elabo
~ated. Faith should not be confined to belief and speech; 
It should ·be associated with action. In other words faith 
implies bodily, financial and other undertakings as required 
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by the Sharia. So faith includes the intention, words and 
actions of a believer. I wanted to clarify this point, for it 
is a common idea among the people that faith consists only 
in belief in the existence of God. 

Sheikh Mohammad Al-Ghazali 

As regards the saying cc Faith serves as a restraint against 
aggression ", I heard it from the late author Ahmed Shaker, 
who based his statement on cc AI-Musnad " by Imam Ah
med Ibn Hanbal.~·~ As this author is a well-known scholar, 
I have no doubt of its authenticity. I must admit that I 
did not come across it in the versions written by Bokhari 
and Muslim. I hope I shall present the cc Al Musnad " shortly. 

Sheikh lvIanna Al-Kattan 

I thank the gentlemen for their comments and the points 
they have raised. I shall try to answer the queries very 
briefly. I touched on crime and the modern and scientific 
methods used, without much success, in combatting it. Un
fortunately the western civilization is devoid of religious and 
spiritual inspiration. Had this civilization been associated 
with religious faith it could have been used in the interest 
of humanity as a deterrent against crime. Instead, the modern 
civilized man is a materialistic creature indifferent to the rights 
of others. This is the main reason why modern civilization 
has failed to achieve order and stability. 

I have pointed out that the social function of giving 
charity cc Zakat " is to solve the problem of poverty and the 
gap between the different classes, and thereby eliminate ran" 
cour and class struggle. After mentioning the sources of 
charity I mentioned that through C( Zakat " even the poor 
have a right to the rich man's wealth. 

* "Al-Musnad" meaning (reference) is a Hadith collection compiled 
by Imam Ahmed Ibn Hambal (Translator's note). 
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By faith and worship it is meant that believers have 
to abide by God's commandments and prohibitions in all 
walks of life. The effect of faith on the conduct of the 
Muslim arises from his belief in One God, for this means 
that only God the Almighty has absolute power in this uni
verse on all matters and thus mankind is subjected to this 
Great Power . Worship means the performance of all 
religious duties, such as prayer, giving charity, pilgrimage 
and meditation. However, the general concept of worship 
implies all activities of life as well. 

Sheikh Rashed Ibn Khabir, 

, Praise be to God and peace be upon the Prophet. 
The Prophet said: (( My people shall be pardoned what 

offence they have in mind provided they do not commit it 
or utter anything offensive ". In another Hadith the Prophet 
said: (( If a person is tempted to commit an off<:nce and does 
not actually commit it, it shall be a point in his favour 
provided he abstained from the offence out of love and fear 
of God. If he does commit the 'offence it shall be, ,apoint 
against him ". ' 

He' who does a good ,act has ten points in his favour. 
This is o1}e of the advantages of, the Sharia. 
, There is another point which I would like, ,tt? clarify 
concerning the Hadith quoted by Sheikh Sabbagh. The 
Hadith says that a man with fa.ith does not commit the 
crime of adultery or theft, etc. My understanding; is that 
faith is a big, deterrent against the commission of crime.. This 
does not ,mean' that mere thieving or fornication would de
prive the offender of his faith, This is not the interpretation 
of the Sunnah authorities. What is meant is that.a person 
of faith does not dare to commit offences, but by no ~eallS 
does it mean that he shall be excommunicated. It.is up to 
God to forgive or punish ,the g:dprit either in, th.is world 
or in the Hereafter. 
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Faith, according to the Sunnah authorities, increases 
with obedience to God and decreases with disobedience to 
Him. But this does not mean the culprit shall be treated 
like an apostate. . . . 

As Sheikh Manna has pointed out, the MuslIm JUrIsts 
classified religious duties into three parts: worship, dealing 
with others and abiding by God's legislation. 

Finally, I would like to thank you all for your com
ments and Sheikh Shadhly Buraquiba for his recommenda
tion to make the teaching of Islamic legislation compulsory 
at schools in Muslim countries, and that the laws in these 
countries be based on the Quran and the Sunnah instead of 
positive laws which are not revealed by the Quran or the 
Prophet. I trust that the delegates at this symposiu~n wi~l 
do their utmost with their own governments to attaln this 

alm. h 
May God grant us success and lead us on the rig t 

path. God's peace, mercy and blessings be upon you all. 

(The meeting was adjourned at 10.45 a.m.) 
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This paper, included· the following major points: 
Positive laws are not concerned with crime prevention 

before ·it is committed while Islamic Sharia has succeeded 
in achieving this scope reasonably well. 

Positive laws have failed to control the commission of 
crIme. 

Islamic Sharia has succeeded in combatting 'trime be
fore its commission by imparting a sound education to the 
Muslims. 

The teaching of (( enjoin the good and refrain from evil 
deeds " is one of the most influential Islamic doctrines in 
teaching the Muslims to abide by God's commandments and 
restrain them from committing crime. 

This· same doctrine implements the injunctions of the 
Sharia.as regards crime prevention. . . 

. Quotations from the Holy Quran and the Sunnah, 
original sources of Islamic legislation to illustrate the Sharia's 
copious r~ferences concerning crime prevention and prompt
ing the believers to lead a e life of rectitude. 

Some prophecies of the Prophet.as regards ~ the future 
of the Muslim nation who will live in peace and free from 
crime thanks to t}le implementation of the Sharia. 

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is an excellent example 
of the fulfillment of the Prophet's prophecy. Due to strict 
adherence to Sharia there is hardly any crime in this country. 

As crime causes terror and is one of the main causes 
• j-

of the. decline of any civilization, because it destabilizes . se-
curity which is theco.rnerstone of the social system of a 
society, governme1?-ts resort to. various methods to combat 
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crime. They enact special anti-crime laws which are, now 
and then, revised in order to cope with the spread of crime. 
The scope of most of these laws is crime control after and 
not before its commission. Punishment is inflicted after 
the commission of crime in the hope that it may curb its 
spread but facts do not confirm this. In fact, events have 
proved that punishment alone is not a sufficient deterrent 
against crime. 

The criminal who premeditates a crime also plans how 
to get away with it without being arrested and how to escape 
if he happens to be attested. He also plans how to cheat 
investigators and resorts to other dishonest means to distort 
facts. The Quran says: 

(( But man is in, most things, 

Contentious JJ. 

Chapter 18, verse 54. 

Thus, most socIetIes, in their crime control, lack an 
important element to prevent the commission of offences 
and to contain it in order to deprive it of its terrifying 
character. There is no doubt that the human intellect alone 
cannot supply a legislation that can cope with crime preven
tion before the commission of the offence. 

Therefore it is incumbent on man to turn to God, the 
Creator of life, in order to seek a solution for crime preven
tion. I have already mentioned that positive laws have thus 
far failed to prevent crime and even due punishments are 
not enough, since offenders often continue to commit crimes 
even after punishment was meted out. 

The Shari a has prescribed effective and adequate pe
nalties for crimes, such as the amputation of the thief's hand, 
provided there are positive legal proofs wich convict the 
culprit. God is most compassionate with His creatures. 
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As regards retaliation punishment the Quran says: 

(( Deal not unjustly 

And ye shall not 
Be dealt with unjustly JJ. 

Chapter 2, verse 279. 

Certainly a large segment of criminals would no~ hesi
tate to commit theft or aggression on others were It not 
for fear of the dreadful punishment of amputation of their 
hand or fear of retaliation punishment. God does not leave 
the responsibility of disciplining mankind and settling its 
disputes to a few individuals. So God sent the most com
plete Book to the best of all prophets. The Quran c?anged 
all the old leo-islations that were obsolete and antIquated 
and retained :nd adopted those that were suitable. ~hus 
the Quran is considered the most complete Book of legIsla
tions. In the Quran we read the following: 

(( A revelation from (God), 

Most Gracious, J.Most Merciful; 

A Book, whereof the verses 

Are explained in detail; -

A Quran in Arabic, 
For people who understand; 

Giving Good News 
And Admonition JJ. 

Chapter 41, verses 1, 2 ,3 and 4. 

Again we read in the Quran: 

(( (This is) a Book, 
With verses basic 01' fundamental 

(Of established meaning), 
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Further explained in detail, 
From One Who is Wise 
And well-acquainted (with all things) '} ~ 

Chapter 11, verse 1. 

As it is outside the scope of this paper to discuss all 
the aspects involving crime before and after its commission 
to which there are many references in the Quran and the 
Sunnah, I would like to concentrate on one aspect only, i.e. 
the Quranic teaching of enjoining what is good and refraining 
from evil deeds. The Quran says: 

and 

and 
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(( Let there arise out of you 
A band of people 
Inviting to all that is good, 
Enjoining what is right, 
And forbidding what is wrong)}. 

Chapter 3, verse 104. 

(( Y e are the, best 

Of Peoples, evolved 
For mankind 
Enjoining what is right, 
Forbidding what is wrong)}. 

Chapter 3, verse 110. 

(( Help ye not one another 
In sin and rancour: 
Fear God: for God 
Is strict in punishment JJ. 

Chapter 5, verse 3 . 

-----------.--------------~~. 
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The teaching of « enjoining what is good and refraining 
from evil deeds" was stipulated ih the famous Islamic histo
rical event during the Aqaba oJ: fealty plighting. The Prophet's 
followers asked him what they should pledge and the Prophet 
'replied: « You have to obey me in enjoining what is good 
and refraining from evil deeds ". 

One of the most important features of the teaching of 
« enjoining what is good" is to inculcate a firm belief 
amongst people to believe in the life after death and in Hell 
and Paradise and Purgatory and ih the fact that happiness 
depends on God's displeasure and pleasure. Thus this belief 
becomes <!, real deterring factor against committing a criminal 
act. Naturally there is no comparison between this spiritual 
deterrence and that imposed by man-made positive laws. 

The intensity of belief in God and in His, punishments 
differs from one person to another'. Some may not hesitate 
to commit minor offences which eventually may lead to more 
serious crimes, as in the case of drinking' alcohol. Othman 
Ibn Affan -Jd: narrated that once a man was asked to choose 
between three alternatives: kill a youth, ,commit adul
tery or drink alcohol. He chose to drink alcohol first, then 
killed the youth and finally he committed adultet;y under the 
effect of alcohol. Since then alcohol was regarded as the root 
of all evils. The teaching' of « enjoining what is good and 
refraining from evil deeds " forbids 'a 'person t6 'take intoxi
cants and prohibits the manufacture and sale of alcoholic 
drinks. Thus the Sharia does not 'or;tly prohibit the offences 
due to alcohol but also its consump~ion. The otl~er important 
aspect of the teaching of « enjoining what is good" is the 
protection of people's honour. Undoubtedly s~xual aggres-

;< Not to be mistaken 'witl-i the Jordanian port on" the Red Sea, 
this Aqaba is a location between Muna and Mecca in the Hejaz where 70 
citizens of Medina plighted theil' fealty to the Ptqphet (Translator's note). 

*,~ Othman Ibn Affan was'the third Caliph 'after the Prophet's 
death. He ordered the. collection of all the chapters of the Quran during 
his reign 644-655 A.D. (Translator's note). 
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sion leads to innumerable crimes' h . f . . . 
minates th ... 1 ' t ere ore thIs teachmg eh-
Sharia fo: orlg111al causeht~~t may lead to other crimes. The 

. ' examp e, pro Iblts women to k d r 
display of themselves in front of male str rna e ad az~ ~ng 
the women to be modest in their h alngers an enjOInS 
men to commit untold offences TShPeeQc est they provoke 

. e uran says: 

CC and make not 

A dazzling display, like 
That of the former Times 
Of ignorance "/ 

Chapter 3 3, verse 3 3 . 

and 
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CC and not display 

Their beauty except . 

To their husbands, their fathers 
Their husbands' fathers, their so~s, 
Their husbands' sons , 
Their brothers or their brothers' sons 
Or their sisters' sons ' , 
Or their women, or the slaves 
Whom their right hands 
Possess, or male servants 
Free of physical needs, 
Or small children who 
Have no sense of the shame 
Of sex/ and that they 
Should not strike their feet 
In order to draw attention 
To their hidden ornaments )J. 

Chapter 24, verse 31. 
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When Muslims abide by these lofty ideals of morality 
the causes for committing offences become almost nil. 

The other noble moral ideal of the Divine Legislation 
is the separation of wotnen from men. The Prophet ordered 
men not to violate women's privacy. When he was asked 
if this applied even to the woman's brother-in-law, his reply 
was in the affirmative. Also the Prophet said: (( A woman 
who believes in God and the Last Day shall travel only in 
the company of a near blood relation whom she cannot 
marry ". When a man reported to the Prophet that his wife 
had gone on pilgrimage while he was engaged in the Muslim 
army, the Prophet advised him to go and join his wife. The 
Prophet said: (( Whenever a man and a woman meet in 
privacy the Devil is always present with them ". 

No immoral society can escape punishments. Omar 
narrated that Prophet Mohammad said: (( A society whose 
members ate immoral shall be inflicted with plague and pains 
unknown by their forefathers ". 

Ibn Majah and Al-Bayhaqi related that the Prophet had 
said to Ibn Abbas that the more the crime of adultery 
increases, the more death crates soar. Also the Prophet is 
reported to have said where adultery and usury prevail the 
people shall get the deserved punishment from God. Amr 
Ibn Al-A'as ~" reported that the Prophet ·said people inflicted 
with adultery are doomed. Buraidah narrated that the 
Prophet said: (( God punishes people with death when they 
give themselves away to immorality ". 'Aisha narrated that 
the Prophet said: (( My people are safe as long as they are 
free from adultery and immorality, but once immorality 
spreads among them God's punishment shall be inflicted 
upon them ". 

It is a known fact that the immoralities, which are 
forbidden by Islam, are preceded by a dazzling display by 

* Amr Ibn A.1-A'as was one of the most famous Prophet's Com
panions. He died in 663 A. D. in Cairo (Egypt) (Translator's note). 
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the'woman, mixing of the sexes, insinuations, touching and 
kissing, all of which are forbidden by the teaching ((enjoin
ing what is good and refraining from evil deeds". :' 

If we compai:e two societies~ one which implements 
this great divine teaching and the other one which ignores 
it, the first society, will be nearly free of offences,:.whereas 
the second will be plagued with crim!=! rates. 'L. ,': , ' 

The doctri~e of (( enjoining what is good and, J:ef~aining 
ftom evil deeds" inc;ukates in the peopleJoye for virtues and 
abhorrence of vices. To this ,end campaig~1s ate launched 
to 'rehabilitate the people inclined towards fraudulent' practi
ces and disseminate virtue amongst the population in ,order 
to curb crime and protect society from its causes.' 

In this 'c01?-nection the Quran s~ys: 

(( Curses were 'pronounced 

On those among the Children 

Of Israel who rejected Faith, 

By the -tongue, of David 

And 'of Jesus' the son of, Mary: 

Because they disobeyed, 

Andpersiste~ in: Excesses, 

Nor did they (usually) 

Forbid one another 

The iniquities which tHey 

Committed.: evil indeed 

Were the deeds which they did J). ~'~ 

. Chapter 5, vetses' 81 and 82. 

, " 

.. ' 

* There are bad men in every community, but if leaders connive 
at the, misdeeds of the common, people, and' even worse if the 'leaders 
share'in the' misdeeds, 'then that community is doomed (Translator's 'note); 
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When this Quranic verse was revealed the Prophet 
told, his Companions that they had to enjoin what is right 
and forbid what is wrong and handle the offender with 
firmness and compel him' to lead a life of rectitude, as 
otherwise God will inflict I-Iis punishment on the whole 
of the community, and when the members of that community 
invoke God's name He will not answer. 

The teaching of (( enjoining what is good and refraining 
from evil deeds" is a bulwark against most crimes.' The 
Prophet narrated the following example' to :illustrate the 
significance of the teaching (( enjoining what is good": 
(( The person who enjoins God's Shari a and he who violates 
His laws are compared to a group of persons sailing in a 
vessel, some of whom are on the upper deck and the others 
on the bottom deck. Those on the bottom deck want to get 
water by digging a hole in the hold of the vessel. Now if 
the people on the upper' deck prevent those on the bottom 
from digging they would all be safe, otherwise the vessel 
would sink and the passengers would perish ". 

Evidently this Islamic teaching does not in any way 
conflict with personal liber'ties which are greatly misunder
stood in many Muslim countries to the point that the doctrine 
of (( enjoining what is good " is not implemented any more 
due to misconception of the significance, of liberties. 

Thanks to this doctrine the Islamic nation has enjoyed 
order and security. The, Prophet 'prophesized about the 
future of Islam at its very inception when his followers 
complained of the oppressions from which they suffered. 
He said to his Companions: (( By God this teaching shall 
be fulfilled and stability shall be so secure that a passenger 
will be able to travel safely from Sana'a ~': to Hadramaut 
without any 'fear except God's punishment for anyoffertces 
he may commit and the wolf that 'might 'attack his sheep". 

• >'< Sana'a is the capital of Yemen. 'Hadramaut is the region east 
of Aden (Translator's note). 
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Al T 
~t ~,~ reported that the Prophet said to Adiy Ibn- H t· 

- al· .. (( M b d· a 1m 
h f . h . ay e you are Iscouraged to embrace Islam by 

t e act t at It has few followers but many foes But b G 

rr~:wQ;!~;:~,!r~sed~? hear that even a wo~an can :a:~ 
. h 0 IS mosque (Mecca) on her camel 

WIt o~t any fear of highwaymen". Adiya said: (( I lived 
see thIs prophecy to be true ". If the teachinp" of (( ... to 
what is good " . . I . 0 enjoInIng 
increase. The ~~anot S~IC\~ l:plemented crime rates certainly 
who do not abide~ sGoud' e Phu: on the people themselves 

y 0 s teac Ings. 

th Th~ .stron1e~ pe?~l~ believe in religion and the stricter 
~ teac In? 0 enjOInIng what is good" the more the 

enjoy securIty and prosperity The Q y . uran says: 

II God has promised to those 
Among you who believe 

And work righteous deeds~ that He 
Will~ of a surety grant them 
In the land~ inheritance 
(Of power) as He granted it 
To those before them/ . that 

He will establish in authority 
Their religion - the one 

Which He has chosen for them/ 
And that He wi?l change 
(Their state)~ after the fear 

In which they (lived)~ to one 

,~ Adiy Ibn Hatim Ch· . 
A. D. He was the son :~s t~ £ rlstlan who embraced Islam in 630 
known for his courage and gene;osi:ous pre-Islamic period poet, weII-

,h', Qadisiya is a town in Ir h h 
mander of Sa'ad Ibn Abi Waqas de~~a:d er~ t e ~uslims under the com
were only 16,000 while the Persian h d t e PersIan army. The Muslims 
(Translator's note). s a an army of 80,000 in this battIe 
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Of security and peace: 
They will worship Me (alone) 
And not associate aught with Me. 
If any do reject Faith 
After this, they are 
Rebellious and wic!eed )). 

Chapter 24, verse 55. 

We have pointed out how the Muslim nation enjoyed 
order and security by abiding by the teaching of (( enjoining 
what is good and refraining from evil deeds ". I t would be 
a long discussion to cite further examples to substantiate 
this thesis. It should be suffice to cite Saudi Arabia where 
crime has almost disappeared; it is the safest and most 
stable country as regards criminality. I trust that some 
statistics to be recorded in the minutes as supporting do
cuments will emerge from this symposium. 

The potentialities of this country (Saudi Arabia) do 
not exceed those of other countries, and in some cases they 
are even less. But its distinctive characteristic is its adhe
rence to the doctrine of (( enjoining what is good and re
fraining from evil deeds'l and the implementation of the 
Islamic Sharia on the part of the King, the Government and 
the people in compliance with the following Quranic verse: 

II Help ye one another 

1 n righteousness and piety, 
But help ye not one another 
In sin and rancour)). 

Chapter 5, verse 3. 

Indeed the implementation of the Islamic Sharia is 
the only successful remedy for humanity against crime, 
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which is the source of human mIsery and' disorder. The 
Quran says: 

(( 0, man.kind there hath come 

To you a direction from your Lord 
And a healing fo~ the (diseases) 
In your hearts, -' and fo;' those 
Who believe, a GuidaJtce 
And a Mercy J). 

Chapter 10, verse 57. 

and 

(I We send down (stage by stage) 
. In the Ouran that which ..... 
Is a healing and a mercy 
To those who believe }}. 

Chapter 17, verse. 82. 

It is a pity that there are some countries which profess 
Islarp as their religion but do not apply it in practice, and 
p.ence these countries have become hotbeds of crime. 

. Muslim countries, which do not ~pply the' religion of 
Islam as ·a way of life, cannot expect to enjoy security and 
stability because they lack a very vital element in crime 
prevention, i.e. firm conviction that God \yill punish those 
who violate His Divine Law. , ' 
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In this connection the Quran says: 

II 0 ye who believe 

Save yourselves and your' 
Families from a Fire 
Whose fuel is Men 

And Stones, ovelr which 
il 
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Are (appointed) angels 
Stern (and) severe, 

Who flinch not (from 

Executing) the Commands 

They receive from God, 
But do (precisely) what 
They are commanded '). 

Chapter 66, verse 6. 

God does not tolerate those who adhere to some of 
His legislations and ignore others, for this is considered 
following one's own whims and is equivalent to idol wor
shipping. The Quran says: 

II And who is more astray 

Than one who follows his OWIZ 

Lusts, devoid of guidance 

From God? For God guides not 
People given to wrong-doing J). 

Chapter 28, verse 50. 

The Jews were cursed by God because they followed 
their lust and deviated from their true religion. In this 
connection we read the following Quranic verse: 

(I Then is it only a part of the Book 
That ye believe in, 

And do ye reject the rest? 
But what is the reward for those 
Among you who behave like this 

But disgrace in this life? -
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And on the Day of Judgement 
They shall be consigned 

To the most grievous penalty. 
For God is not unmindful 
Of what ye do )). 

Chapter 2, verse 85. 

Would it not be better to implement the Sharia strictly 
in order to win God's favour and eternal bliss in the Here-

. after and thus to enjoy security and order as our forefathers 
did in the past? By doing so the Prophet's prophecy will 
come true in having a crime-free society and thus a traveller 
could ride thousands of miles without any fear apart from 
the fear of God and the wolf who might attack his flock 
of sheep.\, This way of life of our forefathers is now being 
implemented in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Will the 
day come when the whole of mankind will start implement
ing the Islamic Sharia? I pray God that it does. God's 
peace, mercy and blessings be upo'n you all. 

Sheikh Mansour Ibn Hamad AI-Malik 

Praise be to God whom v7-e invoke to support and guide 
and forgive us. We seek refuge with the Lord from our 
mischiefs. And such as God guides there can be none to 
lead astray, and those whom God leaves to stray no one can 
guide. I testify that there are no other gods but One God 
and Mohammad is His apostle. May God bless him and all 
his followers till the Day '(;~f Judgement. 

My due thanks to the Ministry of Interior for organiz
ing this symposium and for having extended invitations to 
a large number of scholars to attend it. I heartily trust that 
this symposium will attain its objective and that the par:ti
cipants will reach a positive conclusion and return to their 
countries with the conviction that there is no alternative for 
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humanity to get rid of crime but by adl~J~ring to the teachings 
of the Holy Quran; no falsehood can approach it from the 
front or the rear. It is sent down by One Full of Wisdom 
worthy of all Praise. We must abide by the Sunnah of the 
Prophet to the exclusion of all other sources. 

I also thank the author of the paper for his valuable 
research work and for his emphasis on the importance of the 
teaching « enjoin what is good and refrain from evil deeds" 
which is a great restraining';Jactor against crime. No wonder 
that the speaker dealt witB', the subject so well in suc~ a 
short time, for he is a weI1Lknown author on the doctrme 
of « enjoining what is good and refraining from evil deeds". 
Nobody can deny the author's ceaseless efforts to refo~m 
society and combat the evils that could cause" damag~ to. It. 
He has a reputation for his religious zeal and hiS contrIbutIon 
to protect the Muslims of this country from aU evils. 

With the author's permission I would like to voice some 
comments on the matter. First, the author started his speech 
by referring to the care some nations have given to t~e 
prevention and control of crime. In my'view the IslamIC 
Sharia has already dealt with this matter to save people from 
crime. Likewise, the Sharia has prescribed appropriate 
punishments for each crime. I believe it '%uld have been 
better if the paper had started with the Islamic Shari a whose 
source and base are the Quran and the Prophet's Sunnah. 

This symposium was originally organized to show that 
the Islamic Sharia is the source to be referred to for 
preventing cri~e. Usually a listener or a reade! is m~re 
attentive at the beginning, so if the paper had started WIth 
the Sharia and later referred to other nations it would, in 
my view, have had a better impact. However, this observation 
is only marginal and does not affect the core of the. matt~r. 
The author may have his own reasons for commencmg WIth 
the reference to other nations rather than the Sl;aria. 

My second observation is regarding his statement that 
punishment could serve as a deterrent against commission 
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of crimes. Over ages facts have proved that this is not 
true and that deterrence in itself cannot restrain offenders 
from committing crime. When I was listening to the author 
it seemed to me that this statement was too brief and needed 
further elaboration to avoid ambiguities. Perhaps the author 
meant that punishments inflicted by positive laws are inap
ptopriate and not adequate for the prevention of crime. If 
this is what was in the mind of the author then we all agree 
with him. Perhaps the author meant to say that punishment 
should be associated with exhortation and guidance in order 
to consolidate the religious restraint in the offender. The 
punishments prescribed in the Quran and the Sunnah are 
quite appropriate to the degree of offence committed. 

My third observation is regarding the author's statement 
that God cc enacted" punishments after the commission of 
the offence and that God is better aware of what is most 
suitable to be enacted for his worshippers. Now my objection 
concerns the use of the Arabic word C( Mukanana " (enact
ment). He could easily have used other terms common in 
the Sharia terminology such as C( stipulate ", (C fix,", 
cc establish", C( prescribe" and such terms. I have never 
come across the term C( enact ") in the Quran the word 
cc establish" is used in chapter 42, verse 13, (C The same 
religion has He established for you ". Then there are other 
words used such as (( God imposed obligations and fixed 
punishments". Therefore, in my view, it would have been 
better if the au thor had confined himself to the Sharia terms 
used in the Quran and the Sunnah. , 

My last observation along the same line is the author's 
statement (( But the enactors deviate from the Sharia and 
establish law ". The author put this in a way which implies 
that an enactor is an establisher of the law. We know that 
the ~5haria was established by God and His Prophet and 
man cannot be an establisher of laws. 

There is another observation I would' like to make. 
When the author touched upon the subject of positive laws 
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and the desire. of some nations to overcome the problem 
of crime (although I personally believe that these laws are 
only articles drawn up by men of law and cannot be re?ar~ed 
as a reference for judgement to be used for the eradicatlOn 
of crime), he pointed out that the people who enact~d the.se 
laws deal with crime after its commission and not prlOr to It. 
I am not an authority but.I think that every country endea
vours to deal with crime both before and after its commission. 
Every co~try desires to have a society f:-ee from crime. 
Undoubtedly whatever is broadcast and publtshed and taught 
at schools and universities appeals to morality. If that is so 
then where does the defect lie? ' The blame could be put on 
the way of life of those countries which ~o not abid~ by the 
teachings of the Quran and the. Prophet s Sunnah In order 
to eliminate the cauSeS of crime before its:·:commission. 

Although the author treated his thesis well, the doctrine 
of (( enjoining what is good and refraining from evil d~eds " 
is very wide. It compris,es all the religious duties, opt10nals 
and. morals. Enjoining what,is good is an order to do what 
is reasonable and logical. Whatever is legally, reasonab1e~nd 
considered logical is right. But what is right? It .c9mpr1ses 
all religious duties, optionals and morals. Forbi~ding what 
is wrong signifies forbidding whatever reason fmds unde
sirable and rejected by the Sharia. 

Those who order others to enjoin what is good merit 
a pro,minent position in Islam., God praises those people 
and defines them as the finest people. AI-Hassan~" narrates 
that the Prophet said: tt He who commands others to enjoin 
what is right and forbid what is wrong is God's successor 
on the earth and the successor of the Prophet and his 
B t~" oo~ . , , 

So the person who orders people to enjoit; what is 
right occupies an important position and can take the respon-

'~A1Hassan(830:869 'A.D.) was an imam and a scholar (Translator's 
note). " 
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sibility of reforming others. There are different types of 
-?e?ple'

d 
Some are good, like fertile land which if well 

~rrlgate and watered could turn into a good pasture This 
IS e~~ctly what happens to good people who, by o-uicli~ and 
advlslllg others, could enjoin what is good In b h g 
tl· d . suc a case lere IS no nee for 'punishment f . f . h ,1 '. , or alt ::hone can stand as 
a· restraInt .agalllst crime. There are others who are inclined 
towar?s . ev,1l and mischief. They are like a barren la~dwhich 
~ven If lrr~gated, cannot become cultivated. Therefore God 

as 1?resc~lbed appropriate punishments for such eo Ie 
They are lIke barren stony land, which needs to bed~ ~nd 
cl~ared to be turned into fertile land after irrigation lik 
WIS:, people with evil intentions must be given a r~ . ria;~ 
purush~ents for their crimes. The object of th p~ p. h 
m~nts 1~ to rehabilitate the offenders as they areesa:s~~~~sed 
~lth l?~ldance and exhortation in order to strengthen faith 
In re IgIOn. . 

!he~e are some of my observations on the. author's 
contrlbu.tIOn even though his paper covered fully the b' 
under discussion. su Ject 

(The meeting was adjourned at 12 25 P d d 
at 12.50 p.m.). . . .m. an r~s~me 

Conductor of Discussions 

. I b~~ th?se who have asked for the floor to corirrne 
seek clarIfIcatIOns or debate to kindly ob I" l' n~, 
f I ' serve t le tlrue- 1m1t o not more t lan 2-3 minutes. 

Now I give the floor to Dr. diGennaro. 

Dr. Giuseppe di Gennaro 

. . First of all I would like· to extend my thanks· to the 
M1111stry of Interior of the Kingdom of S d' A b' f . . h au I ra la or 
f~;l1~ me ~. e opportunity of attending this symposium and 

t e cor lal welcome we have received. I realize that the 
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more we proceed with the work of the symposium the more 
benefit we gain by giving tIS ample time to consider. the 
problems facing us, particularly as regards crime prevention. 
It is incumbent on us to preserve the human race by protect
ing it from crime. I ask this symposium to identify the 
appropriate methods for the combatting of crime and preser
vation of human values or the setting of n~w values. We 
must seek the major sources for the prevention of crime 
before its commission. 

I believe that the Ministry of Justice is also involved 
in this symposium. This is a good occasion to present our 
experience in the field of crime prevention. I cannot help 
drawing comparisons between the discussions at this sympo
sium and what occurs in the world. In the western world 
a number of laws have been enacted to combat crime in the 
form of inflicting punishment after the commission of crime. 
Chemistry, mathematics and many other sciences are utilized 
to combat crime. However, in our country also religious 
faith plays a major role as in your country. I would therefore 
recommend to strenghten the significance of. faith so that 
people could understand the importance of monotheistic re
ligions in organizing society. This is a common belief in our 
country and the people have)·')tarted thinking seriously about 
the adoption of new measures to combat crime and preserve 
the prosperity of the family and the individual, as th~y 
are the nucleus of society and the basis for preservation 
of social and human values. In conjunction with religion 
new scie,ntific methods are sought to combat crime and to 
decrease the rate in the world. Perhaps the present sympo
sium is thinking along these lines. Serious thought must be 
given to the close relationship between spiritual values and 
modern sciences . 

We could therefore start with new searches not only 
religious but also scientific and sociological. For example, 
now we are experimenting with the doctrine inherent in 
(( Social Contract" by the French philosopher, Jean Jacques 
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Ro~~seau.i~ In Saudi Arabia, although up to now only the 
religIO?S method has been implemented in combatting crime, 
there IS a tendency to try scientific and social methods as 
well. In my view this symposium is the first step in that 
direction. 

Conductor of discussions 

Our thanks to Dr. di Gennaro for his comments. I 
would like to point out that the Ministry of Justice is well 
represented in this symposium and its delegates are taking an 
active part in the discussions. As regards the comparison 
between the Sharia and positive laws, this matter will be 
discussed at this symposium. Now, I give the floor to Dr. 
Peider Konz. 

Dr. Peider Konz 

Mr. Chairman! It is obvious that here in this sympo
sium we listen and learn more than we 'talk. I have- asked 
for the floor because I believe the discussions have covered 
a lot of ground. What concerns us most in the West is to 
grasp the concept of the Islamic Sharia and the spiritual 
values which are the cardinal features of Islam which do 
.1)ot exist in our societies. As Director of the United Nations 
Social- Defence Research Institute I invite the Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia to participate in our researches. : 

I thank you' for having invited me to this most impor
tant symposium, particularly in view of my work at the UN 
~ order to understand the significance of the Sharia amongst 
the Muslims and the Sharia experiment amongst modern 
societies, especially in the Third World, and its effect on 

. * Regarding the inherent equality of men, the general will as the 
basls of the government, and the corruption and degradation of human 
nature by civilization (Translator's note). 
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POSItIve laws: As observers in this symposium we try to 
understand the Islamic Sharia. I wish we could playa more 
important role as we were very keen to attend this sympo
sium and we have followed your activities for a number of 
years. I would like to remind you that our information on 
the Sharia has been general, whereas we wish it had been 
more intensive and deeper. However, we shall continue to 
study the Sharia profoundly in order to discover its effect 
on Muslim societies and the Third World. 

From the discussions it appears that the I~lamic Sharia 
has distinct advantages. It would seem that you would like 
to spread Islamic'culture by modern means. I feel it is 
necessary to take every precaution that the peoples of the 
Third World will not misunderstand the meaning of the 
Sharia. While in Ethiopia I came across some people trying 
to transmit cert~in principles to Muslims that run counter 
to the' Islamic Sharia because -these people were not suffi
ciently versed in its real meaning. . 

In order _ to understand the Sharia we must know its 
essence and its implementation. I am rather concerned 
about the gap that exists between the true concept of the 
Sharia and what people think about it. In order to render it 
more -effective the Sharia should be dearly'defined and well 
construed. I believe that the Islamic Sharia should be the 
framework 6f the laws of the Third World in general and 
the Arab world in particular. _ 

As regards the influence of the Sharia on the positive 
laws in the rest of the world, we as foreigners and wester
ners would like to get a clear definition of terms such as 
(( consensus " and (( analogy " in order to add to our codes 
the most appropriate rules regarding' aggressicin and crime. 
Finally, I ~ould like to add that we badly need to be fur
nished with terminologies and definitions in English and 
French in order to enable us to participate in such meetings 
in the future and to have some sort of a dialogue. Of course 
it would· be. of great help if we could have access ·t6 your 
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researches and Islamic manuscripts if they are produced in 
other languages. i : Thank you. . . 

Conductor of discussions 

Thanks to Dr. Konz for his interest in the Islamic 
Sharia and I give the floor to the Vice-Chairman to reply to 
the queries. 

Vice-Chairman 

I thank Dr. Konz for the points he raised. Perhaps you 
may want to have the proposals implemented in some gene
ral form and. we shall give this matter due consideration so 
that all the information presented in this symposium will 
.te~ch you. I shall try to elucidate the pc-ints raised and we 
do appreciate your great interest in having a more active 
participation ~n our meetings. As regaxds the requested 
facilities, we are willing to provide you with all the docu
ments, papers, results of the discussions and comments trans~ 
lated into both English and French, and we shall send them 
to all the participants. 

We regret we did not have time to do this before but 
we were occupied with the preparation of the symposium. 
However, I assure you that we shall send them to you as 
soon as they are published. As I have already told Dr. Abdul 
Wahab AI-Ashmawy, we shall speed up the printing of these 
researches, publications and Islamic documents so that the 
non-Arab participants will have all the translated material 
as soon as possible. 

Sheikh Manna Al-Kattan 

I thank Sheikh Nasser Ibn Hamad for his valuable 
paper. 'When we read or listen to his paper we visualize 
him as a perfect Muslim in his thinking, conduct and beha-

* Meaning major European languages (Translator's note), 
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viour. However, I would like to make the following 
comments: 

First: 

One of the main functions of the teaching of II enjoining 
what is good and refraining from evil deeds " is to guide 
humanity towards what is right and protect them from evil 
and mischief. There are different grades of what is right, 
some of which have greater influence' on the life, conduct 
and integrity of man. These rights are called duties; other 
rights have less influence on man and they are called permis
sible acts. Likewise, evil deeds have several grades; some 
have a major corruptive effect on man's character and these 
are known as prohibited acts and others with a less corrup
tive effect are known as undesirable. 

These five deeds (duties, and acts comm~nded, recom
mended, permissible and prohibited) ate known in the Sharia 
as sources of mandate (Ahkam Taklifiya). 

Second: . 

In Islam the teaching of I( enjoining what is good and 
refraining from evil deeds" is a measure to protect the indi
vidual and society before becoming stained with guilt and 
corrupti~n. If our bodies need preventive medicine, the 
spirit, on which human values are based, certainly needs 
greater protection. 

Third: 

In the eye of Islam the teaching of II enjoining what is 
good and refraining from evil deeds " is a principle of moral 
reciprocal responsibility. It is a known fact that if evil is 
left unpunished it contaminates both the doer and others. 

Fourth: 

The method of II enjoining what is good and refraining 
from- evil deeds" is so sublime that it does not hurt people's 
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feelings or keep them away from what is right. The Holy 
Quran says that regarding this teaching the Prophets before 
Mohammad preached in the verse: (( Will ye not then be 
~illed with awe?" and in the Quran we also read the follow-
mg verse: :.:: 

and 

II I only desire (your betterment) 
To the best of my power

J
' 

And my success (in my task) 
Can only come from God. 
In Him I trust ". 

Chapter 11, verse 88. 

Ie But speak to him mildly/ 
Perchance he may take 
Warning or fear (God) N. 

Chapter 20, verse 44. 

This refers to the approach of Moses and Haroun to 
the Pharaoh. .'. . 

Is there a more refined syle than that expressed in the 
following verse in the Quran, which is said to have been 
uttered by the Prophet? 

lIlt is God/ and certain it is 
That either we or ye 
Are on right guidance 
Or in manifest error JJ. 

Chapter 34 ~ verse 24. 
1,' 

Dr. Lode Van Outrive 

'. ,Mr. Cha~r~an, In my view, the title of the present paper 
:l:1llplies restrammg a man's conduct. One may behave 'in an 
offensive manner due to lack of the doctrine of (( enjoining 

c -----~---~.-----~ 

what is good arid refraining from evil deeds". I am inclined 
to translate this into our western language and say that it has 
a strong relationship with negative punishments. We in the 
west are very concerned \\~ith the first part of the teaching, 
i.e. (( enjoining what is good\" and so I believe positive punish
ments are better. May I ask the author to give us further 
clarification on what he calls (( good behaviour" which is 
the pattern fliost encouraged in this country? Perhaps he 
could also tell us from his experience how to encourage and 
promote what is right. My last query is whether there are 
a.ny data on the effects of the policy aiming at encouraging 
what is right? 

Some speakers said that every society attempts to pre
vent or combat crime but I am not so sure how true this is. 
Of course in most societies there are efforts to prevent crime 
but despite prevention effoti:~ offences are committed in 
most societies. I think this-fact is important for the re
searchers. 

Dr. Hamad Al-Kobaisi 

Due thanks to Sheikh Nasser Ibn Hamad for his paper. 
I refer to the effect of the tea~hing U enjoining what is 
good and refraining from evil deeds " on the creation of a 
better society where all people of different tongues, colours 
and creeds collaborate to prevent man from being driven to 
committing crime, and its effect on the public opinion to 
severely control it. The Arab Organization for Social Defence 
has carried out commendable efforts in this field by conven
ing a symposium in Tripoli, Libya, in 1972 on the role of 
the public opinion regarding crime prevention. Many impor
tant topics at a high objective level, also relating to the 
doctrine C( enjoining what is good and refraining from evil 
deeds" were discussed. The author's paper is considered as 
supplementary to that presented by the Arab Organization 
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secretary, Dr. Abdul Wahab AI-Ashmawy, who merits our 
highest appreciation and esteem. 

Professor Al-Shazly Burquiba 

In connection with this teaching and as a further elabo
ration on the comments made by the UN representative, I 
suggest that it be spread to even non-Muslim countries through 
activation of the teams preaching Islam abroad. This would 
be the first step in the direction of (( enjoining what is good ". 
Most countries, particularly those far removed from Muslim 
regions, know very little about Islam and its teachings. How 
could we expect someone born and living on the distant 
American continent or in China to embrace Islam and imple
ment its teachings when that person has no idea of Islam? 
I believe that preaching Islam in a logical persuasive manner 
would produce much better results. We Muslims in general 
are responsible for preaching Islam, otherwise non-Muslims 
would have an excuse for their ignorance. The Quran says: 

ee Nor would We 

Visit with Our Wrath 
Until We had sent 
An apostle (to give warning). 

Chapter 17, verse 15. 

There would not be any excuse for us if we fall short 
of our mission. I hope that the day is approaching when 
p~ople enter God's religion in large numbers. 

Professor Ibrahim Al-Shura 

I would like to express my deep apprecIatIOn to the 
authors for their valuable papers and the commentators for 
their remarks. 

We all know that the first restraint from crime is faith 
in God, worship and adherence to the teachings of religion 
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represented by the doctrine of (( enjoining what is good and 
refraining from evil deeds ". 

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is a perfect example of 
a country which implements the Sharia for the eradication 
of crime. I am sure you all came to this symposium, which 
is characterized by objectivity, to see with your own eyes 
how the Islamic Sharia is being implemented. We urge 
other Muslim countries to follow the example through your 
efforts. 

In the name of the Muslim World League I thank you 
all, and pray God that you succeed in persuading your 
respective countries to implement the Islamic Sharia. 

Sheikh Idris Al-Zerwely -- Representative of the Kingdom 
of Maghrib 

Praise be to God from Whom all prosperities spring. 
Peace be upon our Prophet Mohammad, his family and 
Companions. 

After extending my heartfelt thanks to the author for 
his paper which covered all aspects of the subject and which 
was presented in a clear and precise style corroborated with 
Quranic verses and sayings of the Prophet, I have pleasure 
in raising some queries to which I trust he will kindly 
reply. 

In his introductory remarks 011 (( enjoining what is 
good and refraining from evil deeds" the author quoted the 
Quranic verse: 

ee Let there arise out of you 

A band of people 
Inviting to all that is good 
Enjoining what is right 
And forbidding what is wrong )) 

Chapter 3, verse 104. 
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It is clear that in this Quranic verse the expression 
« Let there arise " is used in the form of a command whe
reas the Arabic word « Nadiba "·used by thi author has the 
meaning of « summoning" or « inviting ". The Quranic 
verse . is :further explainea' by. the Hadith in' .the following 
statement:' « lIe who sees something wrong must change 
it with his own hands and if he could not do that with his 
hands then with his tongue or with his heart (intention) ". 
This confirms the teaching of enjoining what is right and 
forbidding what is wrong and to change what is wrong by 
material or moral means. It is incumbent on every Muslim to 
do this to the best of his ability and not to confine himself 
just to passive deeds. 

Recognizing the important role of the teaching of enjoin
ing what is good and forbidding what is wrong as regards 
crime prevention and the collaboration of the Islamic go
vernments in this field (some of whom have ministries 
which supervise religious, cultural and social affairs, as in 
Maghreb where we have the Ministry of Awqaf and Religious 
Affairs), I propose that this symposium pass a recommen
dation inviting Islamic governments to abide by this teaching 
and that they utilize mass media for the dissemination of 
Islamic teachings in the Muslim world in compliance with 
God's order apd with a view to combatting and eradicating 
crime before its commission. 

Professor Adnan Raouf Hassan - Head of the Iraqi 
Delegation 

Thanks to the Chairman. I would like to refer tO'two 
important points relevant to the teaching of enjoining what 
is good and refraining from evil deeds. The first is sensitiz
ing and mobilizing Muslims as individuals and groups against 
crime, which is exactly what modern societies endeavour 
to do. Conferences and symposiums are convened with 
this objective in mind. It is the duty of every Muslim to 
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comply with the teaching of « enjoining what is good and 
refraining from evil deeds" and thus collaborate in pre
venting and combatting crime with all the means at his 
disposition. 

The second influence is the result of the first one, 
and which has already been referred to by Dr. Hamad 
Al-Kobaisi, i.e. the cultivation of a Muslim public opinion 
against crime . 

. There is another point I would like to raise concern-
ing the glossary of some Sharia terms handed to the parti
cipants before the symposium started. For example in the 
English translation the term « wine-drinking" has been 
used. Wine is only qne kind of intoxicant. The word 
« Khamr" (wine) in the Quran also means alcohol-drink
ing. I would like the non-Arab participants to know that 
the word « wine" means all kinds of intoxicants and 
alcoholic drinks. 

Sheikh Nasser Ibn IIamad At-Rasheed 

I' thank Dr. Mansur Ibn Hamad AI-Malik for com
mencing his comments with an apology. I am not in 
favour of such niceties, as this symposium and knowledge 
is for everybody. Truth is the result of research and only 
an ignorant person believes he is perfect. 

As for the first point raised by Sheikh Mansur Ibn 
Hamad regarding starting my speech with an introduction 
on other nations' concern with crime prevention instead of 
with the Islamic Sharia, although I wholly agree with the 
commentator on the advantages of the Sharia, I followed 
those who first give a general introduction before going 
into the core of the subject, especially in this cosmopolitan 
gathering, as this symposium is not confined to us alone. 

As for his second comment, I may disagree with the 
participants that punishment alon.e is sufficient for legislators 
as most nations complain about the increasing crime rate. 
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My reasoning was that if punishment were enough crimes 
would not have increased. Punishments in the Sharia,such 
as retaliation and r;uttmg off the thief's hand, are inflicted on 
offenders who are not restrained by the religious deterrent. 
Regarding the commentator's third observation on my use of 
the word II enactment ", I am not aware that in Arabic we 
cannot use this term, bearing in mind that Arabic isa rich 
language. As for his objection to the use of the word II Yash
raun " (to establish) I used the same word in the Quran verse: 

I( What Have they partners 

(In godhead) who have 

Established for them some 

Religion without the permission 
Of God? )). 

Chapter 42, verse 21. 

Going back to the question of It enactment ", allow me 
to say that in this symposium we are discussing human laws 
and not just local legislations, therefore although the terms 
mentioned by the commentator are correct Arabic words 
used in the Sharia terminology I used the word II enactment" 
to convey the present-day meaning. 

I did not say that nations are not concerned with crime 
before its commission. One of the non-Muslim commenta
tors did mention that in the West they are not so concerned 
with crime before its commission but I did not say that 
the other nations are not concerned about crime before its 
comm1SSIOn. I only stated that positive laws, unlike the 
Islamic Sharia, do not give so much thought to crime before 
its commission. 

The Shari a that enjoins what is right and forbids what 
is wrong and has ordained that Muslims should contribute 
to alleviate damage, prevent thefts, not instigate others to 
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steal, or to incite aggressors to violate other people's honour 
and properties and endanger their lives. . 

Furthermore Sheikh Mansur and SheIkh AI-Kattan 
wondered why 1)' confined myself to the question of cri~e 
while the teaching of It enjoining what is good and refram
ing from evil deeds" comprises a.ll religious dut~es. Needless 
to say, this teaching is the basIs of the S~at1a .as regards 
commandments and prohibitions. As a discussIOn on a!l 
the aspects of this teaching was beyond th~ scop~ of '~hIS 
paper I limited myself to those aspects dealIng wIth ct1me 
and the protection of society. . 

As regards the remarks of Dr. Lode Van Outrive that 
my paper lacked clarification concerning the first part of the 
teaching , I would like to say that other commentators have 
already elucidated what is meant by this. 

Actually it means ordering a believer to do ,:~ate~er 
is legally right and good, and this includes. the pUt1~Icat~on 
of the soul and the elemination of all eVIl and mIschIef. 
In this connection the Quran says: 

and 

(( Truly he succeeds 

That purifies it (soul) 

And he fails 
~ That corrupts it (soul) )}. 

Chapter 91, verses 9 and 10. 

/( But those will prosper 

Who purify themselves) 

And glorify the name 

Of their Guardian-Lord 
And (lift their hearts) 
I n Prayer)). 

Chapter 87, versies 14 and 15. 
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For example the teaching (( enjoining what is good " 
includes saying prayers five times a day by performing some 
established rites. The object of these prayers is to purify 
the soul and establish a bond between man and his Lord. 
When a man prays he meditates on the infinity of the Al
mighty God and ponders over His Commandments and Pro
hibitions and the Paradise and the Hell that await the 
pious man and the sinner respectively. During the prayer
time we seek refuge with the Lord from His Wrath and 
Punishment. Indeed prayer restrains man from shameful 
deeds. The Quran says: 

II _ for Prayer 

Restrains from shameful 
And unjust deeds }). 

Chapter 29, verse 45. 

So one of the most important advantages of the teaching 
of (( enjoining what is good" is ordaining man to say his 
prayers and disciplining he who fails to do so. The man 
who does not say his prayers and does not heed guidance, 
advice and warnings, should be subjected to punishment in 
pursuance of the teaching of (( enjoining what is good" until 
he starts performing his religious duties, for God has ordered 
man to worship Him, and saying prayers is an important 
aspect of religion and worship. He who fails to say his 
prayers is a man who has gone astray and who has lost his 
religion, for the sinner cuts the bond that links him with his 
Lord. The Prophet said to his Companions: (( By God you 
should order people to enjoin what is right .and forbid what 
is wrong and handle the offender with firmness and compel 
him to lead a life of rectitude, otherwise God' will inflict 
His punishment on the whole of the community, and when 
the members of that society invoke God's name He will not 
answer ". Therefore if we do not persuade and compel the 
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sinner to repent and abide by the teachings of Islam of his 
own accord we will be responsible for his sins, and - God 
forbid - will be subjected to God's Wrath and Punishment. 

Another example of the teaching of (( enjoining what 
is good and refraining from evil deeds" is the duty of being 
kind to one's parents and relatives. Some commandments 
are compulsory, others are recommended and others are 
acceptable. 

I hope that I have answered Dr. Van Outrive's query. 
As for Sheikh Idris AI-Zerwely's objection to my using the 
Arabic word (( nadiba" meaninQ: (( to summon" or (( to 
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invite " as regards enjoiDing what is good; allow me to say 
that (( nadiba " in the terminology of Islamic jurisprudence 
has a different significance from that in common usage. In 
jurisprudence it may mean a desirable or a compulsory action, 
it has an elastic interpretation. Since the teaching of (( enjo
ining what is good and refraining from evil deeds " is a 
duty incumbent on every Muslim, so this word (( nadiba " 
conveys a compulsory meaning. 

God's peace and mercy be upon you. 

Chairman 

I thank Sheikh Ibrahim AI-Nasser for the brilliant man
ner in which he conducted this seminar. I would like to 
remind you that our next meeting is this afternoon at 4 p.m. 
and I hope that it will not be too lengthy as the subject is 
(( the influence of Islamic education on crime prevention " 
which is, in fact, complementary to the two subjects previously 
discussed. I trust that it will not be too lengthy in order to 
allow you to have some rest. May God reward you all. God's 
peace and mercy be upon you. 

20 

(The meeting was adjourned at 1.55 p.m.). 
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Conductor of Discussions ' 

We open this meeting to discuss the· subject of (( the 
influence of Islamic education on crime prevention». For
tunately, the lecturer is very well-versed in his subject and 
an authority on the preaching of Islam. 

Sheik/; Mohammad Qutb - the Lecturer 

. -:Ptaise be to' God, the Cherisher and Sustainer of, the 
Worlds, and' peace be upon the . Prophet, the best of God's 
Messengers. 

, Gentlemen, God's peate, mercy and blessings be upon 
you . 

. -, I regret to say that 'l could not attend this symposium 
from the beginning, and, theferore I am afraid I may, now 
repeaf what you have already heard.· However~ I do not see 
any harm' in this; for the Quran says (( repetition. of teaching 
benefits the believers ". . . 

, Our'subject this evening- is (t'The Influence of. Islamic 
Education on Crime Prevention ". 1- would like to start 
with a brief introduction on the methods uS'ed in Islam for 
the· prevention of crime, or to keep it to the minimum, and 
later ,I shall concentrate on the· subject of Islamic education. 

Islam is a complete and comprehensive religion, and its 
greatness lies in the fact that it el1lbraces all aspects of life. 
As ctime"and punishment aresubje2ts that cortcern.humaruty, 
Islam has fully' dealt with them. Pethaps Islam 'is the only 
religion and system, known to humanity, that tries to combat 
crim.e.befor.e,.and not after, its commi~si()n. All oth~r- human 
.~Yst~s,r,~f~tred t~ i~ the~·Quran·as:thesystenis~ of the Days 
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of Ignorance, deal with crime after its commission. In this 
connection the Quran says: 

(( Do they then seek after 

A judgement of (the Days 
Of) Ignorance? ~~ But who, 

For a people whose faith 
Is assur.ed, can give 

.Better judgement than God? ". 

Chapter 5, verse 53. 

Judgements are classified into two categories: God's 
judgem~nt and that of the Days of Ignorance. The judge
ments set by man for himself anq which do not comply 
with God's injunctions are known in the Quran as. the 
judgements of the Days of Ignorance. They deal with crime 
after its commission rather than with its prevention. Of 
course Islam does not ignor~ the importance of inflicting 
punishments, but it concentrates on the prevention of crime 
before its commission or at least tries to restrain it. To 
this end Islam disposes of many methods, inter alia, Islamic 
education. Islam treats the matter in all its aspects: political, 
economic, social, intellectual, . spiritual alld, educational, 
without le.aving the slightest loophole to admit crime. There
fore we' find that the Islamic society has the lowest crime 
rates even· when Muslims do not strictly abide by the teac:~
ings of Islfim. , This is due to the fact,as I have said, ,that 
Islam tries. to combat crime before its commission. 

. Let us. dte the example of theft, the punishment for 
which i~ : amputation of the thief's hand. ,However, this is 
not the beginning of the solution but its final part when 

* The Days of Ignorance (pre-Islamic era) were th.e days of tribalism, 
feuds and selfish. accentuation of differences in man (Translator's note). 
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other solutions cease to be ,effective. The beginning of the 
solution is the act of inculcating the Muslim with abhorrence 
of theft followed by setting a system whereby he can earl1 
his .. bread and butter honestly either through his own labour, 
or through a system of social. welfare. Thus, the, Muslim 
cannot have. any excuses for committing theft. But if after 
all: this he does 'commit theft, then there, are no pardonable 
excuses and he shall be justly punished by having his hand 
cut off.' However, despite ,the provision of socio-economic 
solutions with the object of crime prevention, the' Sharia 
does not act with haste and each case of theft is dealt with 
separately. The Prophet said:«' Do not make haste inflicting 
punishment when there exist doubts". It is better to acquit 
an offender by mistake rather than, to inculpate an innocent 
by err.oil

• , 

.. nus is Qne way in which Islam treats crime before its 
comnllssion. 

. '. :. 4s Jor adultery Islam not only urges the young' p~ople 
to .get married early but also tries to secure economic 
solutions to safeguard the family. The idea of an earJy Plar
riage is .to prevent, the you,th fro~ committing adultery. 
As a man may not be satisfied with one woman the Qutan 

,allows him to have more than one wife so that he cannot 
have the least excuse for, committing adultery. We all know 
that in Europe .polygamy is not allowed but a man. ~an have 
scores of mistresses and girl friends instead. Islam, beillg a 
mor~:practical and cleaner system, regards this matter seriously 
and in· order ·to preclude all possible excuses for committing 
adQItery a Mpslimcan marry up to four wives. If, despite all 
these measures, a. man commits adultery, he shall be sub
jected: to harsh pUhishment. But, as in the case of theft, 
punis~ent i.s not inflicted until there is positive proof Jtl).at 
the offender is guilty of hiscri~e and, doubtful cases! are 
disregarqed. . Similarly, in all other offence~ the. Sharia hries 
to pr~vent crjme .or to restrain. it as much ~s possible and 
punispment i~ inflicted only as a last resort. 
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After this brief introduction I shall now concentrate 
on the subject of my paper, i.e. The Influence of. Islamic 
Education on Crime Prevention. .Islam is actually a system 
which tries to educate the· members of society in accordance 
with the moral values mentioned in the Quran and the Sun
nah. . The teachings in the Quran and the Sunnah would 
remain theories unless used in' practical· life, and. the only 
way to do that is through cc educatjon ". The' Prophet, first 
in Mecca and later in Medina, did not confine himself only 
to saying what God. has ordained, but did his utmost to 
translate· those teachings into practical examples and setting 
a pattern of education. Had he. not . done this the Bharia 
would have been but a Book of theories. 

Islamic education has a well-defined objective; i.e. the 
upbringing of a righteous man. In this way Islam di£fers 
from ali other systems· (known in the Quran as the· systems 
of the Days of Ignorance) as all these systems aim at brihging 
upa righteous citizen while Islam . aims at bringing' up a 
right.eous man. ·At first -sight.it may appear that ,there is no 
difference between a righteous ·man·and a ·tighteous. citizen 
and that a righteous citizen' is essentially a righteous man'. 
Tbis, in fact; is not· true: let us consider the present or past 
systems to illiIstrate' the' difference between the two. Per
haps, English education prior' to 'the' Second. World War was 
an example of an ideal system, as it was. closer to the equili
brium Islam aims at. NevertheJess~ if this ideal education 
(with respect to other systems' of the cc Days.'of Ignotance " 
which 'aim at the upbringing of a· righteous citizen) is. com
pared with the Islamic criteria we can 'see how:dose.to or 
how distant it is from the concept ora righteous man .. Brr
tish citizensj for example, .. before the.Second World:War (I 
repeat and insist on' the 'term prior to the-last: World:War \ 

because since then, European society has. lost most· of its 
virtues) were known for their ideals and virtues -in the UK 
but behaved contrary. to' these ideals when sent as coloruzers 
to Egypt, the Sudan or India; In my: view, however., they 
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simply did nof change; they .had been brought up to be ~ood 
citizens of the British Empire but were not educated ,to- t.he 
worship of God; When in Britain the British citi~en worship
ped this idol· called C( Great Britain" through hIS good con
duct; and when he went to. the colonies he still a?ored the 
same idol by adopting other methods, s~ch as .loo:lllg, plun
dering, shedding blood and assaulting the natlves property 
and women. In doing so, the British citizen. had not changed 
his nature but it was only the second face, of the sam~ man 
who worshipped the idol cc qreat Britain.". I would like to 
cite two incidents to illustrate the advaritages or rather the 
disadvantages of ·this kind ofeduca~~o.~ of the' (( Days of 
I " gnorance . . 

The first incident occurred during the' Second W orId 
War in the Western Desert where a bitter battle was wa~ed 
between the Allied Forces '-and- the Germans, and whl.ch 
ended with Montgomery's victory. over Rommel at Alameln. 
In one of the battles when the Germans were forced to 
withdraw from Tobruk they pl~nted four fields around 
that town with mines so that the conquering army of the 
Allies would sustain the greatest lo~ses po~sible. In shch 
case~' us~any camels or donkeys. a~eemployed to explode the 
mines with their haves and then the vangu.ard of. d:e ~my 
advances with the low casualties. In thIS very InCIdent 
(which I still recall for i~s' horror) ·an !ndian. army corps 
was ordered to advance through the mllled fl.~lds. Th~y 
were threatened by death from the British machin~-guns In 
their rear·, and. the mines in front of them. In th~ end 0e 
Allies ~onand occupied Tobruk,. and later the war qulletllls 
came out with the news that the Allies had entered'Tobruk 
with very light losses. ,The Indian .army corps, however, 
was 'completely annihilated.. '. 

This is a ·good ex;ample of a righteous citizen d~vot~d 
to the worship of an. idol with virtuous conduct. In .his 
own country while comtIiitting horrors abroad. . 
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The second incident is a snapshot of a British cavalry
man in India trying to mount his horse not with the aid of 
a saddle but by standing on the back of an Indian. 

These two incidents clearly show the great difference 
between a righteous citizen and a righteous man. Islam 
does not educate a person to be a righteous citizen but to be 
a'righteous man, to deal with man as a human being and 
tries to make man attain' the image that God had created 
from the beginning. The Quran says: 

rr We have indeed created man 
In the best of moulds 
Then do We base him 
(To be) the lowest 
Of the low} 
Except such as believe 
And do righteous deeds )). 

Chapter 95, verses 4, 5 and 6. 

Through faith a man can go back to his original image, 
which is the best of moulds, and thus he becomes a righteous 
man. A righteous man educated according to Islamic teach
ings is not just objective with certain virtues . in a certain 
country, but a man who keeps his virtues wherever he may 
go either within or outside Muslim society; his righteousness 
shows in his dealings with his fellow Muslims or with 
others of any creed or colour. I know an historical event 
that proves this: Islam spread in Africa South of the Sahara 
and in the Far East without any battle. How did this happen? 
Some people were converted by Muslim missionaries but 
most of the Mricans and Asians embraced Islam thanks to 
Muslim traders, most of whom had come from Hadhramaut 
(Arabian Peninsula) not to preach Islam but to trade. How 
come then did Islam spread if the Muslim travellers went to 
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those distant lands with the scope of trading and not of 
, preaching? 

Those people were converted when they saw how spi
ritually clean the Muslim merchants were. Their good 
conduct, honest dealings, clean appearance and righteouness 
were the factors that appealed most to the peoples of the 
distant lands, and tl'lUs encouraged them to embrace Islam 
in crowds., 

Islam teaches people to believe only in one God who 
has no other partners. He is the God, as the Prophet said, 
that is Great and Infinite and fills all the space between 
the heavens and the earth. This is not just something uttered 
by tongue, Islam is not just uttering the statement that 
there is but one God but it also means to act accordingly. 
Faith, according to Islam, has its prerequisites, obj<;!ctives 
and morals. Let us consider the following Quranic verses: 
(( The Believers must eventually win through ". W eli, who 
are the, believers and what are their characteristics? ' 

The believers are 

rr Those who humble themselves 

In their prayersj 

Who avoid vain talkj 

Who are active in deeds 

Of charitYi 
Who abstain from sex, 

Except with those joined 

To them in the marriage bond, " 

Or (the captives) whom 

Their right hands possess, 

For (in their case) they are 

Free from blame, 

But those whose desires exceed 
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Those limits are transgressors/ 

Those who faithfully observe 

Their trusts and their covenants 

And w/:;o (strictly) guard . 
. , Their prayers}" 

., .' These will be the heirs 

Who will inherit Paradise 

They will dwell therein 
(for ever), JJ" . ' 

Ch~pter ~3.', ver,ses 1 to '11. 

One cannot be a' believer. by.merely ~eciting thes~ ve~s~s 
but m;us~ practice all that is mentioned in them. . ... ' .. 
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Let us con~ider .another ,Quranic verse: . . . 

tt Is then one who doth kno'w 

That that which hath b.een 

Revealed unto thee 

F.rom thy Lord is the Truth . , 
Like one who is blind? . 

It is thqse who are 
. \\ 

Endowecj;'<with understanding 

That receive ddmonition/ . 

Those who. fulfil. the covenant 

Of God and fail··not 

In their plighted word/ .. 

Those who join ·together 

Those things which God 

Hath commanded to: ,be, joi~e4' 
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Hold their Lord in awe; 

And fear the terrible reckoning 

Those who patiently persevere, 

. Seeking the c'ou~te~anceof their. Lord;. 

Establish regular prayers/ spend 

Out of (the gifts) We have bestowed 

For their s.usten~nce, secretly 

And openly; and turn off Evil 

With good; for such there is 

The final attainment 

Of the (Eternal) Home; 

Gardens of perpetual bliss", 

. Chapter 13, verses 19 to 23. 

So the believers are those who recognize that whatever 
comes' {rom God is the' . Truth, and 'as a result of this 
knowledge do not fail in fulfilling the covenant of God 
and joining together the things which God has commanded 
to be joined, say regular prayers, spend from the gifts God 
has bestowed, worship God and repel an evil. deed by 
adopting a pious one. 

Therefore the belief that there are no other gods but 
Allah has· behavioural and moral values, and it becomes an 
integral part of the personality of he who testifies truly 
to it. 

I do not mean to say that Islam preaches only the 
belief that there are no other gods but Allah. Of 
course" preaching comes to our mit;-td when we ,discuss educ
ation, and there is no doubt that preaching is one of the 
elements of education, though not a major one. Neither is 
preaching the most effective factor. The Islamic. teachings 
educate through the setting of good examples in the first 
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place, and that is by providing an env.Ironment conducive to 
emulation in behavioural terms. 

The greatest messenger of God,Prophet Mohammad, 
was an ideal example not only for the Muslims but for all 
of mankind. The Holy Quran says: 

rr We have indeed 

In the Apostle of God 
A beautiful pattern (of conduct) 
For anyone whose hope is 
In God and the Final Day 
And who engages much 
In the praise o/God)J. 

Chapter 33, verse 21. 

After the Prophet, the pious Companions and their 
followers perpetuated these exemplary values in every Islamic 
society. The religious. teachings are absolutely indispensable 
~Ot the setting of good examples for society. A . Muslim 
family is composed, according to ISlam, of Muslim. 'parents 
:who abide by Islamic morals. Naturally a family that lacks 
Islamic morals cannot bring up its children in the, desired 
Islamic way, obviously one cannot offer what one does not 
possess. If the parents are not .imbibed with the ~pirit of 
Islflm they cannot be expected to impart the Islamic values 
and ideals to their children. So the focal point in Islamic 
education for the prevention of crime or a restraint on its 
commission is the family composed of devout Muslim parents. 

Although both parents must take equal .shares in 
educating their children, the main responsibility lies With the 
father, for men are the protectors and maintainers of women. 
The n:ain responsibility for the care of children and ensuring 
that they receive a· real Islamic education lies with the 
father. ' 
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. The problem is what textbook can we recommend for 
the teaching of Islamic ~education? This textbook should 
contain 'the Islamic values, principles' and m'orals . 

. One of the virtues of this miraculous religion (Islam) 
is that the mere reciting of the Quran is considered a form 
of worship and prayer, -for God wants thereby to educate 
the Muslim, and' imbibe him' with the teachings of 
the Quran. The first and gre~test example of the teachers 
of Islam is the Prophet himself, and the early IslamiC 
society composed of the pious Companions and their follo
wers, then this Great Book (Quran), which we refer to, 
resort 'to and consult in order td:tierive our morals therefrom. 

In . accordance :with the Quran the family forms the 
first nucleus of Islamic' education, i.e. the Muslim family 
which brings up the' children on the basis of Islainic morals. 
TIns education comes from emulation, direction and exhort
ation. Exhortation, however, is ':6.ot considered the first factor 
in Islamic education. We would be wrong if we think that 
we can achieve an Islamic education through exhortation by 
transmitting religious topics on the radio and television 
every day, morning and evening, or teaching' religion at 
schools or writing about religion in the newspapers. Nay, 
all this would be of little avail unless these teachings are 
coupled with concrete and tangible examples of behaviour 
for the society, in other words, the examples given by 
parents to their children to which the role of exhortation 
is complementary. . 

In this connection we would like to quote Abu Sufian * 
regarding the Prophet (who 'is the greatest favourite, of all 
men) who said that he had never seen a person so endeare~ 
and loved by his Companions and followers as Mohammad, 

,~ Abu Sufian was an opponent of the Prophet whom he fought at 
the battles of Badr a..'1d Uhud; later at Hudeibiahe made peace with the 
Prophet. He embrac<,:d Islam on the day ,\the Prophet conquered Mecca. 
In 636 A.D. he took part in the battle of Yarmouk against the Byzantines 
(Translator's note). 



the Prophet. It is well known that the Prophet was the 
most beloved person in history and that throuah this great 
love he ~ad su~h an influence on the people. The Prophet's 
Compamons saId that he did not bore them with incessant 
preaching .which he did only in small doses. We know 
very weII that too much preaching could have a neaative 
reaction. It is true that it is one of the means of edu~ation 
but too-. much of it, with little behavioural examples, makes 
p.eople bored and they may turn off their radio and televi
SIon sets when the programme of religious talks is announced. 
. Preaching. is quite essential but as already mentioned 
It ~hould be gIVen in the dose approved by the Prophet. 
Mam stress should be put on the practical example and 
not on preaching, so that the child wiII grow up a~c;rding 
to. the good example he has seen. Parents should teach their 
children to teII the truth by not telling lies ,in front of them. 
If, for. example, one of the parents does something and asks 
th~ child. to conceal it from his mother or father, such an 
actIOn WIll offset all the preachings to which the child has 
been. exposed. In other words, a good example comes first 
and then comes the secondary role of preaching. 

Islam also attaches importance to the cultivation of 
good habits, the formation of which are most sianificant in 
educat~on, for. whe~ t~e child acquires the habit ~f behaving 
accordmg. to th~ cnterIa ~et by the educator the main scope 
of e~ucatIOn wIll be attaIned. Certainly education requires 
contmuous observation and guidance. 

;0 err is hu~an, par~ic~larly a child who has not yet 
developed. the .abilIty to dlstmguish between what is right 
and what IS evIl and between what is permissible and what 
is prohibhed. Therefore, the educator, whether he is one of 
the parents, a teacher or a university professor, must con
stantly observe the youngster and give him guidance whe
never he commits an offence. 

'Of course, it is important that the educator himself is 
a person of integrity and has the personality to impose his 
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behaviour on the child, as otherwise the child will not heed 
his guidance. Fortunately, due to his small stature compared 
with that of his parents, the child looks at them with love 
and a sense of awe. Even at school and university the teacher 
and the' professor have authority to educate and guide their 
students.' The educators' constant duty should be to observe 
if the. youngster commits any offence. -If he does, then the 
educators may resort to some punitive measures by repri
manding and rebuking the offender on the condition that 
punishment is resorted to when alternative measures have 
been exhausted. Punishment with cane is not the most 
effective measure in education and should be used only as 
the last resort. The most effective means is reward of some 
kind. The Quran refers first to rewards and later to inflicting 
punishments when rewards fail to produce the desired results. 
The Quran says that paradise is the reward for those who do 
good deeds while torture and punishment await those who 
commit evil deeds. 

Likewise, the educator in his dealings with the young
ster must first resort to material rewards until he reaches 
the age of adulthood when immaterial and moral rewards 
could be utilized. . 

Gradually' as the child matures he is taught that when 
he does something good, God is pleased with him. 

Ivloreover, punitive measures must not start by being 
too harsh. They start with a number of preliminary-tactics 
ranging . from' showing dissatisfaction, feigned anger, ge
nuine show' of anger or threatening to inflict punishment. 
In other words, actual punishment should be the last resort. 

Education comprises formation of good habits, promise 
of reward in return for doing good deeds and punishment 
for the commission of evil deeds and the meaningful utiliza
tion of spare time, which can be detrimental to a person. 
Islam tries to fill spare time with the occupation of good 
deeds so that there is no material time for the contemplation 
of evil deeds. Muslim adults are ordered to fill their spare 
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time with fighting for God's cause, or occupying themselves 
with the management of the affairs of the society, to enjoin 
what is right and forbid what is wrong. At the same time 
adults are ordered to work for their bread and butter and 
perform the religious duties and worship so that they may 
have the . least spare time possible to think of evil deeds. 

The Prophet taught his Companions to make full use 
of their power to do good deeds by saying their· prayers, 
fasting, paying social visits and dedicating themselves to the 
recitation of the Quran. The object was to make full use 
of the man's productive power and not to leave him with 
any spare time which could be· misused. 

Another method of education in Islam is the narration 
of parables and anecdotes. The Quran is full of stories 
about other prophets and ancient times. These stories are 
purposely narrated, for man usually compares himself with 
the heroes of the story and puts himself in their place. If 
the hero happens to be magnanimous the reader or the 
listener identifies!:-Jrnself with the hero and this may affect 
his conduct. . 

But if the hero is a malignant person and meets a tragic 
end the reader or the listener reflects upon the story and 
grasps the con~equences in terms of cause and effect as 
narrated. 

-The objective of these stories is didactic aimed at 
cultivating virtue and avoiding vice. This is one of the 
methods which the Quran uses to bring up ~ good human
being who obeys God not only by performing the reli
gIous duties, such as prayers, fasting, alms-giving and pil
grimage, but also in the wider concept of worship. The 
Quran in this connection says: -

ce I have only created 

Jinns and men, that 
They may serve Me ". 

Chapte.t 5, verse 56. 
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CC Say: Truly, my prayer 
And my service of sacrifice 

My life and nzy death 

Are (all) for God, 
The Cherisher of the Worlds 

No partner hath He 
This am I commanded 

And I am the first 
Of those who bow 

To His Will ". 

Chapter 6, verses 161 and 162. 

A man who remembers God at every moment of his 
life and worships Him by doing what is right will certainly 
~bstain from committing any offence and will consider it 
below his dignity to commit any criminal act. 

Although the Islamic society has deviated a lot from 
the pure concept of the Islamic teachings of its early days, 
it is still the least corrupt of all societies. 

Before concluding my paper let us consider the question. 
of alcohol, the offence of consuming alcoholic drinks in the 
Isla~c society and the offence of drunkenness during the 
pre-I~lamic and present Days of Ignorance in general. Western 
society, for example, prohibits drunkenness but not tl~e 
actual consumption of alcoholic drinks. Drunkenness IS 
app~ently prohibited purely on materialistic grounds be
cause it c~uses road accidents, casualties and loss of mate
rial production. But did the preaching and campaignha~e 
any effect on decreasing the percentage of drunkards or did 
it lessen the rate of crimes due to drunkenness? If you 
examine western reports and statistics you will. find that 
crimes due -to drunkenness, such as assaults, murders and: 
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road accidents are steadily increasing. On the other hand 
we see the Islamic society (the society using the least alco
holic drinks) does not touch drinks because of fear of God. 
When the Quranic verse prohibiting taking alcoholic drinks 
was revealed all the Prophet needed was the 'public announ
cement in Medina that alcoholic drinks were prohibited. 
It is reported that the people who had containers full of 
wine broke them and spilled the contents on the ground, 
and the people who were drinking it spat it out. These 
people were abiding by the will of God. 

This is the Islamic education which prevents the com
mission of crime or at least restrains. it. 

Sheikh Ibrahim Al-Dabbas 

God's peace, mercy and blessings be upon you. 
I thank the lecturer, an authority on Islamic edu

cation, for his eminent research which was of great interest 
for all of us.; In fact Sheikh Mohammad Qutb 'does not 
need any introduction' or praise. We all ,know his vast 
experience in Islamic· studies and researches. . 

. The Islamic education is· rich with elements for the 
prevention of crime or for nipping it in the bud, as it is 
the basis for the purification of man's inner conscience. 
Islam, with its teachings, ideals; and moral values 'appeals 
to the virtuous part of the human soul. In this connection 
the Prophet said that every child is born innocent. 

The Prophet's saying is· a clear reference to the fact 
that God creates man with a nature rooted in religion. 
This religious instinct could be cultivated and polished or 
distorted according to the kind of education and up
bringing given. In a Muslim house, where Islamic teachings 
are adhered to, the children usually grow up with a healthy 
mentality, and even if som~ of them are perverted they 
Jater Ire~rn to the fold of their parents' education. This 
,fact illustrates the role of -the parents . and the influence 
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of the home on children. ~imilarly, the
l 
schlo~ plits t~~ 

1 . h f rmatlOll' of mora va u ... S. important ro e In teo 1 r' the children 
caretakers ~re ri1hteo~s. ~~ d~~t:.,;e:U°~~t be inclined 
will most lIkely lave alt 111 - hted! society has a lot 
to aggression and offences. Dndou Y

h
, ff . . 11' 

,. 't or is 0 enSlve mc -of influence on a person s dmtegn y f q ent good and to 
. Th P h t urge us to re u 

natlOn. e rop e Th Prophet resembled good C0111-
avoid bad comkPan

y
: ~~ ;ho will either sell you the musk 

Pany to a mus -carrIer f h' On 
. do r will emanate rom 1m. 

or a lovely penebtradtIng 0 u., like a blacksmith's bellows 
the other hand a company IS . 'k with an 

h' h ill either burn your clothes or str1 e you " 
W,lC W It is oni through Isl'am that a man s ~on-
awful sme¥. y . fears God's wrath and purush-
sciousness IS arouse? and he. . 1 d' (J of good and 

t for Islam commands JustIce, t le OIno. 
men, . .. . . nd ev,I If a man 
what is right and prohibIts InJustIce, SIn a , h' h' that 
. that the Almighty God, constantly watc ~s hIm, h 
IS sure f H' d knows t at t ere 
nothing can be concealed rom 1m, a~ h f mmit-

~: ~~::~~:~a~~~ ~:~~~ ~: ~~~~~:~:::~ ~:~~ 
gresses he will not escape Go s punlS. 'ff ;> In 
can that person ever dare to' commlt an 0 ence. 
this connection the Holy Quran says: 

IC 0 yeassembly of Jinns 
And men! If it be 
Ye can pass beyond 
The zones of the heavens 
And the earth, pass' ye! 
Not withou/i the authority 
Shall ye be able to pass! )}. 

Chapter 55, verse 33. 

. dour that is derived * Musk is a substance with. a penetrating o. , 
from a male musk deer (Translat6r's note). 
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~'O ye who believe 

Save yourselves and your 
Families from a Fire 
Whose fuel is Men 
And Stones ". 

Chapter 66 , verse 6. 

. ~he only. protection against a blameful sa"ul and the 
aff~lctI0n ?£ dIsmay. and consterna.tion is the Islamic edu
ca~lon whIch prohibits all shameful deeds, whether com
l~lltted openly or co~ertly, such as assault on other people's 
lIves, honour and property. The Quran says: . . 

ee come not 

Nigh to shameful deeds 
I ' 
Whether open or secret/ 
Take not life, which God 

Hath'rtzade. sacred/ except 
By way of justice and law/ 
Thus doth He command you 
That ye may learn wisdom JJ. 

Chapter 6, verse 151. 

I~lam in its teachings pays special attention . to the 
educatIon of the conscience which motivates behaviour and 
acts as a brake against criminal deeds . 

. In som~ cases the Quran warns the offenders with 
pUlllshment ill the Hereafter as in the 'following verse: 

ee If a man kills a Believer 

I~tentionally) his recompense 
Is Hell, to abide therein 
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(For ever): and the wrath 
And the curse of God 
Are upon him, and 
A dreadful. penalty 
Is prepared for him JJ. 

Chapter 4, verse 93. 

Also Islam fixes a penalty for those who exceed their 
limit. The Quran says: 

ee In the Law of Equality . 

There is (saving of) Life ". 

Chapter 2, verse 179. 

The story of Maez and Ghamidiya (mentioned in pre
vious discussions) is a clear illustration of the effect of 
Islamic education on crime prevention. 

Islam likewise prohibits adultery and explains its de-
testable consequences. The Quran says: 

ee Nor come nigh to adultery 

For it is a shameful (deed) 
And an evil, opening the road 
(To other evils) J). 

Chapter 17, verse 32. 

As adultery is a shameful deed and opens the road to 
other evils it is considered a det~stable crime and there
fore to be avoided, hut if this· warning does not suffice to 
prevent a person from committing !ldultery then the appro-
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priate punishment h b . 
in the £ 11 . Q as . een presCrIbed for the offender as 

o OWIng uramc verse: . . 

rr The woman and the man' . 

GUilty of adultery or fornication 
Flog each of them 

With a hundred stripes ". 

Chapter 24, verse 2. 

This is as far as the earth! . h . 
In the Hereafter the adult y ~un:: ment IS concerned. 
punished for h . erer an t e adulteress will be 
the way for ot~:;ng .cIommitted shameful deeds that open 

.. ' eVl s. . 
Likewise I~lam p hOb' d f' . . Q .' u ro 1 Its e amatlon as in th f II Ing uraruc verse: ,e 0 ow-

rr Nor speak ill on each other 

Behind their backs. Would any 
Of you like to eat 
The flesh of his dead 
Brother? Nay, ye would 
Abhor it... But fear God: 
For God is Oft-Returning, 
Most Merciful ". 

Chapter 49, verse 12. 

Islam does not stop at ivin . . 
IS prescribed for defatnator;· g. wa~runfgsll; a ~lxed penalty 
verse: as In teo owmg Quranic 
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A charge against chaste' women . 
. And produce not four witnesse; 
(To support their allegations) 
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Flog them with eighty stripes; 
And reject their evidence 
Ever after: for such men 
Are wicked transgressors". 

Chapter 24, verse 4. 

On reading the Quran we notice that it always directs 
attention to reasoning and inquiring into the consequences 
of every act as in the following verses: ((Do ye not under
stand? ", . (( Do ye not recall? ", (( They have hearts where
with they understand not", (( It is those who are endo
wed with understanding that receive· admonition". Islam 
urges people to use their mind for testing their actions· by 
their consequences. It deals with crime .in terms of its 
effect, the dangers it entails and the fact that the offender 
cannot escape from God's punishment. Surely all these 
reasonings act as a brake against evil and the commission 
of crime. The Islamic worships .which comprise alms
giving, prayers, belief in one God and social aspects have 
a great influence on the rehabilitation of the individual, 
the society and the nation. 

Prosperity and happiness could not exist without ad
herence to the tenets of Islam. The Quran says: 

and 

Ie and establish 
1/. 

Regular {!prayer: lor Prayer 
RestraiAs from shameful 
And unjust deeds}}; 

Chapter 29 1 verse 45. 

rl seek (God's help) 
With patient perseverance 
And prayer " .. 

Chapter 2, verse 45. 
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May God guide us to what He favours. God's peace, 
mercy and blessings be upon you. 

Sheikh Abdullah Al-Fantoukh 

Peace be upon you. 
I thank the lecturer for his excellent speech. I would 

like to quote him on some of the matters he dealt with. 
. Indeed IsI.amic educat~on is powerful in exercising its 
1nfluence on cnme preventIOn and its eradication. In fact 
?ll God's me~sengers were ordered to start with the impart
~ng of educatIOn and to leave punishments to the end when 
1t has been proved that education cannot refrain the offen
der's criminal inclinations. In this connection Islam's glo
nous Quran says: 

(( nor Would We 

Visit with ,Our Wrath 

Until We had sent 

An apostle (to gzve warning). 

Chapter 17, verse 15. 

T!lerefore th~ P~o~het and his successors have to apply 
educ.atIOn before tnfhctmg various penal measures such as 
conftnement, flo~gingJ beating and capital punishment as 
well as the warmng that the offender's punishment in the 
Hereafter will be Hell. So Islam starts with education 
th~n upbru:ging and in the end, when these methods hav~ 
failed, p.ufllshment. Education means the clarification and 
explanatIOn of God's injunctions in the Quran which pene
trate. through th~ he~rt and ,remain there unless something 
~lse 1nte~feres Wlt~ It. Then this education is' personified 
1n the pIOUS behav10ur of the teacher and the educator: a 
teacher must be an' educator and vice versa. Teaching and 
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education are inseparable and the Ministry of Education 
implies both. Teaching often means the identification of 
logical problems and the acquisition of that knowledge. 
Education, on the other hand, is what materializ~s from 
teaching. The teacher is expected to be a moving scholar, 
and his behaviour should reflect his . acquired knowledge. 
This is exactly what God wanted Islam to do. 

Islamic education, which aims at crime prevention and 
elimination, teaches the child the virtues of Islam; establish
ing a bond bet\veen the teacher and God by know:ing Him 
first then by serving and obeying Him. Once this spiritual 
bondship is established the teacher starts demonstrating the 
advantages and morals of Islam as mentioned in the Quran 
and the Sunnah. One of these v:irtues is chastity. The 
child is brought up in the Islamic society to be chaste as 
he sees everybody around him (patents, neighbours, society 
and government) . clean and chaste. In turn, his chastity is 
passed to his parents, neighbours, family, society, govern
ment and the Islamic nation as a whole. Should any of his 
parents, neighbours, members of his family, government 
or society behave inconsistently with chastity this will de
fintely affect the child. In a society where one faith and one 
Shari a unite the people, all members of society are affected 
by whatever is done or undone by the other; nobody can 
escape the results of the interactive process. This pheno
menon was narrated by the Prophet: « The relationship 
between the Muslims is like that of the various parts of 
a buildi.qg, each supporting the other ". Then he clasped 
his fingers saying: « The relationship between the Muslims 
is like the relation of one part of the body with the other; 
if one part of the body suffers all the other parts will feel 
pain and suffer from sleeplessness and fever ". 

Islam is basically a religion of integrity. Children 
should be educated to be chaste and to be provided with 
the environment that helps to develop chastity so that .it 
becomes an integral part of their behaviour. 
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When the methods of education and mass media stir 
the child's instincts he is faced with contradictions and con
flicts; he is torn between Islamic moral values and the 
teaching disvalues. The danger lies· when the family and the 
authorities concerned with educational institutions are the 
cause of these disparities between moral values and dis
values. Islamic education teaches people to be co-operative 
in their dealings with others. They are taught to co
operate and grasp its real meaning, which should start in 
the family and gradually extend to.' larger environments. 
By co-operation we mean that people should be willing to 
give rather than take, otherwise they will become aggres
sive. If they are brought up in the Islamic sense of the 
word, people will not think of violating others' rights, pro
perties or honour. Hence chastity, altruistic co-operation, 
modesty, integrity and truth are the cardinal features of 
Islamic morals. I do not have enough time to treat each 
of these features separately. As Sheikh Qutb mentioned 
that the Prophet said: « Every newly born child is inno
cent; it is his parents who turn him into a Jew or a pagan, 
etc. ". According to scholars « innocence" is marked by 
simplicity,' artlessness and candollr, unchecked by diffidence 
or guile. Hence virtuous teachings, a simple education and 
a pure society are bound to influence an innocent creature. 
Both pU1;e teachings and an innocent soul reflect each other 
like a crystal mirror reflecting the body of a person without 
any distortions. In this manner Islamic religion affects our 
education. The way the Prophet imparted his knowledge 
to his Com.panions at Mecca gives us a clear picture of this 
interaction between education and a pure souL He wanted 
his Companions to raise their children at Mecca in an 
environment in accordance with the moral and spiritual 
values of Islamic education. As all of these values were 
lacking at that time in Mecca, the Prophet decided to 
migrate to another environment (Medina) where Muslim 
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youngsters could be raised and educated in this great religion 
which teaches but the truth. 

So if we implement the perfect combination of the 
three components (religion revealed by God, pure human 
nature and the teachings prescribed in the Quran and the 
Sunnah) on individuals, societies and the ,:!lz:tion on the 
whole, crime is bound to be wiped out. But if nne of these 
components are lacking the Islamic nation will be adversely 
affected. 

-'3 pray God the Almighty to sensitize Muslim tulers, 
scholars educators and thinkers to create an environment , . 
where they and their youngs ters could be brought. up accord-
ing to.the tenets of Islam and thus preserve their country. 
May God protect this country as an ideal example of Islam. 
Peace be upon the Prophet, his family and Companions. 

(Th~ meeting was adjourned at 5.50 p.m. and resumed 
at 6.20 p.m~) 

Cond~ctor ~f Disctlssions 

I give the floor to Sir Arthur Peterson to comment on 
the speech. 

Sir Aiihur Peterson 

I have some queries regarding education in the Kingdom 
of Saudi Arabia. Before doing this I would like to touch 
on the comparisons made by the author of this paper. between 
Islamic and British systems of education. I have a fair 
knowledge of what took place in India, for my grandfather 
was a lecturer in the Sanskrit language in, an Indian university 
and my father was the manager of an. Indian company 
there and he served the Indians well. . 

Therefore I am afraid to say that I do not agr~e with 
the- distinguished lecturer regarding British education and 
the examples he dted about British behaviour abroad. 
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The British soldier who tried to mount his horse with 
the help of an Indian cannot be taken as an example of 
British behaviour or education. I believe that any man 
should give a hand especially if someone tries to mount an 
unruly horse. The important thing is the comparison 
between British behaviour at home and abroad, particularly 
in India. Although I was not in India when it was under 
British rule, I do agree that the British used to teach Indians 
under the threat of being shot. 

When the British and Islamic education systems are 
compared one must be sure that the examples cited are 
correct and clear. I regret wasting time on this point. 
I grasped quite well what the three speakers said today 
about the educational system in Muslim countries although 
I believe that for us foreigners it would be more important 
to hear further about the methods for the expansion and 
propagation of this education in Muslim countries. As far 
as I know there is no clear, tangible or organized system 
for the propagation of Islamic education in Muslim countries. 

Although the system is well applied in Saudi Arabia we 
do not know about what takes place in other Muslim countries 
as regards education and the training of teachers. 

The second point is that I would like to know at what 
age children are taught Islamic education and its effect on 
the children, bearing in mind that in western countries 
children commence school at a very early age. 

The third point is that I always felt that mosques 
play a central role in the Islamic educational system. and my 
query is to what extent schools and universities are connected 
with education in the mosques. 

I would be grateful to have replies to my queries. 

Vice-Chairman 

My intervention at this point is not as a participant 
but as Vice-Chairman of the symposium. There are some 
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points which need further clarification. I share you~ view~ 
regarding the examples cited relating t? the behaVIOur 0 

individuals, which is the result of educatIOnal factors. 
. h S' Arthur Peterson that one cannot I agree WIt lr . . b h 

judge the conduct of the Briti~h abroad Just by the mlS e a-
viour of some in the ex -colorues. 

However the main point is, as Sir Arthur Peterson 
id that the' question of Islamic education has not been 

::ea~ed fully in all its aspects. As Sheikh Moh~?d Qut~ 
h d 'b d the importance of Islamic educatIon In SaudI 

as esctl e I 'f" the 
Arabia I expect he could give some c atllCa~IOns on , 
system in the world in general and th~ Mushm worl~ III 

t· lar as he is an authority on thIS matter espeCIally 
par leu , f I I . d ~ t' 1 
since his paper deals with the influence 0 s amlC e ULa lot 

on crime prevention. h'ldr 
. h CI en As regards your second query concerrung t .e age . 

should be taught Islamic education, I would hke to lllform 
you that this is taught at all the stages from the elementary 
through the secondary school. 

The autho,t of the paper will shortly provide you 
with the answers in detail. 

Thank you. .. 

Conductor of Discussions 

My thanks to the Chairman for his comments. Now 
I ive the floor to Professor Mamoun Mubara~ Aman, 
rep~esentative of the Republic of -the Sudan, on crIme prev
ention and secular laws. . k 

Due to the shortage of time I would like to as 
Professor Mamoun Mubarak Arnan ~o concentra~e on the 
influence 'of Islamic education on crIme pr.eventIOn. unl~s 
he wants to show the supremacy of IslamlceclucatlOll y 
comparing it' with the secular laws. 
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Professor Mamoun Mubarak Aman 

Thank you very much. I am .aware that the topic 
under discussion is the influence of Islamic education on 
crime prevention. What motivated me to ask for the floor 
is Sheikh Qutb's introductory remarks that secular laws 
neglected the importance of crime prevention (after the 
commission of the crime). As a matter of fact I know that 
in the Sudan and in many other countries much attention 
has been given to the means of crime prevention although 
not to the extent of the Islamic Sharia which has embraced 
all aspects of the problem, something the secular laws have 
failed to do. Nevertheless, secular laws do deal with crime 
prevention and are concerned with it. 

Sheikh Mohammad Juweid - Representative of Somalia 

Praise be to God, the Cherisher and Sustainer of the 
\Vorlds and peace be upon the Prophet. 

Thanks to God for having provIded us with this 
auspicious opportunity to discuss the implementation of 
God's legislation in obedience to His Wish. Likewise, I 
thank the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia for implementing the 
Islamic Sharia serving the true religion and also the Ministry 
of Interior for organizing this symposium. 

Lastly I extend my thanks to Sheikh Mohammad Qutb, 
the author of. the paper and the two commentators. 

Islamic education means that a . man must acquire 
numerous virtuous qualities as God has commanded us to 
be virtuous. The Prophet said: (( Verily' I have been sent 
by God to teach people gracious morals ". Gracio~s morals 
and Islamic education are two expressions with one meaning. 
For example, if we consider a character trait of o-racious 
·morals, which is the truth, we find that it leads to ball that 
is good whereas telling lies is' the root of all evils. 
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In the following Quranic verse God ordered Muslims 
to tell the truth: 

CC 0 ye wbo believe! Fear God 

And be witb those 

Who are true (in word and deed) }). 

Chapter 9, verse 119. 

The quality of being truthful is used in the Quran for 
Qther prophets, such as Abraham" Idris, Ishmael and others. 
this means that telling the truth is a quality of God's 
messengers anq prophets. 

The. Prophet said: (( You can tell a hypocrite by three 
things: when he speaks he tells lies, he does not fulfill his 
promises and he betrays his trust ". 

The Prophet also said: (( Stick to the truth which leads 
to piety and this in turn leads to Paradise. A man who 
sticks to the, truth is regarded by God as a truthful person. 
On the other hand avoid, telling lies which leads to dissolution 
and corruption and these in turn lead to Hell. A man who 
continues cheating and lying will be regarded by God as a 
profligate and false". 

·We all know that early education is much more effective 
than that of the later years of adulthood. A .young tree 
with tender branches can be easily straightened, but an old 
tree whose branches have become thick and knotty will be 
difficult to straighten. ," . 

The same can be applied to a child. If he is brought 
up in a good environment whether at ,home, school or 
university and exposed to an adequate 'amount of preaching 
he is bound to grow up as 2. virtuous person. On the other 
hand if he grows up in a bad environment it is difficult to 
reform him and he will be inclined to commit evil deeds. 
Islamic education starts with the family. 
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The Prophet stressed this by sayIng: (( When your 
children are seven years old, teach them to say their 
prayers; when they fail to say prayers at the age of ten 
beat them, and separate the beds of the two sexes from 
then on ". This means that when a child is taught these 
Islamic principles he will grow up imbibed with them, 
otherwise it would be very difficult to instil such lofty 
principles. 

Sbeikh Nasser Ibn Hamad Al-Rasheed 

I must admit we have benefitted a lot from listening 
to the lecture on Islamic education and its influence on the 
combatting of crime. However, I would like to remark' on 
the comment made concerning the author's reference that 
it does not suffice to merely utter the statement «( There 
is no god but Allah" but that this . should be associated 
with deeds as well. 

In my view whoever utters this statement is either 
somebody who does not lmow its real meaning and in that 
case he is not a real Muslim, or he knows its meaning which 
is the ultimate degree of love coupled with the ultimate 
degree of submission to obey and worship the Only Almighty 
God, and that he acts accordingly. 

Abu Hureira -/: reported that the Prophet said: (( Whoe
ver wholeheartedly says there are no other gods hut Allah 
shall enter the Paradise ". Thus the statement that there 
is only One Allah is indivisible. It combines both testimony 
and action. ,! 

Saying regular prayers, alms-giving (( Zakat ", . pilgri- -
mage, co-operation with relatives, obeying parents and abstai
Ding from mischief are all considered part and parcel of the 
statement (( there are no other gods but Allah ". I am sure 

* Abu Hureira was one of the Companions of the Prophet who 
died in 676 A.D. (Translator's note). 
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that the author and the commentators are also fully aware 
of these implications but I just wanted to remind them of 
this clarification. 

Salem Al-Kaswany 

I thank the lecturer for his valuable paper. May I 
expres~' my own view on the meaning of a good man and 
a gooq. citizen which is different from that ?f the le.cturer 
because I treat the subject from an educatlOnal pOInt of 
vIew. 

In my view both terms (( a good man " and (( a good 
citizen" are the two faces of the same coin. With due 
respect to Sheikh Mohammad Qutb I believe that if a man 
is a good citizen in his own country it goes without saying 
that he must also be a good man, for education based upon 
truth' and good treatment of others will certainly have its 
effect on this citizen even if he goes abroad. 

Of course I have no intention of going into a detailed . , 
discussion of the incidents. cited by the author because I 
believe. that they are related to the policy adopted by the 
governments of the countries concerned. This is an exception 
to the general rule. Needless to say, all wars of aggression 
and their results are immoral. Similarly, colonization, 
wherever it may be or whatever form it may take, is consi
dered .immoral and cannot be taken as a yardstick. 

Educationalists know that their educational theories 
have a: relative effect in the sense that individuals react 
differen~ly when exposed to the same theory. What I would 
like to· stress is that from logical, philosophical ,and educat
ional points of view there is no difference betwee~ ~ go.od 
citizen and a good man. Of course, we have to dIstlllgUlsh 
between a man's voluntary behaviour and deeds carried out 
on his government's orders. I do not intel1d to defend any 
crime committed in this connection but I am just expressing 
an 'educational point of view. I believe that Islam in its 
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early stage first built up a l\1uslim CItIZen wherever he 
happe~ed to be brought up and later extended its scope 
to buIld up a good man from a universal humanitarian 
viewpoint. 

~ need no~ go into details of some negativ.e aspects 
result~g .from Immoral deeds which are inconsistent with 
the ~rInCIp~eS of Isl~mic education .. ' This is to say that 
?oo.d . behavIOur or mIsbehaviour must be attributed to the 
:nd~v:dual and ~ot to the system to which that particular 
In?.YIdual ~erta~ns. I ~ w0!lld be unfair to any system in 
thIs world If thIS fact IS denied. 

Dr. Tawfiq Mohammad Al-Shawy 

. P~aisebe to God and peace be upon His Prophet. 
FItst of all I thank the author of the paper for his 

research. 

. . In all fairness to our colleagues who consid~r Islamic 
crimInal'laws as corresponding to the penal code or criminal 
law· at 'most, and who believe that the core of the criminal 
law. system is ·punishment or penalty for crime (:ommitted 
',I. fea~ . t~at s'ome o~ th~m feel ~ather puzzled by' today'~ 
~lSCUSS~Qn~ on Isla~Il1c faIth, IslamIC worship, Islamic ethics, 

l<ln~ lIsl.amlc educatIOn and their roles in the Islamic criminal 
egIS atIOn. 

. T~e, theme of today's symposium is the Islamic criminal 
legIslatIOn. :; 

~ome . of the participants were under the. im;ression 
that l~ sub~ects such as Islamic education, Islamic faith and 
IslamIC ethICS were dealt with, it would have been advisable 
~o change the title of the .symposium to (( Influence of Islam " 
zn toto" to~prising punishment,· legislation,. morals, worship, 
etc.,' ~n .~rlme prev~nt~on; they perhaps did not realize that 
suc~ .subJects faU .wlthm the scope of this legislation. I am 
afraId I do not share their view because I believe that the 
researches dealt with today on Islamic faith, Islamic ethics, 
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Islamic education and their roles in crime prevention const
itute the very core of criminal legislation in Islam .. If this 
concept differs from that of the secular laws, we must 
realize that the criminal system in Islam has a special nature 
different from that of the secular system. 

This is the aim of holding this symposium, to' see the 
difference between. the Islamic and secular system~. 

Theclifference between the two systems is, ~s the 
researchers pointed out today, that the beghming of the 
Islamic criminal system is quite different from that of the 
secular system. The secular system starts with punishment 
and often ends with the execution of punishment. Students 
of law in 'our universities are familiar with that, for they 
start their criminal laws by studying philosophical theories 
on the secular laws. They read the texts, their implement
ation and the penalties to be inflicted. They do not study 
the social system, ethics and matters relating to beliefs 
concerning the law. Therefore, this lack of interest in the 
social system, ethics and beliefs has led to shortfalls which 
have' been felt by criminologists all over the world and a 
new mmTement has now emerged with a view to introduchig 
crime prevention measures in the criminal law. 

Perhaps the representative of the Sudan wanted to 
refer to this matter when he spoke on the Sudanese law. 
However, this referellce does 110t by any means indicate that 
the ~ecular laws have or will ever reach that which th~ 
'Islamic legislation has attained because of the differences at 
their starting point. The secular laws start with punishment 
and consider crime prevention as a modern addition and an 
exceptional case. . 

No complete system of preventive measures exists in 
any Arab secular legislations in force today in Arab countries 
or non-Arab Muslim countries. If they do exist they are 
fou~d as exceptional texts which do not change the nature 
of the. criminal penaltYi system. Whereas the Islamic 
criminal system, as we kn(t),W, starts in a completely different 
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wa~. ~e have therefore to base our legislation and stand
ar?lzat:on of Islamic laws on this concept and on its implic
atIons In terms of means and ends. To conclude the resear
ches on Islamic education, faith, worship and ethics, we as 
men ?f l~w. may sum up the discussions as follows: the 
Islaml(~ crlmmal ~y~tem is esse~tial1y ~reventive; real punish
~en~ . ~u~oud IS an. exception. DIscretionary punishment 

Ta Z1t . 1~ n~t considered a penalty by Muslim jurists 
because. It Imphes education, and as such it is more of a 
preventIve method than a punishment . 

. So by limiting the Islamic pendty system to fixed 
pumshment ((. Hudoud " alone, actual punishment constitutes 
a very small part of the whole integrated Islamic criminal 
system structure. 

Mr. Giuseppe di Gennaro 

My thanks to you. 
. I ha:re no queries on the Islamic fundamental education 

~gamst crIme alt?ough I do have one specific query concern
m¥ the ~xact . dIfference between misbehaviou~ and crime. 
Ml~beh~vlOur In general is the product of early miseducation 
WhlC~ In mo~t cas~s leads to crime, for human nature, 
es~e~lally durmg chIldhhood, is inclined towards evil., If 
t~11s .l~ so" the Islamic education, being fundamental, is most 
slg~lflcant. as education should be regarded as a protection 
agams~ cnme: When children do not receive a sound 
educat~on durmg their early years they should be given adult 
educatIon later. 

. My ~uestion is how can we liberate the individual from 
mlsbehav10ur and misconduct? 

I would be delighted to have an answer to my query. 

Conductor of Discussions 

I thank Mr. di Gennaro. I regret I cannot give the 
£loor to other participants because of time limits. I believe 
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the author of the paper can supply the answers to the 
participants' comments and queries. 

However, due to the fact that our time is 'up, I propose 
we postpone this until tomorrow, God willing, and then he 
will be given the opportunity to give the required answers 
during the first session, so I trust that the participants who 
made the comments will not fail to attend. We therefore 
conclude today's· proceedings. I pray God to give us success 

on the right path. 

Chairman 
Thanks to the author of the paper and all the particip

ants. Indeed your efforts today have been exhausting but 
they were worthwhile for our aims. 

Tomorrow evening's paper will be one of the most 
important topics of the symp(r·-'.~, as it will deal with the 
implementation of Islamic criminal legislation in the Kingdom 
of Saudi Arabia. I therefore trust that all of you will arrive 
early for the meeting so that we can complete our pro
gramme. (On Tuesday 19 Shawa11936 A. H., corresponding 
to 12 October 1976, at 8.30 a.m. the meeting was held 
at the King Feisal Conference Hall at Maathar, Riyadh, 
Saudi ~rabia, chaired by Dr. Ibrahim AI-Awaji, Vice-
Chairman of the symposium.) 

Chairman 
As already pointed out today's paper is very important, 

as it deals with the implementation of Islamic criminal 
legislation and its effect on crime prevention in the Kingdom 
of Saudi Arabia. The first topic will be the implementation 
of fixed punishment (( Hudoud ", retaliation (( Kisas" and 
blood money (( Diya ;'. 

As. Sheikh Mohammad Qutb did not have time yester-
day to answer the commentators'. remarks and queries he 

will do so today. 
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Sheikh Mohammad Qutb 

Praise be to God the Cherisher and Sustainer of the 
Worlds and peace be upon the Prophet .. 

I shall make my comments very briefly on the points 
raised yesterday, starting with Sir Arthur Peterson's query. 
Islam teaches us to be fair and ft;ee from any sort of 
prejudice as the foIIowing Quranic verse shows: 

cc 0 ye who believe 

Stand out firmly 

For God, as witnesses 

To fair dealing, and let not 
The hatred of others 

To make you swerve . 

To ,wrong and depatt from 
\: /: 

Justice. Be just: that is 
Next to piety JJ. 

Chapter 5, verse 9. 

. I said that British education was the highe~t model, 
outsIde Islam, that humankind has ever known. I only 
denounced the British colonization. Sir Arthur himself said 
that history cannot defend colonization, but once the Euro
pean mentality is free from the political, "economic and 
military concept of .imperialism, by conviction and persuasion 
then the problem ceases and the case is dismissed. 

As to his query concerning at what age the child should 
be taught Islamic education, my answer is that there is no 
established age for education, for I did not mean the .schol
astic education. I meant the education that starts at home 
and goes on at school, the university and all through one's 
life. . 
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As regards the application of this kind of education 
I must admit that a complete and integrated Islamic educ
ation, as we would desire, is not being implemented today. 
However, we are trying to revive the early Islamic society. 

We must be frank with ourselves that Islamic society as 
it was during its early stages does not exist today but we are 
trying through research throughout the Muslim world to 
revive it. 

As regards Mr. di Gennaro's query as to what age the 
education should commence I have already answered that, 
stating that it starts during the tender age of childhood. 

How can we prevent an adult from the latent or 
potential criminal tendencies and overcome them? My 
answer is what is known as reconstruction of experience in 
the educative process: the closest analogy to my mind is a 
piece of magnetic bar when iron particles are rearranged 
but not created anew; only in such a way it acquires its 
magnetic effectiveness. 

Islam has a somewhat similar effect on the soul of an 
individual. This happens at any age-level because human 
nature is' malleable to reconstruction. Although it is true 
that education is more effective in childhood, it continues 
throughout one's life. A case' in point is Omar Ibn Al
Khattab who was a tyrant before embracing Islam and after 
which, although he was a mature adult, he became the per
fect man known in history. In short, there is no fixed age 
for receiving education and guidance. As regards the objection 
raised by the Jordanian representative on the distinction .1 
made between a good citizen and a good man, my reply IS 
that such a distinction does not exist when a good citizen 
lives in the Islamic society which worships God and abides 
by His legislation. 

But if education is based upon regional or racial grounds, 
such as in the western civilization today which believes in 
the white man's supremacy and not the conc~pt of pure 
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worshipping of (7Jod, then a good citizen is not the same as 
a good man. 

Sheikh Sadek said that I did not fully discuss the ways 
of Islamic education. This is quite true. But the topic of 
this symposium was not the ways of Islamic education but 
the influence of Islamic education on crime prevention so 
I therefore concentrated on the influence of Islamic education 
on crime prevention and not on the ways of Islamic education. 
Moreover, as you know, the time allocated for my paper 
was quite short. 

I have written two books on Islamic education, one is 
already published and the second one is being published. 
I t is quite impossible to give a summary of the written 
material in a few minutes. However, I promise you to make 
further research and to write another book. 

My thanks to all of you for listening to me. 
God's peace, mercy and blessings be upon you. 

Chairman 

Our thanks to the eminent scholar, Sheikh Mohammad 
Qutb, for the clarity and precision of his comments, and for 
the explanations he contributed to the discussions of both 
yesterday and today. 
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Introduction 

As a pioneering country in the implementation of the 
Islamic Sharia the Kingdom of Sa1:ldi Arabia enjoys security 
.and stability that do not exist in any other part of the 
world. I t spares no efforts to be the living example of 
the lvIuslim nation and Muslim society by translating the 
teachings of Islam from words into action and from theories 
into practice. Anyone who happened to have been in this 
vast and sprawling Kingdom which in the past did not 
have any modern means of COl111l1urllcation and who knew 
the Arab tribes (known for their tribal Customs, chauvinism 
and pre-Islamic hostilities and vendetta) inhabiting this 
country, and who k1}ew the order and security reigning in 
this vast country, would realize that this has been feasible 
thanks to the great Saudi rulers' strict implementation of the 
Islamic Sharia in all walks of life including government, 
politics, administration, personal 'relations, business transac
tions and social relatioh'ships. 

Those who live in this country and notice the low rate 
of crime, despite the existence of the factors, realize that 
the security, order and safety of life, property and honour 
have been achieved through the implementati<?n of the 
Islamic Sharia. ' 

As a result of this security the numerous life assurance 
companies of different nationalities which opened their 
branches in this country not only did not flourish but also 
went bankrupt.' This is because by implementing theSharia 
the state provides the citizens with a very secure life~gild 
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th.us they do not feel the necessity to have anything to do 
wIth such institutions. 

. By it~ implementation of the divine Shada the state 
co~slders Itsel~ responsible for providing every citizen in 
thIs country With a stable and secure life and thus man's life 
property and honour are protected from violation: ' 

. ~y taking a quick glance at the Saudi Government's 
st~tIstics we <:an realize how the residents in this Kingdom 
enJoy prospenty through the implementation of the Sharia. 
If we compare these statistics with those of other countries 
wh:re ~cores of people have life assurance policies, we ca~ 
easIl~ fmd out the' great' difference in the number and kind 
of CrImes committed in this country and elsewhere. 
. While the ~ngdo~ of Saudi Arabia takes great pride 
m thes~ actual gams realIzed by its adherence to and imple
n:entatlon of .the Isla~ic Sharia in all aspects of life, it in
VItes .all ~~slim ~nd frIendly non-Muslim countries to resort 
to thIS divIne legIslation which provides a more secure just 
and equitable life. ' 
. This is exactly what motivated the responsible authori-

t1e~ here to convene this symposium and to invite this distin
gUIshed group of men of letters, educationalists, men of law 
and sch?lars concerned with sociology from all over the world 
to. get fl~st hand. experience of what this Kingdom has accom
plIshed In the fIeld of crime prevention. 

Retaliation Penalty rr Kisas )} 

Penalty in the Sharia means the penalty meted out .to 
the offender for the commission of a crime. . 

Crime 

. Crime in the Sharia is the commission of an act that is 
forbIdden or the omission of a duty that is commanded , . 
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Reason wby Penalty was Prescribed 

In the Shada penalty was prescribed not as a torture to 
the offender but as a disciplinary and reformative act not 
only for the offender but also for the Muslim society as a 
whole with a view to protecting it from vice and shameful 
deeds 'and elevate it to a higher and more virtuous level where 
security, peace, respect for human relationships, fraternity 
and mutual understanding prevail. 

Examples of the Sublimity of the Sharia and the Nobility of 

its Objectives 
We need not cite examples from the Sharia itself, for 

we have plenty of examples from other sources. Suffice to 
say that the Prophet forbade the condemnation of the ~an.who 
confessed the crime of adultery until the penalty was mfhcted 
upon him and then'the Prophet said: (( The adulterer since-
rely repented and gave up his soul in submission ". 
, )\.10reover, according to the Sharia, an offender who h~s 
received (( Hadd" or (( Ta'zir " punishment and paid for hIS 
crime with such penalties, is no longer considel~d a criminal. 
By such an act the Shada strives to rehabilitate the human 
soul. We said (( the human soul " because this judgement 
concerns both the Muslims and non-Muslims whQ live in 
Muslim countries and who enjoy the Muslim governments' 

protection and justice. 

The Sharia culti'vates the Soul and Reforms it 

By wiping out the reputation of criminality from the 
offender after the infliction of the (( Hadd" or (( Ta'zir " 
punishment, the Sharia transforms him into a dignified and 
respectable man. Commission of a crime do.es not mean 
that the offender is permanently debased, but 1t means that 
he just. erred similar to any other human being who is liable 
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to m.ake errors .. The offender thus feels that he still belongs 
to Ius own socIety although he committed an offence and 
was penalized for it. The punishment inflicted upon an 
offendet is done in his interest and that of the society as 
well. It is similar to the relationship between a father and 
his son., The punishment is to be regarded both as a remedy 
for the offender and a protection for the whole of society. 
Thus, the Sharia gives a lofty example of restoring self
confidence to the offender in a refined and practical manner. 

Penalty as a Means of Discipline in the Islamic Society 

Once ,the Islamic, Sharia is implemented by the govern
ment and the society in the way mentioned above, punish
ment becomes a way for repentance and sincere,rehabilitation. 
After the infliction of the punishment the off~nder suddenly 
c~anges; out of persuasion and not fear, to an ideal beha
VIoural pattern reflecting the living image and correct ap
proach of the teachings, 9f his religion and the requirements 
of his beliefs. . 

How ~be Muslim Society was built up 

Islamic laws are not like other abstract theories which 
are not easily put into practice. Islamic laws are characteri
zed by their simplicity and are harmonious and consistent 
with the basic needs of human nature. They allow human 
instincts take their 'natural course without causing harm to 
others .. ~hose ~h~ study the Islamic laws realize that they 
try to build a Muslim society characterized by amicable rela
tions, virtues and altruism. 

In a Muslim society, particularly the society that ad
heres strictly to the teachings of Islam in form and contents 
there can be no place tor base sentiments, such as rancou; 
or hostility. All the Islamic laws, whether those concerned 
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with worship, human relationships, Islamic morals, domestic 
relations, government, politics or administration, serve one 
noble goal, i.e. intensification of relationships, between the 
Muslims themselves. 

The concept of equality and togetherness is paramount 
when regular prayers are said with other people. One God 
is worshipped, one Prophet is followed, one Qibla is followed, 
one Quran is held by all and the performance of the prayers 
is the same. The same obligation~ are observed by the rank 
and file without any discrimination between the poor and 
the rich, young and old, male or female. 

The same principle is applied to financial religious 
duties. 

Islamic laws impose the payment of alms (( Zakat " to 
the poor and compel the Muslim to support his kith and kin. 
A Muslim who commits acts prohibited by the Shada must 
pay expiation money which is distributed to the poor. In 
business, transactions the Shari a prohibits the sales which 
lead -to disputes and hostilities amongst Muslims. Porno
graphic materials and other immoral items are not permitted. 
The Sharia also orders that Muslims should be lenient in 
their dealings with their fellow Muslims and have regard for 
them when they are in financial distress and even give them 
loans when they are in need. 

Likewise, the Sharia urges Muslims to have good man
ners and polite ways, such as greeting the people, wishing 
we~ to the person who sneezes, visting the sick, and taking 
part in funerals praying God to have mercy on the deceased, 
recalling ·his good aspects, showing respect to his corpse by 
not treading on his grave or digging out the dead body after 
internment. Furthermore, Muslims are ordered to offer 
their condolences to the family of the deceased, treat : others 
with generosity and magnanimity, help the poor, respect the 
elders, be lenient to the young, console the poor, revere the 
learned, express affection to one's relatives, support the 
oppressed and deter the oppressor. ' 
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Similarly, the Sharia prohibits Muslims to suspect, hu
miliate, degrade, envy, curse, reprimand, frighten and back
bite fellow Muslims or do anything that might cause harm 
to them. 

In domestic matters the Sharia stresses the importance 
of reaching an accord on matters like inheritance, alimony, 
divorce, execution of the will, unalienable property, govern
ment, politics and administration. Also the Sharia specifies 
the process of governing and the qualities that a good ruler 
must possess and define his powers and the manner to nomi
nate him. 

This subject is too vast to be covered in such a brief 
account. However, we are trying to treat it in general terms. 
Tru.ly Islam has built such an ideal society that there can be 
no grounds for commission of offences or emotional disorders, 
for everybody can enjoy security, justice, ·freedom as well 
as respect, loyalty and love on the part of his fellow Muslims. 

Hence, when a crime is committed in the Muslim 
society, it is considered a deviation from the norms of the 
society, and causes painful reactions from the entire Muslim 

. community. 

Reason why a Muslim Comniits an Offence 
\\ 

A Muslim's belief is based on a solid, foundation o'£, 
faith in God, His angels, His Books, His messengers, thei 
:pay of Judgement, predestination ~': whether good or evil 
and the belief that God is aware and has control of every
thing in this Universe. It encompasses faith in God's 
knowledge of all that happens in the Universe including 
whatever man says, does and thinks. 

Belief in the "Day of Judgement means. haviQg faith in 
resurrection after death. Thus, a Muslim bases'his belief 

,,: Predestination is the theological doctrine th~t all events throughout 
eternity have been fore-ordained by divine decree or purpose (Translator's 
note). 
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on this foundation of faith which underlies that whatever he 
says is registered and whatever he does is reckoned: The 

Quran says: 

cc God has 
Reckoned its (value),' t.hough 
They may have forgotten it)}. 

Chapter 58, verse 6. 

The Quran stresses the existence of life after death. when 
people will resurrect and emerge from their graves 1n the 

following verse: 

cc The Day when 

The Earth will be 
Rent asunder, from (men) 

Hurrying out: that will be 
A gathering together, -
Quite easy for Us )}. 

Chapter 50, verse 44. 

Every human being will be confronted with h~s actions 
and will be rewarded for his good deeds and punished for 
his evil ones. In this connection the Quran says: 

(C On the Day when every soul 

W ill be confronted 
With all the good it has done, . 

And all the evil it has done, 
. It will wish there were 

. A great distance . 
Between it and its evil )}. 

Chapter 3, verse 30. 
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Th~ intensity of this faith differs from one Muslim to 
another. The Muslim who is imbibed with the spirit of this 
faith becomes a stronghold of fortitude and will not be 
affected by temptations. On the other hand if his faith is 
frail, crime finds a fertile soil to penetrate and tempt the 
IvIuslim to commit crime. 

Thus crime is a sign of the Muslim's frail faith and 
feeble belief. Therefore Islamic laws have come to streng
then this belief but not to weaken and erode it. The Muslim 
society which adheres to the real teachings of the Sharia has 
very low crime rates whereas other Muslim societies, which 
abide by the Sharia only as regards personal matters but 
apply secular laws in other aspects of life, do not enjoy the 
advantages of the Muslim societies abiding by the Sharia. 
These advantages are order, justice, equality, liberty, bro
therly love, stability, prosperity and happiness. 

Islamic Sharia is indivisible, 

The Sharia is indivisible and cannot be sectioned. He 
who abides by some laws 01: the Sharia and neglects the others 
is like a man who cuts a limb off a body and still considers 
it whole. The laws 'of the Sharia are like the parts of the 
body or supports of the same structure. Any disregarded law 
of the Shariawill have negative reactions just like a diseased 
part of the body will affect the whole body or a support of 
a structure not tended is apt to ,make the whole building 
shaky. 

The Islamic laws are like' pure and sweet waters of 
rivulets stemming from the same pure source and flowing 
into the same mouth of the river. He who applies parts of 
the Sharia and does not abide by the other~.is a person who 
contests God's power and tries to share ,His exclusive rights 
of judgement. Only God can command what is right and 
forbid what is wrong. No wonder, therefore, that those who 
violate God's laws are bound to lose His bounties, blessings 
and support. 
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The Sharia first established the Islamic Society and then 
organized it 

The Islamic society was established by the Shari a before 
it was organized. The Shari a cultiv~ted the, Islamic society 
in such an idealistic way that it discouraged the commission 
of' crime on the part of the individual. 

So the Islamic Sharia, before becoming an orgamzmg 
legislation, endeavours to create and cultivate the society. 
Basically this society is spiritually bound with this set of 
divine laws and the close relationship between the two carmot 
be loosened in the absence of authority, unlike the indivi
dual's relationship with the secular laws which is superficial, 
and in the absence of vigilance the individual tends to break 
these laws. 

The Sharia' 'is Sublime 

In building and organizing, the society the Sharia 
constantly aims at the realization of a society of noble ideals, 
lofty value~ . and gracious morals that improve the quality 
of life. 

The Sharia is Timeless and Universal 

The Islamic Sharia is timeless and universal, for it is 
not restricted to one race, one colour, one place or one 
people. It is valid for the whole of mankind on any land, 
under any sky and at any time, and £01' all people regardless 
of their race, c()lour or language. 

The Sharia is Perfect 

The Sharia is perfect in its ends and foundation. It 
cannot be changed or modified because, being a divine law, 
it is flawless. As the. Quran says: 

Ie Should He not know) -. 

He that created? 
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And He is the One 
That understands the finest 

Mysteries (and) is 
Well-acquainted (with, them) )). 

Chapter 67, verse 14. 

Through the Islamic Sharia any man, regardless of his 
colour, race or language can attain sublimity, justice, order, 
equality] freedom, fraternal love, stability and happiness at 
any time or place. 

Repentance is possible in the Sharia 

Although the Sharia administers penalties to the offender 
for committing a crime, the offender has the possibility of 
repentance at any time. Thus the Sharia offers the Muslim 
offender the opportunity to return to the right path. Ho
wever, if the offender continues committing ctimes heedless 
of the Shari a he shall meet his punishment in this world and 
in the Hereafter for having defied God's prerogatives and 
violated His sovereignty. 

Crime of Murder 

TIllS is one of the most atrocious crimes that a man 
commits against God and his fellow-man. No man has the 
right to take the life of he who was created by God. By com
mitting murder man defies God's prerogative and it is 
therefore considered a very grave disobedience and an 
unforgivable act of transgression against a fellow-man. 

Islamic Juridical Laws Regard Murd"?r as an atrocious Act 

All the Sharia laws depict murder in such a' horrible 
manner that they are apt to have a deterrent effect on the 
potential offenders. 
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Quranic Verses on the atrocity of Murder 

Murder is as old as man himself due to his tremendous 
greed. The first murder was committed by one of Adam's 
sons (Cain) ~': against his brother. This story is very eloquen
tly described in the Quran, which leaves a deep effect on 
the human soul. The Quran says: 

cc Recite to them the truth 

Of the story of the two sons 

Of Adam. Behold they each 

Presented a sacrifice (to God): 

It was accepted from one, 

But not from the other. 

Said the latter: cc Be sure 

I will slay thee JJ. cc Surely JJ, 

Said the former, cc God 

Doth accept of the sacrifice 

Of those who are righteous. 

If thou dost stretch thy hand 

Against me, to slay me, 

It is not for me to stretch 

My hand against thee 

To slay thee: for do I fea?' 

God, the Cherisher of the Worlds. 

For me, I intend to let 

Thee draw on thyself 

My sin as well as thine, 

For thou wilt be among 

,~ Cain was the elder brother and Abel the younger who was 
righteous and innocent (Translator's note). 
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The Companions of the Fire, 
And that is the reward 
Of those who do wrong }}. 

The (selfish) soul of the other 
Led him to' the murder 

Of his brother: he murdered 
Him, and became (hi::nself) 
One of the lost ones. 

The God sent a ,raven, 

Who scratched .the ground, 
To show him bow to hide 

The shame of his brother. 
rr Woe is me )} said he; 

Was I not e,v,en able 

To be as this raven, 

And to hide the shame 

Of my brother? Then he became 

Full of regrets -. ' 

On that account: We ordained 
For the children of Israel 
That if anyone slew 

A person - unless it be 
For murder or for spreading 
Mischief in the land -' 
It 1;00uld be as if 

He slew the whole people: 
And if anyone saved a life} 
It would be as he saved 

The life of the whole people JJ. 

Ch'apter 5, verses 30 to 35. 
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Causes and Psychological Aspects of the Crime Committed 
by the First Offender 

This crime started as a result of envy and ended with 
the disobedience of God, show of disrespect to one's father 
and commission of fratricide. This was the first murder coni~ 
mitted and it was followed by many others, and there will 
always be bloodshed till D~omsday. ' ' , 

It is beyond our ability to give a satisfactory interpre
tation of the term of the c;rime of murde:r. However, we 
may deduce the psychological emotions related to this crime. 
The original motive for the first murder was greed and 
envy. The brothers argued why God should accept the 
immolation offered by Abel (who was slain) and refuse that 
offered by Cain (who became, a murderer-), The envy changed 
to grudge a1?-d then to threat when Cain told Abel that he 
would slay him. , After the commission of the crime he was 
thrown into desperate self-torture and the' more he loo
ked at his brother's dead body the greater his' self-torture 
grew. It was the raven that showed Cain how,to bury the 
corpse of his brother and he said to himself: (( Woe is' me 
that I was not even able to be as this raven to hide the 
shame of my brother". This reflects the profound em6tio~s 
that overpowered Cain after the commission of murder. " ThIS 
is well expressed in the Holy Quran which is the' acme of 
eloquency and virtue. The Quranic verse depicts quite well 
the profound and unrelenting remorse that" kept pursuing 
Cain all his life. 

Types of Men 

The glorious Quranic verse (( Aya" shows that there .' . . . 
are two kinds of men and there will always be these two 
different kinds of men till'the end of the world. 
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These two types are: 

1) The type who has severed all his ties with God and 
has gone astray into a desolation of misery, greed and envy; 
he follows the law of the jungle deprived of moral values 
and ideals. 

2) The type who has not lost his contact with the 
Almighty God from Whom he seeks guidance and illu-
mination. " 

I t is the second type to which the religion of Islam 
seeks to convert people so that they may abide by the Sharia 
and thus refrain from committing crime. 

The Sharia strives to develop Man's Intellect~ Spirit and Soul 

As soon as people, intellectually undeveloped and mo
rally decadent and spiritually debased, adhere to the Islamic 
Shari a they change into noble, generous, good-hearted and 
conscientious men. This change is brought about by the 
worships the Muslim performs. These w·6rships constitute 
an ideal educational, spiritual and intellectual school where 
the Muslim changes into an elevated and refined human 
being. 

Sf}me Quranic Verses admonishing People to abstain from 
~urder . 
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(( If a man kills a Believer 

Intentionally, his recompense 
Is Hell, to abide therein 
(For ever): and the wrath 
And the curse of God 
Are upon him, and 
A dreadful penalty 
Is prepared for him ". 

Chapter 4, verse 94. 

----~-~-... 

and 

and 

and 

II Those who invoke not, 

With God, any other god, 

Nor slay such life as God 

Has made sacred, except 

F or just cause, nor commit 

Fornication; and any that does. 

This (not only) meets punishment 

But the Penalty on the Day 

Of Judgement will be doubled 

To him, and he will dwell 

Therein in ignominy ". 

Chapter 25, verses 68 and 69. 

(( Take not life, which God 

flath made sacred, except 

By way of justic.e and law: 

. Thus doth He command you, 

That ye may learn wisdom )}. 

Chapter 6, verse 151. 

(( Nor take life - which God 

. Hath made sacred, except 

. For just cause. And if 
Anyone is slain wrongfully, 

'We have given his heir 
'Authority to demand Retaliation (punishment) 

Or to forgive: but let him . 

o 
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Not exceed bounds in the matter 

Of taking life/ for he 

Is helped by (the Law) CC. • 

Chapter 17, ~erse 33. 

CC In the Law of Equality (Retaliation)' 

There is~ (saving). of Life 

To you, 0 ye .men of underHa.nding; 

That ye may r~strain yourselves JJ. 

Chapter 2, verse 179. 

The Prophet said: ee Do not slay wrongfully otherwise 
you will add another reminder to the first murder perpe-
tuated by Cain ", and ee A man is still. committed to the 
tenets of his faith until he commits murder ", and e( Man is 
the creation of God, God's curse be upon the person who 
destroys this creation of God " , and (~God woul& rather lose 
the world than lose a beH~yerunjustly~ for ~e. believer is 
dearer to God than His Angels ", and e~ Whoever does not 
associate a partner with God and does not slay unjustly shall 
enter the Paradise ", and ee, The first deed to be reckoned on 
the Day of J udgemerlt is bloodshed ". 

The Prophet, God's peace be upon him, also said: 
ee One of the worst predicaments ftomwhich 'a: man cannot 
find a way out is when he slays ~llldtherinan unjustly". 

The crime of murder is regarded as bdng"so dreadful 
by the Sharia that some scholars maintain.. that ~ven when 
the murderer' is inflicted. ~i~h, retaliat.ion .punishment (Ki
sas) his c.t;i~e will not. ,be expiated,. for his punishment does 
not benefit the slain person but only serves as a lesson for 
the survivors to disdain the Grime of murder., ' 
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Considering murder a crime of the first degree, and an 
unpardonable' offence against God's prerogative and the rights 
of the slain person, against Islamic ,society and h~manity in 
gener.al, and basing. on the fact that the Quran says he who 
takes the life of another man shall abide in Hell, shall be 
cursed by God and shall have atrocious torture in the Here
after, some Muslim scholars maintain that a murderer's re
pentance (ev.en H he repents) will not be accepted, especially 
as man's status, according to the Sharia, is closer to God 
than th~t of the AJ.?gels. 

( 

Conclusion 

Unlike the view of some 'scholars on the murderer, our 
view is' that the door .of repentance is open even to the 
wilful- murderer. 'Ho\vever, it is up to God to accept or 
reject the murderer's repentance, and this view is the cl~sest 
to the spIrit of th~ Sharia. 

. ..' .' . 

Supporli1;'e Evidences relating. to a· Murderer's Repentance 

The' Qurari says: 
1. 

2. 

Cf He is the One that' accepts 

. Repe1!tance from His servants)}. 

Chapter 42; verse 25. ,: 

CC God forgiveth not 

That partners should be set up 

1Vith Him; but He', forgiveth 

Anything 'else, to wbom 

'He ple~seth' ". 

0' Chapter 4; verse 48. 

f,' 
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3. The Prophet said: cc The door of repentance is always 
open as long as the sun rises in the east ". 

4. The Prophet said: cc Give me your pledge not to set 
up partners with God, not to commit adultery and not to 
take life which·· God has made sacred except by way of 
justice. If the person who commits any of these sins and is 
penalized his sin will be expiated in this world, but it is up 
to God to forgive or punish him in the Hereafter". 

5. There is a story in the Hadith about a man who had 
murdered ninety-nine persons. When he went to seek the 
advice of ~ scholar to find out if there was any chance for 
him to repent, the scholar told him bluntly that there was 
no hope for repentance. Thereupon he slew the scholar and 
thus the number of his victims totalled one hundred. Later 
he went to another scholar who told the murderer that he 
had a good chance of repentance and advised him to go some
where where people worship the Almighty God and to re
pent there. Half way on the road to the place where he 
was supposed to join worshippers, the murderer met his 
death. The Angels of Torture and the Angels of Mercy had 
a heated argument whether the man should be forgiven or 
not. The Angels of Mercy argued that the man was on his 
way to repent while the Angels of Torture said that he had 
never done a good deed. At that point, an Angel came in 
the form of a man who ordered that the distance be measu
red. When it was found that the spot where the man died 
was nearer to the place he was going to, the Angels of Mercy 
were victorious. 

Discussion of the Views 

As regards the first view which is evidenced by the 
Quranic verse: cc If a man kills a Believer intentionally ... " 
this verse was revealed following a certain incident. Howe
ver, we should not single it out as the only criterion. This 
incident concerns the event when Maquis Ibn Sababa found 
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his brother, Hisham, murdered at the locality of Beni Najar. 
As they were Muslims the Prophet was informed. The Prophet 
sent Maquis in the company of a man from Beni Fahr to the 
locality of Beni Najar to ask the people of that locality to 
hand over the murderer. The people of Beni Najar said 
they had no idea who the murderer was but they were willing 
to pay a blood money (Diya) of one hundred camels. On his 
way back to Medina with the camels Maquis attacked AI-Fahri 
and killed him. Then he rode back to Mecca as an infidel and 
an apostate. On this occasion the Quranie verse was revealed: 
t( If a man kills a Believer intentionally... " and the Prophet 
said: cc I do not trust him (Maquis) whether in permissible or 
forbidden matters ". On the day Mecca was conquered the 
Prophet ordered that Maquis be put to death. 

Why the Word rr Kisas J) is used in The Quran 

The Quran says: cc In the Law of Kisas (Retaliation) 
there is saving of life ". The Arabic word cc Kisas " is used 
in the Quran and denotes equality, analogy and equity. It 
also means looking into a matter, scrutinization and provid
ing the possibility of defence, particularly by the murderer 
himself. cc Kisas " is the legislation of the society, and that 
is why this word is used in the Quran and not the word 
cc Iktisas " which is the legislation of the individual. 

In the Quran the word C( Kisas " is used instead of other 
d h cCTh'" d C(Ktl" . wor s suc as vengeance a r ,mur er a a or Im-

murement (( Kawd " because the first word implies enmity, 
rancour and unchecked desire to shed blood; the second 
word was not chosen because it gives the impression men
tioned ahbve and that is taking the life of another person as 
a result of aggression or retaliation (equality); the third word 
cc Kawd " which is immurement implies humiliation and de
gradation, and a murderer is led like a small camel. Whereas 
(( Kisas" does not imply any humiliation but establishing 
justice and order. 
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The Life (( Kisas )) Seeks to Attain 

In the Quran the Almighty God addresses the Believers 
by s~ying: 

r( In the Law of Equality (Kisas) 

. There is (saving -of) Life 

_ To you} 0 men of Understanding 
That ye may 

Restrain yourselves )}. 

Chapter 3, verse 179. 

What kind of life does Kisas seek to achieve although in 
reaIit~ it takes the life of the murderer? Islam, being a just 
religion which cultivates the man's intellect and soul, does 
not neglect the instincts, because ignorIng these instincts 
would be burdensome which the -Sharia is not intended to 
be. On the contrary, it is meant to be lenient and easy-going. 
The Sharia does not place a burden greater than a man can 
bear, -and ,nobody is 'Ordered to do what is beyond his 
capacity. If this was the case the Sharia would have, been 
disregarded'and~ hardly anybody would -have adhered to it. 
How could, the -Sharia'·be burdensome when it is the most 
merciful and wisest of all law5 which guide the Muslims on 
the right path? 

Islamic legislation takes into account the hard feelings 
of the relatives of the slain 'person and takes into conside
ration the resulting rage which cannot -be appeased except 
by shedding the blood of the murderer in retaliation. This is 
quite understandable, for the loss of huinan life is irretrie
vable. Thus th¢ atrocity character.izing murder has to be pe
nalized by a deterrent of the utmost magnitude, i.e. inflict
ing capital punishment on. the murderer.' - The commission 
of murder in the pre-Islamic society, - and. for th~t -rna tter 
in any society, generated undesirable reactions, such as the 
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killing of a number of the members of another tribe in reta
liation for the murder of a tribesman. Alternatively, some
body other than the real murderer, such as the head of the 
tribe, sect or the family used to be k,illed.. In the case of a 
murderess a man used be killed "instead of another woman. 
Such vendettas often escalated into armed conflicts which 
in some cases used to last for _ decades causing the loss of 
many innocent' victims ,because the people used togetf~rious 
over the killing of someone who was not the real murderer. 

\Vhy is Kisas considered _ a savi~g of the lives of the 
Muslim' society? Through the' Kisas punishment vendettas 
are appeased and 2~. the same time it i~ regarded as a deter
rent to those who have the evil intention of committing 
such a horrible crime. Furthermore, Kisas protects the rela
tives.of the murderer from any aggression on the part of the 
family or tribe of the slain. Through the infliction of Kisas 
the ~embers of the Muslim society feel a sense of justice 
and fairness. 

Prerequisites of Murder 

A premeditated crime must have the following prere-
quisite's: 

1. Object of the crime. 
2. Instrument used for committing the crime. 
3. Criminal intent. 

The object of the crime is the victim who is slain. The 
instrument used to commit the crime is the means whereby 
the crime is committed. The criminal intent covers the 
malicious motives behind the act of the crime. If I had 
more time I would have dea1t~ith this subject in more detail 
to illustrate how meticulously the Islamic Shatia deals with 
the investigation aspect of the crime in order- to achieve the 
exact proof of the murderer's guilt and the malicious mo
tiv~s that drove him to commit his act. 
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Prereqttistes of Premeditated Murder and the Necessity of 
Kisas 

In addition to the above-mentioned prerequisites, there 
are others pertaining to the murderer and to the victim. As 
regards the murderer he has to be legally eligible and respon
sible for the crime, that is to be a mature adult and sane in 
mind and not the victim's father. He is also to be inviolable, 
which means that he is either a Muslim or one who is gran
ted the right to have taken abode in a Muslim country. The 
prerequisite of the slain persoll is that he should be inviolable. 

Quasi-Deliberate Murder or Murder by Error 

In the absence of one of the prerequisites of illurder by 
premeditation, the crime is considered quasi-deliberate if 
the missing prerequisite element is the instrument used, or 
murder by error if the criminal intent is absent. 

This classification is advocated by some supreme scho
lars of the Sharia while other scholars maintain that there 
are only two clear-cut categories: Premeditated murder and 
murder by error. 

Substitution of Diya (Blood Money) for Kisas (Retaliation) 

In cases where murder is quasi-deliberate or by error 
Kisas is excluded and Diya is prescribed except in cases 
when the victim's kith and kin forgive the murderer. 

Some Evidences 
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The Quran says: 

rr Never should a Believer 
Kill a Believer}' but 
(If it so happens) by mistake} 
(Compensation is due) 
If one (so) kills a Believer, 
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and 

It is ordained that he 
Should free a believing slave, 

And pay compensation 
To the deceased)s family 
Unless they remit it freely)). 

Chapter 4, verse 92. 

rr ... If he belonged 

To a people with whom 
Ye have a treaty of mutual 
Alliance} compensation should 

Be paid to his family 
And a believing slave be freed}}. 

Chapter 4, verse 92. 

Urwa Ibn Zubeir 7( narrates that Haddifa Ben AI
Yamman who in the battle of Uhudd ~"~", while fighting in 
the army of ~he Prophet, had a terrible experience. The 
conquering Muslim army mistook his father for a~ enemy 
and put him to death although Haddifa was shoutmg that 
the man was his father. As the people did not underst~nd 
him the die was cast. At this point Haddifa's only reactlo? 
was that he prayed God to forgive those people, for He 1S 

the Most Merciful. When the Prophet heard this he took 
Haddifa as one of his favourites. 

* Urwa Ibn Zubeir was one of the seven most important jurists; 
he was an authority on narrating incidents related to the Prophet. He 
died around 717 A.D. (Translator's note). 

*,,< Uhudd is a mound about 4 Km north of Medina where the 
Prophet fought his enemies of Mecca in 624 A.D. (Translator's note). 
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Murder by the Juvenile or Insane 

The juvenile is one who has reached the age of sixteeen 
years as this is the minimum age fot legal eligibility. 

A person affected with insanity and mentally deranged 
is considered as being insane. When a juvenile or an insane 
person commits murder only Diya is applicable, for this 
crime is considered murder by error because the offender 
lacks the element of premeditation and criminal intent. 

Instrument of Kisas 

According to the Sharia Kis~s should be inflicted with 
a sword. The Prophet said: (( No capi,tal punishment without 
a sword ". The sword was considered the' most appropriate 
instrument for capital punishment because it puts a swift 
end to the murderer, it serves as a deterrent and it appeases 
the feelings of the slain man's family. 

The Sharia does not humiliate the Murderer before Dr after 
the Execution of the Kisas 

In compliance with the noble Shari a to achieve justice, 
the Sharia has forbidden torturing' the murderer before the 
Kisas or exhibiting and. mutilating the corp~e after the ex
ecution of the Kisas. The Sharia orders that people pray for 
the deceased murderer and bury him in the ',Muslim grave
yard. The instrument of Kisas should be checked that it is 
sharp enough to avoid unnecessary torture. In this connection 
the Prophet said: (( Efficiency is desired by God; so when 
you kill a man or slaughter an animal do it efficiently and 
swiftly by sharpening your instrument so'that the slai~ pet;. 
son or animal does not suffer urinecessarily ". Some.sc;:holars 
were of the opinion that the murderer should be killed in 
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the same manner that he slew his victim.· They base their 
claim' on the following Quranic verses: ' ': 

and 

~ .. . . 

, . 
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cc' And if ye do punish 

Punish them no worse 

Than they punished you ". 

Chapter 16, verse 126. 

cc If then anyone transgresses 

The prohibition against you, 

Transgress ye likewise 

Against him ". 

Chapter 2, verse 194. 

Furthermore, it is reported that the Prophet squashed 
the head of a Jew between two big stones exactly as the 
J e\v had done to a woman-slave bf Ansar. * 

~ . -

Instr~~'!Ze12t of Capit~l Punishment in the Kingdom of Saudi 

Arabia . 

Kisas punishment is inflict~d with a sword or a rifle. 
. ,". 

Prf!requisites of Kisas . 

. There are three prerequisites: 
1) Capital punishment should not be inflicted upon 

minors or insane culprits. 

,'~ Ansar is the~ame for the people of Medina who supported the 
Prophet ',after his migration to Medina from Mecca (Translator's note). 
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2) Some scholars hold that the relatives of the culprit 
(men, women and children) should be also convinced that 
the culprit really deserves the Kisas punishment. Other 
scholars maintain that the heirs of the culprit are those who 
should give the last word, for they are the people directly 
affected by his shameful deed. 

3) Kisas does not permit the taking of another life other 
than that in question. For example, if a woman is pregnant 
or became. pregnant after the sentence was passed, the ex
ecution is deferred until she delivers the baby and weans him 
from the breast. 

Execution of the Kisas in the Kingdom 

Lawsuits in the Kingdom usually go to the Sharia 
judges. 

Apart from the Lower Courts that deal with minor 
civil cases, criminal cases go to canonical courts. Judges of 
such courts usually make a thorough investigation, of the 
case. When the judges feel that the only possible sentence 
is the Kisas, the case is then taken up to the Court of Cassa
tion for further investigation. When the decision is the 
Kisas, the case is referred to the Supreme Court where a 
panel of judges launch a large-scale investigation into the 
case and the proposed sentence. If they confirm the Kisas 
the whole case is submitted to His Majesty the King to give 
his endorsement. Then the final Royal decision and the 
endorsement of the case are taken to the executive depart
ments for the execution of the Royal sentence. All this 
shows how detailed and accurate the procedures are in order 
to secure justice. 

The Executor of the Kisas according to the Sharia 

The Kisas is executed by someone related to the victim 
provided he is able to carry out the execution efficiently. 
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Otherwise, an efficient executioner -is delegated by the re
latives of the victim. This shall take place in the presence 
of an official of the authority (or his deputy) and under his 
supervision. 

How Kisas is executed in the Kingdom 

The Kisas is executed in accordance with the Sharia. 
When the sentence is endorsed by the King the murderer is 
informed to enable him to see to· his worldly and religious 
affairs. The murderer's kin are also notified' in order to 
attend the execution of ,the Kisas. . 

,The murderer is led to the plaza opposite the Go
vernor's palace where the Kisas is executed in the presence 
of the Governor of the district or the province where the 
Kisas takes place. 

After announcing the murderer's name, the victim's 
name and the whole case the murderer is beheaded with a 
sword. As the relatives of the victim are not usually efficient 
at executing capital punishment a headman is appointed by 
the State to carry out the Kisas. 

Nevertheless, the Government of Saudi Arabia,.in pur
suance of the Sharia does its utmost, before the execution of 
the kisas, to convince the relatives of the victim to agree to 
commute the Kisas into blood-money (( Diya ". 

In fact) in some cases members of the Saudi Royal 
family and other citizens have interceded with the family of 
the victim to agree to commute the Kisas into Diya in 
order to prevent bloodshed. In some cases these efforts 
have succeeded while in other cases they failed and so the 
Kisas was duly carried out in accordance with the injunctions 
of the Sharia. ' 

Execution of Kisas on Parts of the Body 

In pursuance of achieving the scope of the Sharia in 
providing justice, order and equality in the Muslim society 
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the amputation of parts of the body has been legalized instead 
of capital punishment. 

Meaning of Partial Kisas 

The amputation of limbs such as hands, feet, eye, ear, 
nose, teeth, eye-lid, lips or fingers .. 

Prerequisites of Partial Kisas 

1) Make sure that justice takes its course. 

2) Analogy of the parts 'to be cut off: the right hand 
of the offender for the right hand of the victim and so on. 

3) Equality in parts, i.e. it is not legal to cut off a 
healthy part of the body for a diseased part of the victim. 

(Has a sentence ever been passed in the Kingdom in 
cases of this type?). of: 

. T be Wisdom of Diya (blood-money) 

Diya is a merciful alternative stipulated by the Islamic 
Sharia. 

Judaism insisted on Kisas, whereas Christianity decreed 
only Diya. Islam on the other hand, as ever, has resorted 
to the happy medium. While it has decreed the punishment 
of Kisas to attain justice and appease the victim's kith and 
kin and serve as a deterrent against mutder, it has at the 
same time given the opportunity to the relatives of the 
victim to commute the Kisas into Diya and thus; in return, 
get God's reward. 

': 
:1; 

* Some cases of this type may occur. However, to avoid injustice 
in carrying out the Kisas it has often been replaced by Diya. 
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Quranic Verses· and Prophet's Sayings favouring Diya over 

Kisas 

1. 

2. 

.3. 

4. 

CC But if any remission 

Is made by the brother 

Of the slain,' then grant 

Any' reasonable demand 

And compensate him 

With handsome gratitude. 

This is a concession 

And a Mercy 

Frdm. your Lord" .. 

Chapter 2, verse 1 7 8. 

CC But if 

Anyone remits the retaliation 

By way of charity it is 

, Al~' act '(Jfatonement for himself ". 

Chapter 5, verse 48. 

CC And the remission 

(Of the man's half) 

Is the 'nearest to righeousness lJ. 

Chapter 2,. vers~ 23,7. 

CC Who restrain anger 

And pardon (all) men }). 

Chapter 3, verse 134. 
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5. The Prophet said that whenever a ~an remits an offence, 
God cherishes him more. 

6. It is reported that Anas Ibn Malik said that whenever 
a Kisas case was referred to the Prophet he always tried to 
alleviate the punishment. 

7. The Prophet said that he who forgives his offender is 
elevated by one more step and his sins reduced by one step. 

Interceding with the Victim}s Kinsfolk to commute Kisas 
into Diya 

As the Sharia favours that Kisas be commuted into 
Diya it also favours the act of intercession and encourages the 
mediator to intercede in order to have his great recompense 
in the Hereafter. 

Diya 

Originally Diya was a recompense of one hundred 
camels. Some Sharia scholars believe that Diya is a payment 
of either one thousand gold Dinars, twelve thousand silver 
Durhams, or a recompense of two hundred cows, two thous
and sheep or two hundred utensils. 

Issue of Controversy 

The issue of controversy over the above estimates lies 
in the fact that those who maintain that Diya is a recompense 
of one hundred camels consider other catf60ries illegitimate, 
whereas others believe that all the categories are illegimate. 

Diya in Saudi Arabia 

The scholars of the Sharia in the Kingdom prefer the 
Diya to be paid in camels. However, if there are n.ot enough 
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camels then the equivalent amount of one hundr~d camels 
in gold or silver. Therefore, due to the fact th:d there are 
not enough camels 'available in the Kingdom; the Saudi 
Government, in consultation with the Sharia scholars, has 
established a fixed amount of money. The value of a camel 
in gold or silver varies from time' to time. During the reign 
of the late King Abdul Aziz, the Diya was the equivalent of 
eight hu.ndred Riyals in French silver, then it became three 
thousand Saudi silver Riyals. Later it rose to sixteen thous
and and to twenty-four thousand Sali9i silver Riyals. Un
offidal sources report that the Piy~\\, has risen to forty 
thousand Saudi silver Riyals. 

Reason for the steady incr~as~ of I?iyq 

As the pri~e ot the camel, which 'is the basis: of the 
Diya, continues to soar so does the amouht of the Diya. 

Conclusion 

The estimate is taken for the equivalent of one hundred 
camels.: Should the 'quality of the ~ame1s be, taken into 
consideration the estimate will exceed on.e hundred thousand 
Riyals. . '. 

\~,/ 

Expiation II Kaffara }} 

Kaffara is derived from the Arabic verb (( Kaffara " 
meaning (( conceal ", in other words placing a barrier be
tween the offender and the offence. 

Reason for its Legitimacy 

Kaffara was prescribed as a mercy for the whole Muslim 
nation and to give an opportunity to the Muslim offender 
who murders by error to purify himself. It is a punishment 
impo&ed in order to bring the Muslim back to God. 
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Kaffara in the Sharia 

The Sharia 'is characterized with the Kaffara inasmuch 
as the Sharia is an educational, disciplinarian and corre~tional 
legislation. . ': ' 

Kinds of Kaffara 

In the Sharia there. are many kinds of Kaffara. How
ever, at present only the Kaffara of murder concerns us. 

Is it a Kaffara for Premeditated Murder or Murder by Error? 

Some scholars stress that this Kaffara is confined to 
murder by error as it was legislated to protect the offender 
against his feelings of guilt and' to eradicate the offence. 
Other scholars maintain that the Kaffara should be applied 
in the case of a pr~meditated crime rafher than that ,of the 
murder by error. 

What is the Kaffara for Murder by Error? 

It is the freeing of a believing slave. But those. who 
find this beyond their means then a fast for two conseclitive 
months is prescribed, as in the following Quranic"verse: 

rr Never should a Believer 
Kill a Believer/ but 
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(If it so happens) by mistake, , 
(Compensation is due): 

If one (so) kills t? Believer) 
It is ordained that he 

<Sbould free a believing slave) 
And pay compensation 

To the deceased) s family, 

Unless they remit it freely, 
If the deceased belonged 
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To a· people at war with you, 
And he w~s a Believer, 
The freeing of a believing slave 
(1s enough), If he belonged 
To' a people with whom 
Ye 'have a treaty 'of mutual 

Aliianc~J compensation should 
. B~' paid to his family) 

And. a believing slave be freed, 
For those who find this . 

Beyond their means) (is prescribed) 

A fast for two months , : 
R1mning: by way of repentance 
To God: forGQd hath 
All knowledg~ and r;ll. wisdom)), 

Chapter.4, verse 92. 

Application of the Kaffara . 

. d . hether Mushm or The Kaffara is applie ~o an!one, w . 
Musll'm when a person IS slam. non-. , 

D Abdul Rahman Al .. Qasim . . .'.. '.. . ~ . .' . Mh~~~ 'Praise be to God and peace be upon 0 a 

last of the vrophets,. dm' dl is one of the most kn~w
The research~r a ltte y He chose the three subjects 

ledg~able sc?olars:, K~~:~~; hls research because they ru:e 
of Klsas, Dlya an f f th Sharia" each of these IS h 'mportant acts 0 e '.' '.' 
t e most 1. . . . he life of Islamic socIety. 
particularly essenual ill t h esearcher for giving us valuable 

We are gratefuthltol t e I
r 

h uld like to take this oppor-'nf . Never e ess, so. 
1 ormatlOn.. k b t his treatlse. tunity to make a few remar s a ou . 
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First, in my view the tre f . 
He treated the subject of K' a Ise IS nyt well-proportioned. 
of the Diya and Kaffara ~:~ ~~~~th endgthlat the ex~ense 

S 1. e ea t very brIefly 
econo, In discussing the Kisas h . 

ge;:ef7ations rather than concentrating
t 0: ;:e:~~;:r :ve 

sc Q ar y manner. Despite this fact I h dm' a 
researcher attained the f d al~ b~ve ~o a It that the 

. '" un ament 0 JectIve of his study 

not ':!~~~':~~ :~~c~:n:f t~efeorint ouft that the treatise did 
ence or a researcher 

Furthermore when the . h· . 
after the introduc~ion he gave ~~:e~~~e ~f ~~artet.his treatise 
the Kisas followed by p . h h' e su Ject, namely 
then he defined crime w~~~u~e~t. w Ich h: ~~fined and 
Kisas which is the focal sub' ect f~VIng. ~ d~f1l11tIOn of the 
started with the definition ~f the K~my VIeW?e should have 
damental subJ'ect HI' d· lsas as thIs was the fun-. e a so state . « Th . 
disagreement" meaning in the I l' . er~ IS no room for 
1m h . s amIC SOCIety B t 11 

.ow t at disagreement is inherent in h . u we a 
eXIsted even amongst the Pro het' um.an nature. It 
the scholars of J'uridical 1 . PI .' s Compamons as well as 

. h' . egIs anons on matter d WIt JurIsprudence or finan . 1 . s connecte CIa transactIOns. 
I would also like to k h 

(In case of a murd b rema~ o~ t e researcher's sub-title 
Kisas i d er . Y ~uasI-deliberate intent or by error 
impli s hroPPhed and DIY~!S applied). The word « dropped" 

es t at t e prereqUIsItes of a . h . 
reason or other the right f K' ~Ig dt eXIst and for some 
when Kisas is confirmed 0 d ~sas IS . ropped, for example 
ped. But in the case of m~~ t ~n remItted, then it is drop
intent the Ki' er y error or a quasi-deliberate 

sas IS not proved to start with. 

defini~;e i~Ut1lOd furthermore, switched to the Diya without 

« Wisdom be~:J~tsale s~~::te "title. . ~e j.ust mentioned 
for « its " i d g . cy. This tItle 1S rather vague 

s nQt con UCIve to any designation. ' 
When the author referred to th h 

crime: the obJ'ect instr d e.t ;ee prerequisites of 
, ument an crImInal intent, he did 
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not tell us from which reference or text he deducted these 
prerequisites. In my view, the slain person is the object of 
the crime, as he too mentioned, but not a prerequisite. 
Neither is the instrument of the crime a prerequisite. The 
basic elements of crime, whether according to the Sharia or 
the positive laws, are three: legal element which states 
there can be no crime without a text; physical element which 
is represented in the act of crime (positively or negatively); 
therefore a man cannot be convicted if he has not contributed 
to committing murder; and the third element is moral, which 
is the intention of the criminal. These basic elements were 
mentioned by a number of scholars, such as the late Abdul 
Kadir Awda, in his book of Islamic Criminal Legislation. 
He mentioned a few other prerequisites for. each crime, none 
of which is the instrument or the object. The existence of a 
physical instrument ~s a prerequisite for establishing the 
crime of murder is immaterial, for in some cases one may 
.commit a crime by error without using a~ instrument. For 
example, a person may unintentionally cause the death of a 
pregnant woman through miscarriage by having produced a 
foul odour, or someone may scare a man to death through 
falling from a wall because he shouted at him. Muslim 
juridical scholars have not agreed amongst themselves whe
ther they should lay down certain conditions to define the 
instrument of murder. 

Imam Malik laid no conditions while the other two 
Imams, Shafi and Ahmed, said that the instrument of murder 
is whatever puts an end to a man's life. Imam Abu Hanifa 
added that this instrument is whatever is intended to perpe
trate the act of murder. However, if we consider the instru
ment or the object of the crime (which is the body of the 
deceased) as prerequisites for a crime then' we may end up 
by saying that in order to establish a crime it is sufficient to 
find either of the two. But this is not the case. As far as I 
know it is not necessary to find either the instrument or the 
deceased's body as long as the judge has proved by legitimate 
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means that the murderer did cause the death irrespective of 
whether the body or the instrument was found. 

The moral element which, according to modern lawyers 
is the criminal intent, consists of two parts: general intent, 
which urges the mind to commit the crime without regarding 
the result,and thus the offender causes murder by error. The 
other part of the moral element is the particular intent which 
urges the mind to take the life of someone. This plus the 
general intent provide the premeditated murder though there 
are differences of juridical opinions· over this matter. 

Before I conclude my comments it is appropriate to 
refer to the existence of a substantial difference between 
the Sharia and other legislations. The Islamic Sharia differs 
from other religions as well as from positive laws. The pre
Islamic religions were confined to some aspects, for example 
Judaism and the legislation of Moses, concentrated on' ma
terialistic aspects, whereas Christianity, the legislation of 
J~sus Christ, concentrated on the spiritual. But Prophet 
Mohammad's legislation combined the two aspects. Islam 
is both a: belief and a legislation, a material of learning and 
a code of action and a religion and a statute of a state. It 
regulates the affairs of man in this world and in the Hereafter 
al1d takes care' of him in this life and after death. . 

. Similarly, the Islamic Sharia differs from the positive 
laws as regards the sources. Positive laws are enacted by 
man, whereas the Sharia was originally revealed by God. 
Therefore the positive laws are called subjective, i.e. they 
alter according to the ideology of the law-makers, rulers 
and eras. What is good in one country may not be feasible 
in another, and the laws of a certain period may not be 
appropriate in another period. 

As man is narrow-minded and short-sighted the laws 
are confined to the relations between individuals in a certain 
society at a given period. 

Instead, God's' legislation is perfect, universal and 
eternal. 
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Muslim scholars divide the duties into three. parts: 

- obligations towards God, duties towards other men 
and joint duties towards God and ?th~r. men; there al:e so~e 
differences of opinion amongst JUrIdIcal scholars 111 t~ls 
respect. 

The obligations towards God consist of sinc;ere worships 
including expiation, one of the topics of this treatise. The 
duties towards other men include financial duties, such as the 
Diya, being (he other topic of this treatise. As it is a. duty 
towards other fellow-men, the Diya could even be rel~nqU1~ 
shed. Kisas is one of the joint duties where the major part of 
it is In the intetest of man. That is why the victim's kinsfolk 
have the 'right either to substitute Kisas with the Diya or 
forgive the murderer. . ' . 

The positive laws l],ave not taken into C?l1SIderatlon any 
of the three mentioned elements. Kaffara IS neglected, for 
it deals with the relation between God and His subjects while 
positive laws treat only the relations between in?~viduals. 
Kisas is replaced by capital punishment an~ the ~OSltlVe laws 
insist firmly on the inevitability of executlOn "':'lth the con
dition of premeditation. It goe~ without sayIng .that t~e 
secular system cannot be compared with the I~lamic Sh~rIa 
which necessitates the execution of Kisas as bemg the rIght 
of the kinsfolk of the victim in order to placate vengeance. 
Thus, the cases of vengeance are manifold in the coun~ries 
where positive laws apply capital punishment instead of Klsas. 

Furthermore the positive laws prescribe payment of 
compensation ins;ead of the Diya. T~er~ is a ?ig differe~ce 
between the two: the Diya is an obhgation paId for hav111g 
taken the life of another person and is a fixed amount no 
matter what position a man may hold. . 

On the other hand compensation is paid in proportlon to 
the amount of damage or loss the victim has sustained. Thus 
the compensation judged in accordance with the positive laws 
differs according to the victim's position. For example, the 
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compensation for the murder of an enoineer or a medical 
physician is not. the sa?I~ as th~t for the/:) murder of a simple 
labourer: ~ertalnly thIS IS not Just whereas the Islamic jud
g.ement IS Ideal for mankind. God's peace, mercy and bles
smgs be upon you. 

Sheikh Sa'ad Mohammad Al-Gharian 

In the name of God and praise be to Him, and peace 
be. upon God's Messenger, Mohammad, his family and Comp
amons. 

I ~xtend my heartfelt thanks to the organizers of this 
symposmm and for having provided an appropriate atmos
phere for the scholars and researchers to avail themselves of 
t~e . sou~ces of Islamic Sharia, and I am grateful to the 
~lstln~U1shed !ecturer for his valuable treatise. I enjoyed 
listemn?" to hIm and read his treatise with great interest. 
I had Intended making some remarks but Sheikh Rahman 
Al-Qassim thankfully covered my points. 

Nevertheless, I would like to draw; your attention to 
the way the Kisas is executed in the Kinodom of Saudi 
Arabia as described by the lecturer. /:) 

. Jurisdiction in Saudi Arabia is an automonous body not 
mfluenced by. any other authorities. So when we say that 
the sentence IS referred to the Court of Cassation and then 
to His ~ajes~ the King, this. does not imply that the 
sent~nce 1.S subject to the King's final approval. It just means 
conflrmatlOn on the part of the executive body of the verdict 
passed by the judiciary body. I repeat that once a sentence 
is passed no human being can alter or stop it. 

. As r:gards the lecturer's detailed description of the 
Klsas purushment and the fact that he did not treat the 
other topics in the same way, this is quite normal with 
scholars who generally treat their first subject in more 
detail than the others. 
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I thank you for listening to me and God's peace, mercy 
and blessings be upon you. 

Dr. Jorge A. Montero-Castro 

Since the beginning of this symposium I wanted to 
express to you my appreciation for organizing this meeting 
and providing us with the facilities to attend it. 

\YJe are thus able to ascertain the progress this country 
has made in cultural matters and verify the effect of the 
Islamic legislation on crime control and prevention. 

However, I decided to defer my remarks until I had 
assimilated much of what has been discussed. I must admit 
that my expectations have not disappointed me. 

\YJhile listening to the excellent treatises by distin
guished lecturers I have been struck by the great wisdom 
and the religious, social and moral ethics inherent in these 
studies. I say this because it concerns my studies regarding 
criminal legislations in western societies and their relationship 
with religious aspects and this is the reason why I am 
seeking a better criminal legislation. I am confident that 
a large percentage of crimes have disappeared or dropped 
out due to the validity of your juridical systems. 

In this land of yours I have learned a lot about the 
Islamic legislation and criminology which will be of great 
interest to the Latin American Institute. 

On behalf of the Institute, the Ministry of Interior of 
Costa Rica, where I serve as a counsellor, and myself I 
would like to take this opportunity to thank you and to 
wish you success. 

Mr. Ramanand Singh 

Thank you for giving me the floor. I share my Costa 
Rican colleague's appreciation for the excellent manner in 
which this symposium has been conducted regarding the 
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ef~ec: of Islamic legislation on crime prevention. The 
?rlllCIp~l t?~ic of the symposium has an urgent nature and 
IS of slgmfIcant importance to our modern world where 
~rimes a:e steadily increasing. The subject discussed regard
m~ publIc order and safety has never been so seriously dealt 
wIth elsewhere; this is the reason why we are so arateful 
to this group which includes a number of lawyers ~ociolo-
gists and theologists from the Arab world. ' 

We feel greatly honoured by having been invited as 
observers. 

Mr. Chairman, we listened with the greatest' interest 
to all the discussions. 

With your unique legislation you have let us hear 
what you are doing and what you will do to combat and 
prevent crime in the world. 

.Ce~tainly the ~slamic legislation as revealed by God 
the iilmIghty and eVIdenced by the Prophet's sayings cannot 
be compared with the positive laws in combatting crime. 

The Quran was revealed by God and therefore the 
rulers have to abide by its holy words and in fact here in 
Saud~ Arab~a, the rulers abide by the teachings of the Quran. 
Sau.dI ArabIa has proved that the Islamic legislation could 
be :n:plemented directly through consensus and analogy. As 
p.oS1tIVe laws are ena-c::ted by man they change from time to 
tIme. I am confident that the Muslim men of law will 
make an impact on western societies in the future as I am 
sure that the teachings of the Quran and the Hadith will 
one day prevail. Although Islamic leo-islation has a contin-• • • b 

lll.ty nature It IS at the same time flexible in its implement
atIOn. 

Inde~d, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has proved that 
through the application of the Islamic Sharia crime could be 
prevented. 

!vir. Chairman,. I believe that Saudi Arabia has heavily 
contrIbuted to puttIng noble Islamic ethics into 1-'Tactice in 
order to combat crime wherever it may be. 
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, Verily, Islam has proved that crime prevention is far 
more important than the punishment inflicted for crime 
commission, and that through Islam man can live in a 
secure and safe crime-free society. 

Surely our Indian society needs a similar legislation 
which should he implemented in the same manner as here. 
As crime constitutes a major problem for modern society 
it is incumbent on us to follow the Islamic pattern of life 
to rehabilitate human nature as you have done through the 
payment of alms (( Zakat ", pilgrimage, fasting, prayers 
and other Islamic tenets mentioned in the Quran. 

Mr. Chairman, I can tell you very candidly that follow
ing a virtuous life is the best manner to combat crime as is 
the case in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

You may be interested to hear abvut the crime rate jn 

my country which, fortunately, is relatively low. Neverthe
less we too have taken some measures to eliminate crime , 
and would like to add to these some of the Islamic laws. 
I wish there were more profound studies in this field in 
order to implement the Islamic legislation with all sincerity. 

No matter what a man is, whether an engineer, a 
university professor or a medical doctor, he should be more 
concerned with the legislation for prevention of crime in 
order to provide good examples for others. This does not 
mean that there should be any special treatment for profess
ional people. 

In fact, the Government of Saudi Arabia does not 
discriminate between the ranks of the people as regards the 
implementation of Islamic legislation. 

We are grateful for the hospitality extended to us by 
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

Professor P. Bouzat 

Praise be to God the Cherisher of the W orIds. 
As Chairman of the International Association of Penal 

Law and professor of criminal law I must confess that I am 
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honoured to chair our great international scientific association 
which includes men of law from Algiers, Tunisia, Egypt and 
Syria, and as the Chairman of our Association I would 
like to greet all the participants at this symposium and to 
tell you that I am happy to be in the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia and to attend this august meeting. 

I believe that the facts discussed in this symposium 
will have a great effect on the men of law all over the world. 
It is important to know that a nation without morals is 
hardly worthy of the name. 

During this mornil'1g's discussions we learned that 
punist-.Jl1ents are based on moral values in the Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia and on the concept of right and evil. This is 
a significant concept, for he who follows evil shall be 
punished and he who practices good deeds shall be rewarded. 
Of course, we do not want this concept to be altered whether 
in our country or elsewhere. 

We believe in the necessity of implementing the crim
inal legislation on humanitarian, psychological and social 
factors dominated by righteousness. 

I am not confining myself to the Arab world or to 
Saud: Arabia, but I am referring to the Islamic criminal 
legislation whereby an offender is punished and a person 
who does a good act is rewarded. 

For example, in France we still have capital punish·. 
ment. A campaign was launched to abolish this, but we 
objected to its abolishment whether in France or elsewhere. 
Fortunately, even the French people maintain that capital 
punishment should remain. There are some who deplore 
the beheading of a person, but in my view an offender 
should be punished just as a man who does a good act 
should be rewarded. In the French papers we often come 
across statements such as: (( Justice should be based on the 
theory of good or evil ". 

I am delighted to have learned so much from this 
symposium and to know that the concept of good and evil 
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is practised in this Kingdom and I hope that it will spread 
all over the world. 

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for giving me the floor and 
I wish this symposium every success and hope that its 
principles will spread everywhere. I suggest that these 
researches be translated into French and English so that 
those who do not know Arabic will be able to benefit 
from them. 

Sheikh Abdul Qader Shaibat-al-Hamd 

The author of the treatise mentioned the Quranic verse 
in the following manner: 

II If a man kills a Believer 
Intentionally, his recompense 
Is Hell to abide therein}). 

and finished the verse by saying: 

II A painful penalty 
Is prepared for him)). 

In the Quran the right word is (( a dreadful penalty". 
The word (( dreadful" carries a more deterring effect 
than the word (( painful ", although certainly all punishment 
is painful. 

The second point is that the author of the treatise 
mentioned that Kisas in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is 
inflicted with a sword and a rifle. He should have said 
C< with a sword or a rifle". 

Sheikh Saleh Al-Laheidan 

Praise be to God and peace be upon the Prophet, the 
best of God's worshippers and the seal of the prophets, and 
peace be on his Companions. 
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I would like to refer to the objection I raised yesterday 
quoting the Hadith narrated by Sheiki~ Al-Ghazaly. I admit 
I made a mistake, for the Hadith was narrated by Abu 
Dawoud and Imam Ahmed. This Hadith says: (( Faith is 
a restraint against aggression ". There is another Hadith 
which says: (( Capital punishment should be inflicted only 
wi th a sword ". The Arabic word used in this Hadith is 
(( Qawd" meaning putting an end to a person's life. If 
capital punishment is to be inflicted it may be done with 
a sword or a gun. The important thing is that the capital 
punishment should be executed with maximum efficiency in 
order to save the convicted any torture. To this end the 
Prophet said: (( God commands that everything is to be done 
efficiently, and if you execute a murderer you have to carry 
it out with efficiency". 

The Quran says: (( And the wounds equal for equal ". 
As regards Kisas short of taking a life the author mentioned 
that this means the amputation of the offender's limbs but 
he did not say anything about wounds. 

The Diya is estimated in the value of camels, and as the 
lecturer said under the reign of the late King Abdul Aziz it 
was worth eight hundred French silver Riyals, then raised to 
three thousand Saudi silver Riyals and then soared to eight 
thousand Saudi silver Riyals. The author pointed out that the 
value has increased due to the scarcity of camels. This is not 
quite true because the value of camels has increased owing to 
the increased availability of money and hence inflation. We 
must not forget that Islam advocates the easiest ways of 
handling matters. The latest figure of the Diya for murder 
by error is forty-four thousand silver Riyals and for preme
ditated murder is forty-five thousand silver Riyals, though 
this has not been officially approved as yet. 

Sheikh Nassir Ibn Hamad At-Rasheed 

The researcher referred to the preference of commuting 
the Kisas into Diya. The evidence that he produced is a verse 
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of the Holy Quran concerning divorce before marriage con
summation. The Quran says: 

ee And if ye divorce them 
Before consummation, 
But after the fixation 
Of a dower for them JJ 

until it says 

ee And the remission 
Is the nearest to righteousness)}. 

Chapter 2, verse 237. 

Thanks to the researcher. 

Dr. Jamal Al-Din Mohammad Mahmoud 

I would like to put forward the following points 

briefly: . 
First: Not all crimes are symptoms of faint faith on . the 

part of the offender as mentioned by the researcher. Certal.nly 
murder by error does not mean th~t the offender lacks falth. 

Second: I think the researcher should have po~nted out 
that if the prerequisites of the Kisas were esta~lished t~e 
murderer who commits a crime against one of h;s. own km 
would be punished (in the absence of Kisas) by Ta Zlr. 

Third: The Shada educates the soul and preserves the 
criminal's right before and after he is convicted and even after 
the execution of the sentence. Once the Pr~phet go~ angry 
at a mob that gathered around a thief yelling at h1m; o? 
another occasion he was vexed at the peo?le who kept rectl
minating and upbraiding Maiz for confessmg adultery. 

Fourth: Besides Kisas there other punis~n:ents for. a 
murderer, such as disinheritance and other Ta Zlr penalt1es 
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which fall within the discretion of the ruler. The author of 
the treatise mentioned only expiation (( Kaffara ". 

He also mentioned that the Kisas is rarely carried out in 
cases of wounds or bodily injuries. He should produce some 
statistics indicating the rate of such incidents, because some 
people maintain that partial Kisas increases the number of the 
maimed. It would have sufficed if he had said that very 
few have had a part of their body amputated as a result of the 
Kisas. Thank you. 

Mr. Adnan Raouf Hassan 

The lecturer mentioned that the execution of Kisas on 
juvenile or insane murderers is postponed until the child 
becomes of age and the insane recovers his sanity . My query 
is that whether the under-age or the insane can be held 
responsible for murder charges. I would appreciate it if the 
author could reply to my query. 

Mr. Mamun Aman 

Probably Dr. Abdul Rahman Al-Qasim could have co
vered the topic under question if he had had sufficient time 
to do so. 

The researcl}er did not refer to the murderer's attitude 
in self-defence, such as against the assailant against his life, 
property and honour. He also omitted those who kill in the 
course of thf"ir duty such as policemen who shoot to prevent 
a crime about to be committed and kill the person whom they 
chase. In such ca')es the murder is premeditated and a weapon .. _ 
is used. . 

Would the researcher be kind enough to explain this
point? 

Conductor of Discussions 

Could Sheikh Huwesh reply to the queries put forward 
by the commentators. 
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Sheikh Mohammad Ibrahim Huwesh 

To start with I would like to thank Dr. Abdul Rahman 
Qassem for his high opinion of my treatise, I also thank 
Sheikh Sa'ad Al-Gharian ror defending it and due thanks to 
Messrs. Singh, Montero-Castro and Bouzat for their kind 
attention. 

I do agree with Sheikh AI-Laheidan as regards the Hadith 
that capital punishment should be inflicted only with a 
sword. I used this Hadith just because a sword is one of 
the instruments of beheading and I did not say that it is 
the only means. Any instrument that swiftly takes the life 
of the murderer could be viable. 

As regards the subject of the Diya I only mentioned 
the procedures practised in the Kingdom. Therefore, I 
consider the remarks of Sheikh Nasser Ibn Hamad comple
mentary to the subject. 

I am grateful to Sheikh Abdul Qader and Dr. Jamal 
Mahmoud for correcting the Quranic verse I quoted by 
mistake. 

As for the point raised by Sheikh Mamoun, I believe 
I have covered it completely, you must realize that I was 
limited to the subject of my topic. 

Before responding to Dr. Qassim's remarks I would 
like to cite an old Arabic poetic line which says: U Kha
rash * saw so many gazelles around that he could not make 
up his mind which one to hunt ". 

I would like to remind you that there are some typing 
mistakes in the paper, some dots are missing, some words 
have not been typed and others have been changed. I did 
not mention the references because I did not have enough 
time to do so as both the Vice-Chairman and Dr. Farouk 
Mourad are aware, I was asked to prepare my treatise at 

* Kharash is a common Arabic name. The author means that he 
has so many subjects to tackle that he is puzzled as to where he should 
start (Translator's note). 
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(( Kisas is 
The right 

the last moment. As regards the expression 
droppe~" .t~~ ~as .imposed on the subject. 
expressIOn .IS Dlya IS. made binding ". 

Speaking about the (( dis~greements amongst Muslims " 
I mea~t to say the (( disagreement amongst the scholars ". 
Ther~ IS no reason to have any disagreement amongst the 
Muslim~ becau~e the Sharia secures them equity and love, 
and bu~lds theIr relations on sound foundations, thus di-
scouragIng the breeding of crime I'n a M li . C ... us m socIety. 
r~me IS ~omething repugnant to the Islamic society which 

strIctly ab.ldes by ~he tenets of the Sharia. Societies which 
are. IslamIC only. In . name but not in deeds lose the ripe 
f:-Ults of the Shana" I.e. love, fraternity, integrity and solida
rIty ~nd consequently they lose faith, justice, freedom and 
equality. . 

I thank you for your kind attention. God's peace, 
mercy and blessings be upon you. 

Chairman 

I thank the r h d esearc er, con uctor of discussions the 
commentators and all the participants. . ' 

(The meeting was adjourned at 10.30 a.m. for haif 
an hour), 

(At .11.15 a.m. on Tuesday morning, 19 Shawa11396, 
the meetIng was convened at King Feisal conference· hall 
l!.nder the chairmanship of Ibrahim AI-Awaji, Vice-Chair
man of the symposium). 

Chairman 

. Before res~ming. t~e next, research on the Implemen
tatIon ~f IslamIC CrImInal Legislation in Saudi }i!abi~ I 
~ould like to thank the non-Arab commentators for their 
kind remarks about. t?e Kin.gdom of Saudi Arabia, the ho&t 
country, for orgamzIng thIS symposium in view of· the 
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importance of explaining the reality of the implementation 
of the Islamic criminal legislation and its influence on 
crime prevention. Saudi Arabia implements the Shari a 
in all walks of life. While the Government of Saudi Arabia 
welcomes you here it feels that your participation. in the 
discussions proves that the symposhlm has started attain
ing its desired results. 'Yle are always prepared to furnish 
you with information whether during the meeting or out
side. By the way, Sheikh AI-Huwesh has reminded me of 
a point related to some researches, The researches of 
Sheikh Nasser Ibn Hamad AI-Rasheed, Sheikh Mohammad 
Qutb and Sheikh 1'.1ohammad AI-Huwesh reached us quite 
late. The reason for this delay is that the organizing body 
of the symposium wrote a few months ago to the selected 
scholars for conducting researches. As the works of the 
selected researchers did not reach us :,n time we had to 
substitute them with the above-named scholars who did 
their best in such a short time to prepare their treatises. 
Therefore their contributions are very much appreciated. 

There is another point regarding the previous work; 
it is not a point of disagreement but I feel that it requires 
further elucidation for those who are not familiar with 
the Sharia. It is regarding the implementation of the Sharia 
in the case of a juvenile ·or an insane person. I know that 
Sheikh Mohammad AI-Huwesh did not have time to elabo
rate this point; so would he clarify this matter now, please. 

Sheikh Mohammad Al-.Huwesh 

In the name of God and peace be upon God's messen
ger and those who follow his Sunnah. 

I thank Sheikh Nasser Ibn Hamad for his remark 
about the Quranic verse 

ce And the remission 

Is the nearest to righteousness)). 
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In fact I did not refer to it as a special but rather as 
a general example. As regards the question of the juvenile 
and the insane, I meant that if the juvenile or the insane 
who has the legal right to ask for the infliction of Kisas 
upon the murderer then Kisas is usually deferred until the 
juvenile reaches the. age of majority and the insane regains 
his sanity. Then they can legally claim Kisas to be inflicted 
upon the murderer. 

As a swift and efficient means of execution electrocu
tion has been suggested, but this method has been turned 
down because the colour of the corpse changes and this 
fact, in the eyes of the Sharia scholars, is considered harsh 
treatment after death. 

Sharia approves of any method that achieves swift 
death provided it does not involve any pain while it is 
carried out or any ill-treatment after death. 
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University. 
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Dr. Abdul Rahman Ibn Abdul Aziz Al-Qasim, Assistant 
Professor, Faculty of C01l1~merce) Riyadh University. 
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Dr. Omar Ibn Abdul Aziz Al-Mutrak 

Praise be to God the Cherisher of, the W orIds and 
peace be upon our Prophet, Mohammad, sent by God as 
a mercy for all creatures and a proof against obstinate 
transgressors and infidels. God sent His Apostle with 
guidance and the religion of Truth. The P.rophet conveyed 
God's message and 'counselled his people to enjoin what 
is right and forbid what is wrong. He 'commanded justice 
and doing good, and forbade all shameful deeds and injustice 
and left everything clear as crystal for his people and 
warned 'those who stray' from the right path and transgress 
that they will meet a dreadful punishment. In this connection 
the Quran' says: 

and 

27 

rr But those who disobey 
God and His Apostle 
And transgress His limits 

. "\Vill be admitted' 

To a fire, to abide therein: 
And they shall have 
A humiliating punishment ". 

Chapter 4, verse 14. 

rr (For) the sinners will be 
Known by their Marks: 
And they will be seized 
By thei,r forelocks and 
T heir ji~et )}. 

I, Chapter 55, verse 41. 

Preceding page blank 
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and 

rr Truly those in sm 
Are the ones 

Straying in mind, and mad. 
The Day they will be 
Dragged through the Fire 
On their faces )'. 

Chapter 54, verses 47 and 48. 

In addition to the penalties of the Hereafter the Sharia 
has decreed worldly punishments for, tangible felonies to 
serve as deterrents. Worldly measures are employed by 
God to restrain man from crime when such measures are 
not prescribed in the Holy Quran. Thus, those who fear 
the punishment in the Hereafter find the admonitions a 
v:iable deterrent, but those who follow the worldly pleasures 
fmd a strong deterrent in the penalties enforced by the 
Sharia. 

Penalties Ordained by Islam are not the Only Instrument to 
Protect Society from Crime 

The Islamic Shari a does not depend only on penalties 
to combat crinle but it also strives to prevent crime before 
its commission. No doubt prevention is better than cure. 
So the Sharia endeavours to fortify the Muslim against 
falling into the abyss of sin arid vice. It does this in the 
following manner: 

First: The Sharia endeavours to reform the individual 
and purify him with sublime Islamic ideals and lofty morals, 
and direct him towards good deeds and divert him from 
the evil ones. There is no doubt that a genuine faith and 
sincere belief is the best shield against the commission of 
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mischief and unlawful deeds, for a true believer is fully 
aware that God watches him and however hard he may 
try to conceal his sin from men he cannot conceal it from 
God. Even if he may escape the worldly punishment he 
will be brought to book in the Hereafter. In this connection 
the Prophet said: (( No true believer can commit adultery, 
take alcoholic drinks or commit the crime of theft " ~':. 

Second: The Sharia warns people not to commit offences 
and admonishes the offenders that they will meet a dreadful 
punishment, and it does so in such a way that frightens the 
potential offenders so that they will not dare to think of 
committing crime. Those who violate religion are described 
in the Quran as apostates. ' It says: 

rr And if any of you 

Turn back from their faith 
And die in unbelief, 

Their works will bear no fruit
In this life 

And itt the Hereafter; 
They will be 

J Companions of the Fire 
II And will abide therein )). 

M Chapter 2, verse 217. r 
[II In connection with murder the Quran says: 
I 
H rr If a man kills a Believer 
Ii Intentionally, his recompense 
11 Is Hell, to abide therein {/ 

/:1 
II 

H >'< Related by Bukhari, see: Path ./.<\J.-Bary by Idn Hajar Asqalani If (died in 1448 A.D.) Vol. 12, page 59. 
"j 
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(For ever): and the wrath 
And the curse of God 
Are upon himJ and 
A dreadful penalty 
Is prepared for him ". 

Chapter 4, verse 93. 

The Quran forbade adultery, for it says: 

(r Nor come nigh to adultery: 
For it is 'a shameful (deed) 
And an evil, opening the road 
(To other evils) ". 

Chapter 17, verse 32. 

We also read the following verses in the Quran: 

(( Those who invoke not , 
With God, any other god, 
Nor slay such life as God 
Has made sacrea, except 
For just cause, nor commit, 
Fornication; and any that does 
This (not only) meets punishment 
(But) the Penalty on the Day 
Of Judgement will be doubled 
To him, and he will dwell 
Therein in ignominy, 
Unless he repents ... ". 

Chapter 25, verses 68, 69 and '70. 

~---'--------------~~------------------------------

The Quran commands the Believers not to defame 
others as in the foIIowing verse: 

'-

(('Tho.se who love (to see) 
Scandal published broadcast 
Among the Believers, will have 

. A grievous Penalty in this life 
And in the Here.after ". 

Chapter 24, verse '19. '.' 

. , 

. Third: The Sharia orders Muslims to help one another 
in righteousness 'and piety and in mutual. t~achingof Truth 
and Patience and the combatting of.~in, tancour;, evil and 
mischief. The Quran says: 

. , 

(( By (the Token of) 
Time (th"ough the Ages), 
Verily Man 
Is in loss, 
Except such as have Faith 
And do righteous deeds, 
And (join together), 
In the mutual teaching 
OJ Truth, and of 
Patienc,e and Constancy". 

Chapter 143, verses 1 to }.' 

The Q~~an' also commands Muslims to: 

rc Help ye one another 
In rigbteousness and piety, 
But help ye not one another 
In sin and rancour J). 

Chapter 5, verse 1. 
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The Prophet said: (( A Believer who, comes across a 
wrong deed must combat it with his hands; if he cannot 
then let him do it with his tongue ·or at least with his 
heart as the last resort ". In the Hadith related in As-Sahihain 
by Anas Ibn Malik we read that the Prophet says: (( Stand 
by your fellow-Muslim whether he is just or unjust ". When 
the Prophet was told it' was understandable to support a 
just man but how could an 'oppressor be supported, the 
Prophet answered that you stand by him when you prevent 
him from continuing to be oppressive. The Prophet said: 
(( God's curse be upon the person who gives shelter to an 
offender". The Prophet also said: (( Religion is essentially 
a duty on the patt of the Muslim towards God, His Apostle, 
the Imams' and towards each other". ' 

Thus, if every Muslim abides by the teachings of Islam 
on combatting mischief by not giving shelter to the offender 
and not backing him in any way then evil and wrong deeds 
will disappear and good acts will prevail. 

Whoever gives shelter to a murderer or an adulterer 
and helps him escape the (( Hadd" penalty is considered 
an accomplice. 

Fourth: The Shari a no't' only prohibit~ c~~mission of 
offences but it also tries to block the ways leading to it. 
For example, adultery is prohibited and also 'whatever may 
provoke sexual urge. A man is not allowed to be alone 
with a woman who is not his wife or closely related to him. 
To ward' off temptation the Shari a has also prohibited a 
woman to travel alone for one day and one night if not 
accompanied by a relative allowed to accompany her by the 
Sharia. Muslims are also ordered ·to lower their gaze.in the 
company of the opposite sex. 
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The Quran says: 

rr Say to the believing men 

That they should· lower 

Their gaze 'and guard 

i 
t , . 
I 
1 , 

Their modesty: that will make 

For greatel' purity for them: 

And God is well acquainted 

With all that they do. 
And say to the believing women 

That they should lower 

T heir gaze and guard 
Their modesty)). 

Chapter 24, verses 30 and 31. 

Women are forbidden to speak seductively in order to 
discourage tl?e sexual. desire ,of men. Furthermore, the 
consumpti9n 'of alcoholic drinks is ~orbi~den .even for me
dication purposes as a safeguard agamst 1ts m1suse. There
fore the Sharia condemns anyone w40 sells, produces or deals 
in alcoholic drinks. 

Fifth: When something, like adultery, is forbidden the 
Sharia allows Muslims other means to satisfy their instincts. 
The Sharia not only considers marriage lawful but it also 
urges Muslims to get married. In this connec.tion the P~o
phet says: ( 0 ye youngsters if you can afford 1t get n:arr1ed 
so that ye may lower your gaze in front of the oppos1te se~ 
and thus guard your modesty, but if you cannot afford 1t 
then you have to fast". Those who are not sa~is£ied with one 
woman may have up to four wives. , 

Theft is forbidden but, as one of the main factors of 
theft is hunger and poverty, the Sharia has ordere? Mus~s 
to give alms « Zakat " and made it one of t?e car?mal dut1es 
of Islam, and so the poor have a recogOlzed nght to the 
wealth of the rich. The Quran says: 

rr And those in whose wealth 

Is a recognized 'right 

I. 
1/ 

Ii 
r' 
r 

r 
I' 

IJ' 
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For the (needy) who asks 

And him who is prevented 

(For some reason from askitzg) ". 

Chapter 70, verses 24 and 25. 

The Quran furtber says: 

IIAlms are for the poor 
And the needy". 

Chapter 9, verse 60. 

If a1m~ do n?t satisfy' the, needs at' ,the poor the state 
has .t~ prov~de theIr ne~e~sities by. compeUing the we~thy to 
par~ICI?ate In the prOVISIOn of food, shelter and, clothing 
To this effect the Quran says: . 

and 
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!r So give what is due 

To kindred, the needy 
And the wayfarer JJ. 

Chapter 30, verse 38. 

II And do good 

To parents, kinsfolk, 
Orphans, those in need 

) 

Neighbours who are near , 
Neighbours who are strangers} 

, The Companions by your side} 
The wayfarer (ye meet), 

And what your; right hands possess JJ. 

Chapter 4, verse 36. 

I 

\ 
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So God orders Muslims to show consideration to those 
in need, the wayfarer and what their right hands possess 
and not to humiliate them. 

Again the Quran says: 

II And what led you 

Into Hell-Fire? 
They will say: 
We were not of those 
Who prayed; 
Nor were ,we of those 
Who fed the indigent}). 

Chapter 74, verses 42, 43 and 44. 

So in the Quran feeding the indigent is associated with 
saying one's regular prayers. During the year of famine 
Omar Ibn Al-Khattab suspended the amputation of a 
thief's hand because at that time some needy people were 
compelled to steal to satisfy the pangs of hunger. 

A story was narrated that some of Hatib Ibn Ali Bal
ta's servants stole a she-camel from a man of Muzaina. The 
thieves were brought into the presence of Omar and con
fessed the theft. When Abdul Rahman Ibn Hatib was Sl,lm
moned Omar told him to take the thieves and have their 
hands cut off but later he changed his mind because he said: 
« It is your ill-treatment that has driven these men to turn 
to thieves. I would have agreed to have their hands cut off ' 
if tliey were treated and fed well ". He was asked by Omar 
to pay a fine and the man from Muzaina suggested that the 
fine be four hundred Darhams. Omar, instead, asked that 
the claimant be paid eight hundred Darhams *. 

,~ The story is' narrated in A'lam Al-Muakkin, Vol. 3, page 24. 
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Sixth: The devotions legislated b G d . 
to purify the soul and protect it fr . y °d ~re Intended 

1 om SInS an VIces S . 
regu ar prayers restrains th b l' f . aylng 
just deeds if these are sai~ :h~lve{ romdlshameful and un-
To this effect the Qural1 e-learte y and with awe. . says: 

(r and establish 

Regular Prayer: for Prayer 
Restrains from shameful . 

And unjust deeds ". 

Chapter 29, verse 45. 

People who are not regular . h . 
In this connection the Q WIt prayer WIll go astray. 

... uran says: 
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r( But after them there followed 
A posterity who missed 

Prayers an4 followed after lusts 
Soon) then) will they 
Face destruction )) 

, . 

Chapter 19, verse 59. 

On . fasting the Quran says: 
I 

rr 0 ye who believe 

Fasting is prescribed to you 
As it was prescribed 
To those before you)' 
That ye may (learn) 
Self-restraint ". 

Chapter 2, verse 183. 

The Prophet said that fasting is a blessing, for it 
develops conscience and perseverance in the heart of the 
believer. 

S.eventh: Penalty is prescribed to serve as a deterrent 
to those who are incorrigible due to lack of faith and who 
do not fear God's punishment. In this connection Al-Ma
wardy * said: . (t Fixed punishmer.l.ts (Hudoud) are restraints 
decreed to retaliate for offences committed and they are 
not to be taken lightly ". Hudoud punishments are instru
ments to convince people to adhere to the Commands of the 
Almighty God for the good of everybody. The Quran says: 

rr We sent thee not) but 

As a mercy for all creatures ". 

Chapter 21, verse 107. 

So God's Messenger was Sent to save people from 
ignorance, to guide them on the right path and to protect 
thein from offence's. 

The Islamic Shari a and its divine teachings are the best 
safeguard against. crime, and this is· the reason why the 
Islamic society has the lowest crime rates in the world. 

Types of Worldly Punishments in Islatrtic Sharia 

These penalties fall into three types: 
1) Fixed penalties prescribed by God for (t Hudoud " 

~rimes, namely adultery, defamation, theft, highway robbery 
and alcohol-drinking. 

2) Crimes of murder are punished either by qisas or 
Diya and Kaffara. The punishment for these crimes is 

,~ Al-Mawardy's full name was Abdul Hassan MUhammad b. Habib 
Al-Baghdady (991-1031 A.D.). He was a Shmte jurist and died in Bagh
dad. His works include a thesis on politics and civil legislation ~ 
"Literature and Religion" (Translator's note). . ,:..-..-.1 
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also prescribed by God except that qisas differs from Hadd 
in some respects, mainly: 

First: Once a Hadd is established the offender cannot 
be acquitted. The Prophet said ~ ... : (( Try to sort out your 
grievances amongst yourselves, for when the Hadd is esta
blished I have to execute the due punishment". The reason 
is that Hadd is God's prerogative. Whereas Kisas for the 
crime of murder or bodily wounds can be forgiven by the 
victim or his caretaker since it is man's prerogative. '" 

Second: With the exception of defamation, nobody can 
intercede in the crimes of Hudoud. This is evidenced by 
the Prophet's saying: (( 0 Osama how dare you mediate in 
a Hadd punishment which is the prerogative of God? " *-:~. 
As qisas punishments are man's prerogative mediation is 
allowed. 

. Third: The requirements of the (( Hadd" are usually 
established by the Imam or his deputy. To this effect 
Al-Tahawi *-:~* narrated (based on the original narrator, 
Muslim Ibn Yassar) the following: (( One of the Prophet's 
Companions said that it is up to the authorities to establish 
the alms and Hadoud but the qisas has to be decided by the 
victim or his caretaker. The qisas is meant to satisfy the .~ 
victim's vengeance whereas the Hudoud ate meant to admin
ister reform and justice. 

Fourth: Hudoud does not depend on the lodgement 
of a law-suit by the victim or his attorney (except in cases of 
defamation and theft) because it is God's prerogative, though 
there is no common consensus amongst the scholars over 
this issue. 

* Sunan Abi Dawood, part 2, page" 446. 
**Nayl AI-Awtar part 7, page 143. 
*** AI-Tahawi (853:933 A.D.) was an Egyptian jurist and the 

author of Sharh Ma'ani al-Athar, a treatise on the meaning of Hadith. 
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Instead, for crimes subject to Kisas the lodgement of a law
suit is necessary for the trial. 

Fifth: Hudoud punishments cannot be exchanged, for 
they are prescribed by God. It is narrated that a .man 
reported to the Prophet saying that his son had commItted 
adultery with another man's wife and after having consulted 
some scholars it was decided that his son should give, by 
way of expiation, one hundred sheep. Thereupon the Prophet 
remonstrated saying that on no account could the sheep 
replace the punishment prescribed for the crime of adult~ry, 
and ordered that the culprit be flogged one hundred stnpes 
and banished for one year. And if the woman involved confes
sed her sin then she would have to be stoned to death *. This 
story demonstrates that mutual consent cannot. absolve a 
Hudoud offence and therefore the prescribed punishment 
has to be inflicted. 

3) Ta'zir Crimes: These are the crimes for which 
no fixed punishment has been prescribed by the Sharia . 
For each Ta'zir crime the ruler has to use his individual in
terpretation of the Quran to inflict the punishment he deems 
adequate to serve as a deterrent against the offender and a 
restraint for others. The punishments differ according to 
the magnitude of the offence. 

Difference Between Hadd and Ta'zir 

While Ta'zir is similar to Hudoud in the sense that 
they are both disciplinary and deterrent, they differ in the 
following points: 

. First: Ta'zir differs according to the integrity of the 
people. Thus, people of low morality get harsher punish-

* Al-Ahkam AI-Sultaniya by AI-Mawardi, page 137, and Sunan Abu 
Dawood, part 2, page 637. 
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ment than those of high morals and good reputation. In 
this connection the Prophet said: (( With the exception of 
Hudoud, Ta'zir punishments may not be inflicted on men 
of integrity and morals ". Hudoud, on the other hand, are 
applied with the same intensity without discrimination. 

Second: If the Ta'zir is connected with a sin com
mitted against God's prerogative then it must be administe
red. However, it may be forgiven if it calls for interces
sion. To this effect the Prophet said: (( Come to me for 
intercession, for God passes His judgement through 
me " -/:. As Ta'zir is man's prerogative the claimant may even 
pardon the offender. Once a Hudoud punishment reaches 
the Imam it cannot be dropped nor can intercession be 
used except, according to some scholars, for the crime of 
defamation ~h,(. 

Third: Hudoud must not be enforced if a judge 
harbours any doubts regarding the crime. The Prophet said 
that Hudoud should not be inflicted in case of doubt. On 
the other hand, the requirement of proof for Ta'zir crimes 
IS less rigid than that required for Hadd crimes. 

Fourth: Ta'zir may be administered on children under 
age and the insane, since the intention is disciplinary, and 
the insane and the juvenile are liable to disciplinary action. 
Hudoud, on the other hand, can be established only on 
adults who are menta,lly sane. 

Scope of Penalty 

Penalty has been prescribed to combat crime, vice and 
mischief with a view to protecting society from corruption 

,~ From Subul As-Salam, part 4, verse 38. 
,h~ Al-Asbah and Nazair by As-Sayyooty, page 137. As-Sayyooty 

}alaladdin (1445-1505 A.D.) was, born in Cairo. He was an authority on 
Hadith and wrote over 500 works (Translator's note). 
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and offences and preserving the five indispensables, namely 
religion, offspring, intellect, property and honour as prescri
bed by all the divine religions. They are called indispensa
ble because without these man cannot be protected from 
evil and offence. Hadd is prescribed for adultery, theft and 
highway robbery. Hadd is to protect property, life, defa
mation and to protect people from slander and is used 
against 'alcohol-drinking in order to protect people's minds 
and their sobriety. 

Excerpts from Al-Ghazaly ~'( 

Man's objectives lie in attallllllg what is right and 
preventing offences and to achieve these objectives man 
has to preserve five indispensable matters: ,religion, life, 
mind, offspring and property. So qisas is prescribed to safe
guard life, alc.<?hol-drinking is prohibited to preserve man's 
sanity, adultery is forbidden to protect the family structure 
and theft and highway robbery are prohibited to protect 
property. 

Heresy, murder, adultery, theft and alcohol-drinking 
are also prohibited by other religions apart from Islam ~H. 

Penalty in Islam is an Act of Mercy 

Penalty is a mercy for those who have diverted from 
the right path. Penalties were decreed not only to punish 
the offenders but also to restrain others from committing 
offences. Without penalty criminals would run amok and 
the 'world order and security would be in peril and men would 

'~AI-Ghazaly (1059-1111). Born at Khurflsan (Persia); he was 
dedicated to mysticism and author of many religious works such as "Re
vival of Theology" (Translator's note). 

,h~ Al-Mustasfa, part 1, pages 287-288. 
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behave like beasts. This is quite natural as evidenced by 
an Arab poet in the following line: 

(( Acts of aggression are inborn in man, and those 
who do not resort tq such acts there must be some reason 
behind ". 

Penalties may appear as methods of inflicting pain on 
the offender, but that is not the real intention. The real 
scope is to serve as a deterrent to others and to be benefi
cial to the Islamic society by preventing the spread· of evil 
and vice. Therefore the scope is not vengeance but to serve 
as a cure, 'like amputating a limb to save one's life.. Ibn 
Taymiya, a famous scholar of Islam, said that penalties are 
decreed by God to serve as a mercy for His subjects, exactly 
like a father disciplining his son or a· physician treating his 
patient ~':. In this respect Al-Izz Abdus-Salam said: 
(( Usually the reasons for punishment stem from sins and 
vice. .The punishing of offenders leads to the general good 
of socIety. For example, although risking one's life is un
desi:-able Jihad "/0'( is ordained because it leads to the pro
tectlOn of others' lives. Similarly, taking the life of a mur
derer and stoning adulterers are examples of measures taken 
to establish: social peace. In the same manner Ta'zir punis
hments are prescribed to enhance good and ward off 
evil" "/: "l: * . 

Penalties Serve as Atoptement for the Sins of the Offenders 

Punishments in Islani; also aim at purifying the offen
der and the expiation of his sins to save him from punish
ment in the Hereafter. Al-Bokhari said: (( H~doud is an 
expiation for those who are punished ". Ubada Ibn As-

1, Ikhtiarat by Ibn Taymiya, page 288. 
** Jihad means holy war (Translator's note). 
1,,',* Al-Qawaid AI-Kubra, part 1, page 12, quoted from Sheikh 

Mohammad Abu Zahra's Philosophy of Punishment in Islamic Jurisprudence. 
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Samit said that once he was in the company of the Prophet 
when he. heard him saying: (( Give me your pledge that you 
will never associate a partner with God, neither steal nor 
commit adultery. Those who fulfill all the good require
ments shall be amply rewarded by God. Those who commit 
offences shall be punished and then shall be expiated; as 
for the concealed offences it is up to God to forgive or 
punish the offenders " *. 

Quoting the Prophet, Ali Ibn Abi Talib said: (( An 
offender who is punished in this life will not be· penalized 
in the Hereafter, and God will not go back on His forgiveness 
in the Hereafter for the person who is protected by· Him 
for having committed a Hadd offence" "/:*. It is in 
compliance with the Islamic fair legislation that people such 
as Ma'iz and Ghamidiya confessed their crime of adultery 
and vOl\:mtarily requested the Hadd punishment to be 
inflicted upon them that God is aware of their sins and 
that punishment in this life is much lighter than that in the 
Hereafter. 

Abu Hureira narrates that a certain Al-Aslamy came 
to the Prophet and confessed that he had committed adultery 
but the Prophet tried to ignore him and the adulterer 
confessed his crime four times. At the fifth time the Prophet 
asked him if he really had sexual intercourse with the woman 
and wheD, the man admitted the act the Prophet ordered that 
he should be stoned. At the scene of the punishment there 
were two men who were reproaching AI-Aslamy for con
fessing a hidden offence in order :to be stoned like a dog and 
were rejoicing at the culprit's misfortune. At that moment 
they saw the carcass of. a dead donkey and the Prophet asked 
the two men to eat of the carcass. When they refrained in 

~, Fath AI-bary, part 12, page 84. 
,~~, Jami' AI-Usul by Termezi, part 4, page 

Sunnite theologian from Khorasan (Persia) and 
(Translator?s note), 

28 

.349. Termezi was a 
auther of 30 works 
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disgust the Prophet told them that their reJOICIng at the 
misfortune of their fellow-man was worse than eating such 
a foul carcass whereas the adulterer, having been purified 
after the stoning, would abide in Paradise ~':. 

The above Hadith indicates that penalties in Islam 
are inflicted with a view of correction and mercy rather 
than recrimination and hatred. Therefore a punished offen
der, in accordance with the Sharia, should not harbour any 
hard feelings towards the society because it is in compliance 
with God's legislation. This is where the Sharia and the 
secular laws differ, for in the latter case an offender who 
is punished 11arbours rancour against society. 

Hudoud Punishments and.Prohibition of Inter(iession 

Once an offence is proven the authorities must inflict 
the Hudoud on the offender regardless of whether the 
offender is strong, weak, noble, poor, man or woman, 
without any delay, hestitation or compassion. Hudoud is 
part and parcel of religious devotions commanded by God 
as a sign of mercy for his subjects. Abu Huraira narrates 
that the Prophet said: (( A Hadd punishment carried out is 
much better for the people than forty days of rain " * * . 

Aisha said: (( Whenever the Prophet had two choices 
he chose the easier one unless it infringed upon a Hadd, 
for God does not punish unless His prohibitions are viola ted " * ~'d: • 

An-Nu'man Ibn Basheer quoted the Prophet saying: 
(( The importance of carrying out the Hudoud is illustrated 
by the story of some people ~board a ship. When those 
on the lower deck wanted some water to drink they had 

,~ Sunan Abi Dawood, part 2, page 459. 

** This Hadith was narrated by Ibn Majah and Nisai, see: Nayl-AIAwtar, part 9, page 112. 

,~** Narrated by Boukhary, Path AI-Bad, part 12, page 86. 
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to go all the way up to the upper deck. They thought th~t 
. Id be easier for them if they made a hole on theIr 
It wou N 'f th people deck to have easy access to the water. ow 1 e 

h d k let them make a hole they would all drown on t e upper ec d " -" 
but if they stopped them they would be save . ". ., 

Consequently the offenders must be p?mshe~ to lImIt 
the spread ·of the offence. If the offe,nder IS pumshe? only 
he will suffer the punishment, but If th: offence IS left 
unpunished it would harm the whole SOCIety, The Holy 
Quran says: 

And fear tumult or oppression, 
Which affecteth not in particular 
(Only) those who do wrong}}, 

Chapter 8, verse 25, 

The theologians agree that once the Hadd reaches t~e 
Imam there should be no intercession, Abdullah Ibn Amir 
Ibn Al-Aas quoted the Prophet saying: (( !ry to sort out 
the Hudoud amongst yourselves, ~or" ~~ce It re.aches me I 
have no alternative but to enforce It ~'''. I~ another place 
Abdullah Ibn Amr quotes that the Pro~het saId, that who~~:~r 
, d m' the Hudoud will be defYIng God s decree . Interce es (( h H d d 

Othman (the third Caliph) said: Once t e u ,ou 
reaches the authorities God's curse will be upon the .media~or 

d h ff d " When Othman tried to mediate WIth an teo ener, kh h 
the Prophet for the sake of a woman from Ma zum w 0 

had committed theft, the Prophet objected to, it harshly ~~? 
'd, (( How dare you mediate against God s Hudoud: . 

~~d then instantly he rushed out to make a speech saYlUg: 

,,: Narrated by Boukhary and Termezi in Targheeb; see: Tarheeb, 
part 3, page 225, 

,,:* Sunan Abu Dawood, part 2, ~~ge 446. 
d d N see' Jami' Al-Usoul, part 4, ,,:** By Abu Dawoo an alSI; , 

page 344. 
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« 0 ye people, the people before ye were wrong who did 
not apply Hudoud strictly when dealing with influential 
people guilty for having committed theft while they inflicted 
the Hudoud only on the weak. By God if my daughter, 
Fatima, were caught stealing 1 would have her hand cut 
off " oJ:. One day Safwan Ibn Omayya was robbed while 
sleeping in the Prophet's mosque. When the thief was 
cauoht and brought into the Prophet's presence, the Prophet 
ord:red his hand to be chopped off. 'Safwan wanted the 
sentence to be dropped as a gesture of mercy, but·· the 
Prophet objected saying that that should have been done 
before bringing the. thief to him * ~<:. . . 

Whoever succeeds in stopping the application of 
Hudoud shall meet with. -God's displeasure. The Quran 
says: 

But no) by thy Lord) 
Th~ycan ,bave 
'No (real) faith) 

U ntH they make thee ;ud ge 
In all disputes between them) 
And find in their souls 
No resistance against 
Thy decisions, but accept -
Them with fullest conviction }}. 

Chapter 4, verse 65. 

Who Establishes Hudoud 

The Imam or whoever represents him, such as the 
Qadhi, WaH or any such official, has the right to establish 

>~ Narrated by Boukhari, in Path-AI-Bad, part 12, page 87. 
~:* Jami' AI-Usol, part 4, page 344. Safwan Ibn Omayya was one 

of the Prophet's Companions; he took part in the Yarmouk battle and 
died in 663 A.D. (Translator's note). 
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the Hudoud. As Hudoud is decreed in the interest of man 
its implementation is entrusted to a responsible, trustworthy 
and learned official. To guard against any injustice Hudoud 
is not subject to an independent judgement. The presence 
of an Imam is not necessary when Hudoud is being inflicted. 

Once the Prophet said to a man: « Unais, go to that 
man's wife and ask her if she committed adultery. If she 
confesses, stone her to death " ,~':. 

He ordered Ma'iz to be stoned although he did not 
attend the act of stoning. When a thief was brought to him 
he said: « Take him away and chop his hand off " *.;:. 

However, the approval of an Imam regarding the 
Hudoud is imperative as was the case in the days of the 
Prophet and the Caliphs. This power could be delegated 
either temporarily on certain occasions or be delegated on 
a permanent basis such as given to the rulers and men in 
charge of carrying out the penalty " ~hh':. 

AI-Kassany in his « 'Badai " said ~':~':*~': that an Imam may 
delegate others to implem~:nt the Hudoud, for he cannot 
afford to do it all by himsdf, as it is practically impossible 
to be present in each individual case ~·o':'foh':. 

Hudoud Crimes and their Penalties 

1) Adultery 

This is a dreadful and shameful crime which ruins the 
social structure, disintegrates the family and disrupts the 
marital relationship. It exposes societies to moral corruption 
and dissuades young men and women from joining each 

>'< Asharh-Al-Kabeer, part 10, page 121. 
>~~: Ibid. 
>hh'r Criminal "legislation, part 3, page 444. 
~,*>h'r Al-Kassany was from Kassan in Turkestan. He died in Aleppo 

in 1191 A.D. His book "Badai" is a well-known Hanan manual 
(Translator's note). 

i:>'r,hh', Badai', vol. 9, page 206. 
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other in holy matrimony. Apart from assaulting other 
people's honour, adultery causes the loss of one's origin 
and the creation of illegitimate children. In fact, the social 
disintegration of modern western societies is a living illustra
tion of the consequences of indulging in the unchecked crime 
of adultery and debauchery. Licentiousness and libertinism 
have become normal personal matters which have nothing 
to do with the interests of society. 

This is the reason why the legislations of divine religions 
have prohibited adultery and Islamic legislation, in particu!a: .. ,) 
has spared no effort in disclosing the seriousness of com
mitting this shameful sin and admonished the Muslims 
against it and warned them of the dreadful penalties for the 
perpetrators. The Quran says: 

and 

ee Nor come nigh to adultery: 
For it is a shameful (deed) 
And an evil; opening the road 
(To other evils) )). 

Chapter 17, verse 32. 

eeT hose who invoke not; 
With God; any other god, 
Nor slay such life as God 
Has made sacred; except 
For just cause; nor commit 
Fornication)) . 

Chapter 25, verse 68. 

This Quranic verse shows the seriousness of adultery 
as a crime in Islam. So, according to the Shari a, adultery 
comes next to the atrocious crime of invoking other gods 
with God and the crime of murder. Imam Ahmed said 
that he believed no other crime came next to murder except 
adultery. . 
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Islam is not the only Religion that Punishes the Adulterer 
with Stoning 

Stoning adulterers was decreed in the Old Testament 
(Torah) but apparently the Jews ignored it. Ibn Omar 
said some Jews came to the Prophet to report that a man 
and woman l'i~ct committed adultery. The Prophet asked 
them what the punishment was in the Torah. They said 
that the punishment consisted in disclosing the crime in 
public and having the offenders flogged. Abdullah Ibn 
Salam told them that they were not telling the truth, for 
the Torah decrees the penalty of stoning. When the Torah 
was brought the Jews tried to hide the part that refers 
to stoning but they had to admit that the Prophet was 
right as regards stoning in the Torah. Thereupon the two 
adulterers were stoned. It was reported that the adulterer 
was seen shielding the adulteress from ston:)s -J:. 

What was legislated in the Old Testament was also 
legislated in the New Testament. The Quran says: 

ee And in their footsteps 

We sent Jesus the son 
Of Mary, confirming 

The Law that had come 
Before him : We sent him 
The Gospel: therein 

Was guidance and light, 
And confirmation of the Law 
That had. come before him 
A guidance and an admonition 
To those who fear God)). 

Chapter 5, verse 49. 

* Sahih Al-Boukhary, part 8, page 143. 
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Despite some changes stoning still exists in the Old 
Testament. In Chapter 22 it says that he who discovers 
that his spouse has committed adultery should stone her 
at her father's door-step; and he who comes across a man 
fornicating a woman must put both the; offenders' to death. 

There is a story about a man who was found committ
ing adultery with the fiancee of another man. \Vhen they 
were captured they were led out of the city gates and stoned 
to death. The girl was stoned because she did not attempt 
to shout for help and the man was stoned because he 
degraded his friend's woman ~':. 

The fact that both the Jews and Christians do not 
apply the penalty of stoning does not me~n that it does not 
exist in their Holy Books. The followers of these two 
religions cannot blame Islam for prescribing stoning as a 
penalty for adultery but they should be reproached for not 
abiding by the tenets of their religion. 

How Adultery Penalty was Developed 

At the advent of Islam adultery was quite rampant in 
the society. Therefore Islam started applying penalties 
gradually. In order to render the due penalty more effective 
and acceptable it was inflicted in the manner best illustrated 
in the following Quranic verse in the chapter on ((Women": 
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II If any of your women 

Are guilty of lewdness, 
Take evidence of four' 

(Reliable) witnesses from amongst you 

Against them;' and if they testify, 

Confine them to houses until 

Death do claim them, 

,'r Tafsir AI-Manar, part 6, page 395. 
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Or God ordain for them 

Some (other) way. 
If two men among you 

Are guilty of lewdness, 

Punish them both. 
If they repent and amend 
Leave them alone; for God 
Is Oft-returning, Most Merciful )). 

Chapter 4, verses 15 and 16. 

The adultery penalty for previously married women was 
confinelnent whereas virgins were scathed and reprimanded. 
Some scholars believe that married women were included 
in the Quranic verse (( Your previously married women " 

Two penalties were decreed and they varied in severity: 
the, harsher was for the previously married women and the 
exile and flogging were meant for virgins ~':. 

As people were still not familiar with the Islamic 
teachings these penalties were relatively light. However, 
the Quran anticipated other penalties when it decreed the 
confinement of the adulteress until God ordains some other 
way for her. This other way came through the Prophet 
who said: (( Listen to me. The penalty for an adulteress 
vil"ain is one hundred lashes and exile for one year and the 

b ' 

penalty for an adulteress previously married is one hundred 
lashes and stoning *~(. 

This denotes that the penalty for adultery is divided 
into two categories: one for the married person and the 
other for the unmarried. The reason for this distinction is 
that married people should know the value of honour and 
the atrocity of violating other people's honour. 

,', AI-Mughani and Sharh AI-Kabir, part 10, page 119. , 
,,<,'r Narrated by Muslim, see: Sharah an-Nawawi, part 11, page 188. 
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The Penalty of an Unmarried Adulterer 01' Adulteress 

The scholars all agree that the unmarried adulterer or 
adulteress should be flogged with one hundred lashes in 
accordance with the following Quranic verse: 

IC The woman and the man 

Guilty of adultery or fornication 
Flog each of them 
With a hundred. stripes )). 

Chapter 24, verse ~. 

However, there are three different views regarding 
the banishment of the person guilty of adultery or forn
ication: 

First: A number of jurists, such as Shafi', Ahmed and 
Ishaq, believe that the woman and the man guilty of adultery 
should be flogged as well as banished. 

Their sources of evidence were: 

(i) Ibada Ibn As-Samit quoted the Prophet saying: 
(( Take heed that virgins committing adultery are to be 
flogged with a hundred stripes and banished for one year ". 

(ii) Abu Hareira and Zeid Ibn Khalid said that once 
an Arab bedouin accompanied by another man came to the 
Prophet and reported that his son had committed adultery 
with the other man's wife. He was told that his son had 
to be stoned. In order to expiate his son's crime he had 
offered the husband of the adulteress one hundred sheep 
and one lamb. When he consulted some learned men he 
was told that his son had to be flogged with a hundred 
stripes and exiled for one year and the adulteress had to be 
stoned. Thereupon the Prophet said: (( Well, I shall judge 
in accordance with God's Book. Take back the sheep and 
the lamb, for your son shall be flogged with a hundred 
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stripes and exiled for one year. And if the woman confesses 
her sin, she shall be stoned for her crime oJ(. 

This story illustrates that people guilty of fornication 
were also exiled at the time of the Prophet. 

(iii) It is reported that Abu Bakr (the Caliph) had an 
adulterer flogged and exiled from Medina to Damascus and 
another adulterer flogged and exiled to Fadak oJd(. 

Second: Malik and AI-Awza'i maintained that banish
ment is imposed on the adulterer, and not on the adulteress 
merely because she is vulnerable to assaults except when 
accompanied by a lawful protector. The Prophet said: 
(( A woman who believes in God and the Hereafter should 
not travel for one day and one night alone except when 
accompanied by a lawful protector " oJdd:. 

Exiling a woman without a lawful protector invites 
temptation and exiling her with a protector is not fair for 
the protector * ~': ~': oJ( • This is in pursuance of the Quranic 
verse: 

IC Nor can a bearer of burdens 
Bear another) s burden )). 

Chapter 35, verse 18. 

Third: Banishment is not necessarily imposed on either 
a . man or a woman unless the Imam deems it necessary 
and then it should be applied as a Ta'zir and not an unalte
rable Hadd. Imam Abu Hanifa held this view based on the 
following points: 

(1) In the Quran the punishment decreed is flogging. 

* Jami AI-Usol, part 4, pages 96 and 297. 
-H Nayl Al-Awtar, part 7, page 495. Fadak is a town in the 

Arabian Peninsula near Kheibar (Translator's note). 
,~1,* AI-Targheeb and Tarheeb, part 4, page 72. 
1"~*'~ AI-Moghny, part 10, page 133. 
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Banishment is an additional punishment and the Prophet's 
Hadith cannot supersede the Quran. 

(ii) It is reported that Omar Ibn AI-Khattab (the 
Caliph) once expatriated Rabi' Ibn Omayya Ibn Khalaf to 
Khaybar where he joined Hercules and embraced Christia
nity. When Omar heard about it he swore that he would 
never again expatriate believers ·k. 

So if banishment were legislated Omar would not have 
sworn to renounce it. I am inclined to take sides with 
Imam Malik and his colleagu~s for giving the appropriate 
evidence .j' 

Proving the Crime of Adultery 

As adultery is a dreadful crime and its punishment 
is very harsh the Shada has decreed that the penalty cannot 
be carried out before concrete proof is established. This 
can be done in two ways: 

1) The offender has to swear four times that he has 
actually committed ad~ltery and in his confession he should 
give sufficient details to dispel any douhts. 

Ibn Abbas related that the Prophet once said to Maiz 
(the adulterer): (( Perhaps you only kissed her or winked 
and looked at her with sexual desire ". When Maiz replied 
in the negative the Prophet asked him if he did fornicate 
her .. ' When the answer was in the affirmative the Prophet 
ordered that he should be stoned ·:d:. 

In another story narrated by Abu Huaryra the Prophet 
asked the adulterer if he fornicated the woman. When the 
answer was in the affirmative the Prophet asked if the 
adulterer inserted his member deep into her until it disap
peared. The man confessed that his member plunged deeply 
into her exactly as a stick goes into the kohl-jar or a bucket 

,\- Jami' AI-Usol, part 4, page 271 and AI-Moghany, part 10, page 134. 
~d( Narrated by Boukhary. . 
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is plunged into a water-well. Thereupon the Prophet said 
that he had done something unlawful which a married man 
lawfully does with his wife. According to Abu Dawood 
most scholars confirm that a written statement by the 
adulterer· was the only concrete ground upon which Hudoud 
could be established. 

2) There should be four witnesses testifying the act 
of crime. In this connection. the Quran says: 

ee And those who launch 

A charge against chaste women 

And produce not four witnesses 

(To support their allegations) 
Flog them with eighty stripes)}. 

Chapter 24, verse 4. 

The Quran also says: 

ee If any of your women 

Are guilty of lewdness 
Take the evidence of four 
(Reliable) witnesses from amongst you)}. 

Chapter 4, verse 15. 

They have to testify that they actually saw the man's 
penis in the woman's vagina as a stick in the kohl-jar or 
a bucket in the water-well. It is not enough to say that 
they saw the offenders naked and embraced. The punish
ment of Hudoud for adultery is established on the following 
grounds: 

a) either the offender boasts his lewdness heedless 
of moral values, and acts like a beast by performing sexual 
intercourse in public; 
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b) or the adulterer voluntarily confesses his sin and 
asks to be punished so that God may forgive and purify him. 

IIadd Punishment of Married Adulterer or Adulteress 

The word (( Al-Ihssan " has many meanings in Arabic. 
The Quran has used it in four different ways. The 

first means (( Chaste " in the following Quranic verse: 

II And those who launch 

A charge against chaste women, 
And produce not four witnesses 
(To support their allegations)J 
Flog them with eighty stripes JJ. 

Chapter 24, verse 4. 

The second meaning IS (( already married" In the 
following Quranic verse: 

Ie Also (prohibited are) 

Women already married 
Except those 

Whom your right hands possess ". 

Chapter 4, verse 24. 

The third meaning is (( free believers" as in the follow
ing Quranic verse: 
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II If any of you have not 

The means wherewith 
To wed free believing women )). 

Chapter 4, verse 25. 

----------------.-------------------------

The fourth meaning is (( wedlock" as in the verse: 
(( When they are taken in wedlock " (Chapter 4, verse 25). 

Ibn Masood said that if a married person commits 
adultery even once he must be stoned to death. According 
to the Prophet the penalty is inflicted when the offence is 
proved in word and action. 

The verification of the sexual act on the adulterer's 
word is confirmed by: 

1) AbadaIbn As-Samit, who narrated that the Prophet 
once said: (( Listen to me. There are two different punish
ments for adulteresses; the virgin shall be punished by 
being flogged with a hundred stripes and expatriation for 
one year. The already married adulteress shall be flogged 
and stoned to death ". 

2) In the story already narrated regarding the man who 
came to the Prophet saying that his son had committed 
fornication with a married woman, the Prophet ordered 
Anees to go to the woman to see if she confessed her sin, 
and if so she should be stoned to death -/'. 

As regards actual proof of the crime of adultery the 
Prophet stoned Maiz Ibn Malik, Al-Ghamidiya and two 
Jews. 

There 'is no disagreement amongst the Muslims that a 
married adulterer or adulteress should be stoned to death. 
Only the Khawarij opposed this verdict by saying that the 
Quran mentions only flogging; and since stoning is a heavier 
punishment it would have been mentioned in the Quran 
if it were lawful. According to them it should be unlawful, 
for the Quran does not mention it. 

Undoubtedly the Khawarij were wrong because stoning 
is proved in the Prophet's Sunnah. Stoning was practised 
by the Caliphs even after the Prophet's death. 

,,< Jami' AI-Usol, part 4, page 297. 
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Once Omar Ibn Khattab (the second Caliph) addressed 
the people saying: (( God has revealed His word to us 
through the Prophet Mohammad that offenders guilty of 
adultery or fornication should be stoned. The Prophet 
stoned some offenders and we followed him. I am afraid 
that in the future people might believe that stoning is not 
mentioned in the Quran. I assure you it is a punishment 
for every adulterer and adulteress when there is clear proof 
or the offender confesses it. I swear by God that if it 
were not for the fact that people might· say Omar added 
his own words to the Qunin, I would not have hesistated to 
include the punishment of stoning in the Holy Book -1:. 

How Stoning is Inflicted 

Most scholars maintain that the adulterer is stoned in 
a standing position without a trench. or being tied. To this 
effect Abu Saeed AI-Khadhri ~aid: (( \X7hen we were ordered 
t? stone Maiz Ibn Malik we took him to Baqui' * 'l': without 
digging a trench or tying him. \VJe started hurling stones, 
bones and clay fragments at him until he died. Other people 
would join stoning if the offender's adultery was eye wit
nessed but if the adulterer had confessed his sin of his own 
accord they would not continue stoning him ~h·d(. 

When people heard that Maiz tried to run away people 
kept starring him until he died~ \'Xinen the Prophet heard about 
it he said: {( Could you not have given him some time, for 
he might hflve repented and God would have forgiven 
him ~'r***. In case of an adulteress scholars have not agreed as 

* Sahib Muslim - Sharah An~wawi, part 11, page 1'91, and 
Sunan Abu Dawood, part 3, page 43. 

1,* Baqui' is the graveyard of Medina (Hejaz) which is visited by 
the pilgrims during the season of theHaj (Translator's note)., 

*** Sunan Abu Dawood, part 2, page 460, and Sharh Anawawi of 
Sahih Muslim, part 11, page 198. 

**** Sunan Abu Dawood, part 2,. page 457 .. 
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regards the digging of a pit for her ·at the time of stoning. 
To this effect Abu Yusouf,' Abu Thoar and Abu Bakr Ibn 
Bazeeda narrated that the Prophet ordered a pit to be dug 
for a :woman called Thandawa whQ was condemned to be 
stoned -J • • : This was refuted by the Imams Malik and Ah
med following the example· of the Erophet who did not. dig 
a pit fpr ;Ghamidiya. It was 'said that a pit might stop her 
from escaping the painful punishment.< She was ·well: dad 
in _ order not to be exposed. . . 

The people in charge 'of' stoning an adulterer or adul
teress would surround him or her' in such -a way that they 
'would not hit each other. The stones used were to be 
neither too big to accelerate death otherwise the whole idea 
of punishment would be lost, nor too -small in order not to 
prolongihe offender's torment. The execution 'of th~ Hadd 
is carried out in a spacious place in the presence of a group 
of believers in accordance with the Quranic verse: 

ee And let ~ party 

Of the Believers 
Wlitness their punishment)). 

Chapter 24, verse 2. 

The. idea of having a gr~up of believe,rs present is to 
serve 'as a deterrent for people with evil thoughts. 

Treat17ient of the Adulterer After Being Stoned 

Mter . the adulterer's death he is treated like any Mu.
slim. His body is cleansed, placed in a coffin and buried in 
a Mulism cemetery. People should ptay for his soul and 
nobody is allowed to speak ill of him. Th~ Prophet asked 

,', Al-Mughani and Sharh AI-Kabir, part 10, page 122. 
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the believers to invoke God's forgiveness for Maiz Ibn 
Malik, for his repentance was such that it would have 
sufficed a nation. 

It is narrated that when the Prophet ordered Gha
midiya to be stoned, it so happened that Khalid Ibn AI
Walid beat the woman so hard that some drops of blood 
gushed out and stained Khalid's face. This made him so 
furious that he started to swear at her. When the Prophet 
heard him he said: II Hold it Khalid, I swear by Almighty 
God that this woman has repented sincerely ". Then the 
Prophet ordered the people to pray for her and bury her in 
a decent way ~': . In another story the Prophet is reported 
to have prayed for a certain woman by the name of J uh
naya. When Gmar expressed his astonishment at the Pro
phet's prayer for an adulteress he answered that she repen
ted so sincerely that it would suffice for seventy people of 
the town of Medina, and asked Gmar: II Is there a repen
tance better than one who offers herself to God? ". 

, Jahir Ibn Abdullah AI-Ansari related that when Maiz 
died the Prophet prayed for him ~': ~': . 

Crime of Defamation 

Defamation II Qazf" means charging someone with 
adultery or sodomy either by calling him an adulterer or 
by alleging that he was seen committing the act. Charging 
chaste men or women cannot be taken lightly, for it could 
ruin the defamed person and be detrimental to society. 
Defamation leads to the spread of lewdness and shameful 
acts and creates suspicion and distrust between married 
couples and between a father and his children. Therefore, 
Islam strongly prohibits defamation and curses those who 
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* Sahih Muslim, Sharh Anawawi, part 11, pages 201-203. 
** Boukhary, Fath Al-Bari, part 12, page 129. 
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indulge in it by admonishing them with a grievous penalty. 
The Quran says: 

cc Tbose who slander chaste womenJ 

Indiscreet but believing) 

Are cursed in this life 
And in the Hereafter: 
For tbem is a grievous Penalty)). 

Chapter 24, verse 23. 

It is reported that Prophet Mohammad sai~: II Keep 
away from the seven abominable sins: taking other people's 
lives, which God has made sacred, except by way of justice 
and law, devouring usury, squandering the orphan's property, 
fleeing on the day of J ehad (holy war) and defaming chaste 
but indiscreet believing women" *. 

The Punishment for Defamation 

Whoever charges a chaste man or woman with adultery 
or sodomy shall be flogged with eighty stripes unless the 
slanderer produces four witnesses testifying his charge. The 
reason for this penalty is to protect the dignity and good 
reputation of honest and chaste people. In this connection 
the Holy Quran says: 

CC And those who launch 

A charge against cbaste womenJ 

And produce not four witnesses 
(To support tbeir allegations)) 

Flog them with eighty stripes; 
And reject their evidence 

,~ Sahih AI-Boukhary, part 8, page 288. 
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Ever after/ lor such .men '. . 

Are wicked transgressors/ 

Unless they repent thereafter 

And mend (their cDJtduct)/ 

For God is Oft-Forgiving, 
Most Merciful )). 

Chapter 24, verses 4 'and 5. 

The scholars agree that he who charges a chaste per
son with adultery shall be given a Hadd punishment, but 
if he charges that person with sodomy he. shall be given a 
Ta'zir punishment. . 

One may wonder why Hadd' is inflicted on the person 
who slanders, but not on the person who takes another 
partner with God or who indulges in hypocrisy, for exam
ple. The reason is that slander has undesirable social 
consequences, especially if the person accused is a woman 
who has no way to disprove the accusation. Many chaste 
girls have .become victims of vicious slander. . 
, To accuse a man of blasphemy is lighter than chargi1!g 
a person with ~dultery because: the man's attitude a!1d the 
people's knowledge of him will suffice to dispel the charge. 

. - , 

Reason for Prohibiting Alcoholic Drinks 

The Islamic Sharia through the Holy Book, Sunnah 
and Consensus of the jurists has prohibited the consumption 
of alcoholic drinks. The Quran says: 
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(( 0 ye who believe 

Intoxician.ts. .and gambling 
(Dedication of stones)) 

. And (divination by) arrows) 

Are an abomination) -

-~~-----~ 
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Of Satan)s handiwork: 

Eschew'such' (abomination)) 

That ye may prosper. c 

Sata~) s p'an is (bfl-tJ 

To e~cite e!1mity "and hatred 

. __ Be.twe.en )IOU) with in.toxicants 

And gambling) and hinder : .. you 

From the 1'emembrance 

Of God,. and iro11'i prayer 

~ill ye not then abstain? :', 

Chapter .5, verseS 9.3 'and 94. 

Ibn Groar quoted the' Prophet :saying: (( Any, intoxi..: 
cant is' alcohol and alcohol is 'prohibited " *. . 

Aishaquoted . the Prophet saying::, U Any intoxicant is 
prohibited, and even a small amount that intoxicates :is 
prohibited " ~"*. ' _ ~ . , . 

All scholars ate unanimous on .the prohibition of' :in
toxicants. ' The .teason why it is prohibited' is that it excites 
emmity and h~;tredand hinders people from-- the'remem
brance of God and from prayer, because it makes them lose 
their reasoning~ An. Arab poet wrote the following line ~m 
wine: (( I drank wine until, I lost;myreasoning, and surely 
this is what wine does to men's teasoiring". When people 
lose their mind they cannot distinguish between good and 
bad nor between virtue and vice, and _ so they start com:-, '.. ., 

mitting all kinds of offences such as adultery. AI-Nisai 
quoted Othman (the Caliph) as saying: (CAvoiq., alcoholic 
drinks, for they are the _ root of all evil.~ng. ago while 
a man was saying his prayers a sinful woman sent her slave 

," Sunan An-Nasai, partS, page 297 . 
,b'r Sunnan Abi Dawood,:-:patt 3;page 295. -
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to ask him to be a witness to her mistress. When he reached 
the woman's house, the woman told him that her real inten
tion was to have a good time with him. Alternatively, he 
had to chose either to drink a glass of wine or kill a' boy 
there. The man opted to drink so he got' drunk and then 
slept with the woman and finally murdered the boy. There
fore avoid alcoholic drinks' because alcohol-drinking does 
not go with one's faith " *. . . 

The other evil of alcohol is that the ,drinker loses his 
self-control and starts divulging confidet!ti~l matters to the 
enemy. Al-Qurtaby said: (( A drinker becomes a laughing
stock of his companions, as he urinates and defecates in 
public. Once a drunkard started smearing his face with his 
urine while praying God to place him among those who 
cleanse and repent of their sins. The same man once let 
his filthy dog lick his face while saying to it: May God 
grace. you ". Alcohol makes one lose his health and squan
der his money **. It may be rightly said that alcohol is the 
~orst scourge to which humanity is exposed. If a survey 
1S made of the number of people who are in hospitals 
suffering from mental diseases and incurable ailments due 
to alcohol, and those who commit suicide or slay others and 
those who· suffer from . nervous breakdowns and internal 
~iseases, or those who have gone bankrupt or lost proper
t1es because of alcohol, the results would be really appalling. 
Therefore many non-Islamic countries are seriously think
ing of prohibiting alcohol. 

Dealing in Alcoholic Drinks 

Islam has not only prohibited alcohol-drinking but also 
dealing and producing it and promoting the parties concer
ned with its sale. 
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* Sunnan An-Nisai, part 8, page 315. 
*i< Tafsir Al-Qurtaby, part 3, page 52. 
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Ibn Omar quoted the Prophet saying:, (( God's curse 
be upon wine, and those who drink, buy, sell and produce 
it, as well as those who deal in transporting it " -I:. 

Gradual Prohibition of Alcohol 

Some jurists maintain that God did not decree His 
laws of prohibition all at once. He gradually introduced 
His laws so that those addicted to drinking would not 
suffer a shock from abruptly giving up the habit -1:*. 

Aisha said: (( The first revelations of the Quran fo
cussed on informing the people a~out Paradise and lIell. 
Once the people enibraced the teachings of Islam the specific 
prohibiti6ns were revealed. But if the p~ohibitions had been 
revealed first the early Muslims would have rejected 
them ,,: ***. 

The Quran s~ys: 

II And from the fruit 

Of the date-palm and the vine, 

Ye get out wholesome drink 

And food ". 

Chapter 16, verse. 67. 

Intoxication meant wine; and the Arabs used the word 
(( intoxicants" for anything that makes people drunk -1:***. 

,~ Sunnan Abi Dawood, part 2, page 292. 
'h~ Tafsir Al-Quratbi, part 3, page 52. 
*** Tafsir Ayat Al-Ahkam (Interpretation of the Qurank Verses by 

Sabouni, part 11 page 273). 
,~*** Wholesome drinks and foods are vinegar1 date-sugar, dates and 

grapes (Translator'S note). 
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In -another place the Quran says: 

II They ask thee 

Concerning wine and gambling. 
Say: in them is great sin

J 

And some profit for men/ 
But the sin _ is greater 
Than the profit JJ. _ .: 

Chapter 2, verse 219. 

, This verse indicates that alcohol-:drinking, n?s many 
evils as ~lso has gambling, -which is a inea~s of getting some
thing -too easily and getting a profit without working for it. 
Although this verse refers to the prohibition of both :aJ.cohol
drinking and gambling yet the prohibition is not absolute. 
At a later stage another verse was revealed which prohibited 
alcohol-drinking during the prayer hours with a view to 
weaning the addict slowly Jrom 'the habit of drinking. 
The Quran says: 

II 0 ye who believe 

Approach not prayers 
With a mind befogged J). 

Chapter 4 ~ verse 43. 

'This indicates that the prohibition covered only some 
periods of theday. An incident that took place precipitated 
the final stag[\of utter prohibition <o~ alcohol. -Sa'ad Ibn 
Abi W aqqas ~':, once offered a diritier for a fe-V?> of the 

* He was one of the Ten Companions of the Prophet' who 
participated in many battles 'against the Persians. He died around 670 
A.D. (Translator's note)._ 
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Prophet's Companions, including some from Medina (Al
Ansar), during which wine -was served lavishly. As he was 
drunk Sa'ad uttered some bad words that infuriated a man 
of the AI-Ansar who hit Sa'ad on the nose and broke it. 
On account of this the following Quranic verse was revealed: 

110 ye who believe 

Intoxicants and gambling" 
(Dedication of) stones

J 

And (divination) by arrows
J 

Are an abominationJ 

Of Satan) s handiwork: 

Eschew such (abomination) J 

That ye may prosperJ 

Satan)s plan i~ (but) 

To excite enmity and hatred 
Between you} with intoxicants 
And gambling, and hinder you 
From the remembrance 
Of God} and from ~prayer: 

Will ye 11:0t .then abstain? )). 

Chapter 5, verse 93. 

I-Iadd Punishment for Alcohol-Drinkers 

Although Muslim scholars confirm that alcohol drinkers 
must be punished by flogging yet they d~ not agree on the 
number of the stripes that should. be inflicted on the offen
der. Some, including Abu Hanifa and Malik, maintain 
that the drinker has to be flogged witH eighty stripes, They 
do not agree what has been said aboutOmar who, upon the 
recommendation of -Abdul- Rahman Ibn Awf, ordered the 
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Hadd to be eighty stripes oJ:. Others hold that the Hadd 
punishment is forty stripes. This was confirmed by Ash
Shafi who followed the examples set by the Prophet and 

. his successor, Caliph Abu Bakr. Ibn Anas said that the 
Prophet used to beat wine-drinkers forty times with sandals 
and palm-fronds **. 

As-Saib Ibn Yazeed narrated that in the days of the 
Prophet and Abu Bakr and the first part of Omat's Caliphate, 
offenders used to be seized and beaten with bare hands 
sandals and thick garments. By the end of the Caliphate of 
Omar the offenders were flogged with forty stripes and if 
they persisted in their sin the punishment was doubled to 
eighty stripes ~·dd:. 

Muawiya narrated that the Prophet ordered:(( Flo~ 
alcohol-drinkers, and if they persist in drinking then put 
them to death ". This saying was narrated by five Imams 
but not by An-Nasai. Nevertheless, AI-Tarmithi said that this 
punishment was abolished over time. 

Crime of Theft 

As property is the backbone of a nation and one of 
the pleasures in this world, the Islamic Sharia has decreed 
that it should be protected and prohibited people from 
eating the property of others in vanities, and warned that 
the offenders will have dreadful punishment in the Here
after. The Quran says: 

!I 0 ye who believe 

Eat not up your property 

Among yourselves in vanities: 

* Narrated by Ahmed and Muslim see: Neil AI-Awtar, part 7, 
page 146, and Sharh AI-Nawawi, part 11, page 215. 

** Sahib Muslim Sharh An-Nawawi, part 11, page 215. 
*~(* Sahih AI-Boukhary, Fath AI-Bari, part 12, page 66. 
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But let there be amongst you 
Traffic and trade 
By mutual good-will JJ • 

Chapter 4, verse 29. 

Theft is severely penalized as ill the following Qu
ranie verse: 

II As to the thief 

Male or female~ 
Cut off his or her hands: 
A punishment by way 
Of example from God. 
For their crime: 

And God is Exalted in Power JJ. 

Chapter 5, verse 41. 

As theft may be motivated by hunger and need the 
Sharia sees that the needy are taken care of. And since 
hunger and need are not the motives of theft amongst 
Muslims but sheer love of hoarding and greed, therefore the 
punishment .for theft in Islam is severe. 

Definition of Theft 

Theft is the act of removal of personal property in a 
hidden manner with intent to deprive the rightful owner 
of it. However, the hand of the offender who snatches or 
commits acts of embezzelment,. is not cut off for the Prophet 
made it clear when he said: (( The hands of those who dupe 
or snatch are not cut off ". And J abir said, quoting the 
Prophet, that a snatcher is not subject to the punishment 
of hand-amputation. 
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Hadd Punishment for Theft 

The punishment is the cutting-off of the offender's 
right hand as prescribed in the Holy Quran, t~e Sunnah 
and the Consensus of the jurists. The Quran says: 

rr As to the thie)'~ 

Male or female, 

Cut off his or her hands: 

A punishment by way 

Of example from God }'. 

Chapter 5, verse 41.. ' 

The Prophet said the punishment of cutting off the 
thief's hand starts when the thief steals something worth 
one-quarter 6f a Dil1ar or more. ,The Prophet said: (t The 
people before you ,,,ere doomed because if a noble man 
stole he was set free, but if the thief happened to be a man 
of low rank his hands were cut off ". Muslim scholars do 
not differ on the fact that the thief's hand. should' be cut 
off, and if .he continues then. his left leg i~ t~ be cut off 
and if the thief still continues then there are th~ following 
punishments according to. the Prophet's Companions and 
the scholars who followed them: 

First: his left hand to be cut off and after the fourth 
time his right leg is to be ~Q.1putated. 

Second: the thief is to be confined;;1his punishment 
Ii - .~'~. 

is subject to some c9hditions, that the offender is legally 
responsible and he ,is mentally ,sane and that the' stolen 
possessions are claimed by, somebody' and the value of the 
property stolen totals three Dirhams or one-quartet, of 'a 
Dinar or more. If one of these conditions are not met 
the offender's punishment changes from Hudoud into Ta'zir. 
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C ontrover sy 

The controversy lies in the fact that a thief's hand is 
cut off while the hand of the embezzler; a snatcher and: a 
bandit are not cut off. The reason is that a thief steals in 
secrecy whereas a snatcher acts more openly and thus it is 
easier to recover the stolen property. " , 

Ibn AI-Qayyim said: tt There is great 'wisdom in cut
ting off the hand of a thief who. has stolen something 
worth three Dirhams or more and not applying the same 
penalty to embezzlers, snatchers and looters. The reason 
is that a thief can be guarded against with difficulty, and 
therefore if he is not given the due punishment, thefts will 
be rampant and a general feeling of insecurity will prevail. 
Whereas for a looter, who commits his offence publicly, 
there is' a chance of being' caught and the stolen property 
being recovered. Looters and embezzlers get beaten and 
jailed. In, short, a thief, according to the Sharia, is consi~ 
dered far more dangerous than an embezzeler or a duper * . 
These are punished with stripes and confinement for long 
periods and rec;Qvering the stolen property frOlTi) them. 

Hand-Amputation was .Known Before Islam 

Hand-amputation was known before the advent of 
Islam. It was first applied by AI-Walid Ibn AI-Mughira, 
and the punishment was subsequently decreed in Islam ~·d:. 
It is said that before the rise of Islam Quraish implemented 
it on a man named Dawbak belonging to the tribe of Ma
leeh Ibn Orwa Ibn Khuaz'a who had stolen the treasure 
of the ka' aba ~'( ~': it • 

-k A'alam AI-Muwaqqi'in, part 2, page 62. 
,h~ AI-Qurtabi, part 6, page 16. 
,h~* Ibn Kathir, part 2, page 55. 
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How Hand-Amputation Should be Carried Out 

The right hand of the thief is cut off at the wrist. 
The Prophet defined the hand in accordance with the Qu., 
ranic verse: 

(( And rub therewith 
Your faces and hands JJ 

Chapter 5, verse 6. 

. A thief's hand is cut off efficiently and swiftly. He 
IS to be seated motionless so that no other part of his body 
gets hurt. After amputation his wound should be treated 
immediately to stop the bleeding. 0 

Abu I-:Iureira related that the Prophet once summoned 
into his presence a man accused of having stolen a scarf. 
\Vhen the man confessed the crime the Prophet ordered 
that his hand be cut off. When his wound healed he was 
br?ught to the Prophet whQ asked him to repent of his 
gUllt. When the man repented the Prophet said that God 
accepted his repentance *. 

Some people who cannot grasp this point have renoun
ce? the atro~ity of amputating a thief's hand alleging that 
~hls penalt~ IS too brutal for our modern society and because 
It tends to Increase the number of the maimed and the unem
ployed. In truth, the critics of the wisest and the most 
merciful legislation fail to understand that those who pose 
a threat to the people's security and livelihood should be 
given the punishment they deserve in the best interests of 
the society. The hand that steals is but an instrument of 
evil and crime, and if we do not amputate it the peace and 
security of society will be jeopardized, for the thief may 
resort to murder in self-defence to avoid being caught. 

,~ Sahih AI-Boukhary, part 1, page 63. 
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If we draw a comparison between the number of am
putated hands in the countries where the Sharia is imple
~ented and the rate of murders and other offences com
mitted due to theft in the other countries, we notice that 
the number of the maimed is insignificant compared to' that 
of murders, lootings and hold-ups. 

Regarding the penalty for theft and the psychological 
motives that drive the offenders to steal Judge Abdul Qadir 
Ddah said: tt The punishment inflicted upon the thief by 
the Sharia is the best in the world. Just as it succeeded in 
preventing crime in the past, it does the same now. It has· 
transformed a chaotic society into a responsible, secure and 
peaceful society" . Prior to the implementation of the 
Islamic Shari a the conditions in the I-Iejaz were one of the 
worst in the world. The traveller or the resident was afraid 
for his life, family and property at every hour of the night 
or day. Thieves and highway robbers were rampant every
where. But once the Sharia was implemented, the Hejaz 
was transformed into the safest country in the world. Now 
goods may be left unattended on the side-streets, nobody 
would dream of stealing or removing them until a police
man picks them up and restores them to their owner ~.(. 

Abul Ala' AI-Ma'arry **, known for his deviation from 
the tenets of Islam, composed a poem against the amputa
tion of the thief's hand which illustrates his ignorance in 
matters of jurisprudenc~. He said: 

tt How could a hand be amputated for 'stealing some
thing worth a quarter of a Dinar when the Diya for a hand 
is five hundred gold Dinars ? We cannot but keep quiet 
and seek refuge with our Lord from the punishment of 
Hell" . 

,~ AI-Dashri'al Jina'i al-Islami, part 1, pages 65.3 and 654. 
,~~: Abul Ala', Al-Ma'arry (979-1058 A.D.) was born- in Syria 

(Province of Aleppo). He lost his eyesight when he was four. He was 
a great poet and the author of «Sakt AI-Zand ", ., Al-Luzurniyat" and 
"Risalat Al-Ghufran" (Translator's note). 
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Other scholars answered Abul Ala' AI-Ma'arry in the 
following lines: 

(( Honesty is the most expensive value and treachery 
IS the cheapest. This is bur God's wisdom". 

The Sharia has imposed a heavy Diya on the offender 
to deter him from committing the crime of murder, and 
has decreed the' amputation of the hand, to discourage the 
thief fro~ stealing., 

Armed Hold-Up and Highway Robbery 

Definition of' highway robbery: According to Al
Mughni armed robbers are those who halt people on the 
highway under the threat of anTIS and rob them of their 
property in broad daylight. As for the thieves who use 
arms in towns and villages, according to Abu, Hanifa ~.(, 
they are not' considered armed bandits but looters. Other 
scholars assert that the case is the same whether on the high
way or in towns, for the Quranic verse in this regard' covers 
all armed robbers. However, in towns an armed robber 
has more chance to loot in the terms of' the victim's posses
sions whereas a traveller usually does not have a lot of 
possessions with him apart from the necessities. ' 

Hadd Punishment for Armed Robbers 

The Shada has decreed four punishments for the crime 
of arm'edrobbery: execution, crucifixion, cutting off hands 
and feet from opposite sides or exile from the land, as in 
the following verse: 
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II The punishment of those 

Who wage war against God 
And His Apostle, and strive 

* Al-Mughni and Sharh AI-Kabir, part 10, page 303. 

--------~------------------,---------

With might and main 
For mischief through the land 

"Is execution, or crucifixion, 
, Or the cutting off of hands 

And feet from opposite sides, 
Or exiled from the land )'. 

Chapter 5, verse 36. 

The order of the penalties mentioned crea'ted some 
disagreement amongst the scholars. Some believe that they 
are so artanged to correspond with the magnitude, of the 
crime perpetuated. He who kills without being able to reb 
is to be executed; he who'steals without shedding blood is 
to have his right hand and left foot cut off; he who kills 
and robs shall be cruc~fied to serv~ as a 4eterrent; he who 
scares travellers without killing or, robbing them shall be 
exiled. 

Some scholars believe that judges' can choose any of 
the said penalties in case of an armed robbery. Imam Malik 
is of the opinion that a judge has no choice if an armed 
robber has committed murder. He cann,ot ch90se between 
amputation and exile, but he can choose between exe~tion 
and crucifixion. If an armed robber has robbed WIthout 
killincr his victim the Imam has the choice between execu
tion ~rucifixion and exile. By choice is meant the individual 
inteipretation of the. judge. For instance, in the case of a 
robber who is the master-mind of the band, his execution 
or cruCifixion is inevitable. If, on the other hand, 'the 
offender is of a brutal and ruthless nature his limbs are to 
be ~utoff from opposite sides. If the offender does not 
exercise any brutality'in the act of robb,ing, his punishment 
is less severe, he shall be flogged and exiled -::. 

* Bedayat .M-Mujtahid,. part" 2, page 455. 
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The cause of this discrepancy is the conjunction (( or " 
in the' Quranic verse dealing with highway robbery. I t is 
not clear whether the different penalties correspond with 
the magnitude of the crimes or serve to provide alternative 
punishments to be decided upon case by case. While Malik 
prefers to single out a penalty in accordance with the ma
gnitude of the crime other scholars prefer to inflict alterna
tive penalties. 

Hadd and Repentance 

The scholars maintain that if 'armed robbers give them
selves up before they are caught and brought to the judge, 
their repentance nullifies the punishment prescribed in the 
Quran: execution, crucifixion, amputation or exile from 
the land. The Quran says: 

II Except for those who repent 

Before they fall 

Into your power: 

In that case) know 

That God is Oft-forgiving, 
Most Merciful )J. 

Chapter 5, verse 37. 

But the rights of the victim in terms of life, injuries or 
possessions are left to the discretion of the claimant or his 
heirs. They may claim them or forgive the offender. If 
the armed robber is involved in murder, execution may be 
remitted and replaced by Diya pending the decision of the 
victim's heirs ~':. On the other hand, it is controversial 
if an offender's repentance would serve for remitting the 

* Al-Mughni and Sharh Al-Kabir, part 10, page 314. 
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. d her than that imposed for armed rob-
penalty 1f a Had '. ~ t Many scholars agree that repen
bery, is to be carrle ou. . t Hadd as evidenced by the 
tance ~ay not se~veh to p;~m~et's sayings and doings in the 
Qutamc verses an t e . p If repentance could have re
reports in this connectiOn. b mentioned in the Quran. 
placed Hadd it would ~a~aiz e::d Ghamidiya had repented 
We know that althoug d b the Prophet. The 
of their adu,ltery ~y ~~r: ~:~~::ed io be in favour of t~e 
Imams Shafi and me 'f the Hadd basino- their 
notion that repentan~e cOQul~, n~lli y rses and ~he Pr~phet's 
view on the followmg utaUlC ve ~ 

Hadith: 

1. 

2. 

II If two men among you 

Are guilty of lewdness 

Punish them both. 
If they repent and amend, 

l JJ 

Leave them a one . 

Chapter 4, verse 16. 

II But if the thief repents 

After his crime, 
And amends his conduct, 

God turneth to him 
In forgiveness)). 

Chapter 5, verse 42. 

ld that Maiz tried to 
3. After the Prophet was d to . d him' «( Did you 

escape he said to those v.:ho .ha st~~ God' would have 
leave him to repent of his SIn so t a 

hi ?" forgiven m. . 
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Ibn Taymiya favoured repentance when he said: 
(( He who repents of adultery, theft or alcohol-drinking be
fore being reported to the Imam has his Hadd punishment 
remitted ". The same applies to armed robbery -I: • Said 
Al-Qurtaby: (( If drunkards, adulterers and thieves repent 
and amend wholeheartedly and publicly and are .referred 
to the Imam, they should not ,receive the Hadd pUllishment. 
When they are referred to the Imam they should, not be 
treated the way 'armed robbers would be when captu
red" -Id:. Ibn AI-Qayyim said: ~(Where does the conside
ration of repentance lie before the actual act takes place? 
And where is the line of demarcation in the textual l~gi;. 
slation marking this distinction? ". The delineation is a 
factor that encourages repentance. The underlying signifi
cance is the timing of repentance 'and the concomitant 
penalty. 

Although Maiz and Ghamidiya repented of their sin 
the Hadd was imposed upon them. The reason for this is 
that both the Hadd and repent~nce are soul purifiers and 
apparently they preferred to be purified with the Hadd in 
addition to the repentance" 

Ibn Taymiya said: (( Once a concrete evidence is est
ablished regarding the Hadd or Ta'zir the sincerity of repen
tance will be doubled, which fact rendets penalty necessary. 
Nevertheless, if the offender appeals .in person to an Imam 
and repents, then the Hadd would be dropped," *-1:*. Imam 
Ahmed confirmed this verdict. 

Crimes Punishable by Ta'zir 

Ta'zir crimes are offences the punishment for which is 
not fixed, such as perjury, bribery, usury, dishonesty, cheat-

of: Collection of Religious Verdicts by Ibn Taymiya, part 4 and 
Tafsir Al-Qurtaby, part 6, page 158. 

** Tafsir Al-Qurtaby, part 1, page 158; 
**,~ AI-Ikhtyarat, by Ibn Taymiya, page 296. 
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ing, sheltering criminals, slander (excluding defamation of 
adultery), negligence of religious duties such as prayer, alms 
and other violations such as thefts in sanctuaries. 

Types of Ta'zir 

, Th~se punishments range from simple reprimands to 
severe warnings and execu dons for serious offences. Like,.. 
wise, other types of Ta'zir are flogging" cqnfinement, pay
ment of fines, termination of service, exile and reprimand
inO' the offender in public. Ta'zir is not, as we said, a fixed 
p:nishm'ent and· it vades in quality and quantity according 
to the seriousness of the offence, the condition of the offen
der, his criminal record and the recurrence of the offence. 
It is up to the ruler's discretion to decide what punishment 
should be meted out taking into account the condition of 
the offender, the psychological motives and gravity of the 
offence. 

Execution as a Form of Tcz'zir 

Many'scholars sponsor the punishment of execution 
for very serious Ta'zir offences, such a,s espionage, heresy and 
innovations contrary to the tenets of the. Holy Quran and 
the Sunnah. , 

In his note Ibn Abideen quoted Ibn Taymiya saying: 
((According to the Hanafi doctrine execution is dropped in 
case of murder by pushing a heavy object on somebody or 
perverted intercourse in the rectum with one's wife. ; I~ 
the offence ~s repeated the judge could increase the pumsh
ment' when he deems it necessary " ~':. 

The scholars based'their viewpoints on 'the practice of 
the Prophet and his Companions regarding the execution of 
such offenders, bearing in mind the societal 'interests. 

,~ Hashia Ibn Abideen, part 4, page 62. 
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1) In his (( Sahih " Muslim quoted A'rfaja AI-Ashjai 
saying: (( I have heard the Prophet say: Execute the man 
who tries to destroy your solidarity and shatter your unity ". 
In another story the Prophet said: (( There will be times 
when someone will try to divide this great nation of Islam. 
Such a man shall be killed " ~~. 

2) Imam Ahmed quoted Daylam Al-Hunayri saying: 
(( I told the Pxophet that in our country we extract a liquid 
from wheat which is used against the winter cold. The 
Prophet asked me if that stuff intoxicates. When I said 
yes, he ordered me to avoid it. When I said that the people 
would be reluctant to relinquish it he said then kill those 
who would not stop taking it ". 

3) An offender is like an assailant who should be killed 
if he cannot be stopped from assailing. 

There is no "disagreement amongst the scholars as re
gards lashing as a means of punishment, but they did not 
agree on the number of lashes. There are three views in 
this respect: 

(i) The number of lashes should not exceed ten in 
pursuance of the Prophet's saying: (( Apart from Hudoud 
the offender should not be given more than ten lashes ". 

Oi) Lashing should be kept within the number pre
scribed. In fact, Imams Abu Hanifa, Ash-Shafi and Ahmed 
and their companions confirmed the following Hadith: (( He 
who gives more lashes than what is prescribed is an 
aggressor ". 

(iii) The number of lashes in this case is unlimited. 
The offender may even be punished with severer penalties 
than that of Hadd. This was confirmed by Imam Malik as 
well as Imam Ahmed. " 

'k Sahih Muslim, Sharh AI-Nawawi, part 12, pages 241 and 242. 
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A theft which involves less than quarter of a Dinar is 
punishable by Ta'zir. Defamation involving adultery is 
punishable by Hadd whereas slander short of an accusation 
of adultery is punishable by Ta'zir. 

Evidences supporting the above opinions are: 

1) The man who fornicated his slave-girl was ordered 
by the Prophet to be given one hundred l~shes, and due to 
lack of concrete evidence the Hadd pUnIshment was not 
inflicted. 

2) Omar and Abu Bakr (Caliphs) ordered a man. and 
a woman, who were found in bed together, to be given 
one hundred lashes each. 

3) Omar (the Caliph) ordered one hundred lashes for 
three consecutive days to be given to the man who forged 
his official :seal and embezzled a large amount of money 
from the Staote Treasury ~'~. 

The last evidence overrules the other opinions cited 
above. One may question if this last evidence is correct 
or how could account be taken of the Hadith that says: 
(( Except" in case of Hudoud do not give the offender more 
than ten lashes". The answer to this question is that the word 
(( Hadd " in this Hadith means an offence. All violations of 
prohibitions are Hudoud. Hadd is mentioned in the follow
lUg Quranic verses: 

CC Those are 

Limits (Hudoud) set by God: 

Approach not nigh thereto JJ. 

Chapter 2, verse 187. 

,~ AI-Hisba and Sharia Policy, page 116. AI-Hisba is a book written 
by AI-Qirshi known as Ibn AI-Ukhwa and was printed in pocket-book 
series (Cambridge 1937) (Translator's note). 
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and 
CC These are the limits 

Ordained by God/ 
So do not transgress them ), 

Chapter 2, verse i29, 

Hadd, according to the Quran, is a general term covering 
all kinds of offences, minor or major. 

As to the. number of lashes less than ten, these are 
given to those who have' not committed any a'ff~n~e but 
are given for disciplinary reasons, such as a husband.beating 
his wife or his child as a means of discipline *. . 

Pecu.niary Penalty as a Form .of Ta'zir 

Many scholars equated Ta'zir with the payme~t of fines 
basing th~ir view on certain evidences, such as: 

, -:. 1) The Prophet's saying as quoted by Bahz· Ibn Ha
kim: (( There isa camel of burden .out of forty she-milching 
.qlmels. Each pas a value whether it is a beast.·ofburden 
ora producing animal; this is the will of our Lord " of: of: • 

2) AI-Tarmithi, Ahmed, . Abu Dawood and Muslim 
quoted Abu Talha saying: (( 0 Prophet of God; I~m in 
possession of wine belonging to orphans ". The Prophet said: 
(( Spill it and smash the vessels " ~·dd:. 

3) An-Nasai and Abu Dawood quoted Amr Ibn 
Shueib's grandfath~r saying: (( When the Prophet was 
asked about the stealing of other people's unattended edibles 

,,: A'a}am AI-Muwaqquin, part 2, page 30, and Fath }.J-Bari, part 12, 
page 178. . . . 
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he replied that a needy person stealing somebody's food or 
fruit to satisfy his hunger may go unpunished; but if he takes 
more. than his needs he should be penalized and forced to 
return the stolen food " ~':. 

Ibn' AI-Qayyim said *~':: (( He who maintains that 
Imams Ahmed, Malik or any other scholar said that pecu
niary pehalties have been abrogated is mistaken. Nothing 
mentioned by the Prophet denotes that he forbade pecuniary 
sanctions. On the contrary, the Caliphs and their close 
Companions followed the rule after the Prophet's death. 
The penalties related to Ta'zit constitute a vast scope where
by a ruler has a large number of alternatives. As long as 
the ruler achieves justice to serve as .a deterrent to the offen
der he has the right of choice. 

Effects' of Sharia Penalties on Crime Prevention 

Our old and modern history illustrates the success 
achieved in' combatting crime through the strict implement
ation of the Islamic Sharia. 

Before the rise of Islam a chaotic state of instability 
reigned in the country. T.ribes looted and assaulted each 
other and rape was quite common. After" the advent of 
Islam the people were united and love replaced rancour 
and hatred. 'Through the implementation of the Shari a the 
Arabs succeeded in attaining world leadership which lasted 
for a long time.. The world had never experienced such an 
experience of justice, order and stability. 

The Muslim world became a refuge for the oppressed 
and persecuted. Consequently people embraced Islam 111 

crowds. The actual implementation of the injunctions of 
the Sharia was the clue for the Muslim victory. 

* Nayl Al-Awtar, part 7, page 134. 
,':l': AI-Hisba, page 50. 
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·The s~curi~y, stability and peace that the Kingdom of 
S~udl ArabIa enJoys show the importance of the implement
atIon of the Islamic Sharia and its harsh penalties which 
in reality, is a mercy in disguise for humanity. ' 

Before the implementation of the Sharia, the Kingdom 
of Saudi Arabia was a theatre of anarchy, confusion instab
ility and looting. It was a place where neither life nor
pro~erty ~ould be safe. When pilgrims came they used 
to bId theIr last farewell to their family thinking they might 
not be able to return home safely. 

Since the strict implementation of the Sharia and its 
adoption as the Kingdom's constitution, peace has been 
fostered e~erywhere and people's lives and properties are 
safe. It IS rare to hear of a case of assassination or 
kidnapping. 

During Mr. Rogers' (US Secretary of State) visit to the 
Kingdom a few years ago he did not use his armoured car 
(in which he travelled during his visit to a number of 
countries) and went to the local market without his body
guard and stated that here in the Kingdom one feels safe 
and does not need to be guarded ,,(. 

Dr. Mohammad Ahmed As-Saleh 

In the name of God, praise be to Him, and peace be 
upon the Prophet, his family and Companions. 

I would like to extend my appreciation to the Ministry 
of Interior and the organizers of this symposium who did 
their utmost to show how sublime our Sharia is. I believe 
that a commentator need not compliment a researcher for 
his study, for this is not the scope of the symposium nor 
is it to criticize the researcher. On the contrary, a com' men
tator has to supplement and explain what is necessary. The 

• 1, Minutes of the Symposiums on Islamic Sharia held in Riyadh and 
Pans, page 19. 
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research under study, however, is quite comprehensive. Still, 
I would like to put forward a few formal remarks that, due 
to the shortage of time, I have decided to pass on to my 
colleagues for presentation. 

We have heard Dr. Omar Matrak's treatise on Hudoud 
and Ta'zir and their effect on crime prevention in our 
society. The researcher has proved beyond doubt the success 
of Islamic penalties in curbing crime and creating a peaceful 
and safe society . My formal remarks consist of drawing your 
attention to a few misprints and the omission of some words. 
For example in the treatise the Quranic verse is mentioned 
in the following manner: 

(( Those who invoke not, 

With God, any other gods ". 

The correct version is 

(( Those who invoke not, 

With God, any other god ". 

Chapter 25, verse 68. 

The verse ends in 

(( and any that does 

This meets punishment ~'. 

The correct version is 

(( and any that does 
This meets punishments '). 

The researcher has pointed. out that the severity of 
Ta'zir varies in accordance with the magnitude of the crime. 
There are other factors that affect the penalty, i.e. the social 
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status df the 'offender as well as that of the vIctIm, in 
addition to the circumstances of the crime. What I mean 
to say is that this wide range of penalties of Ta'zir crimes 
allows flexibility as regards the severity of the punishment 
to be imposed. 

However, Ta'zir may not necessarily be imposed on all 
offenders indiscriminately. Some offenders could be cor
rected through guidance, education or exhortation. The 
Quran says: 

II As to those women 

On whose part ye fear 
Disloyalty and ill-conduct, 
Admonish them (first) 
(Next) refuse to share thedr beds 
(And last) beat them (lightly). 

Chapter 4, verse 34. 

Punishment for disloyal women lies in admonishing 
them and refusing to share their beds. 

Due attention was given to the researcher's statement 
that a married person deserves a severer punishment than a 
single person because a married person is able to realize the 
value of honour and the satisfactions and pleasures of mar
riage. On the contrary, a person who is single cannot 
realize the full value of honour due to his lack of the 
experience of marriage. This explains why his or her 
punishment is lighter. So a married adulterer is like a thief 
who is not needy but steals - out of greed, whereas an 
unmarried person's crime is similar to a hungry thief who 
steals to satisfy his hunger. 

The author stated that at the scene of stoning the 
offender is surrounded by' the stoners who stand in a row 
as when they say their prayer. However, he did not describe 
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the kind of people who are charged with the punishment 
nor their number. I propose that a special committee be 
set up to carry out stoning in accordance with the Shar~a. 
This will be in the interests of the offender and the public. 

The researcher defined defamation as an' accusation of 
a person of adultery, or sodomy. This is not the right defi
nition for, the crime deserving the punishment of Hadd. The 
false accusation of sodomy is punishable by Ta'zir. The 
researcher did not mention abusive language which is not 
punishable by Hadd, but which is punishable by Ta'zir. I 
would propose classifying such lang~age under the abuse of 
honour and insult of integrity in order to distinguish it from 
the reai term of defamation. ' , , 

Furthermore, tl~e researcher did not touch on the ver
dict of some scholars that the thief's hand should not be cut 
off until poverty is eradicated from Islamic,. society. .It 
goes without saying that Islam guarant~e~ the essen~Ial 
needs of the people through alms and SubSIdIes for the disa
bled and the destitute. Moreover, it is encumbent on the 
authorities to provide employm~nt for everyone in order to 
make a living. Likewise, Islam enjoi~s social solidarity and 
social welfare. Therefore a man living in a soCiety blessed 
with these amenities and who dares toste'al des'erves the harsh 
punishment of hand-amputation. . 

In our society in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia we are 
blessed with abundance of wealth and the opportunity of 
providing work for everybody, so ascribing, theft to poverty 
in this Kingdom is unacceptable.' , 

Statistics in various countries' prove that people steal 
to spend the money on drugs, gambling, drinks and lecherous 
pursuits. Also people steal out of greed . and. fo.r.unnecessary 
luxuries. Such thieves deserve amputatIon In order to pro-
tect people's properties and money. . 
, The researcher tends to advocate the VIew that once 

concrete evidence is established regarding' Hadd or Ta'zir 
the since,rity of his repentance would be doubted. But if the 
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offender appeals in person to a judge and repents, then Hadd 
is dropped. 

On my part I tend to doubt the sincerity of the repen
tance of such offenders who may resort to confession in 
order to avoid punishment. 

These are some comments regarding the research which 
I hope will be taken into consideration by this symposium. 

Sheikh Atiyya Mohammad Salem 

Praise be to God and peace be upon His Prophet and 
the Prophet's Companions. It is quite natural that every 
society seeks peace, stability and security to attain a life 
free from care. Life cannot exist without security, neither 
can security exist without life. This is confirmed in the 
following Quranic verse: 

rr For the covenants 

(Of security and safeguard 
Enjoyed) by the QuraishJ 
Their covenants (covering) journeys 
By winter and summerJ 
Let them adore the Lord 
Of this H ouse

J 

Who provides them 

With food against hungerJ 
And with security 

Against fear (of danger). 

Chapter 106, verses 1 to 4. 

So it is a great bliss to have both a secure and care
free life. That is why every nation tries its utmost to elevate 
its living 5;;;andard. 
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Therefore, the initiative taken to hold this symposium 
in the interests of the whole world is greatly appreciated. 
Furthermore, the topics dealt with have proved how suc
cessful the Sharia is in combatting crime. 

The other topic examined in this symposium was how 
to establish the responsibility of an offender" This was 

. followed by the methods to prove the criminal's guilt and 
how to prevent crime and the effect of the teaching of enjo
ining what is right and forbidding what is wrong, and the 
influence of Islamic education on crime prevention. Then 
the symposium discussed the Sharia penalties and their im
plementation in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. These are 
divided into two parts: qisas or Diya and Kaffara, and Hu
doud and Ta'zir.. Both parts are complementary to each 
other. The stud)~ on penalties is divided into two parts (a) 
qisas and its particulars, (b) Hudoud and Ta'zir. 

The first was discussed while the second is the centre 
of this present discussion and it is considered the major part. 
The first deals with the personal rights related to the victim's 
heirs who might renounce this through forgiveness. The 
present part deals with the oblig~ti?ns towat?s ?~d ~nd 
sotiety in many respects and omlsslOn of this obllgatlOn 
cannot be forgiven. 

I wish the researcher had gone into more detail on this 
subject, but due to the time-limit the topic was discussed in 
brief. My comments will be straight to the point and I 
hope they will benefit the listener as well as the reader. 

Before starting my comments I would like to thank 
the researcher for the great efforts and painstaking work he 
has put into his research in order to present an accurate 
treatise on the subject. 

The Topic 

In his introduction the researcher mentioned that the 
Sharia, in addition to punishment, has also prescribed means 
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to pr~ve~t c:rime through social solidarity and en]OIll1ng 
~hat IS rIght and forbidding what is wrong. In this connec
tIOn he quoted the Prophet's Hadith.: (( He who sees an 
~ffence ha~ to corr~ct it with his hand; if he cannot do that 
toen let hIm use hI~ tongue or at least his heart ". 

The last three treatises discussed the same subject. 
. One may wonder what is the point to combat an offence 

with the heart and therefore neither tangible nor concrete. 
The rea.son is th~t. ~od ,wants to keep the injunction 

of th~ teachIng .of ~nJ01ll1ng what is right and forbidding 
what IS wrong ahve In the heart of the Muslims so that they 
may a~t. upon it. This is the last resort when other measures 
have faIled. . '. 

. The r~searcher. mentioned another factor to prevent 
CrIme, that ~s ~y blocking the ways that may lead to crime, 
such as forbIddIng a man to be alone with a woman lest that 
may lead to temptation , , 

. !,his is known by theologians as (( Supplementary Doc
trIne . Every Hadd has a supplement. Drinking is forbid
den,cve.t) a small 'amount which does not intoxicate. As 
a~ultery is forbidden its enticing preliminaries are also for
bIdden. Theft is prohibited and so is the minimum amount 
of material gained illegally. 

. That is. why a separate research should have been set 
aSIde for thIS topic. Instead, the researcher put them all 
under .th~ subject of (( enjoining what is right and forbiddincr 
what IS wrong ". 0 

.. Th~n the researcher dealt with the penalties, which he 
dIVIded Into thr~e sections~ qisas, Hadd and Ta'zir punish
ments, and explaIned the difference between them. He said 
that penalty in Islam is a mercy. I would like to add that 
Islam. takes man's moral aspect into consideration. The 
fo~oWIng story illustrates the point: there was a butcher 
wIth two Iambs. lIe slaughtered one of them, and when 
~e w~s about to slaughter the other it escaped. He followed 
It untIl he reached a site of ruins where he discovered, much 
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to his great shock, a blood-stained corpse. As he was hold
ing the bloody knife used for killing the Iamb the patrolman 
thought he had caught him red-handed. He was led to the 
WaH's presence and accused of murder. Under these cir
cumstances the butcher said that he had killed the man found 
dead. At the scene of execution a man suddenly emerged 
shouting: (( Do not kill this man; he is innocent, for I am 
the murderer ". .. 

The murderer was asked why he showed up and con
fessed when somebody else was to be executed instead. He 
answered: (( It is my remorse. I thought to myself: \Voe 
to me. I have killed a man. Why should I cause the death of 
an innocent? So I decided to confess my guilt". When the 
butcher was asked why he accepted the accus'ation he replied 
that he could not find any possible way to defend himself. 

There are two points in this case. The immediate con
fession on the part of the man drew the judge's attention 
to the fact that more caution should be used in cases o,f 
quick confessions. The second point is that the real murde
rer was acquitted. The wisdoln here lay in the fact that 
although 'the murderer had killed a human being he saved 
the life of another one through his voluntary confession. 
This shows how the moral factor is taken into consideration. 

The r~searcher has devoted a chapter 9n the execution 
of Hudoud and pr~hibition of mediation. In this'connection 
I have a persistent query: if mediation can be accepted in 
qisas and Ta'zir why can it not be applied to Hudoud as 
well? 

The researcher mentioned that Hudoud are obligations 
towards God. In fact this would be an over-estimation of 
the importance of Hudoud. However, they also, imply' an 
obligation towards the society. The obligation towards 
God is represented in His prohibitions, whereas the obliga
tion towards society is represented in consideration of other 
people's 'rights. 
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Therefore adultery, for example, represents an assault 
against the family structure as well as the value of the 
so~iety at large. The social stigma attached to an illegitimate 
c~I1~, who s~lffers. through no fault of his own, has a special 
slgmficance In thIS respect. In this connection the Quran 
says: 

(( Let no compassion move you 

In their case, in a matter 
Prescribed by God, if ye believe 

In God and the Last Day: 
And let a party 

Of the Believers 
Witness their punishment)). 

Chapter 24, verse 2. 

So, although people may ask forgivene~~ for the offen
~er they should, on behalf of the society, att;.;nd the execu
tIon of the Hadd punishment. 

Hence, the concept in the secular laws that the offence 
of adultery is a personal matter and that only the husband 
or the caretaker (to the third degree) of a sincrle woman 
has the right to sue the fornicator, is invalid. The result is 
that around seven percent of the children in some countries 
are illegi tima te. 

. The researcher gave an excellent study on Hadd pu
mshment as regards alcoholic drinks and the danger to one's 
health and mind. In fact, the prohibition of alcohol is the 
l~g~c of. a sound mind. Even before Islam physicians pro
hibIted Its use. One of the pre-Islamic period wise men said: 
~( Although alcohol may have benefits, it bears the seeds of 
corruption. I swear I will not touch it, nor will I use it to 
cure a sick man ". 

I t is scientifically proved that alcohol is harmful to 
one's liver. I personally made an experiment by leaving a 
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piece of liver in a jar full of alcohol for five minutes. !~e 
result was that the liver changed colour and shape as If It 
were on fire for about one hour. 

The researcher clarified how doubt is eliminated as far 
as Hadd is concerned and that it existed even in the days 
before the advent of Islam. 

In the anecdote on Joseph the Quran mentions that 
the punishment for theft existed in ancient Egypt. It says: 

(( They said: The penalty 

Should be that he 
In whose saddle-bag 
It is found, should be held 

(As bondman) to atone 
For the (crime). Thus it is 
We punish the wrong-doers )). 

and further 

(( Thus did we 
Plan for Joseph. He could not 

Take his brother by the law 
Of the king except that God 

Willed it (so) )). 

Chapter 12, verses 75 and 76. 

Those who are sceptical about the penalty for theft 
applied to a debtor unable to repay his debt, well, who really 
deserves compassion, an insolvent debtor or a thief? 

In some countries a thief is executed if he is caught 
armed between sunset and sunrise even if he did not kill 

anyone. . 
I t seems strange that a man commissions another per-

son to defend him against the wisdom of God. Is not God 
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more merciful than a fellow-man:> S 
lawyers and defence have no pI '. 0 tdh~ co~ments on 

ace 10 our ISCUSSlOns. 
Lastly, the researcher cited some e 1 

of executing Hadd. The overall xamp es of the results 
stability which is felt in the S d' r~sult IS the peace and 
researcher for his valuabl ;1 1 SOCIety. My thanks to· the 
success. e e orts. May God award him 

In ddi' 
lik a ;lOn to what the researcher has said I would 

e to put Iorward a few brief remarks: 

First: When a tOPl'C I'S t b eli . 
. 0 e 1~{'ucS d' ~ 

to gIve a general definition. The ter (( u_ u e" It IS ~sual 
defined semantically nOr legally. m Hadd was neIther 

Hadd can be defined as (( pr hOb't' " 
. " 0 IlIon or (( 

tlOn . It is narrated that God said to S 1 . (preven-
the people of the Earth d 0 omon 0 Go to 
ness ". Whereas Hadd ~~ pre'Jnt them from stubbor
plies trespassing. WIt regar to land and abode illl-

Second: The difference b tw !( B k 
and (( Th 'b" ( . 1 e een e r" (virgin) 

ayl marrlea woman) A f h 
given b th h .' part rom t e reasons 

y e researc er I believe that (( Th 'b" l'k 
(( Bekr" is more h hI . . -h ayl un 1 e 
been through the ::~e~e~~;I~/d be~ause she has already 
considered more shameful th :arrlfag~. So "her act is 
not had this ex' . an t at 0 Bekr who has 
. 11 ..:perlence. JUrIsts are unanimous that (t Th 'b" 
IS rea y the (( Muhsan " (h al ayl 
Hadd puni h t e ready married person' the 

s ment as regards the (C Th 'b'" '. . aYI IS stomng) . 
.. Thzrd: This is related by Omar and d 

Malikis but rejected by the Hanbalis. Ib a opted by the 
a story proving how Omar h d . n Q~da~a related 
Once a girl was seen to b a remItted hIS Judgement. 
Omar how this had occu:r~~eg~ant. When she was asked by 
had betrothed h ' s e answered that her parents 

er to a young man On i. h 
her when her parents . B eaay e went to see 

d -were out eing alon h . d 
se uce her and despite h .' . e e trle to 

er reSIstance hIS semen touched her 
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and she became pregnant. When the young man was called 
by Omar he admitted that this was so and related the story 
in detail. At this point Omar remitted his sentence of Hadd 
on the grounds that pregnancy alone is not sufficient evidence, 
for pregnancy could take place even without copulation as 
the girl in this story was found to be virgin. It is a proven 
fact now that a man can impregnate a woman without sexual 
intercourse. If a slave-girl becomes pregnant the child 
would belong to the man who was flirting with her, and 
his denial of intercourse would be of no avail. 

Fourth: The researcher did not mention the con
dition of possession in case of imposing the penalty for 
theft. I believe this is an oversight on his part because he 
did mention it in relation to the execution of the punish
ment. He merely overlooked it in the definition of theft. 
Hence, possession is a condition that precedes the penalty 
for theft. 

Fifth: Neglecting one's prayers is a Ta'zir offence. 
One may delay his prayers or say them alone. Imam Ahmed 
prescribed the punishment of execution for anyone neglect
ing his prayers, for this act is considered apostasy. The 
Imams Malik, Shafi and Abu Hanifa also prescribed execu
tion for anyone who stops saying his prayers. 

I reiterate my thanks to the researcher for his valuable 
study and all those who organized this symposium, I apolo
gize for my rather lengthy comments. I trust the next re
search, which is a field one, will be of particular interest, 
for it will provide comparative statistics. 

May God grant you all prosperity and success. 

Mr. Amir AI-Mukhtar 

My thanks to the distinguished researcher and to the 
commentators for clarifying the subject of Ta'zit which is a 
flexible system embodying all crimes, including those puni-
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shable .by Hudoud and qisas. In fact the various provisions, 
regulat10ns and records of the criminal laws of the Ottoman 
State and later in the Arab world derive from this flexible 
system of Ta'zir. These are approved by the legislator who 
in the modern systems, takes the place of the Head of th~ 
State. This system can accommodate any improvements to 
the criminal legislations in the Arab countries as well as 
the social trend, with its motto cc Social Def~nce by any 
Means ". 

Furthermore, the system of Ta'zir not only embraces 
the :?ncept of cc reforming the criminal by punitive and non
pun~tIve measures ", which is the principle of free choice 
attaIned after the revolution of criminal secular laws but 
also embodies more than the criminal law in the conte~po
ra~y stage ~emands as regards society and protecting it from 
crIme. ThIS system views all society as the centre around 
w~ich t~e legislative, judicial and executive policies revolve 
WIth a VIew to combatting crime. 

It is a .known .fact that modern social systems disap
prove of capItal purushment whether as a punishment Dr as 
a preventive measure, and favours deprivation of the offen
der's freedom. 

. These systems coincide with the Ta'zir system. The 
purushment of execution can be dropped and replaced by a 
less severe measure. This, as weIl as the modern trend aim 
at social correction and rehabilitation. ' 

I praise God the Exalted that the opportunity has 
been offered to me to express my sincere thanks to Dr. Ibra
him AI-Awaji who, during a press conference, outlined the 
ro~e of the Arab Organization for Social Defence against 
CrIme and the efforts of its specialized Bureau to convene 
a symposium to study the implementation of the Islamic 
~riminal. Legislation and its effect on stability and security 
In the Ktngdom o~ .Saudi Arabia. This was welcomed by the 
c';)1~cerned authorItIes and thus the present symposium is 
Hlking place. 
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Professor Lode Van Outrive 

According to my unde~standing there has been an 
increase in the crime rate in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 
over the past few years. If this is so, I would like to know 
the type of crimes that have increased, and if the punish
ments have increased accordingly. Perhaps the crime rate has 
increased in the proportion of the decrease of Hudoud pu
nishments. Does this mean that Hudoud crimes in Saudi 
Arabia have decreased and therefore the I-Iudoud punish
ments also? In other words, does this mean that Ta'zir cri
mes are on the increase? If progress has been made it may 
be attributed to two main factors: prevalence of security, 
education and guidance, and the other reason is probably 
due to the sound thinking of the inteIlectual people as 
regards the concept of criminal responsibility which is quite 
important in the Saudi legislation. 

I understand that there is much less poverty in the 
Kingdom than previously and that job opportunities have 
increased. However, I believe that the Saudi society has 
become more complicated and adaptation to the new con
ditions is becoming increasingly difficult. The intellectual 
thinkers of other countries might have discovered the causes 
of the complications, but here the ensuing circumstances 
might not be caused by man. Indeeed, the Saudi socic:ty 
has undergone some changes in line with the altered SO~lO
economic conditions. This implies that the type of CrIme 
sho~ld also change. As the crime rate in this country is 
still low this may confirm that the causes are more psychol?
gical than material. My question is wh~ther or not t~Is 
progress really exists. Please correct me If I am wrong In 
my conclusions but I would be grateful to know t~e fa~tor~ 
which playa major role in conditioning the Saudi SOCIety. 

Conductor of Discussions 

I give the floor to Sheikh Mohammad Ali. 
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Sheikh Mohammad Ali 

In the name of G d 
o , Most Gracious, 1\ If" 

(( B .LVlost Merciful. 
y the Fig~'" . 

And the Olive ** 
.I 

And the Mount ~ ... ~ ... * 
Of Sinai *~ ... *~ ... 

.I 

And this City 
Of security", 

Chapter 95, verses 1 to 3. 

Praise be to God d 
apologize for the delay ::: tteeace . be upon His Prophet. I 
to travel arrange,ments. arrIval of our dele~ation due 

. My due thanks to the S di' . 
111 c0!Ivening this sym osiu au Kingdom for its ¥lltiative 
MuslIms and unify t. m.. I .trust that it will-&" h 
I~la1l1. I hope that i~ :k legiSlatIo~s under the b~::r t ; 

shlims with Islam and its 1 s~~ce~d In familiarizing non.M~. 
t e formario f egIs atlOn. My co . 
the 1 . 1 .. n ~ an Islamic and Ar b C u?try proposes 

. egIS ations In Arab and I 1 . a ODlmIttee to unif 
ul? the implementation of the ~ a~c countries and to follo'; 
crlme·free sOciety guided b G ~aria so that we may build a 
we shall abide by the Halth· °b.thhe Exalted. In this way 

W Ic says' (( S M . . ome uslims 

. * A Cultivated fi c· ' 
IS U.0thing but. Worms !nd an be an excellent fruit; in i' '. 
destIny, at Worst he is th maggots. So, man, at his b ts wild state It 

** I . e lQwest of the low (T est, h1l$ a noble 
(T 1 ,t IS pos~ible that Oli h ranslatot's note) 

rans ator s note). . ve ere refers to the 1\1 ' . 
*** Tb ount .of Olives 

l' e mountain on h' h ator s note) W Ie the law l • 

**** T'n . ~Tas gIven to Moses (Trans. 
e CIty of S . . was re ecunty IS M b' 

spected as a sacred citY (Tran~~~r's ec;~::).even in pagan times it 
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would still adhere to the right path until they receive God's 
comand ". 

Our negligence of Islamic Shari a as regards crime may 
be interpreted as having doubt in the Sharia. This is but 
flagrant atheism. 

God blamed the Jews for not complying fully with 
the Torah. In the chapter named (( The Table" the. Quran 
describes the Jew~ as being blasphemous and corrupt. I 
sincerely\ hope that the Islamic society gets rid of the slur 
of corruption and blasphemy by returning to the right path 
and abidipg by the Islamic Sharia in all walks of life. 

God's peace, mercy and blessings be upon you. 

Mr. Adnan Raoul Hassan 

The researcher touched on mediation and mentioned that 
it is not permitted in Hudoud. Could the researcher give us 
further clarification 'and more examples? As Osama related 
that the Prophet prohibited mediation in the case of theft 
committed by a woman of noble standing, this may gIve 
rise to scepticism regarding Islamic teachings. 

Sheikh liJohammad Juweid 

My thanks to the researcher for his treatise. 
Although he named apostasy among the major crimes 

he omitted it from the classification into five Hadd offences: 
adultery, defamation, highway robbery, and alcohol-drink
ing. We must not forget that apostasy is the most obno
xious of all. 

The second point is that when the resear(:her mentio
ned Ta'zir crimes he specified the negligence of religious 
obligations, such as saying prayers and alms-giving. 

I would like to add that he who neglects his prayers 
is but an infidel and this was confirmed by the commentator 
Sheikh Attiya. 
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Dr, Abdul Karim Zeidan 

The researcher quoted the Prophet's r-Iadith: (( He 
who sees an offence, let him change it with his hands. If 
he cannot do so, then with his tongue or at least with his 
heart" . 

Well, according to some scholars an offence could be 
changed with one's heart by hating it. My query is: how 
could hatred in the heart change an external evil? It may 
be sajd that the change starts with hatred. 

The other point is that when the researcher mentioned 
the five Hudoud crimes he left out apostasy and rebellion. 
He also stated that by executing Hudoud the offender 
would be saved from the punishment of the Hereaftet and 
he quoted the Hadith to confirm his statement. I do not 
agree with him because punishment in this world cannot 
save the offender from that in the Hereafter without ge
nUlne repentance. In this connection the Holy Quran 
says: 
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ee The punishment of those 

Who wage war against God 
And His Apostle~ and strive 
With might and main 

For ntischief through the land 
Is execution~ or crucifixion~ 
Or the cutting off of hands 

And feet from opposite sides~ 
Or exile from the land: 
That is their disgrace 
In this world~ and 

A heavy punishment is theirs 
In the Hereafter; 

Except for those who repent 

Before they fall 
Into your power: 
In that case~ know 
That God is Oft-forgiving, 
Most Merciful", 

Chapter 5, verses 36 and 37. 

This is a clear proof that punishme.nt in the Hereaft~r 
b I ded merely by Hudoud wlthout repentance In cannot e exc u ' , I . 

this world. This is evidenced by the Prophet s exam~ ~ ~ 
the Hadith when he referred to the adulteress AI-~hamldlya. 
« I swear by God that her repentance was so SIncere tha~ 
it was ~nough to purify seventy people of the town 0 

Yathrib " *. 

Sheikh Nasser Mohammad Ar-Rasbeed 

o of the advantages of the Islamic legislation IS 
ne 'all ther punishments leave no that apart from executIOn, 0 d h' il I . 

' , f h . h Is're atlves hatred or rancour on the part 0 t e pums e , , . , 
his tribe. This is because there is a deep behef t,hat It IS 

~od the Exalted who passed the judgement of punIshment. 
In this respect the Quran says: 

ee But no~ by thy Lord~ 

They can have 
No (real) Faith~ 
Until they make thee judge 
In all disputes between them~ 

M din . the Hejaz where the * Yat.hrih is. the old nar:d f~ed ~ 6;2 ~.D. The town is now 
Prophet emIgrated m 622 A.D. ('1· I' lted City) (Translator's note). known as Medina Al-Munawara t le Ig 1 
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And find in their souls 
No resistance against 

Thy decisions, but accept 

Them with the fullest conviction J) *~. 

This conviction does not, of course, exist as regards 
secular laws w?ich ~re not revealed by God. Therefore, 
:vhenever a regIme changes in a country the new rulers live 
ill fear that their people might not approve of their new 
l~ws and regulations. This is due to lack of Islamic legisla-
tIOn ill the secular laws. The Quran says: . 

rr And this (He commands): 

Judge thou between them 

By what God hath revealed , 
And follow not their vain 

• 
Desires, but beware of them 

Lest they beguile thee 

From any of that (teaching) 

Which God hath sent down 

To thee. And if they turn 

Away, be assured that 

For some of their crimes 

It is God's purpose to punish 
Them J). 

Chapter 5, verse 52. 

* The :est of true faith is not mere lip profession, but bringing all 
doubt:rto he ill wh~m we profess faith. When a decision is given we are 
:1Ot 0 y to accept It, but :find in our utmost souls no resistance but a 
JOyful acceptance. (Interpretation by Abdallah Yousuf Ali, the Pakistani 
translator of the Holy Quran). 
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Apart from blasphemy there is no greater sin than 
preferring laws enacted by man to those revealed by God 
the Exalted. 

These are some of the points I wanted to add to the 
researcher's treatise. 

Conductor of Discussions 

I would like Dr. Omar Ibn Abdul Aziz Al-Matrak to 
respond to a query I have received as to whether Saudi 
Arabia benefits from the doctrine of Ibn T aymiya ~'( main
taining that repentance nullifies Hadd. If so in what way 
does the Kingdom benefit· and how could. it be put into 
practice? 

Dr. Omar Ibn Abdul Aziz Al-Matrak 

Praise be to God and peace be upon His Prophet and 
the Prophet's family and Companions . 

r .thank both Dr. Moham.mad Ahmed Ibn Salih and 
Sheikh Attiya Mohammad Salim· for . their comments and 
their valuable remarks. 

As regards the repentance of the offender who has 
perpetrated an offence punishable by Hadd, I have gone 
over this point before and presented the controver~r of 
scholars in' this respect. . I also referred to the viewpoints 
of Ibn Taymiya, Ibn Al-Qayyim and AI-Qurtaby. 

I personally believe that if an offender repents and 
confesses before beillg reported to the judge his repentance 
IS sufficient to drop the Hadd punishment. However, if 

* Takiyyadin Ahmed Ibn Taymiya (1263-1328 A.D.) was a 
Hanbali jurist born at Haran, near Damascus. His doctrine influenced 
the Muslim reformer Sheikh Mohammad Ibn Abdul Wahab (1703-1787 
A.D.), founder of the Wahabi sect in Najd (Saudi Arabia). Ibn Taymiya's 
works include II The Right Answer for the Person who Changes Christia
nity", II Divorce" and II Sharia Policy" (Translator's note). 
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the offender repents after his guilt has been proved and 
reported to the governor or the judge, then his repentance 
woul~ be of no use. But if the judge proves that the offender 
h~s s1~cerely repented and there is no concrete evidence of 
h1s gUllt apart from his own confession, then Hadd would 
be dropped. 

At any rate the issue remains a matter of controversy 
and needs further study. ' 

Dr .. A~1med Ibn Saleh made his first remark regarding 
;?~ ?ubhshm¥ of th~ research. His second point was about 
Ia Z1r, rega~dmg wh1ch I have stated that it varies according 
to. the gravIty, extent and magnitude of the crime. I also 
sa1d that judgement is left to the discretion of the ruler or 
the authority commissioned by him. 

The third point is the difference between the (( Mu
hasan " (a ma:-ried person) and the (( Bekr " (a single per
son). I mentlOned that a married person who has known 
the pleasures of marriage should not be tempted to commit 
adultery.. ~ut then one may query what about a person 
whose w1fe 1S dead or w~o is ~vorced and commits adultery? 
As I have already explamed hIS punishment would be harsh 
because he ~as gone through the experience of marriage and 
he:; known Its pleasures. 

The fourth point is the false accusation of sodomy 
According to Imams Ahmed and Shaf'i the slanderer of 
so~om~ is punis~able by Hadd, whereas Imam Abu Hanifa 
mamtamed that 1t should be punished by Ta'zir. 

As for Sheikh Salim's remark on the definition of 
Had?, I described it as a punishment prescribed by God. 
F:rrthermore, I explained the difference between Hadd and 
q1sas and between Hadd and Tazir. It is a moot point 
whethe.r an ~nmarried woman who becomes pregnant should 
be pUnIshed by Hadd. Some Imams believe that if a woman 
does not confess adultery or says that she was forced to 
commit the crin:e then her act is not punishable by Hadd. 
Once an unmarrIed pregnant woman confessed to Omar (the 
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Caliph) that one day when she was fast asleep a man slept 
with her by force. Omar dropped the Hadd punishment 
from her. 

As regards neglecting prayers, in my opinion if a man 
does not say his prayers for some time, he should be punis
hed by Ta'zir. But if a person neglects his prayers com
pletely then his act is considered as apostasy and should 
be punished accordingly. 

There is a controversy amongst scholars as regards the 
Muslim who persists in neglecting his prayers. Some be
lieve· that he should be given three days to repent and re
sume his prayers, and if he does not do so then he should 
be executed. 

Professor Lode Van Outrive enquired as to the causes 
of increasing crime rates in other societies: I believe that 
the major reason is that these societies have deviated from 
religion and the children are not given a good education. 
Undoubtedly the increasing crime rate is a form of God's 
punishment. The more people deviate from their religion 
the greater the crime increase. The Quran says: 

Ie Let those beware who 

Withstand the Apostle's order, 
Last some trial befall them, 
Or a grievous penalty 
Be inflicted on th~m JJ. 

Chapter 24,) verse 63. 

Many scholars favour mediation in Ta'zir and the Pro
phet's Tradition supports it. In the Hadith the Prophet 
says: (( Mediate, for you shall be rewarded by God, for 
He decreases whatever He wills". 

If a man does not commit a serious offence and is 
known to be a man of rectitude without a criminal record, 
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I believe that this man deserves a light punishment and 
perhaps even freed from Ta 'zir . 

Could those who fail to attend congregational prayers 
be excused by the scholars who maintain that attendance at 
these is obligatory? Some participants have referred to 
apostasy, on which I did not dwell when I discussed Hudoud. 
I deliberately omitted this subject because I believe that it 
deserves a separate research. Scholars unanimously agree 
that a male apostate should be put to death. Imam Abu 
Hanifa has a different viewpoint if the apostate is female. 
I skipped this point because according to some scholars 
apostasy is not punishable by Hudoud. A blasphemer, 
however, is executed not so much for his violation of the 
Hudoud as for his act of blasphemy. Since a blasphemer 
is no longer considered a Muslim, Hadd is not applied to 
him. The Hadd purifies a sinner of his sin and therefore, 
when he is executed his body is duly washed, placed in a 
white coffin and buried and a prayer is recited, whereas a 
blasphemer is executed for his apostasy which is considered 
a more serious matter. Ibn Hajar ~~ mentioned that the 
Hadd punishment is inflicted only when an offender commits 
adultery, consumes alcoholic drinks or commits armed rob
bery. He said that although apostasy is a controversial issue 
there is no doubt that the offender should be put to death. 
I thank you all for listening to me and peace be upon you. 

Sheikh Salih Al-Laheidan 

Praise be to God and peace be upon His Prophet. 
I would like to comment on Sheikh Omar's statement 

that prior to the implemehtation of the Sharia the country 

,~ Ibn Hajar AI-Haithamy (1504-1567 A.D.) was born in Egypt. 
He was a Shafi.' jurist and his works include! «Important Religious Ver
dicts" and «Restraints Against the Commission of Major Offences" 
(Translator's note). 
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was afflicted with chaos and instability. Perhaps the ~istin-: 
£mished speaker did not mean to say this, ~or the Sharla ha~ 
been in practice ever since the foundatlOn of the Saud1 
Kingdom. My next comment, concern~ Dr. Mohammad I~~ 
SaUh's reference to the (( soc1al'standmg of the. offende~ . 
This implies that the higher t~e o~endet's soclal s:a~dmg 
the less strict the penalty; wh1le 11?- fact, the. pU~lshmen~ 
varies in accordance with the magmt~de ?f the cr1me .. :L. 
the crime is not serious and does not 1nvolve much. harm to 
others it is regarded as a stumble and can be 'forg1ven pr~-
vided it does not recur. . .' .' , 

In his last comment Sheikh Omar st~ted t~at 1~ t~e 
case of a Muslim who neglects his prayers h1S pumshment 1S 
suspended for three days. Some scholars believ~ that ~e 
offender should be confined, but the correct pUnls~ment 1S 

execution., . . 
As far as an apostate is considered there 1S no doubt 

that he should be put to' death. , 
A~ regards mediation the researcher referred .to ~~~ 

following Hadith: (( Mediate and you shall be re~arded -: 
As far as I know the Prophet said this when he notlced that 
his COqlpanions kept silent when he was' asked abo~t m~-' 
di t · .He therefore asked his followers to. medlate 1h 

a lon. 1 H' d 
order to. be rewarded adding that God revea s 1S. ecrees 
through His Apostle. This was not meant ·to apply to a 

person due for punishment. 
If :acrime is perpetrated against others but ,doe,S ~10t 

violate God's injunctions, mediation is up to. the ~l~t:. 
Anyone who slaps, or beats another person and 1S. P~ll1S . a e 
by Ta'zir the victim has the right to' accept med~at10n: But 
in the case of shedding someone else's. right ill vatn ~~e 
victim according to the Shada, has nO' r~ght to drop Ta .Zlt 
punishment. This same injunction apphes to cases . whlch 

affect society. ' ' . . , 
. May God grant you all,prospenty and success. 
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Mr. Said Kurdi 

I have no juridical questions to ask for the researcher 
and the commentators h~ve already dealt with all the points 
of interest. The honourable scholars have given ample 
proof as to how the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is implementing 
a marvellous system which does not stem from the doc
trines of the eastern or western blocks. Neither is it based 
on the theory of the Italian scholar Gramatica or on the 
theory of Marc Ancel, Counsellor at the French Court of 
Appeal. The Kingdom's system is based solely on the Quran 
and the divine Sharia. 

I have been working at the combatting of crime for 
the last thirty-five years. What I am going to narrate is 
not a fantasy. In 1367 H. (1946 A.D.) a burglar disguised 
as a policeman broke into a big store using a duplicate key 
and stole two bags full of silver Riyals (the present notes 
were not in use then). On discovering the theft the follow
ing morning the owner did not report it to the police, but 
asked his employees to remain in the store overnight. In 
fact the thief come back again and tried to get away with 
another bag containing four thousand silver Riyals. He 
was caught red-handed and turned over to the police, but he 
denied his previous night's theft. As an investigator I went 
to the thief's dwelling place and my attention was attracted 
to a barrel placed near the wall where I found one of the 
stolen bags. After digging up around the house another 
bag was found, thereupon the thief confessed and admitted 
that he had purchased a police uniform for this purpose. 
After the administrative governor sent the case to the judge 
the sentence was passed within two weeks to have the 
thief's hand cut off, after which he was rushed to the hospi
tal for post-amputation treatment. 

Two weeks later when I paid a visit to the hospital to 
see some sick frierds I met the offender by chance. When 
I asked him if he were not angry about the punishment he 
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said he could not be so with God's judgement and will. 
This incident clearly illustrates the feelings of the offend~r 
being punished by a law decreed by God t~e Exalted. ThIS 
reflected the popillar proverb: (( It is not dIsgraceful to have 
one's hand cut off, for that hand will not go back to com
mit theft again". The promptness in carrying out the 
sentence in the short period of 15 days (between t~e date 
of the commission of the crime and the date on whIch t?e 
sentence was passed) shows the effectiveness of the. ~hat1a. 
It also shows how an offender accepts his pUDlSI1ment 
without any feeling of grudge or hatred. 

Thank you all and God's Mercy and Blessings be upon 
you. 

Sheikh Attiya Mohammad Salem 

I would like to clarify a statement in order to avoid any 
misunderstanding. The King's endorsement of .a sen~ence 
is not a political, legislative or legal matter but IS an lnter
national protocol. The leader of any country ~sually endor
ses such sentences. The origin of this practIce emanate,d 
from the early days of the Prophet when a slave-woman s 
head was brutally squashed between two large stones by a 
Jew and the Prophet ordered that the Jew's head should 
be squashed in the same manner. 

It was also said that Omar (the Caliph) ordered ?is 
deputies not· to pass any sentences without these bemg 
brought to his notice. 

I wanted to confirm that this practice was originally 
an Islamic legal practice and not a political one. 

Conductor of Discussions 

I thank all the participants and now I give the floor 
to the Vice-Chairman to close the meeting. 
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Chairman 

Before concluding the p:1eeting I would like to refer 
to Professor Outrive's query on the remittal of crimes pu
nishable by Hudoud into those punishable by Ta'zir. Part 
of this query has already been dealt with by the researcher, 
and I hope the remainder will be explained in this evening's 
meeting which will commence at 5 p.m.' As we do not have 
a dinner engagement we shall have ample time to finalize 
the discussions tonight. 

It would be greatly appreciated jf you could be punc
tual so that we may start the session on time. I am delighted 
with this morning's session and hope that we will crown 
the discussions with some concrete results. 

Thank you again for your attendance and your positive 
contributions. God's peace be upon you., 

(The session was adjourned at 2.20 p.m.). 
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Conductor of Discussions 

Praise be to God, the Cherisher and Sustainer of the 
Worlds, and peace be upon Mohammad, the noblest of all 
the prophets, his kinsfolk and Comp~nions. 

In the seventh century A.D. the Arabian Peninsula was 
blessed with the rise of Islam which elevated the society 
and reduced crime to the minimum. However, political 
upheavals over the centuries led to social deterioration, back
wardness and the spread of crime. This state of social 
disorder and instability was worse in the' central region of 
the Peninsula because of non-adherence to the tenets of the 
Sharia. 

Fortunately in the twelfth century Hegira (eighteenth 
century A.D.), the eminent theologian and reformer, Sheikh 
Mohammad Ibn Abdul Wahab started preaching to the 
people to return to the true teachings of Islam and to abide 
strictly by them. During this same period Imam Mohammad 
Ibn Sa'ud, -l: the ancestor of the Honourable Saudi Royal 
Family, allied himself to this cause and founded a state based 
on the Islamic faith. 

Security, peace and prosperity prevailed through strict 
adherence to the teachings of the Sharia in a way which can 
only be compared to the early days of Islam. 

Unfortunately due to wars with external forces which 
attacked the state and the faith, the country underwent an 
era of weakness, chaos and instability during which crimin-

I.... . (t 
,. Moh~lmmad Ibn Saud was the son of Saud Ibn Mugrin, the 

eponymous an~'~tpr of the Royal Family. He was the ruler of Diriya and 
died in 1747 C±'r~nslator's note), 

Preceding page blank 



ality increased. When His Majesty King Abdul Aziz took 
over leadership of the state, strict implementation of the 
Sharia was ordered, thus following the example of his 
ancestors. 

This treatise shows how the country fared before his 
rule and how stability was established and crime was curbed. 
We shall speak of the types of crime common prior to His 
Majesty's rule and the correlation between the implement
ation of the Sharia and the low crime rate. We shall reply 
to the question as to whether crime is increasing or decreasing 
in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

Dr. Farouk Abdul Rahman Mourad 

11 y thanks to the conductor of discussions. 
Before I start presenting this field research I would 

like you to know that it is the product of the research 
unit of the Crime Prevention Research Bureau in the Kingdom 
under the supervision of Dr. Hassan AI-Sa'aty who was 
responsible for the analysis of the data and who supervised 
a large part of the report. 

He also supervised the training of the surveyors who 
contributed to this document. 

Introduction 

Durmg the twentieth century A.b. great strides have 
been made in unveiling the mysteries of the universe and 
discovering the laws of nature and this newly-acquired 
knowledge has been put to both constructive and destructive 
use by man. 

Scientific and technological progress is concentrated 
on the material aspects, ignoring the social and human 
viewpoints. Consequently, these latter lagged behind and the 
gap between the material and moral aspects has widened, 
thus creating a feeling of restlessness and instability. Man 
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has therefore failed to organize constructive s.ocial relati~n
ships that could secure order and social eqUltr by socIal 
relationships we mean its wider comprehensIve concepts 
including economic, family, political, etc.. .. 

Conservative societies enjoyed a socIal orgalllzatlOn 
commensurate with the requirements and material ambitions 
of their members, but once these societies ca~e un~er the 
influence of modern material civilization their members were 
carried away by its social philoso?hy and .sys:em, and t?ereby 
suffered from its disadvantages, 1.e. deprlvatlOn of socIal and 
human values. ' '. . 

As a result man lost confidence in the system and the 
governing laws. Consequently vari?~s types. cf demons~r
ations took place against the authorItIes, tor mstance uprIS-
ings, riots, etc. . . . 

Present day SOCIetIes are suffering from thI~ deterIor
ation and the crime rate is now measured by mmbtes and 
seconds. Tremendous resources, both material and hur:lan 
are' drained to combat the spread o~ crime. In fact, ~t1n:e 
gnaws at the actual structure of modern societies and this 
situation has alerted many governments and co~cerned 
people to the pressing need to find efficacious solutlOns to 
this grave problem. . Res~arches ~nd studies. hav~ ~een 
conducted, seminars are held, theorIes are applied, but all 
to no avail. 

Implementation of Islamic Legislation in Saudi Arabia 

No sooner had order been established in the Arab~an 
Peninsula, and its remote regions united into. a great na~on 
under the banner of a pioneer leader, than the Impleme:ltation 
of the Sharia in all walks of life was initiated. PriorIty was 
given 'to security, stability and social )ustice. T?us, chaos 
gave away to organization, social unrest and trIbal f~uds 
to stability, and anxiety regarding life, h~nour an~ posseSSlOns 
to a comfortable feeling of safety. PrIOr to thIS the strong 
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segment of the people were privileged while the others had 
to protect their rights by sheer force. Now all were equal 
before the law, and for the first time since the fall of the 
Islamic state, people started enjoying social justice and real 
peace. 

Peaceful Country 

Amidst a world tormented by social problems, in 
particular the disintegration of the family as a social unit, 
poor upbringing, delinquency, perversions, economic crises, 
corruption of local governments and the widespread use of 
drugs and alcohol, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia emerges 
as a peaceful country blessed with prosperity, security and 
justice. 

In 1386 (1966 A.D.) the crime rate in Saudi Arabia 
was only 32 per thou(;and of the population, 1966 being 
used as the basic index year because all the required figures 
were then available. Since then the rate has curved down
wards until in 1395 H (1975) it reached 18 per thousand. 

TABLE 1 

Crime Rate in tbe Kingdom over Ten Years (Years in A.H.) 

-
I Year Population Number Rate per 1,000 

of Crimes Inhabitants 

1386 (1966) 5662000 1850 32 
1387 5815000 1670 28 
1388 5973000 1377 23 
1389 6135000 1229 20 
1390 6301000 1401 33 
1391 6472 000 1234 19 
1392 6647000 1424 22 
1393 . 6827 000 1376, 20 
1394 7012000 1370 19 
1395 . 7201000 1304 18 

Source: Statement attached to the Minister of Treasury letter No. 32 dated 
16/8/1396 H. 
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The statlstlcs processed on 29/7/69 were prepared 
by the Ministry of Interior, Statistics Department. 

The crimes committed over the ten years from 1386 
to 1395 1-1 (1966-1975) were as follows: 

1) Murder 

This includes premeditated murder, quasi-deliberate 
murder and murder by error. During this period the rate 
ranged from 03 to 01 per 1,000 of the population as can 
be seen in the following Table No.2. 

Rate of Murder in tbe Kingdom over Ten Years 
per tbousand of the Population 

TABLE 2 

Year 
Number 

of Murders 
Rate per 

1,000 Inhabitants 

1386 (1966) 169 03 

1387 154 03 

1388 74 01 

1389 40 01 

1390 49 01 

1391 41 01 

1392 54 01 

1393 39 01 

1394 54 01 

1395 70 01 
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2) Theft 

TJ' ' 
_lIS covers all kinds of theft includin . k '. 

petty and attempted thefts and th ' g, pIC -pocketmg, 
0.16 and 0 12 phd e rate ranged between 

Yea.r 

1386 (1966) 
1387 
1388 
1389 
1390 
1391 
1392 
1393 
1394 
1395 

. er t ousan as per the, following table: . 

Number 
of Thefts 

879 
905 
905 
791 
854 
791 
980 
973 
948 
873 

, . 

TABLE 3 

Rate per: 
1,000 Inhabitants 

.16 

.16 

.16 
.13 
.14 
.12 
.15 
.14 
.14 
.12 

3) Assault on Personal Honour (Sexual Offences) 

This includes' pett I . 
adultery and ra e ThY mo estatlOn, prostitution, sodomy, 

.08 to .04 per ~h~usan~ :~t:~~e~~ese offe!1ces ranges from 

T ABLE 4 

Year Number 
of Offences Per Thousand 

1386 (1966) 
380 1387 . 
450 ,.07 

1388 .08 
1389 300 

.05 · . 321 1390 .05 
1391 392 .06 · 345 1392 .05 
1393 

. . 346 · 323 .05 
1394 .' 
1395 . 239 .05 

328 '.05 - ,. .04 
.. '. , .. 
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4) Drugs 

This, includes smuggling, trafficking, possession and use 
of drugs. Only statistics for five years are available while 
further figures are being prepared and processed. The num
bers range between 0.2 and 0.1 per thousand. 

TABLE 5 

Year Number Per Thousand of Offences 

1386 (1966) . · 128 .02 
1387 · 49 .01 
1388 . 34 .01 
1389 . . · 60 .01 
1390 . . · 56 .01 

5) Fraud and Forgery 

This includes fraud against i~dividuals and institutions 
with the intent of achieving illicit gain or forgingcertmcates 
or dOCU11lents for various purposes. Over the last ten years 
the rate of these offences ranged between 0.2 and 0 per 
thousand. 

1386 
1387 
1388 
1389 
1390 
1391 
1392 
1393 
1394 
1395 

Year 

(1966) 

Number 
of Offences 

117 
48 
30 
16 
47 
21 
31 
26 
14 
19 

TABLE 6 

Per Thousand 

\\ 

.02 

.01 

.01 
o 
.01 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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6) Other Crimes 

.. Th~se i~clude. producing,· selling, smuggling .or con-
smmng IntoxIcants, etc., and the rate' ranged bet 0 3 
and o. . ween. 

Year 

1386 (1966) 

1387 

1388 

1389 
,. 

1390 

1391 

1392 

1393 .. 
1394 ... 
1395 

Number 
of Offences 

177 

64 

117 

2 

3 

36 

24 

15 

24 

. 14 

< 

TABLE 7 

Per Thousand 

.03 

.01 

.02 

o 
o 

.01 

O· 

.. Q 

,0, 

. :.0: ., 

., . 

.- . N.B. The ra,te of these offences in the Kingdom . 
qUIte low and it would b . ful - IS 

. h h - . e uS,e to q)mpare these figures 
WIt . t ose In other countries. . 

:' G 
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F1ELD STUDY REpORT 

Prefac~ ':' ... ". 'I 

Order and stability are well· established from -north to 
south and' east to west in this vast territory of the Kingdom 
of Saudi Arabia. A large portion of the Kingdom· is under 
desert and this has a special effect on the inhabitants of the 
vill~ges and towns, on their way of thinking and living habits 
within the context of various customs and traditions handed 
down from their forefathers. 

This ,impressive stability dates ba,ck to the reign of 
His Majesty King Abdul AZiz'AI-Sa;ud who transformed the 
country from a state of anarchy arid ignorance' in worldly and 
religious matters into a united 'and well-established nation . 
Thus even the most remote population began to feel that 
they are part of the united independent state with its own 
sovereignty, i.e. the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

The Kingdom is u.nique for .its possessions of the 
holiest places of Islam, the most important being the Holy 
Ka'ba towards which Muslims all over the world turn to 
say their prayers. I t is the place to which pilgrims travel 
from allover the world to perform their religious rites .. 
Every year the number of pilgrims has been increasing and 
in recent years this has reached approximately two million. 
Most of these pilgrims come during the months of Zul Qada 
and Zul Hijja and they return to their homes in the same 
way as they came. The pilgrimage preparations are otganized 
by the Government and ~!rdet is ensured during the various 
stages. (l 

,) ., 
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Anyone comparing the situation before the reign of 
King Abdul Aziz and afterwards will certainly notice a great 
difference in all matters of order and security, and the reason 
for this is undoubtedly attributed to the strict implemen
tation of the Islamic law without distinction between the 
rural and urban inhabitants. This law was implemented by 
a wise and experienced King, who ruled in accordance with 
the tenets of the Holy Quran, and the Sunnah of the Prophet. 

This is what encouraged the Research Centre for 
Prevention of Crime, of the Ministry of Interior, to conduct 
this study so that the results of the effect of Islamic legisla
tion on security and order in the Kingdom could be based 
on actual facts and not merely on personal impressions. 

This research consists of four sections and a conclusion: 
the first section gives an explanatory outline, the second 
section describes the social conditions prior to the reign of 
H. M. King Abdul Aziz, the third section deals with security 
conditions in that period, while in the fourth section we 
shall present a picture of the security established on the basis 
of the implementation of the Shari'a and its impact on social 
life in general and On security and order in particular. 
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I SECTION 1 

RESEARCH PLAN 

The research plan consists of five methodological 
points: 

1) definition of the research objective and its 
fundamental concepts; 

2) fields of research and case studies; 

3) research methodology; 

4) method of information collection; 

5) administrative assistance for the field research. 

Furthermore, the pl~ comprises procedural' steps 
already adopted for conducting the research. 

Research Objective and its Fundamental Concepts 

The objective concentrates on the investigation of ~he 
effects resulting from an organized and comprehensIve 
implementation' of the Islamk criminal legislation for the • 
achievement of security in the· Kingdom of SauC# Arabia. 
By organized implementation we mean an integrated system 
employing judges with certain qualifications for settlement 
of disputes and the maintenance of records for f~ture 
reference. Other officials are also employed for the malnte-

The field section of this report was prepared by Dr. H. Al-Sa'aty 
who 111so supervised the other sections during Ramadhan 1396 H. 
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nance of law and order. This calls for the establishment of 
an organized security system on the basis of a selected staff 
chosen for their experience, their loyalty to the State and 
devotion to the welfare of the community. The first person 
to adopt this system was H. M. King Abdul Aziz, as he 
was well aware of the conditions of the tribes living in 
various parts of the desert. 

By (( comprehens~ve implementation " we mean that it 
applies to the :five regions of the'Kingdom (east, west, north, 
south and centre) thus uniting the whole population under 
the Kingwh<? hf!s the final word over everyone~ " 

Prior to' the introduction of this"system: the tribes lived 
in small communities feuding amongst themselves for leader
ship and for material gain;' 

Fields of Research and Case Studies 

In a research such as this, importance is attached to 
the selection of towns and regions in order' to give a com
prehe.nsiv~ pi~ture ~f the Saudi. Arabian society. The se
lected sites were: Ahsa and Qatif (eastern region), Jeddah, 
'Mecca, Taif, Medina and: Badr (western region), Qurayyat 
and Rajr (northern region), and Riyadh~ 'Wadi Dawasir, 
Qasim and Hail (central region). 

It was believed that tbe selected sites were sufficiently 
representative of Saudi society in the :five regions and were 
accessible to' the nine social surveyors for the collection of 
the informa.cion necessary for the research work." 
" It is worth. mentioning that particular importance is 
attached to, the western pilgrimage towns: Mecca, Medina 
and Jeddah because of the heavy concentration of' 'pilgrims 
from all over the world, coupled with commercial activity 
throughout the year, especially in the period of the Hajj. 
We have also added the town of Taif in view of its urban 
link with Mecca and the importance of its location and close 
interaction with the desert life of the Badiya .. 
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-'The_social surveyors were able to interview, twenty
two people, who, were, selected according to the 'following 
prerequisites during the period 11-22 Shaban 1936 H 
(August 1976): 

i) th.e interviewees had, by virtue of their occupa
tion, experience -with the country's social' conditions in ge
neral' and security in 'particular; 

ii) they were at least 60 years of age so that they 
could recollect names, and incidents; 

iii) they were chosen because they were well-known 
by the local population; 

Iv) despite their age the interviewees demonstrated 
alertness and lucidity. 

The occupations' of the interviewees are indicated ill 

Table No.8 below: 

TABLE 8 

Occupation Number of Persons 

Civil service 5 

Commerce , 5 

Tribal or Governmental Employees " . 4 

Tribal service ;' 3 

Legal 2 

Agriculture 
" 2 

Pilgrimage attendant 1 

Total- . . 22 
~ , I 
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The ages of 20 interviewees ranged from 60 to 90 and 
~he remaining 2 were 95 and 120 years old; 18 (82%) were 
above 65. 

TABLE 9 

Age-Group Number of Persons 

60-65 . . 4 

;; ~~ 

65 -70 5 

70-75 2 

75-80 4 

80-85 . 3 

85 -90 . . . 2 

Over 90 . . . . 2, 

Total . 22: 

The social surveyors of the Research Centre for Pre
vention of Crime, Ministry of Interior ,\'were: Ismail ~tIan
daly, .Salim Sharary, Suleiman Abdul Karim, ,Ab4ul1ah AI· 
Mani', AbdullahAI-Muhsin, Ali Wa'lan, Omar Maliki, Awadh 
Maliki, Fitlih Ietibyand Hazza' Shamry. 

It was sometimes necessary to select two experienced 
citizens whose information could cover social conditions in 

• _ ~ K I 
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towns and desett regions alike in order to be sure of the 
information provided. The pattern followed is indicated 
below: 

TABLE 10 

Region Town or District Number of p'ersons 

~ Qurayyat 1 
Northern . Hajr 1 

~ Ahsa 2 
Eastern . .' . Qatif 2 

) Hill 
2 

Qasim 2 
Central Riyadh 1 

Wadi Dawasir 1 

f~~ 
1 

Mecca 2 

Western '. Taif 2 . . 
Medina 2 
Badr , 1 

l Abha 1 
Southern . Suburbs 1 

Total - I 22 .. 

" 

Research Methodology 

'A descriptive and comparative approach is adopted in 
this research based on information. regarding the' social and 
security conditions existing when the Shari'a was, not stric~ 
tly adhered to and when it also varied from ur~an to. desert 
regions where tribal traditional customs prevaIled. These 
customs usually deviated from the provisions of the Shari'a 
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both in letter and in spirit. Furthermore, Islamic criminal 
legislation was not adhered to due to lack of national cohe
sion and allegiance on the part of the people. That was 
prior to the reign of King Abdul Aziz, who succeeded in 
unifying the various regions of the country into one King
dom. The research also shows how social and security con
ditions changed after the foundation of the Kingdom and 
the implementation of Islamic criminal legislation throu
ghout the country without discrimmation between rural and 
urban inhabitants. 

Therefore from this research ,we may conclude the ef
fect of strict implementation of the Shari'a as regards crime 
prevention in the Kingdom. 

To achieve this objective a new meth(\d was devised 
which we have called (( Survey of Experience " and which 
is actually the collection of specific information with the 
help of a group of old people who were young when tribal 
traditions prevailed, but who were familiar with the later 
period under the reign of King Abdul Aziz. 

Method of Information Collection 

For the interviews the social surveyors used the social 
introspection system whereby each interviewee recalled the 
social and security conditions' during the two above-men
tioned periods. This was un.dertaken by means of a que-

;' stionnaire aiming at evoking the memories during the two 
periods. The vernacular language was 'used in these in
terviews. 

The following questions were asked: 

1. Do you recall the period before the reign of 
King Abdul Aziz? 

2. How were social conditions then? 
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3. How were security conditions in urban and in 

rural areas? 
4. What cnmes were common in urban and in 

rural areas? 
5. Do you still recall a serious cnme committed 

when you were young? 

6. What happened to the offender? 

7 How was the Islamic Shati'a applied to offeD:
ders con~icted of highway-robbery, murder, injuries, sexual 

offences, theft and alcohol-drinking? 

8. 'w ere ther~ ~ther penalties meted o,:t other than 

those mentioned? . , 

9. Were there any offenders who escaped justice? 

10. How did they manage to escape justice? 

11. How was order kept in those dayS? I mean 

the police, guards, informers? 

. 12. What is your personal impression .of ?that sy
stem as l;egards maintenance of order and secunty., 

13. What are the most important ~hanges that 
took place under the reign of King Abdul AZIZ and after-

wards' as regards public safety? 

14. To what extent was the ~~lami~ Sharia. aP
plied to offenders under King Abdul AZlZ s reIgn and sIDce 

then? 1 f h se 15. Do you remember any examp es ~ ow -
curity W,as ensured at the time of King Abdul AzIZ? 

16. What is your opinion regarding current security 

provisions? 
. . ? 

17. What did you base your Opffilon on. 
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Stages of lZesearch 

First: The research plan was drawn up as a field study. 

Second: Nine social surveyors were assigned to each 
region to collect the material. 

. ~ hird : The social surveyors 'were trained for personal 
IntervIews. 

Fourth: The material was collected and the data was 
processed. 

Fifth: The report of the field work was drawn up. 

. Sixth: The report was prepared as part of a compre
hensIve research on the implementation of Islamic' criminal 
legislation for the enforcement of security in .the Kingdom 
of Saudi Arabia. 

I would like to mention that this research is not based 
on any documents, references, books, official reports or any 
other materials. It is exclusively based on personal inter
views with people who have had first-hand experience with 
the conditions~ The scientific method employed to obtain 
the required information by interviewing contemporaries of 
two eras renders this research particularly valuable. ! 

It is worth noting that despite the fact that the inter- I 
viewees l·eside some distance from each other, they almost ' 
a~ree on many points as regards social and security condi- I 
tlOOS before and after the reign of King Abdul Azr.. 'This I 
information :bas not been embellished as is the case with \ 
many Arabic and foreign reference books. 
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SECTION 2 

SOCIAL CONDITIONS IN THE ARABIAN PENINSULA BEFORE 

THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE KINGDOM 

The term « social conditions" means the inhabitants, 
their locality, their most important characteristics, economic, 
educational and religious conditions and their local govern
ment system. Section 3 is aJIocated to public security. So 
our concept of social conditions covers all aspects of life 
which are interwoven with one another. This section will 
deal with the various aspects of social life in the Arabian 
Peninsula before the foundation of the Kingdom. 

The Population) their Locality and Main Characteristics 

The population of the Arabian Peninsula falls into 
three main groups: nomadic Bedouins, villagers scattered 
around wadis or in the vicinity of towns, and. urban dwel
lers in the few towns, most of which are near the Red Sea. 
The population was relatively small compared with that of 
the present day. This was due to various factors including: 
poor hygienic conditions, tribal feuds and family migration 
to Jordan, Syria, Palestine, Iraq or Yemen. 

The Bedouins roam in search of water and pasture for 
their livestock; they are divided into tribes, each tribe is 
subdivided into clans and the clans are divided into fami
lies. Each tribe, clan and family has a chieftain who re
presents and rules it whil~ his role is recognized in this 
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hierarchical structure. Powerful tribes vie for leadership as 
once overpowered they are relegated to an inferior social 
standing. The tribes of Harb and Juhana are examples of 
powerful tribes who achieved leadership over others. 

The villagers live near water-wells or where there is 
enough rainfall for the cultivation of the land; others reside 
near the Arab Gulf and their main occupation is pearl-div
ing. Unlike the Bedouins they are hard-working and set
tled. In order to protect themselves against Bedouin' raids 
they armed themselves and erected fences,for ini2ance in 
the region of Ahsa, the junction of the Bedouins moving 
from south to north. .' 

Urban dwellers lived in~-} towns divided irito suburbs, 
districts and quarters: J eddah, for instance, had' a surface 
area of about' 20 sq. knl. and a population of 20-25 thou
sand inhabitants. It was divided into four distrkts:Maz
loum in the east; Bahr in the west; Sham in the notth; and 
Yemen in the south. Due to the small size 6f the town the 
population lived like qne family with 'close relationships, 
perhaps also because of 'its location as a sea-port. Although 
not very far from Jeddah, the conditions in Mecca were 
different: There competition and hostilities amongst the 
shop-keepers were intense and so was tribal chauvinism, 
but despite this the relationship between the families and 
neighbours was cordial and friendly. 

Mecca was divided into almost independent quarters 
and keen competition existed between them especially dur
ing the season of Hajj when they vied with each other for 
the· providing of services and merchandise to the ,pilgrims. 
This intense competition often led to hatred and envy among 
the merchants. 

It should be borne in mind that although both the 
villagers and urban dwellers descended from Bedouin tribes 
they differed in their living habits, but they all had some 
characteristics in common that may be regarded as national. 
These traits are family, clan and tribal cohesion and they 
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all shared the feeling of supporting the 'oppressed, providing 
hospitality and giving protection to anyone who sought re
fuge with them. Family boasting and vengeance h~ve remai
ned prominent social traits. Although Bedouin tnbes were 
always on the move, each had its own territory. The boun
daries between neighbouring territories witnessed fierce di
sputes and wars because some of these happened to have 
fresh drinking water or happened to be located between 
Jeddah and Mecca, Mecca and Medina, Mecca and Taif or 
near the' highways linking the eastern; western,' 'northern, 
southern 'and central regions. 

Economic Situation 

It is unanimously recognized that the economic situa
tion in the five regions of the country was deplorably bad. 
Business transactions. were so limited and money' was so 
scarce that any Mecca or Medina merchant was considered 
very rich if he po~sessed one thousand, Riyals. The staple 
food' of, nearly all classes consisted of dates, wheat, maIze 
and milk. 

Therefore the destitute people, and in particular the 
Bedouins, were forced to resort" to illicit means, such as 
theft, plundering and looting, in order to satisfy their needs. 

In view of ,their dire need· and near starvation con
ditions, the people did not heed- the Quranic verses and the 
Hadith prohibiting such offences. " 

The Qurayyat and Hajar districts in the northern, re
gion were inhabited by Bedouins' who depended f.or their 
survival on camel and sheep raising in the pasture-rich re
gion where water was in abundance. Some of these people 
took up fishing in the Aqaba Gulf and started salt trading 
with the neighbouring countfies of Palestine, Jordan, Syria 
and Iraq. Tribal rivalry resulted in fierce raids and fights 
between the Bedouins and the inhabitants of the northern 
regIOn. These hostilities led the inhabitants of the region to 
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Local Government System 

It is almost unanimously agreed that the local govern-
ment lacked efficiency prior to the creation of the Kingdom 
by King Abdul Aziz. The Sherif of Mecca who ruled 
Hejaz was weak and self-interested and the same was true 
for other regions where the rulers were selected from the 
tribal chieftains and their main objective was to defend 
their interests against raids from other tribes. The Bedouins 
had superiority over the city-dwellers and they raided and 
plundered the urban centre so often that the population 
lived in constant fear. 

The proprietor of a business concern at Taif, ,who was 
previously a teacher there, depicted in detail the social 
unrest and disintegration that prevailed before the reign of 
King Abdul Aziz. He said that commerce, communications 
and urban development, were brought to a standstill, peo
ple were suspicious of each other and worst of all was the 
custom that when the ruler wanted a project carried out 
this had to be done by his subjects without delay and free 
of charge, anyone who arrived late was jailed. I 

In managing the affairs of an area the Sherif or Emir G ~ 
was aided by (t Justices ,of Peace" who exercised undisputed ~ 
power over the admirii~tration. With the help of the Sheikhs I 
of families renowned for their piety and experience, Sherifs I 
settled disputes and reconciled contenders. Such an aide 1 
who played an important role in establishing peace was I 

j 
called (( Emir AI-Hayy" (Prince of the Quarter). 1 
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SECTION 3 

SECURITY PRIOR TQ THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE KINGDOM 

This section deals with security before the Kingdom 
was established, the crimes most common at that time, the 
penalties inflicted and the extent of' the implementation of 
the Shari 'a. 

Security Conditions 

It is Qunanimously agr~ed that prior to the 
ment of the Kingdom security barelY existed. Anarchy rei.:' 
gned ahd instability and terror were predominant phenome.: 
na all' over the country, in fact the·· turbulent conditions 
were not· unlike those that existed before the advent of 
Islam. The mighty had the power and the Bedouin aggres
sors raided villages and townships without fear of the Sha
ri'a or the governing rulers. The Bedouin chieftains fought 
each other for leadership with the resulting influence and 
material gains in order ,to enable them to purchase fire-arms 
and other' weapons for d~fel1ce and attack purposes. The 
raiders 'plundered and looted" travellers, pilgrims and mer-

I
' chants~, as already mentioned'ihere were continuous skiimi .. 
" shes' between the Harband Juhayna trib<7~ in Hejaz. The 
'j Hatb were usually victorious and consequently' they impo-

\ i ~ed their influence over part of the Juhayna territory, tax-
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n.! ing pilgrims passing through that region. Likewise, the 
ft Oteiba tribe often. waged war against the. Qahtan and Mo-
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tair, as well as raiding the caravans going to or coming from 
Taif, even killing the escorts. 

A merchant from that town gave a vivid description 
of how risky travelling was in that area, adding that it was 
impossible to move from Beni Balik to Taif without being 
escorted by memb~rs of the Beni Harith tribe from the point 
of departure and received· by the Oteiba tribe near Taif. 
Thus no one dared attack travellers escorted by members 
df a tribe, as this would have meant an aggression against 
the tribe concerned as it was customary that repelling attacks 
on travellers and restoring their looted possessions was very 
much appreCiated· by the tribe of the attacked travellers. 
This was expressed by the raising of a white cloth onrriarket 
day by the travellers' tribe as a token of admiration for the 
prowess of the defenders. l) 

Even walled towns were not immune from the raids. 
of the Bedouins . A man from Badr, who participated in 
raids and other illicit acts but who had later repented during 
the reign of King Abdul Aziz, related that a Hatb tribesman 
robbed rifles from a guard on duty. For highway robbers 
plundering was not an act tQ be ashamed of but was ,a sign 
of bravery and thus to be proud of. It is. not surprising; 
therefore, that tribes boasted of these acts and hailed the 
offenders. 

As already mentioned in the previous section, hostility 
existed among the merchants of Mecca. A . pilgrim guide 
(Mutawwif) from Mecca recounts that' people harboured 
grudges and hatred towards each other, festive occasions 
were feared because at the simplest pretext the ill-interitio
ned gave vent to their hatred. During the pilgrimage sea
son security became even worse and more chaotic and pil
grims were attacked, especially when travelling between 
Mecca, Jeddah and Medina. Tribes controlling these tracts 
looted and' even killed the travellers. The minimum act of 
aggression was forcing the travellers to buy \vater at exorbi-
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tant prices or else they were wounded or even clubbed to 
death. No wonder, therefore, that' pilgrimage was consi
dered like going to war. , 

Common Cl'imes. and their Penalties 

The most common crimes before the Kingdom was 
founded were murder, tribal reprisals, highway robbery, se
rious injuries, theft, sexual assaults, adultery and, in some 
towns alcohol consumption. The Bedouins did not abide 
by th~ Shari'a, they had their own unwritten laws ~ande? 
down -from their ancestors. Apart from the law of mherl
tarlce not even the villagers adhered to the Shari'a, but 
instead they applied the customary means of justice because 
of ,the Bedouin' influence. 

Application of the Islamic criminal legislation varied 
from one town to another because of illiteracy and igno
rance. ' 

a) Murder and 'Reprisal 
(:...' 

Murder was committed for an infinite number of rea7" 
sons, ranging from s~lf-defence and defence of ,ho11-our to 
raids and looting motivated by greed even for a loaf of 

J bread. The afore-mentioned pilgrim guide tt Mutawwif " 
~ related that once he was escorting a group of pilgrims in 
M the company of his father when he saw a Bedouin shooting 

l.
~. a pilgrim who was slightly removed from the others. When 

the 'Bedouin found no money on the dead pilgrim, he la-
I~! mented for having used a bullet in vain. 
D In Qurayyat and the· northern provihces a murderer 
~ had to give the victim's kinsfolk fifty camels and sometimes 
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' :;r ~:!~. also in case Diy. was the penalty prescribed for 

.. 3 The reprisal penalty violated the spirit of the Islamic " 
1 Shari'a, as it. was customary that should the victim's kins- \ 
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folk be unable to capture the. murderer, . a relative, even a 
fifth grand-father, could be the target of reprisal. . 

. A ~an from Mecca who had taken up various admini
stratIve Jobs related that owi!]g' to frequent tribal disputes 
~nd wars, .people became cha\~~vinistic regarding their fami
ltes and vIllages. A man's name included his five forefa
thers, which was known as (( Khumasiyya " *. 

Reprisal stopped only when the victim's kinsfolk ma
naged to kill his counterpart along the ancestral line of the 
murderer's family. (I 

. In M~dina a murderer had the choice between giving 
Dlya or exIle for ever. However, people in Medina often 
reconciled the two contending families and Diya was orde
r~d to be paid to the victim's kinsfolk if they agreed. Some
tImes the victi~' s kinsfolk were compelled by . the Justice 
of the Peace, In the presence of some of their members 
to accept Diya and this was often very stiff and burdensome~ 

!l?ere were also cases were the victim's family insisted 
on killing .one of the members of the murderer's family 
who sometImes surrendered by offering a mentally retarded 
person to be put to death. Sometimes the victim's kins
folk were not content with the inequality between the victim 
and the person sacrificed, and this gave rise to a vicious 
cycle of reprisals. 

b) Injui'ies 

Head inj~ries, sometimes causing fractur~s,were fairly' 
common, for mstance during disputes by wilful intent or 
whe~ the t~o adve~saries met face to face. . The previously 
mentIOned l\1utaWWIf related that there was once a row in 
one of the side-streets of Mecca, and one man was killed 
and another injured. The custom was that the Justice of 
the Peace collected Diya from the residents where the 1nur-

-!: From the Arabic word" Khams " meaning five (Translator's note). 
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derer lived and this was then delivered to the victim's 
kinsfolk .. If the Diya was refused the murderer faced life 
imprisonment or hanging. 

A farmer from Badr narrated that it was customary 
for an injured person· to seek a reconciliation group whose 
members would go to the offender's house. These men 
would not touch the coffee offered to them unless their 
request was accepted. A conciliatory type of person usually 
promised acceptance. After coffee they would discuss the 
case and the penalty to be imposed on the assailant, which 
was payment of a certafu compensation called (( Madfo' " 
while the balance to be forgiven by the victim was called 
(( Masmouh Bihi AI-MatIoh ". 

c) Highway Robbery 

Raiding tribesmen cOl1tinued harrassing travellers and 
pilgrims not only with impunity but with pride in their 
prowess. The'Red Sea coast witnessed some' acts of piracy 
against vessels carrying wheat and other goods to Yanbu or 
Amlaj. Using steam-boats, the armed pirates opened fire on 
the vessels and towed them to the shore for looting. . . 

Owing to extreme poverty, especially in the desert 
regions, theft was a common crime. These took place at 
every . hour of the day, and nobody was safe from thieves 
and robbers. An Indian woman wearing gold ear-rings was 
once on her way to Mecca when she was suddenly: attacked 
by a thief who snatched her ear-rings with his teeth. Near 
Mecca th~re is a mount which was then known as (( Jabal 
Lusous" (Mount of Robbers) where professional bandits 
went to count and divide their loot. There was a mount 
at Taif which was used as the meeting-place of drunkards. 
These remote mounts provided hideouts for runaway cd
minals. 

Opinions differed on the penalty to be meted out to 
a thief. A judge from Ahsa reported that if a thief was 
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caught he was jailed and taught some sort of trade. At 
Qasim when a thief was caught after his second offence his 
hand was cut off, while at Wadi Dawasir even after the 
first offence amputation was carried ,out. According to the 
farmer from Badr a thief did not escape punishment, as his 
tribe compensated the victim for his stolen possessions in
stead of recovering them. Sometimes the contending parties 
(the tribes of the thief and the victim) agreed that the 
victim forgive the thief for part or all of the stolen posses
SIOns. The part paid by the thief's tribe was· known as· 
II Madfo' " (paid) and the rest forgiven by the claimant as 
(I Matlob" (required). The same system applied to in-. . 
JurIes. 

The ex-governor of Bedouin Affairs of Medina related 
that a thief usually sought a strong man to protect him in 
return for half of the loot, but if this failed his relatives 
coaxed the claimant into relinquishing part or whole of 
his right. 

d) Sexual Assaults 

These offences were lirtlited in scope but many old 
people still remember those of a serious nature. The pe
nalties varied from location to location: at Qurayyat (nor
thern region) the' penalty for rape wa,s fifty camels; 'some
times together with fifty rifles; a judge at Qatif related that 
punishment for rape was immediate public execution; an
other judge, who was later the mayor of Qatif, related that 
a couple involved in adultery by mutual consent were 
flogged and then exiled from the region; at Hail the penalty 
for attempted rape was execution; in Qasim, where efficient 
restraints bcked, the place was plagued with sexual offences. 
Usually the women who consented to commit fornication 
lacked real religious faith and in such cases both the· adul
terer and the adulteress were flogged and then released. In 
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cases of forced adultery the man was flogged and then ser
ved a short sentence. 

Sexual offences were not very common in Riyadh. An 
ex-administrator related that he had heard a hair-raising 
story of a group of persons who murdered a young man in 
front of his two sisters while they were walking in a village 
in the central region. The two women were then raped by 
the group and handed over to another band in the neigh
bouring village who also raped them and they were com
pletely exhausted when released. These incidents illustrate 
the degree of moral and security deterioration. 

In Hejaz also these crimes were not uncommon and 
the penalties varied from stoning the offender to death to 
execution by sword in case of rape. Adulterers, in case 
of the woman's consent, were executed by shooting. Some
times the death punishment was commuted to· enforcing 
the family of the adulteress to give a number of sheep and 
subjecting th~ adulterer to a punishment .. known as II Na
qar " which Ineant slightly carving the adulterer's forehead 
with the point of a sword or dagger so that there were per
manent scars. Unfortunately, these scars were a source of 
pride rather then shame for the offender and his family. 

In Abha and Asis (in the south) these" offences were 
rare, but if they occurred they were done in secret and 
punishment was execution., 

Sodomy was reported at Hail; the penalty for the 
sodomite was to be hurled from the top of a minaret and 
his head struck with a stone to hasten death. 

There were also some rare sodomy cases in Jeddah. 

e) Consumption of Alcohol 

Alcohol consumption was unknown in the desert re
gions, as the constant fear of raids prompted the Bedouins 
to be always alert and vigilant, so they avoided the dulling 
of their minds through alcohol resulting In easy prey for 
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theit foes.· The same applied to the villagers who were 
vulnerable to aggressions and raids from the Bedouins. . 

Alcohol-drinking was not very common in towns either 
except in Hejaz. In Jeddah, Taif and even Mecca and 
Medina alcoholic drinks were produced. Often the chieftain 
of ~ district was an accomplice who protected the producers 
aga1l1st governmental control even informing them in ad
vance of any raids so that they could hide the vats. At 
other times the policemen were bribed. so as not to take 
any action again:st them. Even if caught the offenders were 
o?ly imprisoned for a month or two. The governor of Me
dina not only drank wine but was also lavishly entertained 
by a number of Indian women. 

Crime Prevention and Implementation of Islamic Criminal 
Legislation 

As already mentioned, security measures in the desert 
regions were inadequate. Each family, dan or tribe main
tained its own security through its primitive means. Wars 
and raids were waged as preventive and curative measures. 
In the. towns the situation was somewhat different, although 
very sunple and poor these had an administrative system 
for the maintainance of order and safety. As the necessary 
manpower lacked, the people were prompted to give assi
stance to their rulers as much as possible. Even the villa
gers undertook their own defence and protection, as in the 
case of Wadi Dawasir, south of the central region. 

The people interviewed unanimously agree that the 
Islamic criminal legislation was not implemented in the 
desert regions for two reasons: 

First: the Bedouins had their own traditional laws 
handed down from their ancestors' , 

Second: they lived a pre-Islamic era life and due 
to illiteracy, their knowledge of the Shari'a was supe~fidal 
and shallow. 
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In the towns the implementation of the Shari'a varied 
from one region to another, and was implemented in a di
storted manner greatly influenced by tribal customs. The 
Shari'a was not adhered to in many cases, such as in murder, 
retaliating against the murderer's family instead of the mur
derer himself. 

Likewise, the Hudoud was not strictly enforced for 
crimes of highway robbery, theft, adultery and alcohol
drinking. 

. Furthermore, the inefficiency of the local authorities in 
combatting crime made people indifferent towards secu
rity measures. 

The population lived in constant terror of the aggres
sion of raiders. In Jeddah there was a security headquarters 
with branches in its four districts: Sham, Yemen, Mazloum 
and Bahr; the security force was made up of two hundred 
persons including officers, non-commissioned officers and 
constables plus some one hundred patrol-men. The Sherif 
sometimes took charge of security at night-time. If he saw 
an offence he reported it to the patrol-men for investigation 
and requ"ested the results. The Justice of the Peace had 
some authority in the handling of and reconciliation in 
disputes. If reconciliation did not work out the contenders 
were placed in custody for twenty-four hours. 

The constables were ill-trained and the Sherif was 
weak and feared th~ strength of the neighbouring tribes; in 
Mecca there were some informers in each quarter (known 
as (( Khuznawiya ") whose task was to obtain information 
and convey it to the Emir to act as he deemed appropriate. 
In Qatif, in the eastern region, an Emir was assigned to 
every tribe to help the ruler, and an official entrusted with 
maintaining security was appointed in each village. These 
officials were known as Mukhtars. 

In Medina influential people were engaged to help the 
rulet maintain security and the outskirts of the city were 
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patrolled by mounted policemen to chase infiltrators and 
criminals. 

In Qasim the Emir appointed by the ruler was in 
charge of security, assisted by assistants, called « Khouva ". 
Un~ortunately, very often the Emir maltreated the citi~ens, 
whIch caused animosity, unrest and malcontent. 

As ~ re.sult of the poor security system many criminals 
escaped. JustIce. ~nd took refuge with other tribes. They 
had theIr COnnIVIng ways of escape, such as changing their 
names, the name of their tribe, bribing the constabl~ on 
duty or disguising themselves as women. Due to inadeaua
te security measures it was quite easy to escape justice. ~ 

A person seeking refuge had to follow a particular 
procedur~, an appeal to the tribe chieftain saying: « I seek 
refuge wIth God and you to protect me from such and such 
tribe ". The chieftain would then oive him shelter and 
protection for a period of one year, b two months and six 
days, after which he would ask the· escapee what crime he 
had c?mmitted, and then offer him food. Once the refugee 
ate hIS food the host had to protect him even if he were 
a criminal. Meantime the chieftain would aim at reconci
liation with the tribe of the victim through gifts of' rifles 
or money. If reconciliation was reached the criminal was 
fre.e, othe:wise he would remain until his period of hospi
talIty expIred and then take refuge with another tribe and 
so on: The refugee could be a murderer, looter, or' have 
commItted other crimes but Arab tradition at that time did 
not care for the Islamic Shari'a or positive laws. 
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SECTION 4 

SECURITY IN THE KINGDOM OF SAuDI ARABIA FOLLOWING 

STRICT IMPLEMENTATION OF ISLAMIC CRIMINAL 

LEGISLATION 

All the people interviewed in the five regions unani
mously 'agreed that real security was established in all parts 
of the country after the Kingdom was established as an 
independent sovereign country. All the inhabitants of the 
Kingdom felt. this enormous change and thus were united 
in their objectives. 

Evidences of Security in the Kingdom 

The proof that security prevails in the Kingdom is that 
a traveller may go anywhere in this vast country without 
being harassed by tribes, such as the Harb or Juhayna tribes 
who claimed dues from the people travelling across their 
territory. Everybody started enjoying a sense of social peace 
and security. People may carry any amount of money 
without fear of looters or highway robbers. Thus, security 
problems which were nightmares for the natives and pil
grims alike have ceased to exist! If a person loses some
thing he is quite sure that he 'will find it where he had left . 
or dropped it. Fear for life, honour or property is some
thing of the past. Pilgrims returning to their country of 
origin speak about the stability that reigns in this country. 
Their tales have become the best source of propaganda for 
the Saudi experiment in attaining the transformation of a 
country of terror into one that enjoys security and order. 
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Reasons for the Prevalence of Security 

According to those interviewed there are two main 
reasons for this security in the Kingdom: the first is the 
implementation of the Islamic Criminal Legislation without 
discrimination as regards regions or individuals. Undoub
tedly, the implementation of the Shari'a in every aspect of 
life curbed greed, restrained potential offenders, stirred 
people's consciences and helped spead prosperity. However, 
a powerful, just and much revered ruler is necessary to 
implement the Sharia. King Abdul Aziz possessed all these 
qualities. He often used to repeat: {{ I swear by God that 
all I fear is the prayer of an oppressed person against me 
and the Kingdom with which God graced me ". There are 
innumerable stories providing evidence of his justice in 
dealing with his subjects. The organized and comprehensive 
implementation of the Sharia fot all crimes, the prompt 
trials before trained religious judges and quick execution of 
the penalties in public were effective in deterring any per
son contemplating the violation of the injunctions of the 
Holy Quran and the Prophet's Sunnah. It was a great 
source of satisfaction to the judges that no everlasting 
peace and security could be achieved in the Kingdom without 
strict adherence to the Quran and the Hadith of the 
Prophet, God's peace be upon him. 

The second reason lay in the fact that the affairs of 
the state were in the hands of an astute ruler, King Abdul 
Aziz,.owho lived a long time in the heart of the Arabian 
Peninsula mixing with the' tribes and familiarizing himself 
with their customs, traditions and behaviour. Since he 
conquered Riyadh in 1319 H (1900) he spared no 
efforts tp unify his country and his efforts were crowned 
with su~cess in 1352 H (1933) and that struggle gave 
him . the experience and skills necessary for the successful 
handling of his country's affairs. He also got to know people 
whom he could trust for their strong personality and re-
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sourcefulness and he relied on these to carry out his policy 
and relentlessly impose security throughout the country. 
Thus, rebels were severely punished, highway bandits were 
wiped out and escapees were chased and brought back to 

,

< justice. Trust in the measures enforced by ,the state led :0 
the spread of security under the reign of Kmg AbdL)J AZlz. 

A senior civil servant in Jeddah confirmed that the role 

I played by the King in unifying the five ~cattered ~egions 
; into one country was a tremendous achIevement In the 

u,' annals OIf history. An ex-governor for Bedouin Affairs' stated 
g that when security was well established in the country and 
f people started to di~tinguish between right and ,:rong, the 
/1 King adopted a milder policy in place of the prevlOUS ha~sh 

I
".' legislation, and replaced the ruthless governors w

d
.lth 

, others instructed to be more sympathetic and understan mg 
with the people. As he was familiar with the customs of 

~.j each region he sent a governor suitable for that particular 
~ area. This ex-governor cited the ~ollowiIig example to prove 
ff his point: in the township of AI'ula, which abounds with 

1"~I!' fresh water springs, fertile land and palm trees, the people 
had a specific custom of selling the springs and the trees 
and' the transactions were recorded on small sheets of paper. 
In due time palm trees, cultivated land and springs grew 
in value and serious disputes arose because the official courts 

the King heard of the complaints he ordered that these 
1 docume'nts should be officially recognized. 

j .. 
',1 The same administrator cited another example:' the 
:1 people of Al'ula, Wajih, Aflaj . and Wadhba ?elonging to 
J the tribes 'of Bali, A'nza, Juhama and Huweltat used t? 
~ have credit business dealings with the merchants of other 

/,

1".'1)'-:" towns. Disputes arohsehdue dto ~~Ie intricate wdordingdof
I 
t~e 

written contracts, w ic rea: owe so-an -so an In-

!~! tend to pay him back when it rains ", or {{ lowe so-and-
1 so and' I will repay him when pasture turns lusb~and : 

;1 green"; these disputes presented difficulties fot the j"dges. i 
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When the matter was brought to the King's knowledge he 
indicated that these transactions were customary and since 
they did not contradict the Shari'a they should' be recogni
zed as valid. Such was the policy of the King towards his 
subjects, b~sed on familiarizing the people gradually with 
order and Its many aspects. He also organized the govern
ment administrative system, created new police stations in 
villages and employed scientific methods which facilitated 
life in many.respects. The police system was improved. 
He encouraged education, built new schools and attached 
great importance to the teaching of Islamic religious. tuition 
in schools. His son, the late King Feisal, followed. his 
father's example and modernized the Saudi society in the 
full sense of the word. He paid. special attention to all 
stages of· education .and colleges and. universities were esta
blished. The police force received more attention and were 
provided with equipment, vehicles and manpower, thus 
improving their image in the eyes of the public as it became 
more capable of maintaining security and order. 

The new policy aimed, first of all, at achieving social 
peace, which contrasts with the deteriorating security si
tuation of today's societies with their changeable positive 
laws. This also indicates the correlation between the im
plementation of the Shari'a and the low crime rate in this 
country. 

It· was mentioned in the introduction of this research 
that a study of the statistics of the offences committed in 
this ~ountry shows how low the crime rate is, compar¢d with 
that 111 other countries. 

On reviewing the statistics in a given number of coun
tries and comparing it with the low rate of .022 in Saudi 
Arabia in 1392 H . .(1972) it cle?r1y shows the unique secu-
rity situation enjoyed here. . 

The following table illustrates the crime rate of offen
ces reported to t~e police per thousand bf the population 
in the countries listed. 
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TABLE 11 

Crime Rate Per Thousand of the Population 

Country Population Number Rate Per Year of Crimes Thousand 

.. 
. -. 

Spain' 15519899 112'700 7.26 1972 
Australia 12728461 307360 75.00 1971 
Federal Rep~blic 
of Germany, . 6167350 2572530 41.71 1972 

:"1 -. 
Indonesia. 123000000 181407 1.47 1972 
Italy 54642318 20.08 

.. 
1136808 1972 

Bahrein · 200000 7479 37.393 1972 
Tunisia 520 boo 41633 8.00 1972 
Denmark 4975653 301142 60.52 1972_ , 
Rumania 21000000 16858 5.08 1972 , 
Sudan 1700000 42444 2.50 1972 
Ghana 9000000 96505 10.72 1972 
France 51914600 1675507 3227 1972 
Venezuela: . 11,300000 77628 6.8.6 19.72, 
Finland 4598·000 292084 63.52. 1972 : 
Canada · 21984000 1648817. . 75.00· 1:972 . 
Korea ., 33167000 412137 12.42 1972 
Kuwait. 800000. 9983 12.48 1972 " ; 

Kenya .' . 12067000 57229 . 4.74 1972 
Lebanon : 2500000 1121972, 448.77 1972 . 
Libya · .. 22~7037 6780 3.00 . 1972 
Mali .. -. 5.000000 1.661 0.33 .1972 
MoroccQ , • 17109133 70013 4.90 1972 . 
Japan ~07 332 000 13960.32 , 13.00 1972 

Source: International Criminal Police Organization. Interpol InternationSI 
Crime Statistics, .1971-1972, and other National. Statistcs. 
We hope ~o' .p~blish comparative and detailed statistics of various countries 
and their counterparts in the :Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 
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Dr. Abdullah Banyan 

I do not suppose there is any need to pay tribute to 
Dr. Sa'aty's efforts in preparing this valuable research. I 
must admit that I personally have benefitted a lot from li
stening to it. Dr. Sa'aty's contribution was quite remark
able. However, I would like to put forward some queries 
at least for my own benefit and to add a few comments to 
the research. 

First - I noticed in the introduction (paragraph two) 
the researcher . said that there is a wide gap betWeen the 
material, human and social aspects of modern civilization. 
Ie believe that there is no contrasting relationship between 
the material and human aspects, in my opinion the human 
aspects also progress with the advancement of the m~terial 
element though not at the same rate. Hence the material 
element usually makes a more rapid progress than the so-
cial aspects. ' 

Second -. the statistics regarding the crime rate in the 
past ten years (Table No.1) indicate a noticeable decrease. 
I would like to have a more detailed analysis of the figures 
in order to obtain a scientific significance. 

There is a strong correlation between the rate of' ma
terial civilization and industrialization on the one hand and 
the crime rate on the other. In other' words, the faster the 
industrialization process the higher the rate of crimes.' 'As 
rural dwellers leave their homes to migrate to industrial 
centres they often acquire undesirable behaviour patterns. 
Yet, although social life in our industrial centres is intrica~e 
the' urban dwellers also enjoy social peace and stability. 
There is a remarkable decrease in the crime rate despite the 
cultural, industrial and economic progress. 

This phenomenon 'is worthy of consideration .. At the 
UN Conference on Crime .Prevention he~d in Geneva last 
year I pointed out, this particular phep.omenon which cap-
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tured the attention of a mimber' of commentators. Undoub
tedly this is due to the strict implementation of the Shari'a 
in all aspects of our society. 

I wish the researcher had analysed this phenomen.on 
instead of just providing statistics. His presentation of the 
interviews is not an analytical view that links the past with 
the present in a' scientific perspective. It would have been 
better if the researcher had given us the age-groups of the 
offenders and made a comparison between crime rates in 
the rural 'and 'urban areas. I wish he had also elaborated on 
the efforts involving the economic and social development 
enjoyed nowadays. Furthermore, the researcher should have 
cast some light on the approach which he considers unique, 
namely the survey experience, but he did not fully explain 
what information he had collected through a specific~ech-
mque. , 

In conclusion, I shall be remiss if I do not pay tribute 
:1-0 the efforts' made ,by the researcher spectally during the 
era prior to t4e reign of King Abdul Aziz. It is obvious 
that a' researcher encounters many difficulties in undertak
ing a study that covers our vast sprawling country with 
remote centres of settlements. 

Dt'. SaJaty 

Thanks to my 'colleague, Dr. Abdullah Banyan, for his 
remarks. Let me go' through these one by one. As for his 
first remark, I did not in fact ~tate that there was a corre
lation between social backwardness and economic or mate
rial progress in societies but that attention has been fo
cussed on the material rather than the social aspect of 
modern civilization. The discrepancy has led to cultural 
lag which is manifested in the imbalance between the two 
aspects in our modern societies. Dr. Abdullah Banyan 
indicated that he would have liked my study t~) include some 
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explan.ations, b~t eventually he;! ended up by answering 
these In two pomts: 

" 

(1) the difficulty of conducting social researches in 
? vast country like this where these types of studies have 
Just started; 

(2) lack of any previous statistics that could facili
tate scientific analysis. ' 

, There are no dat~ regarding industrialization and urban 
gr~wth to enable us to discover their relationship with the 
cr~e rate and therefore the app~rent low rate cannot be 
ascnbed to these. As Dr. Abdullah has mentioned urban 
developm~nt in modern societies ,has resulted in 'an in
cre~sed . crIme rate b1,1t this is true for societies which lead 
a lI~~ pattern different from ours which abides by the 
.Shan a. As he remarked, despite urban and industrial deve
.16pm~nt in Saudi Arabia, the crime rate has not increased 
as mIght have been anticipated by. social' researchers. 

" I agre~ with 1)r. Abdullah that we are in need' of 
further studIes toeluddate this unique phenomenon. ' 

Sheikh Mohammad Huweish 

In the name of God and peace be upon His -Prophet 
and those who follow his example. I would like to thank 
Dr .. Faro~k Abdu~, ~a~an Mourad: for his efforts in pre
parI~g thIS research which provides basic information re
garding public security in the :Kingdom. 

. The m~terial and details of the research are of high 
.qualI~, partIcularly the .statistics that show the degree of 
securIty. ~nd order. the Kmgdom enjoys i11- all its regions and 
at. all tImes. ',' . 

'. Statistics undoubtedly playa vital r~lein many ~oun;. 
trIes for the planning of their econo1l.1ic, social and security 
~ystems. Apart from the ac;curate'statistics extract.ed from 
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official sources, the reseatch dealt with the situation in the 
Kingdom prior to the reign of the late King Abdul Aziz. 
Furthermore, he obtained information from a group of 
contemporary narrators who had first-hand experience of 
the King's integrity, wisdom and justice. The section relat
ing to the historical aspect of the research dealt with the 
economic and public security conditions, as well, as the 
system of government and the juridical procedures at that 
time. The researcher has also succeeded in shedding light 
on that era of Saudi history which otherwise would have 
been neglected. The researcher very· skilfully described the 
chaos, social instability, illiteracy and' backwardness which 
characterized that period. 

In a way, this research may be regarded as a val1,lable 
document paying tribute to the achievements of King Abdul 
Aziz who made thiscountty a shining and living example 
for the world to follow .. 

By implementing the' Shari'a, Saudi Arabia aims at 
achieving the lofty objectives of an ideal society based on 
virtue, and social co-operation. 

Those who lived in the Kingdonl and who were ac
quainted with the Arabian: tribes, their traditions, chauvi
nism and pre·Islamic hostilities, and now witness the pre
valence of security and stability, cannot but conclud~ that 
such an achievement was realized only by the strict appli
.cation of the Shari a in all aspects of life; i.e. govet:nment', 
politics, adniinistration, domestic relations, family struc~re, 
business transactions and social relationships . 

- The fact that the crinie rat~ is vetj!' low in: the' King
dom is proof of what the implementation of the Shati'a 
can. do to· a country, which achieves, security, prosperity, 
serenity and stability as well as a sense ~f safety and' con
,fidence: 

Consequently, 'the insurance: companies which had 
opened branches in the Kingdom ended in ba11kruptcy, be
cause application of the Shari'a guarantees a secure arid care-
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free life to every citizen and resident. By applying the di
vine Shari'a the State accepts responsibility for the security, 
safety and livelihood of all its people. 

A quick glance at the Kingdom statistics provides clear 
evidence of what a country achieves in terms of advantages 
enjoyed as a result of strict implementation of the Shari'a. 
A comparative study of the statistics of the Kingdom with 
those of other countries reveals the difference in the num
ber, magnitude and types of crimes committed. I would 
like to emphasizl~ the fact that the Saudi people's spiritual 
linkage with the Shari'a stems from their wholehearted 
faith in God the Almighty. 

Therefore, the convicted accepts the penalty imposed 
without any grudge, no matter whether this is a Hadd, 
Ta'zir or._other kind. Even if he appeals against it he even
tually resigns himself emotionally and morally to the puni
shment prescribed by God, the judge is merely an instru
ment of the execution of His law. In this connection I 
have two remarks to make: 

First: This research is focussed on the implementation 
of the Shari' a from the time King Abdul Aziz unified the 
country although, in fact, the Shari' a was implemented even 
before then. Saudi Arabia has passed through three stages: 
(a) the era of Imam Mohammad. Ibn Saud; (b) the era of 
Feisal Ibn Torki; (c) the era of King Abdul Aziz. 

What actually happened was that because of lack of 
strict and total adherence to the Shari' a, instability and 
unrest did not completely disappear and the crime rate went 
down only when the Shari'a was strictly adhered to. 

At the time of the Prophet and under the four Caliphs 
the Shari' a was fully implemented, and therefore there was 
security, justice, equality and order. Under the Umayyad 
Caliphate the application of the Islamic criminal legislation 
was sometimes interrupted and consequently chaos, confu
sion and instability arose. 
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Second: I believe that if the research had in~luded 
some events that took place before and after the reIgn of 
King Abdul Aziz this would have been very helpful. He 
could have given us examples from books, newspa~ers, 
tapes, radio talks or facts narrated ~y the people who hved 
during the reign of King Abdul AZIZ. . 

Once again I would like to. thank D.r. Mourad for his 
invaluable efforts in the preparation of thIS research. 

Dr. Farouk Abdul Rahman Mourad 

Thanks to Sheikh Mohammad Huweish for his com
ments, additions and explanations. As regards the two 

points raised by him: 
(1) I cannot deny that the Shari' ~ was implemented 

even before the era of King Abdul AzIZ although I ~ond 
centrated on the period when the country :vas finally u~e 
and the Shari'a was totally implemented In all the regIons. 
Our study is not extensive enough to c.?ver the ear1~ 
Islamic days when the Shari'a was ·strictly. a~?er:d to, when, 
as has' been revealed by history a great CIVlliz~t1on emerged 
as a result of the implementation of the teachmgs of Islam. 

(2) I· purposely left out detailed accounts, of the 
facts before and after the unification of the Kingdom. 
Whatever examples I have cited are only a sm~~ part as 
described in books of literature, history and pohttcs. 

Dr. Hassan Sa) aty 

I am indebted to the Ministry o~ I~terior fo: honour
ing me with the opportunity of contrlbutmg to this sympo- . 
. m The ob)' ective of the research is to demonstrate the 

stu . , ,. all . 1 
effect ~f the implementation of the Islaffilc crtmm . egIS a-
tion on Saudi society. The researcher must fo~ow the re
search either vertically or horizontally: the vertical method 
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is based on the statistics about the era before the reign of 
King Abdul Aziz, and afterwards, which were not available; 
the horizontal method is based on the statistical comparison 
between, existing conditions in the Kingdom and, in other 
Arab countries where the Shari 'a is not implemented. 

Due to lack of the necessary statistics we have to adopt 
the vertical method. 

I owe Dr. Abdulla Banyan my thanks for his comments 
which enabled me to give an idea about the research to 
those who did not have the chance of going through the 
paper. 

In fact, the scientific approach is 'that the crime rates 
should he given according to specific age-groups. According 
to Islamic society the statistics should icover ages 'ranging 
from fifteen to sixty, other statistics exist for minors under 
fift~en. '~ack o'f statistics poses a serious problem for re
searchers, so Arab countries are urged to lay special empha
sis on conducting criminal statistics. It is not enough that 
the police have criminal reports as these should be proces
sed into accurate ~nd s~ientific data. At any rate, these 
statistics reveal the situation in the Kingdom compared ,with 
other countries .where the Shari'a is not imple1l)ented. 
There is no point in comparing urban and rural areas, as 
that might imply that one of the two does not implement 
-the Shari 'a. But we know that Islamic criminal legislation 
is implemented throughout the country irrespeCtive of 
location. 

The r~search comprises four sections: In the first, 
under « Research Plan" , the details were discussed in 
full. We endeavoured to base our research on scientific 
grounds with the object of elaborating the comprehensive 
concept of the implementation of the, Sharia. We outlined 
the scope of the research and ensured that the'interviewees 
met the prerequisite that they came from all the five regions 
of the Kingdom. The method of researchwhlch we termed 
« survey -experience ", required, recognition of the pheno-
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menon, indicating the crime rate in di~erent ar.eas. This 
was accomplished by obtaining as much'mformatlon as pos
sible from various sources. The research cov~red all occu-

I pations and trades, including tribal raids, meamng that even 
criminals were, interviewed. ", ' , 

Later the social introspection, which IS a rather new 
method was used. Introspection is a mental process whe
reby a ~erson recalls past experiences which c?nnot be la
belled right or wrong, it is a verifiable hYP?thesls a?d there
fore we have endeavoured to gathe! our Infor~atlOn. from 
a wide variety of sources. Although the people Interv~ewed 
came from locations far apart from each other yet th~lr de
sctiptions ,did not differ regarding secu:ity, eco~omlc and 
sodal conditions before and after the reIgn of King Abdul 
Aziz. This matter is of great importance from the metho-
dological and scientific points of view. . 

Questionnaires were the instrument used to achieve 
h tty" «N" our objectives. These were not of t e . e.s . or ? 

type, but contained probing queries to elicIt mformatlOn 
from the subjects.' . ",. , f h 

Section two deals with the economIC COilditl0~S 0 t e 
Saudi 'people before the unification and relate~ to life,. l?ca
lity, 'outstanding characteristics, educational and religlOus 
conditions and the local government. system. . . 0 

Section three deals with publIc ~ecut1ty ~oncermnb 
crimes and their penalties before the reIgn of Kmg Abdul 

Aziz. £ iii l' 
Section four deals with public secprity ~ ter un ,ca lOn 

under King Abdul Aziz and the implementatlOn of the Isla
mic criminal legislation. 

I would like to reply to the query raised ?y ~ western 
~olleague and by Dr. Banyan as regards .mo~ermzat~on, es~e
dally in Riyadh which is the largest CIty In SaudI ArabIa. 

The answer is that Muslims are order~d ~o adhere to 
the tenets of the Shari'a by enjoining what IS ~lght:and fo:-
bidding. what IS wrong, and Islamic educatIon Itself di-
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scourages MusDms from abiding by any teachings) whether 
eastern or western, apart from the divine Shari'a. 

I was asked about the plight of the numerous aliens 
who reside in the Kingdom, my reply is that they knew 
beforehand of the conditions here and that they must abide 
by the teachings of the Shari'a. 

Before concluding I would like to make two brief 
remarks: 

First: those who come here to work know quite well . 
that for the sake of their own livelihood they must not do 
anything contradictory to the Shari'a. 

Second: temptations are limited in Saudi society; for 
example, prohibition has minimized the occurrence of al
cohol consumption and the limited amount of alcohol 
smuggling is controlled; chastity, which characterizes the 
Muslim Saudi woman, dissuades sexual offences which are 
common in other countries. 

One of my colleagues drew my attention to the fact 
that the court defence system does not exist in this country: 
once an offender is convicted there is no reaSOll- why he 
should be defended; in other countries an offender usually 
hires a very famous lawyer to help him escape from justice 
and even provide him with an alibi so that he can be 
acquitted. 

Thank you all for listening to me. 

Dr. Farouk Abdul Rahman Mourad 

I deeply appreciate Dr. Hassan Sa'aty's contribution to 
the research. 

Dr. Abcb,(! Wahab JAta 

I would like to discuss two points: the first was re
ferred to by Dr. Hassan Sa'aty that the statistics available 
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do not include juvenil~s. The Shari'a devotes special at-; 
tention to the upbringing of children in order to have any·· 
problems corrected at an early age. This is .in . line wit? 
the Prophet's Hadith that all men are responstble for thetr 
subjects. 

Shari'a also gives attention to the penalties inflicted 
on juvenile offenders. Legal liability in the Shari'a main
tains that the offender is responsible for his crime. The 
Ministries of Justice and Interior jointly deal with juvenile 
offences in line with the Islamic legislation applied in the 
Kingdom . 

Special procedures are followed to ensure that juve
nile trials are conducted in a quiet atmosphere. It is note
worthy that juvenile offences are too few and trivial to be 
included in statistics. 

As regards social services in Islamic society, the par
ticipants in this symposium did mention that Islam is a 
comprehensive system which endeavours to prevent crime 
before its commission. Reference has already been made 
. to the different methods the Shari'a implements to prevent 
Muslims from crime commission. Needless to say, Islam 
provides a social security scheme to help the needy, but\ I 
have noticed that this has not been given due attentiot1> 
in fact modern societies take a lot of credit for providing a . 
welfare scheme which was practised fifteen centuries ago 
by the Islamic State. 

Sheikh Nasir Ibn Hamd Rashid 

The period between the second and the beginning of 
the third stage of the Saudi State witnessed the deterioration 
of the social system, chaos, insecurity and lack of religious 
awareness, specially amongst the Bedouins, all of which 
led to the weakening of conscience resulting in the growth 
of crime. 
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When. King ~bdul Aziz established the Kingdom he 
fo~ussed hi~ a~tentlon on spreading religious teachings, he 
?Ullt new vIllages for the Bedouins and assigned a religious 
Instructor t~ each in order to strengthen awareness. Al
th?~gh ~redlt for the unique Saudi crime prevention ad
m~ntstrat1:e system goes to King Abdul Aziz, we .attribute 
thIs blessIng to God in the first place. Thanks to'religious 
~wareness, trade, agriculture and handicrafts have. thrived 
In an un~recedented manner; This proves that Islam is the 
best SOCIal .system without which chaos and. instability 
would prevaIl. 

Professor Peter Lejins 

Mr. Chairman, fellow-researchers, Dr. Mourad and Dt 
.Hassan Sa'aty. -. 

. As already mentioned by my colleagues I too would 
like to. express my appreciation for this most illu~i~ating 
symposIU1n,. .The~ospitality extended to us is an rinforget-
table experIence. . . . ::J 

b· . fiAs I ram n<?t an e~pe~t on ~sIamic legislati~n. ~ have 
ene tted a lot from this sympoSIum. My'; knO"Trl d 

th th . f· '., '" e· ge on 
e r eOtles 0 ct1.~inalle~islations has been expanded, and 

I have been partIcularly Interested' I·n tIle' di . :h .'. . . . SCUSSlOns on 
t ese over ~he past five years in a number of count~ies. Of 
course,. I wIll always cherish the conclusions reached ill this 
sympoSIUm. -co - . 

The main issues discussed in this seminar were: 

Fi,:st - Present increase in crime rate "and' juvenile' 
perver~lOn .all ov~r the w:orl4 together with the population 
~:cplOSIOl1 pres.entte~LJ?Eo~UJm~ for the conc~tn~d a~thori-
fu
ues. These Items could provide interesting material for 

ture researches. . . 

S~co1id -. The researches dealing with crime itlctease 
reveal Inadequacy and descrepancies. The procedures ta.ken 
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by the police and the concerned authorities in many countries 
have become almost ineffective but despite this fact there 
is a resurgence of religious and spiritual beliefs fu some 
parts of the world, particularly here. However, there is 
lack of co-ordination in matters concerning moral values; 
fortunately, however, this lack of harmony is absent in this 
country and in this symposium. The doctrine of enjoining 
what is fight and forbidding what is wrong is of vital' im-

\ . 

portance for the creation of" 'a peaceful society. I . firmly 
believe that . such teachings 'have transformed the Saudi 
society into' an oasis of security and harmony amidst a world 
beset with insecurity and disintegration. What can he done 
-to remedy this social rupture in' such societies? What is 
right and what is wrong in these societies? There are no 
specific answers that can satisfy these questions. For exam
ple; in the United States of America the Constitution dearly 
outlines what is right and what is wrong, but people often 
cannot grasp this and therefore they db not abide by it. 
The major, problem is whether individual freedom can be 
maintained in a .society whose members do not share the 
same criteria of, values. . 

Is this possible 'Or will crimes succeed in undermining 
our societies? This is . actually the conclusion reached in 
this symposium, namely that the proper understanding of 
moral values is' the optimum method' whereby crimes could 
be overcome and controlled.. . 

The experience we have gained ,in Riyadh as regards 
crime "control is: 

First: The Muslim society, through its rulers, inaintain 
that a person's conduct and ideals are closely intertwined. 

Second: This value system is not subject to specific 
qualities but based on spiritual, moral and religious values. 

. The social institutions that adopt this value system reflect 
their steadfast belief in establishing an ideal society on 
these solid grounds. 
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Professor Ahmed Abdullah Al-Bahluli 

Praise be to God and peace be upon His Prophet. 
The Sharia was revealed by God as a divine guide for 
humanity at all times and in all places. The Quran was 
revealed to uplift, with its comprehensive and sublime 
teachings, humanit~;I to the heights- of honour and dignity. 
The Holy Book s6mmands Muslims to obey and respect 
their parents, show compassion towards their kinsfolk and 
lend a helpful hand to the needy. Mu~1ims are admonished 
against the commission of any offence, such as theft, highway 
robbery) murder, adultery and alcohol-drinking, that might 
lead to disintegration of the society. 

Crime has deprived humanity of the political; soci~l 
and economic advantages it has reaped and drained societies 
of their physical and human resources. Narcotics and other 
drugs, alcohol-drinking, usury and embezzlement are 'some 
of the principal causes behind crime. , 

Religious devotions and worship playa major role in 
combatting crime, they, cannot stay side by side, they are 
like fire and water. A society beset by crime cannot be 
delivered except by devoting itself to religiOl,ls devotions. 

I do hope that the participants in this symposium will 
seriously probe the modern methods of crime detection, 
such as finger-prints, foot,..prints, voice' recording, photogra-
phs and blood groups. ' , 

As for foot-tracking and drawing lots, these were ve
rified by some scholars who relied on the incident involving 
Zayd Ibn Haritha and his son Osama. Shaikhan -!:quoted 
'Aisha saying: (( The Prophet entered our home beaming 
with delight saYYng that Mahram AI-Mutazhamy, the foot
tracker, could not distinguish between Zavd's and Osama's 
foot-tracks". The fo)1owing incident pr;vides an example 

;I 

)i 

* Shaikhan 'means Bukhari and Muslim in their two books of Hadith 
(Editor's note). 
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of drawing lots, Muslim quoted 'Imar,'an Ibn Husays saying 
that before dying a man freed six slaves. The Prophet placed 
these in three pairs and drew lots resulting in the release of 
only two. . 

I wish the Saudi Government could organize such sym-
posium more often in order to satisfy those interested in 
the field of crime prevention. 

May God give us guidance and success. 

Mr. Nasir Dawlatabani 

Mr. Chairman, it is a great pleasure and honour for 
me to participate in this symposium. Certainly· the expe
rience acquired by the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia in the field 
of criminal legislation is a source of great pride for Islam. 
I extend my gratitude to the Kingdom for having organized 
this symposium. 

Needless to say, the participation of learned scholars 
has proved quite beneficial and their exchanges of view
points have been significant in developing the crime pre
vention methods. The aspirations of m-any governments is 
to achieve an efficient method to combat crime, to which 
this symposilrnhas contributed a great deal. 
, On my part and on behalf of my colleagues I express 
my appreciation to the Kingdom for the ideals it stands by. 

Mr. Peider Konz 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I shall be brief with my 
comments. 

I shall acquaint the UN Social Defence Research Insti-
tute, of which I am Director, with the scientific and me
thodological points presented by Messrs. Farouk Mourad 
and Hassan Sa'aty. A number of researches presented jn 

this symposium will be adopted" by my Institute as a topic 
of study for crime prevention. I shall invite the Saudi Go-
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vernmen~ to JOIn us, with twelve other countries, on a 
programme.,to explore crime trends; This, matter is of great 
scientific importance, particularly with regard to urban po
pulations. It would be very useful if we had accurate 'figu
res and statistics showing the extent of crime and its low 
rate compat:ed with other countries. 

I believe that the subject of· Islamic criminal 'legisla
tion still needs further elaboration from the economic point 
of view. We also need more elaborate researches to com
plement those already conducted in the south of India and 
other parts of the world as regards ideological classification 
in combatting crime. 

Emphasis is laid on the relationship between the eco
nomic aspect and the vertical and horizontal trends of cri
me. We should also investigate any correlation between 
the researches conducted here and in other parts of the 
world. 

Professor Lode van Outrive' 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.)) 
I really admire the high quality, of topics discussed at 

this symposium and the contributions made by 'Parouk 
Mourad and Hassan Sa'aty. 

I am not attempting to go into the subject of statistics, 
because in order to do that we must have other figures for 
comparIson. 

I have some queries: What is the importance of these 
statistics? Statistics mean real crime rate. Do the figures 
tally with crimes in the world on the whole, particularly 
in the third world? 

1s there any explanation as to why there are no sta
ti,stics relating to the penalties of some significance? 

, " 

rhen I would like to repeat the question I asked this 
morning as. to whether or not there is a decrease in Ta'zir 
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crimes. Are there stafistics,on Ta'zir crimes? I appreciate 
the inclusion of social, economic and political analyses 
in your researches. I trust that western countries will 
follow suit. 

I believe that it is very important to make this addi
tion both qU,antitatively and qualitatively. I have other 
queries on the qualitative methods in researches. Does the 
analysis concern the twenty-two persons interviewed? Do 
you envisage the continuation of such experiments regarding 
the types of crimes committed? I believe this is an im
portant point if you are going to have qualitative analyses. 

As regards the analyses on ,public security and the 
examples cited, may I ask if there is verified evidence in 
this research? This may exist in theory only. What sort 
of instructors and counsellers should we contact to improve 
public security? 

,T);lere is another point I would like to raise: this 
afternoon while I was having a stroll in a shopping centre 
in Riyadh during prayer-time I noticed that all the stor~s 
were 'lo~ked tight. Previously I had been told that the 
implementation of the Shari'a provides suffident security 
for stores to be left unlocked, in fact I was surprised at 
this contrast. 

The implementation of the Shari' a requires further 
analyses covering not only the towns but villages' and de
sert regioris as well. 

Mr. Abdul Rahmany 

Mr. Chairman, 
'The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia merits' our appreciation 

for having organized tlUs successful symposium which has 
proved that the application of the Shari'a has considerably 
minimized crime in this country. It will also set an example 
for other Islamic countries to probe into the causes of a 
high crime, rate. The cause will certainly be lack of imple-
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mentation of the Shari'a and further because of non-appli
cation of modern scientific methods of investigation.· 

This morning's research on crime prevention shows 
that this symposium views this matter quite seriously. Once 
again I would like to congratulate the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia for having organized this symposium. 

Professor T awfeeq Ash-Shawy 

. Praise be to God and peace be on His Prophet. I 
would like to know if any data and statistics exist regarding 
recidivism. 

The-phenomenon of recidivism is quite common, par
ticularly in developed countries, and criminologists regard 
this as evidence of the inefficiency of the existing criminal 
systems in those countries. 

The researchers have not as yet identified the flaws in 
the contemporary criminal systems whereby the. <?,ffender 
turns more criminal after imprisonment; they attribute this 
to a faulty prison and penalty system or the inefficiency of 
the whole. criminal system. The Islamic criminal,system, 
a:; mentioned before, falls into two categories: . 

) 

First - prevention, commencing with upbringing, 
faith, morale and an economic and social system that dis
suades a man from committing crime. The fact that the 
crime rate in this Kingdom is low isa proof of the feasibility 
of this part of the Shari' a and this phenomenon is unique 
in the world. In this connection, I would like to ask the 
symposium organizers to attach more importance to sta
tistics. 

I have heard the confirmation of the foreign partlCI
pants that the preventive system of the Shari'a has been 
most successful and thus merits detailed consideration to 
setve as an example for other systems. ' 

Second - the penalty system· does not play 'a major 
role in Islamic penal legislation although in cothers it is 
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considered much more important and is, in fact, the only 
modern method. The fact that Islamic legislation attaches 
more importance· to prevention is often criticized by out
siders. 

The common idea is that corporal punishment has 
becom.e obsolete and that it contradicts the modern princi
ples of education. The younger generation is indoctrinated 
along these lines, and thus corporal punishment has been 
abolished in 'many countries and many American States. 

Professor Bouzat stated this morning that capital pu
nishment is the last penalty resorted to by modern societies 
but they assert that by abolishing corporal punishment, in
cluding flogging and beating, they have attained a great deal 
of progress. 

I would like to draw the attention of those who cri
ticize the Islamic system of corporal pumshment to the fact 
that this system solves the greatest problem faced by deve
loped societies, i.e. recidivism. It would be useful to have 
statistics on recidivism in the developed countries which 
resort only to 'the imprisonment of the offender. We an 
know how harmful prisons can be to the offenders and to 
society. 

Conductor of Discussions 

My thanks to Professor Tawfeeq Ash-Shawy and I 
now give the floor to Sheikh Saleh AI-Laheidan. 

Sheikh Saleh Al~Laheidan 

Praise be to God and peace be upon the Prophet, his 
kinsfolk and Companions. I would like to elucidate some 
points regarding court sentences referred to His Majesty 
the King or the Head of the State before their execution. 
I was asked if the King had the right to· abrogate or miti-
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gate any Kisas or Hadd sentence. The answer is that the 
King's role is purely an official routine and once a sentence 
is passed it is irrevocable and the King has no alternative 
but to approve its execution. 

As for the punishments ()f amputation of the hand or 
stoning an adulterer to death, these may be considered brutal 
only by those who do not realize their good effects on 
society. But those who are well-versed in the Shari'a and 
the penalties will see the positive points of these penalties. 
If offenders are not restrained from committing crime due 
to lack of faith, the Shari'a sees that they are deterred by 
the punishments they deserve. During my long carerer as a 
judge I never came across one incident of an adulteress or 
adulterer being stoned to death on the testimony of others, 
but were on the basis of their own confession and their 
insistence on the penalty after being cross-examined by the 
judge. The procedures taken to establish adultery were 
those followed by the Prophet. In the Kingdom the 
judge usually attends the punishment of stoning. Should the 
offender go hack on his confession the case is then referred 
to the court for re-trial. In establishirlg such a serious 
penalty the Shari'a displays great caution and accuracy in 
investigations. The public who attend the punishment of 
stoning would certainly think more than once before attemp
ting to commit adultery. 

Those who, through lack of faith, commit adultery 
sometimes confess their sin out of fear of retribution in the 
Hereafter, as Maiz and Ghamidiya did during the time of t\';1e 
Prophet. . 

Of course the number of those who are stoned is much 
1ess then the number of amputations. Those who consider 
hand amputation a brutal punishment should also realize 
the damage suffered by the victims whot 'lose their posses
sions and substance of life. The Shari'a takes care of those 
who are helpless against the ruthlessness of thieves. V'7ithout 
strict implementation of the Shari'a social peace and security 
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could not exist, as was the case before the reign of King 
Abdul Aziz. 

In the east or west where the Shari'a is not implemen-
ted people worry about their wealth and belongi~gs, and 
they must have heavy security when these possesslOns are 
moved. 

I would like to thank Dr. Hassan Sa'atyfor the point 
discussed by him as regards lawyers in this country. People 
generally avoid protecting' or defending an offender once he 
has confessed his crime and is convicted, for the act of 
defending a proved criminal contradicts the teachings of 
Islam. May God grant us His guidance on the right path 
and peace be upon the Prophet. 

Conductor of Discussions 

Thanks to Sheikh Saleh for his enlightening explana
tion;. I would like to add one more point in the case of 
theft and adultery: if the offender goes back on ~is con
fession he will not escape punishment altogether, 1f there 
is enough evidence of the crime committed the penalty 
could be commuted from a Hadd to a Ta'zir punishment. 

Dr. Giuseppe di Gennaro 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
In my capacity as President of the UN Committee on 

Crime Prevention and Control, my colleagues have asked 
me to express our deep appreciation to the Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia for their hospitality. I would like to speak 
also on behalf of Sir Arthur Peterson and those who could 
not be present here this evening. 

As the task of out Committee is to draft the UN 
preliminary memoranda on criminal legislation, it plays a 
significant role in adopting measutes to ensure the f~rmu
lation of a criminal policy for the Member States WIth a 
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view to improving security conditions through intetnatio
nal co-operation. 

Our main objective is to introduce programmes in 
the criminal legislation in order to create a crime-free 
society. 

It is difficult to identify the many causes that lead to 
spread of crime, but in my view the main cause is loss of 
faith amongst many people. The UN has outlined the value 
of the old heritage in every country of the world as well as 
the social and political means whereby crimes may be con
trolled and curbed. I believe that it is incumbent on the 
United Nations and the specialized organizations to collect 
information to assist crime prevention in the world. 

Our Committee has had a great opportunity to become 
familiar with the cultural heritage of Saudi Arabia and this 
fact has enabled us to draw comparisons in order to make 
important decisions. Although we do not pretend to have 
collected all the necessary information, we intend to make 
the ~est use. of m~th?ds that have been successfully emplo
yed In Saudl Arab!a In the campaign against crime. 

This Kingdo1U has illustrated that the Islamic Shari'a 
has succeeded in cO'r,.trolling crime and thus achieved social 
peace and security. 

. How can we link all this with the endeavours of inter
natlOnal organizations in this field? 

I would like to take this opportunity to express grati
tud~ and appreciation to the Kingdom, the Ministr~ of 
Justlce and the other authorities concerned with the con
ducting of this successful symposium. 

Dr. Jamal Mahmoud 

I shall deal briefly with two points: 

First: It has been mentioned that the economic factor 
plays a major role in reducing crime rate .. However, we 
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notice that the rate in developed and industrialized coun
tries has risen more than in developing and poorer countries, 
whereas in Saudi Arabia, . despite the increasing standard of 
living, the crime rate has r~tmained low thanks to the imple
mentation of the Islamic criminal legislation. 

Second: I thank the researcher for his ingenious me
thodology whereby contemporaries of two eras were inter
viewed .. His statistics could have also included the sentences 
relating to murder and other crimes. Capital punishment 
is a controversial issue between two schools of thought, 
while one school considers capital punishment a necessity, 
the other is not in. agreement. Islam has a middle road 
between these two sChools: according to the law of Kisas 
the murderer must be executed, but with the assent of the 
victim's kinsfolk the murderer could even be forgiven. 
Verily Islam does not transgress justice by any means. 

With regard to assault short of murder statistics on 
the sentences passed were necessary in order to dispel any 
doubts held by sceptics about the validity of amputation to 
curb thefts. 

Dr. Abdullah Banyan 

I would like to elaborate on a point mentioned by Dr. 
Hassan Sa'aty in response to my statement that the statistics 
presented were not detailed enough to draw a parallel be
tween the urban and rural areas. It seems that he misin
terpreted my remark as he said that the comparison betw.een 
the two areas does not come wii:.hin the scope of the research 
and the comparison would m:ean that the Shari'a is imple
mented only in towns and not in rural areas. 

As a matter of fact, what I meant was to confirm the 
unique experiment conducted by the Kingdom in the field 
of crime prevention and maintenance of the low crime rate 
in spite of modern development. This point was elaborated 
by Dr. Sa'aty himself. This unique experience has captured 
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Mr. Jahany 

Mr. Chairman, I -appreciate th~' efforts made' by the 
Kingdom in conducting this symposium and thank ya"u for 
having invited us to attend it. 

Conductor of Discussions 

. Now I give the floor to Professor d.. Warrert Le ~ _ 
rer, Department of Criminology, Ottawa University, .Can;d~. 

Professor Warren 

Thank you Mr. Chairman, I shall try to be brief 
have no questions to ask but I would lik.,. to '1 I 
Dr. Mourad for his valuable research. ~ congratu ate 

I ~ould ~lso like to extend my thanks to the Kingdom 
of ~aud1 ArabIa for having invited me to attend this sym
pOSIUm . on the effect of Islamic criminal legislation' on crime 
preventIOn, and much appteciate the hospitality accorded 
to us. 

Conductor of Discussions 

. Woul? Dr. Mourad kindly comment on the . 
raIsed durmg the discussions? pOInts 
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remark on the homogenous societies and the problepl of 
security, Islam in fact did overcome this problem a long time 
ago. While the majority wa,s entitled to rule, the minority 
was accorded sufficient freedom for practising its own reli
gion and national rights within the unity of the majority's 
values, provided these values are just and fair and worthy 
of respect by the minority. 

In response to Mr. K6nz's invitation to join the twelve 
countries which have already agreed to submit their crimi
nological statistics, the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia will con
sider'this invitation bearing in mind that it has just 'recently 
started developing the methodology of collecting and proces
sing criminal statistics. As for Professor van Outrive's 
comment, I would like to say that I am confident that our 
statistics reflect the offences that have actually taken place, 
for they are based on criminal reports and not on the sen
tences passed. This explanation was given in the Arabic but 
unfortunately omitted in the English version. 

However, it must be admitted that no matter how 
accurate statistics are, some incidents are not reported and 
hence not included. 

Our statistics include Hadd and Ta'zir crimes, such as 
murder, thefts, etc. 

As already mentioned the Kingdom eriJoys a great deal 
of security, one may travel anywhere in the country without 
fear of being molested or assaulted by highway robbers. 
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Due to technical difficulties we could not get the, resear
ches printed and distributed before the symposium was 
convened. As for Professor van Outrive's remark about 
stores being locked in Riyadh at prayer-time, I would like 
to emphasize that these are run and operated along modern 
western lines although there is no need for taking such 
measures. 

Regarding Dr. Tawfeeq Ash.,Shawy's remark about 
recidivism I would say that this is a significant phenomenon 
closely related to social security. 

The Ministry of Interior has embarked on a research 
on this phenomenon and some preliminary steps have al
ready been taken. The information collected so far indi
cates that few criminals go back to their crimes and these are 
usually not serious offences, such as smuggling, drinking 
and dealing in alcohol, in other words, offences that are not 
related to murder or highway robbery, although I do not 
intend to say that dealing in alcohol is in itself a simple 
offence. 

I agree with Dr. Jamal Mahmoud's comment when he 
mentioned that although Saudi Arabia was a poor country 
the crime rate was not high due to the implementation of 
the Shari'a. The application of qisas punishment and hand 
amputation has so remarkably deterred offenders that the 
country has been blessed with security and order. We have 
no statistics on crimes such as murder and maiming, al
though we are beginning to collect and process these using 
modern methodology. We have the data but it has not 
yet been sorted out. As Sheikh Saleh Laheidan said, hand 
amputation has now become very rare and as far as I know 
there has been only one incident since 1392 H (1972). 

As for Dr. Banyan's comment on Sa'aty's remark, I 
would like to add that according to the preliminary statistics 
available, there is no difference in crime rate between towns 
and villages., You may note that I said cc villages" and not 
the cc rural areas " because' we do not have any . We have 
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villages in the mountains, along t?e coast ~nd in the deser~. 
Although there is no difference ill the c~lme rate, t~ere IS 

a differenc~ in the type of crimes commItted. In vIllages 
most offences are due to squabbles over minor matters and 
some incidents of murder between families over agric~llt~l
ral land. 

Conductor of Discussions 

My thanks to Messrs. Mourad, Sa'aty, the commenta
tors and others who participated in this symposium. I 
would like to conclude that security can he achieved o~y 
through the implementation of the Shari'a,modern soc~e
ti~s that resort only to positive laws suffer from socIal 
deterioration and a high crime, rate. 

Chairman 

I' crive the floor to Sheikh Saleh Laheidan. p 

Sheikh Saleh Laheidan 

Praise be to God and peace be upon His Prophet, his 
kinsfolk and Companions.' I would like to elaborate o.n 
Dr. Mourad's statement regarding the majority rule: J)y thIS 
he meant that Muslims constituted, throughout the eras of 
the Islamic state, the majority of the pOP9lation, the non
lVIuslims being the minorities whose rights were fully gua
ranteed and respected. Thank you. 

Chairman 

I believe Dr. Mourad meant exactly this. I thank all 
those who participated in today's discussions and I now 
give the floor to the Honoura~le Sheik? Rashid Ibn Khi
neen, Acting Head of the Saud! DelegatlOn. 
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Sheikh Rashid Ibn Khineen 

Praise be to God and peace be upon Mohammad, God's 
Apostle, and the other prophets who preceded him. . 

This "symposium is about to be concluded after having 
listened to the fruitful researches on the definition of crime , 
sources of Islamic criminal legislation, determination of 
criminal responsibility and methods of proving the crime com
mitted, influence of faith, doctrine of enjoining what is right 
and forbidding what is wrong, influence of Islamic education 
on crime prevention, method of enforcing penalty 'i~ the 
KiIlgdom of Saudi Arabia and, lastly, the effect of the imple
mentation of the Shari'a on crime prevention in the Kingdom. 
All these topics were thoroughly dealt with and different 
viewpoints were exchanged. 

After all this I trust the participants are now convinced 
of the sublimity of Islamic legislation and its Success in 
combatting crime as evidenced by the low crime rate in the 
Kingdom. 

On the basis of the Islamic faith and the topics presented 
in this symposium the Saudi Delegation suggests that a re
commendation should be made to the peoples of the world to 
avail themselves of the Islamic Sharia in the best interests of 
humanity so that the evils of crime and deviation are aboli
shed: May God guide us to the rigHt path. 

Chairman 

Thanks to the Honourable Sheikh. I would like to draw 
the attention of the Rapporteur to this point when he submits 
the minutes to the participants tomorrow. During last Sun
day's debate there was some misunderstanding reo-ardino- the 

• b b 
translatIOn of some Shari'a terms into English. Although we 
are confident of the high standard of our translators it is not 
easy to accurately convey the various nuances of some terms 
when translated into another language. Thus, it seems that 
it was not possible to give a precise translation of the Arabic 
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version. Therefore I have requested Dr. Mohammad Ibn 
Sa'ad Rasheed, who is fluent in English, to elucidate the mi
sinterpreted terms. Before giving the floor to Dr. Rasheed I 
would like to remind you that the Ministry of Interior has 
prepared a brief report on criminal investigation and court 
procedures for the future reference of the participants. 

Dr. Mohammad Sa' ad Rasheed 

Actually I hesitated to comply with this request be
cause I prefer to speak in Arabic for a number of reasons. 
But after reading the English version of the papers. distri
buted and realizing the difficulty in the translation of some 
Shari'a terms I decided to speak in English on Islamic 
jurisprudence, legislation and ideals. . 

~ It is difficult to translate Shari'a terms from, ArabIC 
into English and vice-versa despite the high standard of the 
translators. 

I would like to start with the Petition Bureau which 
is a very important institution in Islamic legislation. This 
Bureau is administered by men of Islamic legislation under 
the direction of Sheikh Mohammad Ibn Jubeir, who hap
pens to be here now. Now why was this Bureau set up? The 
answer is that with the rapid progress made in the Kingdom, 
new courts and departments dealing with special problems 
have become necessary. 

To what extent should judicial authority be autono
mous? Although quite autonomous it is not completely 
separate from other authorities as maintained by Monte
squieu. The system of completely independent authorities 
has been criticized from the practical point of view. I have 
dealt with this argument because of the long history of the 
independence of the Islamic courts. By independence we 
mean the non-interference by the executive authority in the 
affairs of justice. King Abdul Aziz gave special rights to 
the religious scholars by virtue of their qualifita#ons in the 
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Shari'a. The Saudi judicature is as independent as any 
other authority in the land and resembles that of the United 
States of America and other countries. This means that the 
King has both duties and rights, as the concept of a monarch 
who has only rights and no duties is unknown to Islamic 
law. This means that the Islamic courts are independent 
and there are some procedures that help it remain sepa
rate. In brief these are: 

First: Selection and nominatioll of judges of high stan
dard, long experience, capability and loyalty. Judges must 
be graduates 9f Shai"i'a colleges and are appointed by a 
special Royal Decree. In addition to normal salaries judges 
are entitled to additional fringe benefits. 

Second: The immunity enjoyed by judges means that 
they cannot be transferred or their services terminated by 
the executive authority, although the -legislative authority 
itself depends on the prevailing governmental system. 

Third: Saudi judges enjoy full protection by the law 
in order to retain their independence in judgements. Their 
immunity safeguards them against any form of abuse. 

Fourth: Integrity and Impartiality - Judges are re
stricted as regards their judiciary position, they must be 
impartial, they cannot pass judgement on matters involving 
relatives, enemies or personal interests. The judge cannot 
have contact outside the court with either of· the contend
ing parties or their representatives. He cannot participate 
in any activities that may blemish his reputation, such as an 
occupation outside his portfolio. 

I would like to give you 'some idea of the admini
strative system in the Kingdom. There are courts that 
handle criminal matters and examine specific cases and di
sputes; there are courts of summary jurisdiction with one 
judge; the Supreme Religious Court, which consists of 
seven grand judges, deals with serious' offences and crimes; 
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there are also numerous courts of First Instance as well as 
two courts of Appeal, one in Riyadh and the other in 
Mecca, these are known as the Courts of Cassation and many 
judges are employed to deal with criminal and civil cases; 
cases related to murder are referred to the Supreme Court 
which revises the sentences passed by other courts. 

How does this system operate? Well, it is quite diffi
cult to distinguish between the preliminary questioning and 
interrogation regarding a given accusation as both are con
ducted by the police and are not subject to the jurisdiction 
of any judicial authority. In this sense there is a great simi
larity between the British and Saudi systems. In ord~r not 
to violate the traditions of the Kingdom, the idea of form
ing a semi-judicial court for investigations was not pursued. 

, Litigious procedures could be taken by: 

1. Individuals who wish to lodge a suit against 
another individual or authorities; 

2. The police; bearing in mind that the Saudi 
judges conduct open trials, in the interest of public morals, 
and they thoroughly examine all aspects of every case; 

',-, 
3. The presence of all parties concerned and the 

observance of justice and equality between the two contend
ing parties. 

The Prophet said that both contending parties should 
be present at the trial and each party shol.l1d be given an, 
equal opportunity to make his point, they should not talk 
loudly to each other, the poor and the weak should be 
given the same treatment as the rich' and the strong. 

4. Passing of judgement. 

Each party has the legal right to defend his case. The 
court does not welcome large crowds in the court-house 
during the hearings and forbids side consultations which 
might affect the technical aspects of the trial. Once a crime 
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i~ firmly established with concrete evidence the sentence is 
passed at the end of the session. The defendant and the 
plaintiff should substantiate the points they want to make 
with concrete proof.' It is worth noting that proof and 
evidence must be produced by the plaintiff particularly 
with regard to HudOl~d crimes. Proof may be substantiated 
through the foIlowing: 

i) material evidence; 

ii) documentary evidence (exhibit); 

iii) witnesses. 

A self-confessed offender should feel completely free 
to express his views without any restrictions and his con
fession should not be subject to any pressures. Custody, 
imprisonment or confiscation of property can not take place 
without ·a warrant. . 

As regards Hudoud crimes Sheikh Saleh Laheidan 
maintains that withdrawal of self-confession is permissible 
but in that case another trial is conducted. No consideration 
is given to anything arousing suspicion during the trial. 

The fact that Islamic courts enjoy complete indepen
dence in Saudi Arabia makes it strong and forceful. 

In Saudi Arabia the accused is innocent until he IS 
proved guilty. This shows that every possible effort is 
made to ensure that justice is meted out. 

Chairman 

Thanks to Dr. Mohammad Sa'ad Rftsheed for his ex
planation. I wish you all the best until we meet tomorrow. 
God's peace be upon you. 

(The session was adjourned at 9.25 p.m.). 

On Wednesday evening, Shaw-al 20, 1396 H (13 Oc
tober 1976) at 5.20 p.m. the closing session of the sympo-
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sium was convened at the King Feisal Conference ~aIl, 
Ma'zir, Riyadh, under the chairmanship of H.R.H. Prmce 
Ahmed Ibn Abdul Aziz. 

Chairman 

We start this closing session by expressing our appr~
ciation to all the participants and those who took part In 
researches and discussions elucidating the advantages of 
the Islamic legislation and its implementation. .We trust 
that these efforts will prove fruitful and beneficIal to the 
whole world. 

I give the floor to Dr. Abdul Wahab AI-Ashmawy, 
Rapporteur, to read the final report. 

Dr. Abdul Wahab Al-Ashmawy 

H.R.H. the Chairman, 
Your Royal Highness and members of this symposium 

have accorded me a great honour by electing me as. the 
Rapporteur of this symposium. From the outset I ~eahzed 
the magnitude of this responsibility. While performmg my 
tasK I often resorted to our honourable Shari'a scholars for 
their assistance and guidance. I hope I have done the 
right thing. 
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FINAL REPORT 
ON PROCEEDINGS OF THE SYMPOSIUM ON THE 

EFFECT OF ISLAMIC LEGISLATION ON CRIME 
PREVENTION 

1. At the invitation of the Ministry of Interior of 
Saudi Arabia the symposium was convened in Riyadh from 
16 to 20 Shawal 1396 H (9-13 October 1976) and was 
conducted under :the auspices of the Arab Organization for 
Social Defence of the Arab League and ul1der .the super
vision of the Research Centre for Prevention of Crime, Mi
nistry of Interior, Saudi Arabia. 

Delegations from Arab and Muslim countries, repre
sentatives from Arab and Islamic universities and a number 
of distinguished scholars from various parts of the world 
attended the meetings. 

2. In order to implement policies to overcome crime 
and moral perversion the Government of Saudi Arabia or
ganized and conducted this symposium, the main objectives 
of which were: 

i. to illustrate how the Islamic Shari'a can over
come the crime problems of the modern world; 

ii. to show the social and human advantages achie
ved by the implementation of the Islamic criminal legisla-
tion in terms of stability, justice and security; , 

iii. to encourage the study of effective solutions 
provided by the Shari'a to solve the problems that plague 
modern societies. 
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3. H.R.H. Prince Naif Ibn Abdul Aziz, Minister of 
Interior, graciously inaugurated the symposium. In his 
opening speech he indicated that the Sharia is the overall 
framework of life in the Kingdom, it is the source of moral 
strength as well as regulations and legislations and the source 
of social coherence. His Royal Highness expressed his desire 
to conduct similar symposia with a view to providing fur
ther information to interested parties. The same' aspiration 
was shared by the Secretary of the Arab Organization for 
Social Defence. In his speech he underscored the Organiza
tion's intent to contribute to the efforts made all over the 
world to control crime and bring social peace and security 
to humanity. 

4. - The symposium commenced with the unanimous 
elections of H.R.H. Prince Ahmed Ibn Abdul Aziz, Head 
of the Saudi Delegation and Deputy-Minister of Interior, as 
Chairman of the symposium, Dr. Ibrahim Al-Awaji, Under
Secretary of the Ministry of Interior, as Vice-Chairman, and 
Dr. Abdul Wahab Ashmawy, Secretary of the Arab Orga
nization for Social Defence as Rapporte~t'" 

The symposium' discussed the topics outlined in the 
following paragraphs, over a period of five days, resulting 
in some positive recommendations as recorded in this report. 

5. Definition of Crime according to Islamic Law and 
Islamic Legislative Sources 

This research, presented by Sheikh Mohammad Ibn 
Jubeir, concentrated on the definition of crime'in Islam, 
which is the commission of a prohibited act ~r the omission 
of a commandment as ordered or forbidden by God and 
His Prophet. God has prescribed appropriate penalties for 
the crime perpetrated. This is done in accordance with the 
injunctions of the Quran which specifies the type of the 
penalty to be inflicted. Alternatively, judges or the authori-
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ties in charge may pass judgements. In Islamic jurispru
dence crimes are classified according to the extent of the 
damage done. In the Islamic Shari'a penalty is characterized 
by the fact that only the offender is held responsible and 
punished, offenders committing the same crime get the same 
punishment and legitimacy must be established; in other 
words, no punishment can be inflicted unless verified by the 
Quran or the Hadith. The research referred to the sources 
of the Islamic criminal legislation, which are the aoly 
Quran, Sunnah, Imams' Consensus of Opinions, Analogy, 
Universally Approved Opinions and Unspecified Interest. of 
Common Good. The penalties related to Hudoud and all 
forms of a:;;saults are det~rmined by the relevan~ Quranic 
verses, and those prescribed for other crime~ are determined 
in accordance with other sources. The flexibility which 
characterizes the Islamic criminal jurisprudence enables it 
to cope with any type of crime. 

The Islamic criminal legislation leaves no room for 
the offender to escape punishment. Any -- crime of ahy de
scription has its prescribeq penalty in the- Sharia. Penalty 
in the Sharia is a deterrent and repellent at the same time. 
The Islamic Sharia is anxious to preserve the five funda
mentals of society, namely, religion, life, offspring, property 
and intellect. 

6. Defining Criminal Responsibility according to Isla
mic Legisldtion 

This research was presented by Dr. Mohammad Salam 
Madkour. It was made clear that criminal responsibility 
is -based on moral grounds more so than on abstract laws. 
Punishable crimes are also sins forbidden by religion, and 
therefore avoiding a sin is not only compliance with the 
written commandnient but it is also a sign of submission to 
God. Thus everyqody is responsible for his own behaviour 
as the QuraJ;l says: (( N9 soul shall bear another's burden" ~ 
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Islam leaves the way open for the offender to repent so 
that he will not be stigmatized because of his crime, and 
after penalization he can return to society as a useful 
citizen. 

7. Means of Evidence in Islamic Law 

Sheikh Saleh Laheidan presented this research in which 
he pointed out that an offender's crime may be proved 
through the testimony of witnesses, self-confession or cir
cumstantial evidence presented to the judge. However, .the 
main methods of proving a crime are self-confession and 
the testimony of witnesses, the exception to this being cir
cumstantial evidence. As the Shari a is based on justice and 
righteousness all means leading to the truth should be 
explored. 

The researcher pointed out, however, that circumstan
tial evidence is the most delicate of all the methods, for 
this depends exclusively on the judge's estimation of 
facts and his own discretion and authority. Therefore it is 
necessary that circumstantial evidence be concrete and used 
for any offences apart from Hudoud and Kisas punishments. 

The punishment meted out to a criminal is commensu
rate with the efforts made in investigating and proving the 
crime. Islam is very strict regarding the methods of prov
ing a crime, but once it is proved there is no way for the 
offender to escape the punishment he deserves. A number 
of speakers indicated the moral nature of the Sharia as 
regards the detection of a crime. The integrity of witnesses 
is a high prerequisite in accepting their testimony. The 
lengthy discussions revealed that there is no contrast be
tween modern methods of investigation and those followed 
by the Sharia, whose objective is to attain justice. Islamic 
criminal legislation has tremendous l.espect for man's di
gnity and forbids resorting to any physical or psychological 
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I methods to force a confession as, according to the Sharia, 

a man is innocent until he is proved guilty. 

The research goes into further details on circumstantial 
evidence and modern methods of detection of crimes. 

8. Effect of Religion against Crime 

This research was presented by Sheikh Manna Ka~tan 
who said that the Sharia, which is based on monotheIs~, 
fosters a continuous relationship between Man and hIs 
Creator. 

This relationship deepens man's sense .of re~ponsib~ty 
and conscience towards other members of hIS socIety. FaIth 
sublimates the soul and elevates the human spirit towards 
integrity, piety and honesty . Worships of any kind are 
effective means to understand the concepts of good and 
righteousness in man and lead him on the right path. 

Submission to God rather than fear of authority is the 
real spiritual deterrent. The effect of religion is. e~ident 
by considering the worldly punishment as an expIatlOn of 
the offender's act, thereby purifying him in. the Her~af~er. 
This undoubtedly helps lessen the temptatIon of sI~kmg 
into the abyss of sin, and so creates a sound and Ideal 
society. . . 

Many speakers at the symposium advocated mtensIfy
ing the Islamic concepts and values because of their great 
influence on crime prevention. 

9. Effect of the Quranic Teaching II to enjoin the 
good and refrain from evil II 

This research, which was submitted by Sheikh. Naser 
Ibn Hamd Ibn Rashed, elucidated .that the doctrme of 
enjoining what is right and forbidding w~at i~ wrong ~s one 
of the most important pillars of educatIon In IslamIC so
cieties where children are brought up on solid grounds of 
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virtue. Likewise, this doctrine is one of the means of 
forming a righteous public opinion and thus the individual, 
brought up in this atmosphere, tries to co-operate with so,. 
ciety and not deviate from it. 

10. Influence of Islamic Education on Crime Pre-
/( vention 

Professor Mohammad Qutb presented this research in 
which he underline~ that the main scope of Islamic edu
cation is to create a good and virtuous citizen who is in 
constant touch with his Creator and his country a~d ~ho 
ende,avours to work for the welfare of s~ciety. A man who 
is brought up on the Islamic ideals avoids committi,ng of
fences and sins. This e;xplains why Islam urges parents 
and rulers to set a good example for the young. . 

Unlike the positive laws, the Islamic Sharia does not 
start with punishment and end by applying it. On the 
contrary, Islamic criminal legislation is closely related to faith, 
and societal social and' moral systems. Penalty' is inflicted 
when all other methods of prevention have been exhausted. 
This topic, because of its particular import~nce, calls for a 
separate symposium for further elaboration. ' 

11. Sharia Penalties and Ways of their Implementa
tion in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

This topic was dealt with by Sheikh Mohammad Ibrl 
Ibrahim Huwesh as regards Kisas (execution), Diya (blood 
money) and Kaffara .( expiation), and by Dr. Oroar Matrak 
on Hudoud (fixed penalty) and Ta'zir (discretionary penal
ty). These punishments are implemented in the Kingdom 
as follows; . 

(a) Premeditated murder is puttished by Kisas or 
Diya if the victim's heirs agree to'it. In the case of murder 
by error the offender must give Diya to the victim,' s heirs. 
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'; (b) The punishments for Hudoud crimes are those 
prescribed in the Holy Quran and the Sunnah. They, are: 
adultery, punishable by flogging or stoning to deat.h; de
famation, punishable by flogging; intoXication, pUnIshable 
by flogging; theft, punishable by hand amputation; highway 
robbery, punishable by execution, crucifi"don, amputation 
of ~ne hand and one foot crosswise, or exile; apostasy, 
punishable by execution. The Court procedures and the 
execution of penalties> are performed in accordance with 
the provisions of the Sharia. Other crimes, for which no 
specified Hadd or Kaffara is prescribed, are punishable by 
Ta'zir penalties which include flogging, imprisonment, fines, 
expulsion from occupation, exile and defamation in pub~ic. 

The penalty the offender deserves is imposed at the 
discretion of the authorities. 

All these procedures prove that no inno~ent person is 
punished nor can an offender escape justice and punish
ment. Furthermore, the Sharia endeavours to prot(~ct the 
offender's life until the last moment by trying to convince 
the victim's heirs to ~ccept Diya in place of execution. 

12. Effect of the Implementation of the Islamic 
Criminal Legislation on Crime Prevention in the Kingdom 
of Saudi Arabi~ 

Dr. Farouk Abdul Rahman Mourad presented this 
research in which he elucidated the great difference be
tween the era before the reign of King Abdul Aziz, when 
there was chaos and insecurity, and the period under his 
reign and afterwards when the country felt social justice, 
security and prosperity, thanks to the strict implementation 
of the Sharia on all ranks of the population without 
distinction. 

The statistics presented in the re~earch illustrate that 
the crime rate in Saudi Arabia in 1386 H (1966) was as 
low as .32 per thousand and continued to decrease until it 
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reached .18 per thousand in 1395 H (1975). The partici
pants showed great interest in the statistics. 

13. Points of Agreement Among the Speakers 

a) A number of speakers pointed out- that the ante
dated research methodology used in Islamic jurisprudence 
fails to unravel the principles of the Islamic Sharia which 
can be applied despite changed ways of living. Therefore, 
it was agreed that Islamic jurisprudence should be rendered 
in a way that could be easily understood by researchers as 
well as by those who seek to learn more about the Sharia, 
thus paving the way for countries to implement the Islamic 
criminal legislation. 

b) The participants agreed with H.R.H. Prince Naif 
Abdul Aziz when he stated at the inauguration of the 
symposium that he hoped further '~ymposia of this kind 
would be held, particularly on topics such as criminal 
responsibility and crime dl;t~ction. The Arab Organization 
for Social Defence was requested to follow up the matter in 
co-operation with the Government of Saudi Arab~1 

c) Many other Islamic countries expressed their inten
tion to follow the example of Saudi Arabia in implementing 
the Shari a in all aspects of life and the idea was also adopted 
by a number of official and non-official bodies. The neces
sity of putting this idea into practice was stressed. Of course 
this would require a lot of initiative in conducting further 
studies and searches for the treasures of the Islamic juri
sprudence. It was recommended that a committee be for
med to follow the matter so that the Shari a could be imple
mented in the Islamic countries. 

d) As very few reference books in foreign languages on 
the Islamic criminal legislation exist the symposium re
commended that the Arab Organization for Social Defence, 
in co-operation with the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and in 
conjunction with the United N~tions and other interna-
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tional research centres fulfil this commitment with a View 
to propagating the laws of the Sharia. 

e) As tht/effect of Islamic education on crime pre
vention is very important, it was recommended that. study 
of the Sharia be introduced at all stages of education so 
that the teachings are inculcated into the minds and hearts 
of the vouth. It was also recommended that the Islamic 
countri~s should exchange these studies and to fully co
operate with their mass media and research centres. 

\ 14. The participants were cordially welco.med by H. 
R.B:. Prince Fahd Ibn Abdul Aziz, Crown Prmce of the 
Ki~~dom who confirmed the Kingdom's support for such 
sy~posia: The members expressed th~ir appreciation. and 
gratitude to the Kingdom for. converung the symposiUm. 

Before closing, the symposiUm called upon the pe?~les 
of the world the intellectuals, the men of law and dec1slOn
makers to r~sort to the treasures of the Islamic Sharia to 
save humanity from the evils of crime and perversion. 

Praise be· to God, the Cherisher and Sustainer of the 

Worlds. 

Chairman 

The Rapporteur will now read the appeal, then we 
shall have a break for prayer and afterwards we shall meet 
again tp; conclude ,our discussions. If anybody has any 
remarkS-- to make they are welcome to do so after the 

prayer. 

Dr. Abdul Wahab Al-Ashmawy 

Appeal to the world 

The Arab Symposium on the Effect of Islamic Legisl~
tion on Crime Prevention in Saudi Arabia was held 1n 
Riyadh in the month of Shawal 1396 H (October 1976) at 
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the invitation of the Kingdom of Saudi At b' '""'h . di d ala. 1 e sym-
pOSIUm scusse the provisions of the Sharia on . . I 
matters and the penalties prescribed by G d ~ h crlmtHna 
do d Ki d ~ 0 ,suc as u
f u, sas. a~ others with a view to deterring 'offenders 
rom commIttIng crime. . . 

The symposium .elucidated how the Sharia la 
more c h' d . . . ,ws are 
di' ompre enSlve an flexIble then positive laws, ~ If the 

VIne !aws of Islam were adopted, stability, securi . and 
prosperIty would prevail. . ty 

The participating dele t d h'· h . h ; ga es expresse t elr earnest 
ope ~ t at t?e Islamic criminal legislation be adopted In 

order to achieve the desired objectives. 

.. To fulfil its com!Ditment to this cause, the symposium 
:~ongly appeals to t?: nations of the world, intellectuals, 

n. o~ law and decIsIOn-makers, to resort to the Islamic 
Sh~rla In order to attain soci~l peace, security and prosperity. 

Chairman 

shall We shall ~reak now to ~ay our prayer, after which we 
meet agaIn. (The seSSIOn was adjourned at 6 0 and 

resumed at 6. 30 p.m.). . 

Chairman 

The. parti~ipants who w~t to speak are kindly asked 
to be brIef as we have v~ry little time left All th 
m
I 
e~ts and remarks will be recorded by the R~pporteur ~ ~m-
gIve the floor to Mr S I K .' ow 

Mini· fl' . a em aswany, ASSIstant Deputy 
ster 0 nterIOr, Jordan. 

Mr. Salem Kaswany 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

I ~~ ~~alf of my colleagues of the Jordanian Delegation 
wo e to express our gratitude to the Kingdom of 
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Saudi Arabia for having invited us to attend this symposium, 
and to express our appreciation for your cordial hospitality. 

This symposium. has proved that· the preventive· and 
penal aspects of the Islamic legislation are characterized by 
flexibility. After a period of chaos, instability and injustice 
the Islamic jurisprudence has regained its pioneering role 
in moulding the Islamic laws on solid grounds. Certainly 
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is much appreciated for its 
initiative in calling upon the nations of the world to follow 
its example. 

I believe that the symposium has reached the follow
ing conclusive results: 

1. The comparative studies between the Islamic 
Sharia and western positive laws will serve as a starting 
point for further explanations of the Islamic criminal 
legislation. 

2; The symposium has succeeded in providing· a 
legal and juridical outline for the legislators in the Arab 
and Islamic world. This sho'uld persuade them of the ne
cessity of implementing the Islamic criminal law, and will 
undoubtedly have its effect on positive laws in those 
countries. 

3. The field research work proved to the partici
pants that, thanks to the implementation of the Islamic 
criminal law, the crime rate in this beloved country IS 
very low. 

I need not count all the positive results of this sym
posium but I must admit that I, as a participant, have 
benefitted a lot from the discussions. 

I reiterate my thanks, on behalf of the Jordanian De
legation, to H.R.H. Prince Naif Ibn Abdul Aziz, Minister 
of Interior, for sponsoring and inaugurating this symposium, 
to H.R.H. Prince Ahmed Abdul Aziz, Chairman of the 
symposium, to Dr. Ibrahim Al-Awaji, Deputy Minister of 1n-
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terior and Vice-Chairman who so ably conducted the ses
sions, to the Rapporteur, to all the commentators, partici. 
pants, translators, employees of the Ministry of Interior 
and public relations personnel for their kind attention. 

God's peace be upon you. 

Chairman 

My thanks to you. 

Now I give the /loor to Sheikh Mohammad Juleid, 
the Somali Delegate. 

Sheikh Mohammad J uleid 

Your Royal Highness, 

Praise be to God and peace be upon His Prophet, his 
kinsfolk and Companions. Verily, compliance with the 
commandments of God and the injunctions of the Sunnah 
leads man to success and prosperity while disobedience to 
God drives him to misety and Hell. In this connection the 
Holy Quran says: 

and 
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(( We have revealed for you 

(0 men) a Book in which 
Is a Message for you 

Will ye not then understand? )} 

Chapter 21, verse 10. 

(( And this is a Book 

Which we have revealed 

As a bleSSing: so follow it 

And be righteous, that ye 
May receive mercy )}. 

Chapter 6, verse 155. 

J .. , 
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and 
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(( 0 ye who believe 

If you will aid 

(The cause of) God 

He will aid you 

And plant your feet firmly. 

But those who reject (God) 

For them is destruction 

And (God) will render 

Their deeds astray· 
. ~) )} (From their mare . 

Chapter 47, verses 7 and 8. 

(( God will 

Certainly aid those who 

Aid His (cause))' for verily 

God is full of strength, 

Exalted in Might 

(Able to enforce His Will) 

(They are) those who, 

If we establish them 

In the land, establish 

Regular prayer, and give 

Regular charity, enjoin 

The right and fot'bid wrong 

W" 'th God rests the end 
z , )} 

(And decuion) of (all) afJazrs . 

Chapter 22, verses 40 and 41. 

( 
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and 

rr And it was due from us 

To aid thbse who believed". 

Chapter 30, verse' 4 7 . 

. As regards the People of the Book (Jews and Chri-
stlans) the Holy Quran says: , 

rr If only the People of the Book 

Had believed and been righteous~ 
We should indeed have 

Blotted out their iniquities 
And admitted them 

To Gardens of Bliss. 

If only they had stood fast 

By the Torah} the Gospel 

And all the revelation that was sent 
To them from their Lord 

They would have enjoyed 

Happiness from every side". 

Chapter 5, v~rses 68 and 69. 

The Quran also says: 

rr If the people of the towns 

Had but believed and feared 
God} We should indeed 

Have opened out to them 

(All kinds of) blessings 

~ 
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'From heaven and earth' 

But they rejected (the truth) 
And We brought them . 

To book for their misdeeds ". 

Chapter 7, verse 96., 

rr (And God}s Message is) 

If they (the Pagans) 

Had (only) remained 

On the (right) Way 

We should certainly have 
Bestowed on them Rain ~': 

In abundance }}. 

Chapter 72, verse 16. 

The real cause of poverty, fear, weakness and dissen
sion amongst Muslims is due to the fact that they do not 
abide by the tenets of the Quran and the Sunnah. Colo
nialism spared no efforts to discourage Muslims from adher
ing to the Sharia because otherwise the colonialist powers 
could not have divided and ruled the Islamic peoples. Un
fortunately, those Satanic powers succeecled in their con
spiracy by persuading the Muslims to' fQrsake the Quranic 
teachings and follow the positive laws ,Ito the point that 
some Muslim weaklings say that the Sharia is impractical 
for this age. Of course this is a great fallacy. We must try 
to get Muslims back to their Holy Book and the Sunnah. 

~~! Rain (literally wateO stands fgr all kinds of blessings, material, 
moral and spiritual and the insight into highert.~ings (Translator's note). 
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The Prophet said: (( I have left you God's Book and my 
Sunnah to be guided by ". The Quran says: 

cc Truly God loves those 

Who fight in His· Cause 

(In battle array)} . as if 

They were a solid 
Cemented structure }). 

Chapter 61, verse 4. 

The Prophet said in this connection: (( Solidarity 
amongst Muslims gives them unity and strength ". 

Finally, I would like to thank the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia for the great services it renders for Islam and Mu
slims. May God bestow His mercy upon the Muslims. 

Chairman 

Now I give the floor to Professor Shazly Bouraquiba, 
Head of the Tunisian Delegation. 

Professor Shazly Bouraquiba 

Your Excellency the Prifice, 
.Before starting my discussion I would like to express 

my su;~ere appreciation to the participants, and especially to 
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the great Protector of 
Islam. I also owe thanks to the Vice-Chairman who con
ducted the meetings with great dexterity and ability and 
the Rapporteur, the. pride of Muslim youth, and all the 
researchers, commentators and participants. Now I have 
two proposals to put forward: c:"': 

i. after the participants return to their home coun
tries they should brief their people on the topics discussed 
in this symposium through various media, such as the press, 
lectures and local seminars; 
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ii. the organization of periodical seminars before 
Ii and during the pilgrimage season each year, at which the 
I) Islamic countries should be present to examine the subjects 
I prepared by a committee specially created for this purpose. 
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Thank you. 

Chairman 

Thank you. 
The floor is given to Professor Adnan Raouf Hassan, 

Head of the Iraqi Delegation. 

Professor Adnan Raouf Hassan 

Mr. Chairman, Respectable Participants, 
On behalf of the Iraqi Delegation I express my thanks 

to the Government and people of the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia for their efforts to organize and conduct this sympo
sium in order to reach the objectives desired by the Muslims 
in serving the divine Sharia. Likewise, we admire the 
researches and the comments helped in enlightening us about 
the sublime Sharia laws as regards crime problems and 
their combatting. I pray God to show us the straight path, 
the path of those whom He has favoured and not the path 
of those who earn his anger nor those who go astray, Amen. 
God's Peace, Mercy and Blessings be upon you. 

Chairman J:' 
. ~"' 

Thank you. Would Professor Idris Zarw;ly'/take over? 

Professor Idris Zarwaly 

Mr. Chairman, 
It was a great event for me to come here, the land 

to which we are so closely tied through religion, language 
and Arab fraternity, and to which we turn our faces many 
times a day (at prayer time). It also gives me great pleasure 
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to represent my country, lIle Kingdom 1.7£ Morocco, at this 
symposium, on the invitation of the Government of Saudi 
Arabia. Needless to say the discussions proved beyond any 
doubt how the Islamic Sharia is effective at all tunes and 
all places. 

It is worth noting that these discussions were shared 
by distinguished scholars representing both international 
organizations and non-Muslim countries. This Kingdom is 
undoubtedly a pioneer as regards the implementation of the 
Sharia in the interests of all, throuf:,h the implementation 
of which Islam has regained its past glory, security, stability 
and prosperity. I join the others in extending my sincere 
thanks to the Kingdom for this blessed initiative and I 
shall go back home full of satisfaction and delight at the 
success of this symposium. God's peace be upon you. 

Chairman 

I give the floor to Dr. Ali Ahmed Mohammad Abu 
Bakr, Representative of Um-Durman Islamic University. 

Dr. Ali Abu Bakr 

First of all, on behalf of Um-Durman Islamic Univer
sity, I would like to thank the Minister of Interior and all 
the organizers of this symposium for enabling us to attend 
and meet with the Delegations of the Islamic World. Al
though I missed the first part of the symposium because of 
circumstances beyond my control, I had the opportunity 
of going through the previous researches, and after listen
ing to the final report I am quite satisfied that the Islamic 
legislation was dealt with from all angles. I am sure that 
the Muslim participants will not be content with the fact 
that they attended this symposium, but will also strive to 
have the legislation implemented in their own countries 
as well. 

God's Peace, Mercy and Blessings be upon you. 
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Chairman 

I give the floor to Professor Said Hikmat. 

Professor Said Hikmat 

On behalf of my colleagues of the UN C~mn:ittee on 
Crime Prevention and Control, Criminal LeglslatlOn Ge
neral Assembly, my country and mysel~, I exten~ my tha~= 
to the Kingdom for inviting me to this sympoSlUm. Be~d 
a Muslim and a representative of my country, Iran, k~ wo h 
like to confirm that our Islamic people are see mg t e 
social and economic system in the interests ?f world p:o-

rit but such a system cannot prosper WIthout the In-
sp~ y, f th Islamic laws We hope that with the help 
splratlOn 0 e . hI' h' King 
f Hi Majesty King Khalid and the sc 0 ars In t IS -
~om ~rther symposia in this field will be held on. a ~era~ 
basis'.:n order to expand understan~ing of :he. prlnClp ~ 0_ 

the Islamic Shari a which is already In practIce In the King 
dom of Saudi Arabia. 

Thank you and I wish you all the best. 

Chairman 

Would Dr. Abdul Kareem Zeidan, Representative of 
Baghdad University, take over? 

Dr. Abdul Kareem Zeidan 

I believe that a positive result of this symposium 
would be the creation of a committee to pr~p?re an en~y
clopedia on Islamic criminal legislation conslstmg of three 

parts: . h I 1 . iminal 
.) First part: introductlOn to t e s amlC c.r . 

legislati~n, comprising the broad lines. a~d . the prmCiples 
on which these legislations are based (mcld.entally most of 
these points were dealt with by the symposlUm). 
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· ii) Second part: a detailed description of the Isla-
mIC criminal legislation on the pattern of a modern criminal 
law book. 

iii) Third part: a glossary of the definitions and in
terpretations of Islamic law in simple language. 

We must remember that in this way people would be 
more attracted to :find out about Islamic legislation espe
ci~y when it i~ well presented and defined. I sugge~t that 
thIs. encyclopedia be compiled within one year, and draft 
copIes be sent to the members of this symposium for their 
comments, all of which will be collected and sent once again 
to the participants for further remarks. These will be studied 
in a s~mposium to give final aproval to the project (( Ency
clopedIa of the Islamic Criminal Legislation;; in order to 
have. it pri~ted and published. Then I suggest that the 
ArabIc. ve~slOn be translated into the main foreign languages 
an~ dI~t~Ibuted to as many countries, organizations and 
uruversltIes as possible. God's Peace, Mercy and Blessings 
be upon you. 

Chairman 

Thank you, Dr. Zeidan, for your interesting proposal. 
~I~hough all suggestions are recorded, I would appreciate 
It If you could put your proposal in writing. 

Dr. Mustafa AI-Awaji 

My thanks to God for bringing all of us to this 
gathering. 

The eyes of the world are focussed on the Arab world 
for ~ts oil, as t~s is the source of employment and pro
sp~r1t~. ~ e ~ralse God, not only for providing us with 
th!s 011, whI~~ IS the backbone of modern industry, but also 
with the splt1tual power that transcends materialism. We 
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can certainly let the world learn the moral, spiritual, re
ligious, legal and social principles of the Islamic Sharia so 
that humanity can change from being materialistic to hu
manitarian, combining worldly and religious interests. 

Those distinguished western scholars who participated 
in this symposium are well aware that there is no future 
for a world without a sound moral basis. It is time that the 
west imported these cultural and moral values in its own 
interest just as it imports the much needed oil from the 
Arab world. We shall welcome western scholars and re
searchers just as their petroleum and mineral engineers who 
come here looking for oil. 

Therefore, we have to encourage researches on the 
Islamic Sharia and on social, moral and religious principles. 
Likewise, we should set up departments in foreign and 
Arab universities, financed by the Arabs, to propagate the 
Islamic Sharia to students of law. Furthermore, we must 
support the Arab Organization for Social Defence of the 
Arab League by augmenting its financial, human and techni
cal resources through a separate fund. 

Also we should not forget our fellow-Muslims in Asia 
and the Far East, who are strict Muslims and recite the 
Quran though they do not know Arabie. We should foster 
our ties with these and encourage the study of Arabic in 
their schools and universities. 

On behalf of my colleagues) the participants in this 
symposium, I would like to express my sincere gratitude to 
the organizers. Indeed their efforts have been crowned with 
success. Peace be upon you. 

Chairman 

Thank you. I would like to bring to the notice of the 
Tunisian Delegate that seminars are held during the pil
grImage season under the auspices of the Ministry of Pil
grImage. 
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Now to conclude the discussions, the Rapporteur has a 
proposal to make. 

Dr. Abdul Wahab Ashmawy 

I propose that we send a cable to H.R.H. Prince Fahd 
Ibn Abdul Aziz, the Crown Prince, and another to H.R.H. 
Prince Naif Abdul Aziz, the Minister of Interior, expres
sing our sincere appreciation for their kind hospitality and 
cordial welcome. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

Chairman 

Do you all agree to this proposal? 
(Unanimously agreed). 

Chairman 

Thank you for your proposal. I would appreciate it 
if Dr. Ashmawy could draft the text of the two cables. 

I trust that this will not be the last occasion on which 
we will get together, and that this will be followed by other 
symposia. 

On my part, as Chairman of the symposium, I thank 
everybody who took part, including the researchers, commen
tators, participants and the staff in charge of the organization. 

Now I give the floor to the Head of the Saudi Dele
gation to give a brief speech on behalf of the Kingdom. 

Saudi Arabian Delegate 

Praise be to God and peace be upon the Prophet. 
I trust the participants will continue to promote the 

ideas .and ideals of the Islamic Sharia, particularly as regards 
crime prevention. Let the world know about the success 
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of the implementation of the Sharia in this Kingdom in 
combatting crime. 

I thank all my colleagues for their painstaking efforts 
for the success of this symposium. 

I hope that I will see you again in similar gatherino-s 
in the interest of humanity. God's Peace and Mercy a;d 
Blessings be upon you. 

Chairman 

Now to conclude the symposium I wish you all a 
happy stay and to those who are leaving, a safe trip home. 
In the meantime, the Kingdom will be all too pleased to 
supply any facilities and services you may need. A scheduled 
programme has been prepared for tours to Mecca and Me
dina for those who have not as yet had the chance to 
visit these places. 

As Chairman, and on behalf of Dr. Ibrahim AI-Awaji as 
Vice-Chairman, we are much obliged to you for having 
plac~d your trust in us for conducting the symposium. 

May God the Almighty grant you prosperity and 
success. 

God's Peace be upon you. I hope to see you agam, 
God willing (InshaIlah). 

(The session was c011cluded at 7 10 ) . p.m .. 
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ApPENDIX 

PARTICIPANTS IN THE SEMINAR ON THE EFFECT 
OF ISLAMIC LEGISLATION 

ON CRIME PREVENTION 

Researchers 

1. Sheikh Mohammad Ibn Ibrahim Ibn Jubeir 

2. Dr. Mohammad Sallam Madkour 

3. Sheikh Saleh Ibn Mohammad Laheidan 

4. Sheikh Manna Khalil Kattan 

5. Sheikh Nasir Ibn Hamad Rasheed 

6. Professor Mohammad Qutb 

7. Sheikh Mohammad Ibn Huwesh 

8. Dr. Omar Mutrak 

9. Dr. Farouk Abdul Rahman Mo~rad 

Commentators 

1. Dr. Mohammad Ibn Sa' ad Rasheed 

2. Dr. Hussein Hamid Hassan 

3. Dr. Abdul Karim Zeidan 

4. Sheikh Manna Khalil Kattan 
f 
I 5. Sheikh Ali Mehanna 
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6. Sheikh Abdul Qadir Shaibat-ul Hamd 

7. Sheikh Mohammad Sabbagh 

8. Sheikh Mohammad Ghazali 

9. Dr. Mansour Hamd Malik 

10. Sheikh Abdullah Ibrahim Ibn Fantookh 

11. Sheikh Ibrahim Dabbasi 

12. Dr. Abdul Rahman Qasim 

13. Sheikh Sa 'ad Ibn Mohammad Ibn Faryan 

14. Dr. Mohammad Ahmed Saleh 

15. Sheikh Atiyya Mch~mmad Salem 
.; 

16. Sheikh Mohammad Ibn Huweish 

17. Dr. Abdullah Banyan 

18. Dr. Hassan Sa'aty 

Conductors of Discussions 

1. Sheikh Abdullah Ibn Manee' 

2. Dr. Rashid Ibn Rajih Shareef 

3. Justice Mohammad Jamal Marsafawi 

4. Dr. Hamad Kobaisi 

5. Sheikh Ibrahim Ibn Nasir 

6. Sheikh Rashid Ibn Khunayn 

7. Dr. Abdullah Omar Naseef 

8. Dr. Abdul Rahman Qasim 

9. Dr. Ivfohammad Ibn Sa' ad Rasheed 
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DELEGATIONS 

Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan 

1. Prof. Salim Kuswani 

3 .. Mr. Rani Mansour 

State of Bahrein 

1. Sheikh Abdul Rahman 
Mohammad Rashid 
Aal Khalifa 

2. Sheikh Abdul Rahman 
J ahir Aal Khalifa 

3. Prof. Ibrahim Hamdi 

4. Prof. Issa Abu Khuwa 

5. Mohammad Rafa'at 
Mohammad Lutfi 

Republic of Tunisia 

1. Dr. Shazli Buraquiba 

39 

Assistant Under-Secretary, 
Ministry of Interior 

Director of the Royal Police 
Academy 

Ministry of Justice 

Under-Secretary, Ministry 
of Justice and Islamic 
Affairs 

Judge 

Advisor, Ministry 
of Interior 

Public Prosecutor 

Legal Advisor, Ministry 
of Interior 

President of the Court 
of Appeal 
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Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

1. H.R.H. Prince Ahmed 
Ibn Abdul Aziz 

2. Dr. Ibrahim 
Mohammad Al-Awaji 

3. Sheikh Rashid Ibn 
Khunain 

4. Dr. Abdul Wahab 
Attar 

5. Prof. Nasir Ibrahim 
Zaid 

6. Dr. Farouk Abdul 
Rahman Mourad 

7. Maj. Gen. Sa'eed 
Suleiman Kurdi 

8. Sheikh Suleiman 
Mohwis 

Democratic Republic of Sudan 

1. Maj. Ahmed Fath 
Rahman Ahmed 

2. Capt. Abdullah Ewadhi 

3. Dr.Mamoun Mubarak 
Aman 
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Deputy-Minister 
of Interior 

Under-Secretary, 
Ministry of Interior 

Under-Secretary, 
Ministry of Justice 

Under-Secretary, Ministry 
of Labour and Social 
Affairs 

Director-General, 
Department of Law 

Crime Prevention 
Director-General 

Head of Liaison 
Department, Crime 
Prevention Bureau 

Head, Public Rights 
Department 

Central Investigations 
Bureau 

Public Relations 
Department, Ministry 
of Interior 

Central Investigations 
Bureau 

r 
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Democratic People's Republic of Somalia 

1. Sheikh Mohammad 
J ulaid Karsha 

2. Sheikh Ali Salan 
Sheikh Eed Alam 

3. Sheikh Ahmed Sheikh 
Ali Ahmed 

Republic of Iraq 

1. Maj. Gen. Adnan Raouf 
Hassan 

2. Lieut. Col. Sami Abdul 
Hamid Raouf 

3. Capt. Abbas Hashem 
Baday Saiidy 

Sultanate of Oman 

1. Maj. Saeed Rashid 
Kalbani 

2. Maj. Ahmed Masoud 

3. Naser Sharif 
Mohammad J awad 

Palestine 

1. Mr. Abu Hisham 

Director of Religious 
Affairs, Ministry 
of Justice 

Judge, Court of Appeal, 
Banadir, Mogadischo 

Judge, Court of Appeal, 
Banadir, Mogadischo 

Director, Legal 
Department 

Head of Traffic Police 

Instructor, Police Academy 

Police Officer 

Police Officer 

Second Secretary, Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs 

P .L.O. Representative in 
Saudi Arabia 
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2. Mr. Fathi Abdul Latif 
Badra 

3. Nasir Mahmoud 
Hijawai 

State of Qatar 

1. Hammash Nasir 
Mohanunad Sahouni 

State of Kuwait 

1. Mohammad. Khalid 
Mahlad 

Arab Republic of Egypt 

1. Mohammad Nasruddin 
Kamel 

2. Dr: Jamal Addin 
Mohammad Mahmoud 

3. Wajih Saeed Mustafa 
Hanafi 

Kingdom of Morocco 

1. Oores Zarwaly War thy 
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Officer in charge of the 
Administration of Tramc 
Department'in Saudi 
Arabia 

Information Section, Traffic 
Department 

Assistant Director, 
Police Commission 

Police Officer, 
Ministry of Interior 

Counsellor, 
Court of Appeal 

Counsellqr, Legislation 
Department, Ministry 
of Justice 

Attache, Mitristry of 
Foreign Affairs 

Senior Advisor to the 
Court of Appeals, 
Maknas 
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Islamic Republic of Mauritania 

1. Hamad Salim Addood Deputy Head of the 
Supreme Court 

2. Talib Khiari Deputy of Sheikh 

Arab Republic of Yemen 

1. Ali Muqbil Ghuenim 

2. Ahmed Ibn Ahmed 
Abdullah Bahluli 

3. Mohammad Mahmoud 
Luqman 

Iran 

1. Nasir Dawlat Abadi 

2. Dr. Mohammad 
Muhadhab 

,Islamic Republic of Pakistan 

1. Abdul Karim Nada 

2. G~ula1U Kangard/_=, o 
3. Shhory Abdul Rahman 
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Muthanty 

Director-General, Criminal 
Investigation 

Bureau of Religious 
Verdicts (Fatwa), 
Ministry of Justice 

Legal Advisor, State Legal 
Department 

Judge, Teheran Supreme 
Court 

Secretary, Ministry of Law 
and Parliamentary 
Affairs 

Ministry of Justice 

Ministry of Justice 
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Republic of Turkey 

1. Muzhaffar Ardam 

2. Ali Naji Tanjar 

3. Jihan Bambak Ogheelou 

4. Bahaddin Ahloum 

o ; 
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Deputy-Minister of Interior 

Directot, Ministry of Justice 

Director, Ministry of Justice 

Director, Ministry of Justice 
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DELEGATION OF ARAB ORGANIZATION 
FOR SOCIAL DEFENCE 

1. Dr. Abdul Wahab 
Ashmawy 

2. Lieut. Col. Amir 
Mukhtar 

\3. Maj. Gen. Ahmed 
Amin Hadiqa 

4. Nassar Wadee' Nassar 

Secretary General of the 
Organization 

Direttor General, Arab 
International Bureau for 
Crime Prevention 

Director General, 
Anti-Narcotics 
International Bureau 

Chief, Translation Section, 
Arab International 
Bureau 

Delegates Representing Universities 

1. Medina Islamic University 

Sheikh Abdul Qadir 
Shaibat-ul Hamad 

2. King Abdul Aziz University 

Dr. Mohammad Omgr 
"-\ 

Zub~iry . 

Dr. Abc:iullah Naseef 

Lecturer 

Rector 

Vice-Rector 
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3. King Feisal University 

Dr. Haseeb Hassan 
Satnarai 

Lecturer 

- ------- ~--

4. Imam Mohammad Ibn Saud Islamic University 

Dr. Abdul Aziz Abdul , 
Rahman Saeed 

5. Riyadh UniversitJ' 

Dr. Mohammad A~ed 
Suleiman 

Dean, Faculty of Sharia 

Professor , Faculty 
of ]\1edicine 

6. Academy of National Security 

Abdullah Hassan Senior Lecturer 
Bahazeela 

Mohammad Nasir 
Suheibani 

7. Damascus University 

Dr. Mohammad Fadhil 

8. Teheran Univers#y 

Dr. Abdul Qasim Karji 

Lecturer 

Rector 

Le!3turer 

9. Um-Durman Islamic University 

Dr. Ali Ahmed Abu 
Bakr 
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INDEX OF PART TWO 

Seventh Symposium 

Sharia Penalties and Ways of their Implementation in 
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

Part (1) Kisas, Diya and Kaffara 
Research presented by Sheikh Mohammad Ibn Ibra

him Huwesh 
Discussions of the symposium. 

Eighth Symposium 

Sharia Penalties and Ways of their Implementation in 
the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

Part (2) Hudoud and Ta'zir 
Research presented by Dr. Omar Matrak, Under-Se

cretary of Ministry of Justice 
Discussions of ,the symposium. 

Ninth Symposium 

Effect of the Implementation of the Islamic Criminal 
Legislation on Crime Prevention in the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia 

A field research presented by Dr. F arouk Abdul Rah
man Mourad, Director-General, Research Centre for Pre
vention of Crime, in association with the Research Team. 

Final Report 

Appendix: Names of the- Delegates representing coun
tries and organizations and distinguished scholars and per
sonalities ~ho participated in the symposium. 
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DISTINGUISHED SCHOLARS WHO ATTENDED 
THE SYMPOSIUM 

I 

1. Professor Lode 
van Outrive 

2. Sir Arthur Peterson 

3. Professor Petet Lejins 

4. Dr. Mustafa Ooji 

5. Dr. Giuseppe 
di Gennaro 0 

6. Dr . Jorge Montero 
Castro 

7. Professor Pierre Bouzat 
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Head, Criminal Law 
Department, University 
of Brussels, Belgium 

Permanent Under-Secretary 
. of State, Home Office, 

London, U.K. 

Director-General, Institute 
of Criminology, 
University of Maryland, 
U.S.A. 

Counsellor, Court of 
Cassation, Beirut, 
Lebanon 

Counsellor, Supreme Court, 
Rome, Italy 

Director, Latin American 
Institute for the 
Prevention of Crime and 
the Treatment of 
Offenders, San Jose, 
Costa Rica 

Dean, Faculty of Law, 
University qf Rennes, 
France 
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8. Dr. Jamal Marsafaway 

9. Professor Guy Warren 

10. Mr. Peider Konz 

11. Dr. Gerhard Mueller 

12. Professor Hassan Sa'aty 

13. Mr. Ramanand Singh 

14. Professor Said Hikmat 
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Head, Court of Cassation, 
Cairo, Egypt 

Head, Criminology 
Department, University 
of Ottawa, Canada 

Directot:"UN Social Defence 
Reseatdh Institute, 
Rome, Italy 

Chief, Crime Prevention 
and Criminal Justice 
Branch, United Nations, 
New York, U.S.A .. 

Professor of SOciology, Ein 
Shams University, Cairo, 
Egypt 

Attorney-General, 
Kathmandu, Nepal 

Professor, University of 
Teheran and Member of 
Parliament, Teheran, Iran 
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